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1HINKING ABOUT 
YOUR GI'JN 
COM'UTER? 

The last few years have seen a 

remarkable quantum jump in the 
cost effectiveness of computing 
power brought about by the advent 
of inexpensive microcomputer 
systems. You've been reading 
about these machines for some 
time in the technical press. You've 
seen stories of applications rang- 
ing from specialized numerical 
control systems for machine tools 
to intelligent traffic light controllers. 

One of the most exciting possibili- 
ties which has come about as a 

result of the inexpensive LSI corn- 
outer is the fact that a general 
purpose computing system is within 
the budget range of you, the 
individual with an interest in the 
technology and an appreciation of 
both the intellectual challenge and 
fun of building and using a per- 
sonal computing system. There is 
now a whole micro industry of 

Turn to Etin , The Small Systems Journal for a wealth of 

information on the personal use of computer systems. BYTE is a 

monthly compendium of information you need for personal use 
applications of microcomputers: 

Theoretical: 
Computers are Ridiculously 
Simple 
What is A Character? 
Total Kitchen Information 
System 
The Magic of Computer 
Languages 
Data Paths 
Processing Algebraic 
Expressions 
The Software Vacuum 

Practical: 
Build a Graphics Interface 
Powerless IC Test Clip 
Let There Be Light Pens 
Golf Handicapping By 
Computer 
The COMPLEAT Tape 
Cassette Interface 
Assembling Programs By Hand 
Add A Kluge Harp to Your 
Computer 

Speculations: 
Buck Rogers and the Home 
Computer 
Could A Computer Take Over? 
Frankenstein Emulation 
Biorhythm for the Computer 

News and Reviews: 
Son of Motorola 
The LSI -11: A New Mini - 
Microcomputer System 
Microprocessor Update: 
CP -1600 
Microprocessor Update: 
TMS9900 
Assembling an Altair 8800 
The HP -65: World's Smallest 
Computer System 
The SR -52: Another World's 
Smallest 
The CT -1024 Kit 
Build a 6800 System 
With This Kit 

companies which package and 
market microcomputer related 
items as kits, finished products and 
related items for personal use. The 
products range from complete 
system kits with hardware and 
software to peripherals, software 
and literature on the subject. But 
where do you go to find out about 
this personal involvement aspect 
of microcomputer technology? 
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FINE is professionally edited and packed with the information 
you need on this fast growing field of personal computer applications. Please allow six weeks for processing 
Don't miss a single exciting issue. Order your subscription today, 
using the coupon below, or phone your request directly - n t (ca11603- 924 -7217 and ask for the subscription department). jr TERBORONH 

H03458 

If you are into computers, II 
if you are planning 

a computer of your own, . 
or if you're just curious, . 

send this coupon today ... 
subscribe to BYTE. MI 

Please enter my subscription to BYTE ... 
$12 One Year $22 Two Years 

$30 Three Years 
Bill me. Enclosed is my check for $ 

Bill BAC No. Bill MC No 

Credit Card Expiration Date 

Name (Please Print) 

Address 
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Software Design 

es-s's 
Whether you're a 
seasoned practitioner 
or a striving beginner... 

Here are the 
fundamentals. 

k1 
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Both of these new books get down to 
basics - present clear, readable dis- 
cussions. Loaded with examples, 
references, graphs, tables. Also, 
data sheets, bibliography and ap- 
pendices. You're encouraged to learn 
-and apply your knowledge to 
practical situations. 
Software Design for Microprocessors. 
Helps you understand the hard - 
ware /software relationship of micro- 
processors. A convenient, stand- 
alone text, suitable for both first - 
time users of microprocessors and 
the technically advanced. 

Beginning chapters deal with 
basic terms, basic machine archi- 
tecture, instructions and address- 
ing. Successive chapters treat the 
process of generating software, de- 
fining required support and docu- 
mentation, and designing a simple 
machine to program a problem. Sam- 
ple problems at the conclusion allow 
you to apply your new knowledge. 

Suggested retail price; subject to change 
without notice. i 1976 Texas Instruments Incorporated 

Basic Electricity and DC Circuits. 
A self- teaching course designed to 
enable you to predict and control the 
behavior of most basic and complex 
DC circuits. Each lesson begins with 
a listing of objectives - what new 
skills and knowledge you should 
have upon successful completion. 
The text within each chapter is ar- 
ranged so that you progress at your 
own pace, with answers to common- 
ly asked questions presented at key 
points. 

Examples show you how to use the 
principles of basic DC electricity as 
r 

Software Design 
for Microprocessors. 

378 pages 

only $12.95.* 

Basic Electricity and DC 
Circuits. 1,016 pages 

only $19.95.* 

they are taught. You'll analyze basic 
DC circuit schematics and find your- 
self experimenting with your own 
designs. Plus, a quiz included at the 
end of each lesson allows you to 
gauge your progress. 

If you're a hobbyist, student, or 
simply interested in broadening 
your knowledge of electronics, these 
books are must ad- 
ditions to your library. 
Use the coupon below 
to order your copies 
today. 

( Texas Instruments Leaning Center. 

1 

Mail checks and money orders to: P.O. Box 3640, M/S 84, 
Dallas, Texas 75285. Postage paid. Add state and local taxes 
where applicable. f 

Mail company purchase orders to: P.O. Box 5012, M/S 84, 
Dallas, Texas 75222. Postage and taxes will be added to 
your invoice. 

Please send me copies of (LCB 1891) Software Design for 
Microprocessors at $12.95' per copy. copies of Basic 
Electricay and DC Circuits at $19.95 per copy. 

I enclose 1 check í money order for $ 

Name 

Address 

City State 

All states except: AK, DE, HI, MF, NH. OR 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

Zip 
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MICROTREK 
MICROTREK 
MICROTREK 
MICROCOMPUTER 
MAGAZINE 
MICROTREK 
EN[ . M.,O...,,,....,,, 

Like you, thousands of engineers 
and programmers have -ealized 
how important it is to master the 
microcomputer. That's why they've 
become computer hobbyists and 
subscribe to MICROTREK 
MICROCOMPUTER MAGAZINE. 
Don't miss the vital info-mation 
(and fun) contained in each monthly 
issue. 
Here's just a sample of what 
you'll see: 

Low -cost construction projects 
System design methods 
Applications ideas 
Efficient programming techniques 
Computer concepts 
User groups activities 
Latest products and book reviews 

Subscribe now with the coupon below. Send only $10 for 
12 monthly issues. 
AUTHORS - send for FREE Author's Guide! Mark envelope "Author's 
Guide ". Mail to the address below. 

MIME ' fi fi fi 
Please enter my charter subscription for the first 12 issues of MICROTREK. 

I have enclosed my check or money order for $10.00. 
I am especially interested in the following level: 

n Basic HI Intermediate Advanced 
Mail to: Schneider Publications, Inc. 

Dows Building 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401 

PLEASE ALLOW 6 -8 WEEKS TO RECEIVE YOUR FIRST ISSUE. 
Additional postage. add $1 for Canada. $2 for all other countries outside the U.S 

Charge my subscription to: Bank Americard Master Charge 

Acct. No. Exp Date 

ISignature 

Name 

Address 

Lity State Z 
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COLOR BAND SYSTEM 

1st Signifiant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Resistors With Black Body Color Are 

Composition. Non - Insulated. 
Resistors With Colored Bodies Are 

Composition. Insulated. 
Wire -Wound Resistors Have The 1st 

Digit Color Band Double Width. 

DISC CERAMICS (5-DOT SYSTEM( 

1st Significant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 

-- Tolerance 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

DISC CERAMICS 13 -DOT SYSTEM( 

1st Signifiant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 

MOLDED - INSULATED AXIAL LEAD 

CERAMICS 

Ist1Signifiant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 

Tolerance 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

MOLDED CERAMICS 

Using Standard Resistor Color -Code 

1st Significant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 

Tolerance 

RESISTOR CODES (RESISTANCE GIVEN IN OHMS) 

COLOR DIGIT MULTIPLIER TOLERANCE 
BLACK 0 1 * 

BROWN I IO *1% 

RED 2 100 *2% 

ORANGE 3 1000 :3% 

YELLOW 4 10000 GMV 
GREEN 5 100000 *5% (EIA Alternate) 
BLUE 6 1000000 :a %' 
VIOLET 7 10000000 :121/2 % 
GRAY 8 .01 (EIA Alternate) :30% 
WHITE 9 .1 (EIA Alternate) *10% (MA Alternate) 

GOLD .1 (JAN and MA Preferred) *S% (JAN and EIA Preferred) 
SILVER .01 (JAN and EIA Preferred) :10% (JAN and MA Preferred) 

NO COLOR :20% 

GMV . guaranteed minimum value, or -0 100 tolerance. 
*3. 6. 12 1/2. and 30% are ASA 40, 20, 10, and 5 step tolerances. 

CERAMIC CAPACITOR CODES (CAPACITY GIVEN IN pF) 

COLOR DIGIT MULTI- 
PLIER 

TOLERANCE TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENT 

PPM/CC 

EXTENDED RANGE 
TEMP. COEFF. 10pF 

or LESS 
OVER 
IOMMI SIGN(- 

FICANT 
FIGURE 

MULTI- 
PLIER 

BLACK 0 I .2.00F .20% 0(NPO) 0.0 -I 
BROWN I 10 :0.1 pF *1% - 33(N033) -10 

RED 2 100 :2% -75)N075) 1.0 -100 

ORANGE 3 1000 .2.5% -1501NI50) 1.5 -1000 

YELLOW 4 10000 -220)N220( 2.2 -10000 

GREEN 5 .0.5 pF .5% -330(N330) 3.3 1 
BLUE 6 -470(N470) 4.7 .10 
VIOLET 7 -750(N750) 7.5 .100 
GRAY if .01 :0.25 pF 30(P030) 1000 

WHITE 9 .1 .1.0 pF :10% General 
Purpose .10000 

SILVER Bypass 6 
Coupling 

GOLD +100 (P100, 
JAN) 

Distinguishes Cap- White Band 

acitor From Resistor 

MOLDED MICA CAPACITOR CODES 

(Capacity Given In pF) 

Voltage ratings are standard 500 colts for some 

manufa Curers, but 000 volts for other companies. 

TYPOGRAPHICALLY MARKED CERAMICS 

Temperature Coefficient 

Capacity 

Tolerance 

BUTTON CERAMICS 

1stjSignifiant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 

Viewed From Soldered Surface 

COLOR DIGIT 
MULTI- 
PLIER 

. 
TOLERANCE 

CLASS OR 

CHARACTERISTIC 
BLACK 0 1 20% A 

BROWN 1 10 1% B 
RED 2 100 2% C 

ORANGE 3 1000 3% D 

YELLOW 4 10000 E 

GREEN 5 5% (EIA) FIJAN) 
BLUE 6 G(JAN) 
VIOLET 7 

GRAY 8 I(EIA) 
WHITE 9 J(EIA( 
GOLD 1 5 %(JAN) 
SILVER .01 10% 

Class or characterise r denotes specifications of design involving O factors, 
temperature coefficients, and production test requirements. 
All axial lead mica capacitors have a voltage rating of 300, 500, or 1000 volts. 
or ±1.0 pF whichever Is greater. 

CURRENT STANDARD 

JAN AND EIA CODE 
White I EIA I Black (JAN) 

ist Significant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Class Or Characteristic 

BUTTON SILVER MICA 

1st 
(W hen 
Applicable) Sig 

Fig 
2nd (or 1st) 

- 3rd for 2nd) 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 
Class 

JAN 
LETTER 

TOLERANCE 
10 pF 
or LESS 

OVER 
10 pF 

C .0.2 pF 
D .0.5 pF 
F .1.0 pF :1% 
G .2.0 pF .2% 
.1 .5% 
K .10% 
M .20% 

STAND -OFF CERAMICS 

1st Signifiant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

MOLDED PAPER CAPACITOR CODES 

(Capacity Given In pF) 
MOLDED 

BODY-END-DOT SYSTEM 

!st Sgnifiant 
/ 

C 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 

Tolerance 

BODY- END BAND SYSTEM 

ist1Sl9nificant 
`2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

HIGH CAPACITY TUBULAR CERAMIC 

INSULATED OR NON- INSULATED 
1st Significant 
2 Figures 
Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Voltage 
(Optional) 

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING 
TUBULAR CERAMICS 

lst Signifiant 
2nd Figures 
Multiplier 

r- Tolerance 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

ENTENDED RANGE T.C. TUBULAR 
CERAM ICS 

1stSignifiant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Temp. Coeff. Multiplier 
T. C..Signifiant Figure 

FEED-THRU CERAMICS 

1st1Significant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

COLOR 
BLACK 
BROWN 
RED 
ORANGE 
YELLOW 
GREEN 
BLUE 
VIOLET 
GRAY 
WHITE 
GOLD 
SILVER 
NO COLOR 

DIGIT 
MULTI- 
PLIER TOLERANCE 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

1 

10 
100 
1000 
10000 
100000 
1000000 

20% 

5% 

10% 
5% 
10% 
20% 

MOLDED FLAT PAPER CAPACITORS 
(COMMERCIAL CODE) 

1st 1Significant 
2nd j Figures 
Voltage 

1 Multiplier 

1 Black Or Brown Body 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

PAPER TUBULAR 

tstSignificant 
2nd Figures 

Multiplier 
Tolerance 

Indicates Outer 
Foil. May Be On 
Either End. May 
Also Be Indicated By 

Other Methods Such As 

Typographical Marking 
Or Black Stripe. 

Significant 
1st lge 

Voltage 
2nd Figures 

Add Two Zeros To Sig- 
nificant Voltage Fig- 
ures. One Band Indi- 
cates Voltage Ratings 
Under 1000 Volts. 

MOLDED FLAT PAPER CAPACITORS 
(JAN CODE) 

Silver 
1st7Signifiant 
2ndJ Figures 

Multiplier 
-- Tolerance 

Characteristic 
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Schlumberger 

HEATHKIT CATALOG 
the world's largest selection of 
fun -to- build, money - saving 
electronic Kits! 

VOM's &VTVM's 
Hi -Fi Components Color TV 

Digital Clocks & Weather Instruments 
Amateur Radio Radio Control Modeling Equipment 

Electronics Learning Programs Marine, Auto & Aircraft Accessories 

Read about over 400 electronic kits you can 
build and service yourself. Our famous assem- 
bly manuals guide you every step of the way; 
and our quality design assures you of top per - 
fcrmance from every kit you build. 

It you are not receiving Heathkit catalogs, 

send for your FREE copy today! 

HEATH 

Name 

- ---- tt 
Heath Company, Dept. 110 -21, 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

I am not on your mailing list and would like 
to receive my FREE Heathkit catalog. 

1 

1 

1 

1 Address 

Heath Co., Dept. 110 -21, I City 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

6 

State Zip 
CL-6021.1 tit t t t 
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 SHUTS A C POWER 
WHEN AUDIO ENDS 

ADJUSTABLE TIME DELAY 

CONVENTIONALTIMER USE 

4110 CONNECTS TO SPEAKER 

BY CURT KOBYLARZ 

IF VOU EVER left an expen- 
sive stereo system or a TV receiver 

operating all night because you forgot 
to shut it off, take heart. Here is a low - 
cost, automatic shutoff controller for 
home entertainment equipment that 
does not require any internal circuit 
changes or connections. Shutoff is ac- 
tivated by the absence of an audio sig- 
nal, not by a pre -set time interval, as 

with mechanical devices. According- 
ly, the controller can be connected to 
speaker terminals or to a tape output 
monitor jack. 

An adjustable delay system avoids 
premature shutoff, provid ng the user 
with enough time to change a record 
on a manual record player or a reel of 
tape on a recorder befor3 the system is 
turned off. Shutoff time range is 50 

seconds to 20 minutes after the signal 
level has dropped below a predeter- 
mined setting. At about 60,000 ohms 
impedance, the controller will not load 
mos-. circuits. Noise filtering is pro- 
vided to remove AM and FM intersta- 
tion hiss to ensure against false 
shutoff triggering when using either of 
these signal sources. 

Furthermore, the cortroller can be 
used as a standard non -audio timer for 



Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram _a 
of the hi- filTV' "Audio Minder." iO 

The circuit. fits on a siegle PC 
board, as shown in Fig. ). 
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PARTS LIST 

All capacitors disc or Mylar unlc other- 
wise noted. 

CI-0.047 µF capacitor 
C2 -27 -pF capacitor 
C3- 750-pF capacitor 
C4- 220-pF capacitor 
C5- 10-µF, IS -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C6 -1 -NF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C7- 220 -NF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C8,C9,C10- 0.01 -µF capacitor 
CI I- 1000 -.tF, 15 -volt electrolytic capac- 

itor 
C I2- 0.1 -pF, 200 -volt capacitor 
C13- 470 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capac- 

itor 
DI,D2- 1N4148 diode 
D3- 1N4002 diode 
FI -10- ampere fused and holder 
IC 1- LM3900 quad op -amp 
IC2 -556 dual timer 
J I -Phono connector 
KI -Reed relay, 500 -ohm, 12 -volt coil. 

normally open contacts 
LEDI -Any light- emitting diode 

Q4,2 
2N3904 

643 
Q5- Triac, 20 -A, 200 PIV 
RECTI -Full -wave rectifier bridge 
All resistors 1/4 -watt, 10% unless otherwise 

noted. 
RI,RI6,R18- 100.000 -ohm resistor 
R2,R14- 10- megohm resistor 
R3- 68,000 -ohm resistor 
R4- 4.7- megohm resistor 
R5,R6,R20- 560,000 -ohm resistor 
R7- 270,000 -ohm resistor 
R8- I.2- megohm resistor 
R9-100 -ohm resistor 
R10,R25- I- megohm resistor 
R 1 I- 3- megohm linear potentiometer 

( "Sensitivity ") 
R12,R13,R24- I80,000 -ohm resistor 
R15 -1000 ohm resistor 
R17- 5- megohm linear potentiometer 

( "Delay ") 
R19-330,000-ohm resistor 
R21 -33 -ohm resistor 
R22,R23R28- 82,000 -ohm resistor 
R26,R29,R30- 10,000 -ohm resistor 
R27- 3300 -ohm resistor 
R31 -100 -ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
R32- 470 -ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
SI- Pushbutton switch, momentary con- 

tact, normally open ( "Reset ") 
S2 -Spst switch ( "Power ") 
S3 -Dpdt switch ( "NormaVTimer ") 
SO1 to SO4-Ac power receptacle (sock- 

ets) TI- Transformer: 12.6 -volts, 300 -mA, PC 
mount 

Misc.: Suitable cabinet, heat -sink mate- 
rial, IC sockets (optional), strain relief, 
press -on type, mounting hardware, etc. 

Following are available from WEI, 4921 
N. Sheridan Rd.. Peoria, Illinois 61614: 
complete kit (SO -I) includes all compo- 
nents, PC board, metal case with walnut 
cover, power cord, ac receptacles, etc. 
at $39.95; PC board (SO -2) at $6.00; 
metal case /cover (SO -3) at $8.50. All or- 
ders postpaid. Illinois residents please 
add 5% sales tax. Allow four weeks for 
delivery. 
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any electrical appliance, TV receiver, 
etc. up to its rated 1200 watts. In this 
mode, the controller will turn power 
off at a pre -set time ranging from 10 

minutes to two hours. The complete 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

How It Works. The selected audio 
input is applied via phono connector, 
Ji, to the first amplifier and filter IC1A 
where it is amplified and filtered with 
roll -off occurring about 1.25 kHz at 6 
dB per octave. The second stage, 
IC1 B, is a two -pole filter whose cutoff 
frequency is approximately 1 kHz with 
unity gain. The two stages combined 
roll off is about 18 dB per octave to 
remove noise and filter out any high - 
frequency hiss if an FM or TV station 
goes off the air (if this is to be the audio 
source). 

The filtered signal is rectified to a dc 
level by D1, D2, and C6, with R10 
"bleeding" the charge from capacitor 
C6 when a signal is not present. IC /C 
is used as a comparator having fast 
"snap action" (positive feedback) so 
that when the rectified signal applied 
to the non -inverting ( + ) input exceeds 
the level set by the SENSITIVITY control, 
R11, the output switches off very 
rapidly. Note that the 3900 op amps 
used here are current devices rather 
than voltage devices represented by 
conventional op amps, therefore all 
voltages must be converted to cur- 
rents. This will explain why high -value 
resistors are used in many places in 
this circuit. 

When IC1C output is high (audio 
signal present), LEDI is turned on and 
current -limited by R15. The IC /C out- 
put signal also turns on the OR gate 
formed by ICI D which, in turn, causes 
Q4 to saturate and draw current 
through the coil of the reed relay, K1. 
With the reed relay contacts closed, 
gate power is applied to the triac, Q5, 
and power is present across the multi- 
ple power sockets, SO/ through SO4. 
This turns on any equipment con- 
nected to these sockets. 

When the input audio signal either 
disappears or falls below the pre -set 
SENSITIVITY threshold, comparator 
IC1C switches off very rapidly. This ac- 
tion also starts one of the timers in IC2 
whose output (pin 5) keeps the OR gate 
operating until the timer times out. 
Power remains on the four sockets. If 

another audio signal should appear 
within the time -out interval, the sec- 
ond timer within IC2 will generate a 

5- millisecond pulse which will turn on 
Q3 and discharge the main timing 

capacitor C7. This resets IC2 back to 
zero and ensures that the last audio 
signal is always the one that begins 
the time -out delay. Transistors Q1 and 
Q2 act as a "quench" circuit by 
grounding the comparator signal an 
instant before shutdown. This is 

necessary because some audio power 
amplifiers generate a "thump" when 
turned off and this may retrigger the 
timer and never allow system shut- 
down. 

Reed relay K1 is necessary for com- 
plete isolation between the circuit and 
the triac. Snubbers circuit C12 and 
R32 protect Q5 from line transients 
and surges generated when inductive 
loads (such as the power transformers 
in high- wattage power amplifiers) are 
suddenly switched off. The triac 
should be heat -sinked. 

The timer function is determined by 

the setting of NORMAL /TIMER Switch 
S3, which disables the input circuit by 

turning on the "quench" transistor, 
Q1, and connecting a larger capacitor 
(C11) in parallel with the main timing 
capacitor C7. Potentiometer R17 sets 
the timer delay in either case, al- 
though the range for NORMAL and 
TIMER positions of S3 is different. 

Construction. The circuit is easily 
assembled on a single PC board, as 

shown actual size in Fig. 2, which also 
shows the component installation. 
Connections to off -board compo- 
nents are made via the lettered pads 
on the foil pattern. Note that some re- 

sistors are mounted "end up." 
The triac is mounted on a metal 

bracket, which acts as the heat sink, 
and mounted as selected within the 
cabinet. If a metal case is used, make 
sure that the triac is electrically iso- 
lated, but thermally bonded to the 
heat sink. Use at least 18 -gauge wire 
between the triac, power outlet sock- 
ets, and the power line. A three -wire 
line cord is recommended with the 
ground (green) lead connected to the 
metal chassis. Almost any type of 
cabinet may be used. 

The switches, J1, potentiometers, 
and LEDI can be mounted on the front 
panel, while the four controlled sock- 
ets can be mounted on the rear apron. 
Although four controlled power out- 
lets are used, more can be added pro- 
vided that the triac can handle them. 

Operation. The selected audio input 
signal can be taken from the tape 
monitor output of either channel (use 
a "Y" connector if necessary), or di- 
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Fig. 2. The printed -circuit board's foil 
pattern is shown at left, while the flop side 
below illustrates component installation. 
Note that resistors installed on pads with a 
drawn circle are to be mounted end up. 
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rectly off the speaker terminals of 
either channel. The monitor output 
has the advantage of a constant level 
irrespective of volume control settings 
so the SENSITIVITY control need be set 
only once. 

Connect the selected devices 
(tuner, amplifier, etc.) to the con- 
trolled sockets SO/ through SO4 and 
turn on their power switches. Connect 
the controller to the power line, place 
S3 in the NORMAL position, and turn 

POWER switch S2 on. Place both 
potentiometers in their mid positions, 
then depress RESET pushbutton S1. 
LED1 should glow and the ac outlets 
should be energized. With no signal 
connected toJ1, LED1 will go out after 
C6 discharges, but the delay timer will 
keep the outlets energized, until it 
times -out -determined by DELAY 
potentiometer R17. 

Connect the selected signal source 
to J1, reset the controller, and adjust 

SENSITIVITY control R11 until the LED 
remains on continuously. The DELAY 
potentiometer is adjusted as required. 
When the input signal is removed, the 
system should shut down after the, 
delay period. 

To shut down the system when an 
FM or TV station is used as the signal 
source and the station goes off the air, 
use the following setup procedure. 
Tune in the station and adjust the SEN- 
SITIVITY control until the LED just goes 
out, then bring it back until the LED 
remains on most of the time. Tune the 
receiver off -station for the hiss and 
observe that the LED goes out. The 
system is now adjusted so that it will 
automatically shut down after a sta- 
tion goes off the air for the night. 

Use of the tape monitor output for 
the signal source is necessary when 
headphones are being used and the 
amplifier is disabled from the speak- 
ers. Since the input impedance of the 
controller is approximately 60,000 
ohms it will not load the signal to the 
tape deck. 

For use as a timer, place S3 in the 
TIMER position, set the DELAY time as 
desired (10 minutes to 2 hours), and 
operate the RESET pushbutton Si. In 
this case, the input is not being moni- 
tored; the ac outlets will be de- 
energized only after the selected time 
interval has been reached. This mode 
is used to turn off any appliances or TV 
receiver automatically. . 
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Measure Low Millivolts 
with a Multimeter 

HAVE you ever needed a simple 
device that would let you ex- 

pand the ranges of your multi meter so 
that you could measure low- millivolt 
ac and dc voltages? Perhaps you need 
a small amplifier for checking out the 
high -level inputs of an audio amplifier. 
Well, the decade meter range expand- 
er described here will do both and 
more. 

The decade range expander can be 
used to increase the usefulness of a 

multimeter by adding ranges divided 
by 10 and 100. It can also be used on 
decibel scales, subtracting 20 or 40 dB 
from the existing ranges in your VOM. 
Use the expander as a sensitive signal 
tracer to obtain quantitative mea- 
surements of the signal level at points 
of interest, or to read voltage amplifier 
stage gain directly in decibels on your 
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Range expander increases sensitivity by X10 or X100 

BY JOHN F. HOLLABAUGH 

Owing to simplicity of circuit, 
pc or perforated board 
construction is equally suitable. 
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EVERY PROJECT 
ANOTHER REASON TO 

Whether you're a hobbyist or serious experimenter, CSC's line of precision 
digital /electronics design and testing equipment can take the manual labor 
out of your labors of love. 

In fact, we can not only save you literally hundreds of hours a year, but 
hundreds of dollars as well. On parts, accessories and test equipment. 

Want proof? Read on - you'll see why we're the fastest -growing company 
in the field! 

QT Sockets and Bus Strips* 
time-saving, money- saving solderless 
breadboarding - the CSC way 

Our expandable, interlocking breadboarding 
system not only saves you hours of soldering, desoldering 
and resoldering, it also saves wear and tear on your 
components. 

Resistors, capacitors, transistors, DIP's, LED's, 
micro -processors, etc., all connect with plug -in, plug -out 
ease. Preassemb /ed sockets with durable nickel -silver 
non -corrosive 5 -point terminals provide low- resistance 
interconnections you can arrange and rearrange at will. 
(And jumpers, where required, are short lengths of 
solid #22 -30 AWG wire.) 

Use QT Sockets and Bus Strips for designing, 
troubleshooting, interconnecting, patching and dozens of 
other applications. Our unique snap /lock mechanism 
joins units in seconds, so you can add -on or take -off at will. ..,. 

Check the chart below for sizes and prices. 
10 modestly - priced models to choose from - still at our original low prices. 
All can be top or through- the -panel rear mounted. 

Socket Groupa ol5 Coec,ee Tie Po,l 

IIIIIIII 

J11111)1191 
TOP VIEW 

- - Length 
Hole - to -Hole -*I 

NMI 
OT-59S 

QT-59B 

QT-47S 

* QT-47B 

7. 2" 11111111 
QT-35S 

QT-35B 

7" OT-18S 

QT-12S 

IIII QT-8S 

' OT-7S 

U.S. Pat. No. 235,554 
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Length Hole- to -Hole Terminals Unit Price S 

6.5" 6.2" 118 12.50 

6.5" 6.2" 20 2.50 

5.3" 5.0" 94 10.00 

5.3° 5.0" 16 2.25 

4.1" 3.8" 70 8.50 

4.1" 3.8 " 12 2.00 

2.4" 2.1 "' 36 4.75 

1.8" 1.5" 24 3.75 

1.4" 1.1" 16 3.25 

1.3" 1.0" 14 3.00 

All Prices Shown Are Manufacturer's Recommended List. Prices and Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 
44 KENDALL STREET/ D. BOX 1942 

NEW HAVEN, CT 06509 
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IN THIS MAGAZINE IS 
READ THIS AD. 
Build projects, test circuits, check components as fast as you can think... 
with CSC Proto- Board® Solderless Breadboards! 
The right size for every circuit! The CSC Proto -Board system gives you the convenience and 
versatilnty of QT Bus Strips and Sockets already mounted, in use -tested configurations, on sturdy metal 
ground!baseplates" with non -marring feet. They're great for a wide variety of audio and digital projects, 
and you save money by using components over and over again. 

PB- 101 -940 solderless tie points: ten 14 -pin 
DIP capacity. Two QT -35S breadboarding 
sockets plus four QT -35B bus strips. 
Excellent for audio and smaller digital 
projects. Measures 4.5" wide x 5.8" long x 
1.4" high (114 x 147 x 35mm); weighs 9 oz. 
(.26 Kg). Price: $29.95 

PB- 103 -2250 solderless tie points: twenty - 
four 14 -pin DIP capacity. Three QT -59S 
breadboarding sockets, four QT -59B and 
one QT -47B bus strips plus four 5 -way 
binding posts. For all but the very largest 
circuits. Lets you build calculators, inter- 
faces, complex switching circuits, etc. 
Measures 6" wide x 9" long x 1.4" high (152 
x 229 x 35mm); weighs 1.25 lb. (.57 Kg). 
Price: $59.95 

PB -102 -1240 solderless tie points: twelve 
14 -pin DIP capacity. Two QT -47S bread- 
boarding sockets, three QT -47B and one 
QT -35B bus strips. You'll want this one for 
intermediate digital needs, more complex 
audio projects among other things. 
Measures 4.5" wide x 7" long x 1.4" high 
(114 x 178 x 35mm); weighs just 10 oz. 
(.31 Kg). Price: $39.95 

PB -104 -3060 solderless tie points: thirty- 
two 14 -pin DIP capacity. Four QT -59S 
breadboarding sockets, seven QT -59B bus 
strips plus four 5 -way binding posts. It's the 
largest breadboard we made for the largest 
projects you care to tackle -a CPU, en- 
coder, complex display ... just about 
anything. Measures 8" wide x 9.8" long x 
1.4" high (203 x 248 x 35mm); weighs 1.75 lb. 
(.79 Kg). Price: $79.95 

Save even more with Proto -Board Kits! Invest ten minutes of your time, using nothing more than a 

screwdriver and a pair of pliers, and you can have all the time -saving, money- saving features of CSC's 
Proto -Board system, for even less money! CSC Proto -Board Kits come with all hardware, non -marring 
feet and sturdy base -plate. And unlike other kits, all sockets are pre- assembled, eliminating tedious 
assembly and assuring long, trouble -free life. 

PB -6 Kit -630 solderless tie points: 
six 14 -pin DIP capacity. Most economical 
way to take advantage of Proto -Board 
speed and convenience. One pre - 
assembled QT-47S breadboarding 
socket, two assembled QT -47B bus 
strips, four 5 -way binding posts, metal ground /plane /base- 
plate, all required hardware.10 minute assembly with pliers 
and screwdriver. Measures 6" long x 4" wide x 1.4" high 
(152 x 102 x 34mm); weighs 7 oz. (.20 Kg). Price: $15.95 

PB -100 Kit -760 solderless tie points: ten 
14 -pin DIP capacity. 21% larger capacity 
than PB -6 Kit. Comes with two pre - 
assembled QT -35S breadboarding sockets, 
one assembled QT -35B bus strip, two 5 -way 
binding posts, pre -drilled and screened 
base -plate, non -marring feet and all re- 
quired hardware. Fast 10 minute assembly. 
Measures 4.5" wide x 6" long x 1.4" high 
(114 x 152 x 35mm). Weighs 7.5 oz. (.21 Kg). Price: $19.95 

Now! Proto -Board convenience, plus regulated power! No need to hunt for a power supply when 

you're working with these CSC Proto -Board units. Built -in power supplies give you the DC power you 

need, with laboratory -precision regulation, plus low ripple and noise. Choose the PB -203 for digital circuits 
and other projects requiring 5V or less (with external components) or for maximum flexibility, the 
PB -203A, with 5VDC plus two independently -adjustable voltage sources. 

PB- 203 -2250 solderless tie points: 
twenty-four 14 -pin DIP capacity. The 
Ultimate!! All Proto -Board features plus 
short -proof, fused 5VDC, 1A regulated 
power supply with only 10mV ripple and 
noise at 0.5A; on -off toggle switch and 
pilot light. Three QT -59S breadboarding 
sockets plus four QT -59B and one QT- 
47B bus strips. Power supplied via two 
of the four 5 -way binding posts. It all 

adds up +o lots of capacity plus the proper DC voltage for most 
digital and many analog IC's. Measures 9.75" long x 6.6" wide 
x 3.25" high (248 x 168 x 83mm). Weighs 5 lb. (2.27 Kg). 
For 117 VAC, 50/60 Hz (220 VAC, 50/60 Hz; also available 
at slightly higher cost). Price: $75.00 

"PB -100 has fibreglass- reinforced plastic baseplate. 
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B -203A -The Ultimate ... plus!! All the 
eatures of the PB -203 including regulated 

5VDC supply plus additional power 
supply flexibility (separate regulated 
+15VDC and -15VDC, 0.5A supplies, 

each with internally and independ- 
ently adjustable output voltage; ripple 

and noise of + and -15V supplies, 10mV 
at 0.25A). Connections for 3 power supply 

voltages and ground available at four 5 -way 
binding posts. Same size as PB -203; weighs 5.5 lb. 

(2.5 Kg). For 117 VAC, 50/60 Hz (220 VAC, 50/60 Hz; also 
available at slightly higher cost). Price: $120.00 

TURN PAGE FOR MORE CSC PRODUCTS 
AND EASY ORDER FORM 
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8 MORE WAYS TO DO 
IN A LOT LESS TIME -FOR 

CSC's Design- Mate' Series. Laboratory precision 
at a hobbyist's price. 

We knew what you were looking for when we created 
the Design -Mate Series. So we put the emphasis on laboratory 
precision and professional performance instead of 
needlessly expensive fancy cabinetry. Check it out! Check it all out! 

DESIGN -MATE 1 

BREADBOARD /CIRCUIT DESIGNER 
Design -Mate 1 gives you every- 
thing you need for fast, easy 
solderless circuit design in a 
single compact package. QT 
speed and versatility for 
circuit design and modifi- 
cation as fast as you can 
push in (or pull out) a 
lead, using one QT -59S 
breadboarding socket 
and two QT -59B bus 
strips, mounted on the 
top panel. Adjustable, 
precision -regulated 5 -15 
VDC 600 mA short- circuit -proof 
fused supply, with less than 20 mV 
noise and ripple at rated output (9W max.). 
Built -in 0 -15VDC meter lets you monitor voltages 
in circuit or supply. Top panel supply and meter con- 
nections are easily made via four 5 -way binding posts; on -off 
and voltage adjustment controlled by potentiometer; bright 
LED indicates power. Measures 7.5" wide x 6.5" deep x 3.25" 
max. high (191 x 165 x 83mm); weighs 3 lb. (1.4 Kg). For 117 
VAC, 50/60 Hz (12W); also available for 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz at 
slightly higher cost. Price: $54.95 

DESIGN -MATE 3 
R/C BRIDGE 
Design -Mate 3 is an indispensible 
tool for professionals and hob- 
byists alike. Makes precision 
resistance and capacitance 
measurements in seconds, 
with positive LED indica- 
tion. Readings are accu- 
rate within 5% of the dial 
setting at any range - 
resistance: 10 -100 ohms, 
100-1K, 1K-10K, 10 -100K, 
100K -1 meg; Capacitance: 
10- 100pF, 100- 1,000pF, .001- 
.01µF, .01 -.1µF, .1 -1µF. Simple 
2- control operation: set range with 
switch, then turn Null Adjust dial until 
both LED are lit. Switches, controls, indicators 
and connectors: toggle power switch with LED indicator; 
range selector switch; Null Adjust dial (1 -10 in 100 increments); 
LED null indicators; twin 5 -way binding posts. Measures 7.5" 
wide x 6.5" deep x 3.25 max. high (191 x 165 x 83mm); weighs 
2 lbs. (0.91 Kg). For 117 VAC, 50/60 Hz; also available for 
220 VAC, 50/60 Hz, at slightly higher cost. Price: $59.95 

DESIGN -MATE 2 
FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Design -Mate 2 gives you a lot of 
signal generator for very little 
money. Advanced IC circuitry 
produces stable low- distor- 
tion sine waves (less than 
2% THD), fast- rise -and- 
fall -time square waves 
(less than 0.5 micro- 
seconds across 600 
ohms) and high -linearity 
triangle waves (better 
than 1% over range). Fre- 
quency is accurate -and 
repeatable -to 5% of dial 
setting, in 5 ranges: 1 -10Hz, 
10- 100Hz, 100Hz-1KHz, 1- 10KHz, 
10- 100KHz. Shortproof output is adjust- 
able, 100mV -10V P -P for all waveforms, into 
open circuit. Controls, switches, indicators and 
connectors: toggle power switch with LED indicator; 
function selector switch; range switch; frequency selector 
dial (1 -10 in 100 increments); amplitude control; twin 5 -way 
binding posts. Measures 7.5" wide x 6.5" deep x 3.25" high 
(191 x 165 x 83mm); weighs 2 lbs. (0.91 Kg). For 117 VAC, 
50/60 Hz; also available for 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz at slightly 
higher cost. Price: $69.95 

DESIGN -MATE 4 
MULTIPURPOSE PULSE GENERATOR 
Design -Mate 4 is a multi -purpose, 
multi -mode pulse generator pro- 
viding pulses from 0.5Hz -5MHz, 
rise and fall times less than 30 
nsec and 107:1 duty cycle 
range, compatible with 
CMOS and TTL. It provides 
the precision, flexibility 
and versatility of a lab- 
oratory instrument, 
priced low enough for 
the workbench of every 
engineer, technician, stu- 
dent and hobbyist who works 
with digital circuitry. Its unique 
combination of performance and 
price makes it ideal for a wide variety 
of applications throughout the electronics 
industry. Design -Mate 4 may be used as a clock 
source, delayed pulse generator, synchronous clock 
source, manual system stepper, pulse stretcher, clock burst 
generator, in tandem with one or more DM -4's used to gate 
the output of one or more additional DM -4's. Price: $124.95 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS AND APPLICATION DATA PROVIDED!! 
All Prices Shown Are Manufacturer's Recommended List. Prices and Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice. 
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A LOT MORE PROJECTS- 
A LOT LESS MONEY. 
CSC's Digital testers save your sanity. And your money. 

New! LP -1. It digs up a lot of information 
for $44.95. Logic Probe 1 is a compact,versatile 

design, test and trouble- shooting tool for all 
popular logic families and digital applications. 

By connecting the clip leads, setting a 
switch to the proper logic family and 
touching the probe to the node under 

test, you get an instant picture of circuit 
conditions. 

LP -1 combines the functions of level 
detector, pulse detector, pulse 
stretcher and memory -makes one - 
shot, low- rep -rate, narrow pulses - 
nearly impossible to see, even with 

a fast scope -easily detectable and 
visible. 

LM -1. It lets you check digital IC's faster 
than a scope, safer than a voltmeter, for a 

lot less than you might guess -only $74.95. 
Logic MonitorTM 1 speeds digital design and testing by 
accurately and automatically displaying static and 
dynamic logic states of DTL, TTL, HTL and CMOS DIP IC's. 
All in a compact, self- contained 16 -pin circuit -powered 

unit. Use it to effortlessly trace signals through counters, 
shift registers, gating networks, flip -flops, decoders, etc. Clip 

it over any DIP IC up to 16 pins, and each contact connects to a 
single "bit" detector with high- intensity LED readout. Logic 1 

(high voltage) turns LED on; Logic "0" (low voltage or open circuit) 
keeps LED off. A power- seeking gate network automatically locates 

supply leads and feeds them to the Logic Monitor's internal circuitry. 

Proto-CIipTN* IC Test Clips pay for themselves the very first time you use them. 

Use Proto -Clip Connectors By Themselves... 

Or With 
Pre -Wired 
Cables 

PC -14 PC -16 PC -24 
(14 -pin Proto -Clip) (16 -pin Proto -Clip) (24 -pin Proto -Clip) 

$4.50 each $4.75 each $8.50 each 

The reason's as simple as 
the time you'll save testing, 
signal tracing or wiring in 
DIP's. Not to mention the 
cost of IC's ruined by acci- 
dental shorts. A Proto -Clip 
is the foolproof, short proof 
way to bring up leads from 
crowded circuit boards. Its 
patented, molded design 
and unique gripping teeth 
free hands for other work. 
Built to withstand tough 
day -to -day use, CSC clips 
are available with or without 
cable for 14- 16- and 24- 
pin DIP's starting at $4.50. 

`U.S. Pat. No. 3,914,007 

Cable 
length 
Inches 

Price 
Single 

clip 

Price 
Dual 
clip 

PC -14- 12 7.50 14.50 
PC -14- 18 7.75 14.75 
PC -14- 24 8.00 15.00 
PC -14- 30 8.25 15.25 
PC -14- 36 8.50 15.50 

PC -16- 12 8.25 15.75 
PC -16- 18 8.50 16.00 
PC -16- 24 8.75 16.25 

PC -16- 30 9.00 16.50 
PC -16- 36 9.25 16.75 

PC -24- 12 12.00 25.00 
PC -24- 18 12.25 25.25 
PC -24- 24 12.50 25.50 
PC -24- 30 12.75 25.75 
PC -24- 36 13.00 26.00 

NOTE: S= single clip (on one end o cable); D= 
dual clips (on both ends of cable). When order- 
ing Proto-Clip units with cable, include Part No., 
cable length and Single (S) or Dual (D) -for ex- 
ample: PC- 16 -24-D is 24" cable with a PC -16 at 
both ends. 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 
44 KENDALL STREET 
P.O. BOX 1942 
NEW HAVEN, CT 06509 

NAME 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

This is your shipping label. Please print clearly. 

FOUR FAST, EASY WAYS TO ORDER 
Include payment ($5.00 min.) 
C.O.D. U.S.A. only. You pay postage and fees. 
Charge ($10.00 min.) Please fill in below. 

AMERICAN EXPRESS Bank No. 

BANK AMERICARD 
MASTER CHARGE 

In a hurry? Telephone' 
East Coast - 203 -624 -3103 
West Coast -415 -421 -8872 Signature 

4 numbers above your name 

Credit Card No. 

Expiration Date 

24 HOUR 
SERVICE 

qP 
044 
k 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

No 

QTY. Stock Number Unit Price Total Price 

s 

The CSC Guarantee: 
We guarantee 
complete satisfaction, 
or your money back. 
Return unsatisfactory 
merchandise prepaid 
within 10 days for 
full refund. 

I have I have not 
purchased from CSC before. 

TOTAL 

CONN. OR CALIF. SALES TAX 

POSTAGE & HANDLING 
(see chart below) 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

POSTAGE & HANDL NG CHART 
Orders- Add - 
up to $10.00 $1.50 
$10.01 -25.00 2.00 
$25.01 -50.00 2.50 
$50.01 & over 3.00 

Prices, specifications and conditions of sale are subject to change without notice. 
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PARTS LIST 

BI, B2 -9 -volt battery 
C I -3 -pF capacitor 
C2, C4 -1 -µF, 1S -volt electrolytic 

capacitor 
C3- 100 -pF capacitor 
IC1 -709 operational amplifier 
IC2 -741 operational amplifier 
JI, J2 -Phono jack 
R1-3900-ohm, Va -watt resistor 
R2 -37 -ohm, 1/ -watt resistor 
R3 -1500 -ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
R4, R11- 1- megohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
RS, R6-10,000-ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
R7- 10.000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer 
R8, R9- 25,000 -ohm trimmer potentiome- 

ter 
R 10- 100,000 -ohm 
R12- 100,000 -ohm linear potentiometer 
S I -Spdt toggle or slide switch 
S2 -Dpdt slide or toggle switch 
S3 -Spst toggle or slide switch 
S4-4- position, double -throw slide switch 
Misc.- Chassis box, 9 -volt transistor bat- 

tery clips, shielded cable and audio 
phono plugs (for test cables), IC sock- 
ets or Molex Soldercons, pc board or 
perforated phenolic board and solder 
clips, hookup wire, solder, hardware, 
control knob, etc. 

meter. You can even use the range 
expander to measure the output volt- 
age of a phono cartridge. Try that with 
an ordinary multimeter. 

About the Circuit. The range ex- 
pander makes use of two operational 
amplifier IC's (ICI and IC2 in the 
schematic), exploiting the particular 
advantages of the types 709 and 741 
op amps. A monolithic amplifier using 
bipolar transistors appears to the 
signal being processed as a series of 
resistances and shunting capaci- 
tances. An RC system like this forms a 
phase -shift network that at some fre- 
quency will cause the amplifier to os- 
cillate. 

Compensation is required to insure 
low gain at the frequency at which os- 
cillation occurs. The 741 op amp is 
unconditionally compensated. (Gain 
is reduced to unity at the point where 
oscillation is possible.) The 709 op 
amp is not internally compensated, 
requiring external components to ob- 
tain the necessary compensation. 
However, it can be compensated for 
frequencies up to 1 MHz, while the 741 
is restricted to a top -end frequency of 
about 1 kHz by its internal compensa- 
tion. 

The 741 op amp has provisions for 
input offset nulling, which makes it 
operate well as a dc amplifier. In the 
range expander, the 741 (1C2) is used 
as a dc amplifier with output nulling 

R4 

DC 

10-110. +9V 
IC2 

N-9V 

S3 

DIR 
EXP 

912 
100K 

Two operational amplifiers (ICI and IC2) form heart of expander. 

and a feedback network that mini- 
mizes drift. The 741 has input over - 
voltage protection and output short - 
circuit protection, while the 709 has 
neither. To provide input overvoltage 
and output short -circuit protection for 
the 709, R1 and R2 are used. 

The 709 (ICi) in the range expander 
is compensated for a 40 -dB gain up to 
about 200 kHz by C1, C3, and R3. It has 
a feedback network consisting of R4 
and R5. Both ac and dc amplifiers (ICI 
and /C2) have a common vernier con- 
trol (R12) that can be used where 
exact values of gain are not required. 

The incoming signal (or voltage) is 
applied viaJl , while the mode of oper- 
ation (ac or dc) is selected with S2. 
Switch S1 permits selection of X10 or 
X100 in the dc mode, while switch S3 
applies power to either the ICi or the 
IC2 circuit. The final switch, S3, per- 
mits the range expander to be by- 
passed when in the DIR position. In this 
position, it routes the incoming signal 
at J1 directly to output jack J2. (Note: 
When S3 is in the DIR position, S4 can 
be switched to off to conserve battery 
life.) 

Construction. Assembling the range 
expander is relatively easy, owing to 
the simplicity of the circuit. The entire 
circuit can be easily accommodated 
inside a 4 in. by 23/4 in. by 2 in. metal 
utility box, with the four switches and 
vernier control R12 mounted on the 

J2 
OUTPUT 

JI 
INPUT 

top of the box for convenience. 
You can use a printed circuit board 

of your own design or perforated 
phenolic board and solder clips for 
mounting the ICI and IC2 amplifier 
circuits inside the box. JacksJl andJ2 
can be mounted at one end of the box. 

When the circuit has been fully as- 
sembled and all parts are mounted in 
place, use dry- transfer letters to label 
the control, switches, and jacks. 

Calibration. With the range expand- 
er switched to Dc (both S2 and S4 must 
be set to this position) and R12 set for 
maximum sensitivity, connect a mul- 
timeter set to a low- voltage range ac- 
ross J2. Adjust R7 for azero indication 
on the multimeter's scale. 

Connect a variable- output power 
supply or a potentiometer in parallel 
with a 1.5 -volt battery to J1 and adjust 
the supply or pot for a 0.1- to 0.5 -volt 
indication on the multimeter's scale. 
Adjust R8 for an indication of 10 times 
the reading of the input voltage level. 
(Use the multimeter to monitor both 
the input and output voltage levels.) 

Now, decrease the output voltage of 
the power supply (or battery /pot 
setup) again for a meter reading of 0.1 
to 0.5 volt and switch S1 to the X100 
position. Adjust R9 for a reading of 10 
times the previous meter reading. 
With the input disconnected, recheck 
the null produced by adjustment of 
R7. If necessary, readjust the null. 
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Almost half of the successful 
TV servicemen have home 
study training, and among them, 
it's NRI 2 to 1! A national survey' 
performed by an independent 
research organization showed that 
pros named NRI most often as the 
recommended school and as the first 
choice by far among those who had taken 
home study courses from any school. 

Why? NRI's 62 -year record 
with over a million students 
. . . the solid training and 
value built into every NRI 
course ... and the designed - 
for- learning equipment origi- 
nated by NRI are part of 
the answer. 

Training Geared 
for Success 
NRI training is aimed at giving 
you a real shot át a better job or 
a business of your own. You learn 
at home, with "bite- size" les- 
sons. "Power -On" kits, designed 
to give you practical bench ex- 
perience, also become profes- 
sional instruments you'll use in 
your work. 

Includes 25" Diagonal 
Color TV and 
Quadraphonic Stereo 
As a part of NRI's Master Course 
in TV /Audio Servicing, you build 
a 25" diagonal solid state color 
TV with console cabinet. As you 
build it, you perform "Power -On" 
experiments that demonstrate the 
action of the circuitry. And, you 
1977 EDITION 

also build a 4- speaker Quadra- 
phonic System! Instruments in- 
clude a triggered sweep 5" oscil- 
loscope, digital integrated circuit 
color 1V pattern generator, a 
CMOS digital frequency counter, 
and NRI's electronics Discovery 
Lab. You get both TV and Audio 
training for hundreds of dollars 
less than the combined cost of 
courses at another school. 

Free Catalog... 
No Salesman Will Call 
Choose from the five different 
courses in TV /Audio servicing 

... or you can learn Computer 
Technology with a real program- 
mable digital computer; Citizens 
Band Radio; Communications; 
Aircraft or Marine Electronics; 
Mobile Radio, and more. Send 
the free postage paid card for our 
free catalog. See for yourself why 
the pros select NRI two to one! 
If card is missing, write to: 

McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

*Summary of survey results on request. 
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Making Noises 
with the 

555 IC Tinier 
One popular chip can be the heart of 

a variety of circuits. 

THE 555 IC timer can be used 
to generate a wide variety of tones 

and noises. Some have been de- 
scribed before. But, here are other ap- 
plications for this versatile, easily ob- 
tainable IC, whose output is a 
harmonic -rich square wave. As shown 
in the sketches, very few components 
external to the IC are required. 

Basic Tone Generator. The circuit 
for a basic variable- frequency tone 
generator using a small permanent - 
magnet speaker is shown at (A). The 
volume can be controlled by using the 
20 -ohm potentiometer in the speaker 
circuit. With the values shown, the 
output frequency is continuously vari- 
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Some eirCnits based un a 
single 35.; IC timer chill. 
Rate) to text Cur details. 

20 

en 

BY MICHAEL S. ROBBINS 

able over an approximate range of 76 
Hz to 22 kHz. 

Code Practice Oscillator. The cir- 
cuit shown at (B) is a CPO with adjust- 
able tone and volume controls. The 
rest of the circuit is the same as that in 
(A). The speaker can be replaced with 
headphones if desired. 

CW Monitor. The CW amateur radio 
operator often finds that having an 
audio signal to go with his code 
transmission is very helpful. A circuit 
to do this is shown at (C). The r -f signal 
on the short antenna is rectified and 
applied to pin 4 of the IC. When the 
positive pulse appears at pin 4, the 

KEY 

B) 

100K 

DR IIIIL 
2K ILLUM. 

200K DARK 

(D) 

LDR 

(C) 

(E) 

tone generator turns on. The circuit 
should be assembled in a small 
shielded enclosure with only the short 
antenna protruding. 

Electric -Eye Annunciator. A corn - 
pact doorway alarm for stores and 
other applications can be built around 
the 555. It eliminates the need for the 
usual relays and chimes. In the circuit 
shown at (D), a cadmium- sulfide LDR 
and a light source (such as a flashlight 
powered by an ac supply) will bias the 
reset transistor within the IC. With the 
LDR illuminated, there is a very low 
voltage at pin 4. When the light beam 
is interrupted, the resistance of the 
LDR rises rapidly, placing the positive 
voltage on pin 4. When this happens, 
the 555 breaks into oscillation and 
provides a "screaming" tone. 

Louder Noises. Though the 555 is 
capable of driving a small speaker at 
high volume, louder noises are possi- 
ble. In the circuit shown at (E), the 
output circuit on pin 3 is replaced with 
a switching amplifier. With a 12 -volt 
battery (lantern or vehicle type), the 
output is an ear -piercing (approxi- 
mately 10 watts) square wave into the 
8 -ohm trumpet speaker. 

Construction. Any of the circuits de- 
scribed here can be assembled on perf 
board or on a small pc board. No spe- 
cial precautions are required if the 
supply is kept within 12 volts and the 
resistor between the positive supply 
and 'pin 7 of 555 is 1000 ohms or 
more. 
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0 0 
N. ESP 
± TESTING 

MACHINE 

BUILD AN 

o )4-°\- 
OVER forty years ago, Dr. J.B. 

Rhine, of the Duke University 
Parapsychology Laboratory, began 
the first thorough scientific research 
into extrasensory perception (ESP). In 

those days, testing for ESP consisted 
of thousands of card -guessing exper- 
iments in which subjects would try to 
pick the exact order of a deck of cards 
to see how close they could come. 
Since a certain amount of "hits" were 
expected by chance, Dr. Rhine and his 

associates were only interested in 
those individuals who could consis- 
tently achieve scores that were sig- 
nificantly above chance. Those per- 
sons provided the experimenters with 
overwhelming evidence of the exis- 
tence of ESP. 

For today's advanced parapsycho- 
logical research projects, the trend is 
away from card guessing. Recent ESP 
testing machines provide a test, au- 
tomatically keep score, and can be in- 

Experiment with 

a young science 

and provide 

entertainment 

too! 

BY IRA H. SPECTOR 

terfaced with other instruments for de- 
termining psysiological and 
psychological correlates of extrasen- 
sory perception. 

The ESP Testing Machine described 
here incorporates many of these fea- 
tures. It is a portable, battery- operated 
device that allows the experimenter to 
test for all three types of ESP - 
telepathy, clairvoyance, and precogni- 
tion. Additionally, its a fun game for 
entertainment purposes. 

4zD o + o 0* 
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General Description. The ESP Test 
Machine consists of four light - 
emitting diodes (LED's) which serve 
as ESP "targets." There are four cor- 
responding target select pushbuttons. 
An internal random -number generator 
selects one of the LED's for illumina- 
tion behind a small partition so that 
the target is not visible to the subject. 

Although the procedure varies ac- 
cording to the type of ESP under in- 
vestigation, the general objective is 
for the subject to achieve a "hit" by 
pressing the pushbutton correspond- 
ing to the hidden target. After each 
trial, the random -number generator 
automatically selects the next target. 
When ten trials are completed, the 
number of hits is automatically dis- 
played by a numeric indicator. A 
manual -display pushbutton is also 
provided to allow immediate feedback 
of the score anytime during the test 
run. 

Since there are four equally proba- 
ble target choices, the probability of a 

hit during any trial is 25 %. Therefore, 
in ten runs (100 trials), the chance 
score is 25 hits. Test scores which 
regularly deviate significantly from 
chance are considered evidence of 
ESP. 

Circuit Operation. The basic logic 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. When power 
is first turned on, an initiating signal 

22 

Fig. 1. Logic diagram of Testing Machine. 
Two oscillators are gated to turn on 
one LED at random. When switch for 
lighted LED is pressed, a hit is 
shown on the display. 

Piece of'opaque plastic is cut to fit on 
top of chassis to.forrm the (vision barrrier. 
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generated by an RC circuit turns on a 

single, randomly selected LED. 
When one of the four pushbuttons is 

depressed, an enable signal is gener- 
ated. This goes through a delay to a 

three -input NAND gate formed by half 
of /C7. The other two inputs to the 
NAND gate come from a pair of non - 
synchronized pulse- generator oscil- 
lators (IC9). When the NAND gate is en- 
abled, it allows two non -synchronized 
pulse trains to clock the target driver 
made up of ICI, IC2, /C3. This causes 
the LED's to illuminate in a 1 -2 -3 -4 
sequence at a random rate. At this 
speed of operation, the four LED's will 
all glow weakly. When the selected 
push- button is released, the enable 
signal is removed from the NAND gate 
(after a random delay), and only one of 
the LED's will remain lit. 

Each time the enable signal is gen- 

erated, it also clocks the trial counter 
(IC6). After counting up to 10 trials, 
this counter generates a stop signal 
which turns on the seven -segment 
readout to display the number of 
"hits." It simultaneously turns off all 
four LED's. In the case of 10 consecu- 
tive hits, the logic produces a capital 
letter "H" on the seven -segment read- 
out. To start a new test run, the power 
is turned off and then on again. 

If the operated pushbutton corre- 
sponds to the illuminated LED, a com- 
parator(/C5) generates a signal which 
is counted by the hit counter to form 
the display on the readout. 

The length of the enable signal is a 
function of the time that one of the 
selection pushbuttons is held down. 
The delay in the circuit depends on 
the amount of bounce that occurs 
when the switch is operated. This 

adds human and mechanical random- 
izing elements to the target selection. 

The actual circuit of the machine is 

shown ir> Fig. 2. 

Construction. The ESP Testing 
Machine uses a double -sided pc 
board. The layout of components is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

In working with the CMOS IC's, be 
sure that they do not come in contact 
with anything that can build up a static 
charge. Keep them in their conducting 
foam until ready for installation and 
handle them only by their non -pin 
edges. Use a small, low- wattage sol- 
dering iron with a grounded tip and 
observe the notch index for proper 
positioning. 

Install the four white (S2 through 
S5) and one red (Si) pushbutton 
switches on the Display Side of the 
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Fig. 2. Complete schematic for the ESP Testing Machine is .9//we t 

above and on opposite page. The circuit is powered by two 9-colt 
batteries. CMOS logic units are used to reduce drain on batteries. 
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PARTS LIST 
BI.B2 -9 -volt battery 
CI,C2- 0.001 -pF, 207 mica. Mylar, or 

ceramic capacitor 
C3- C5- 0.1 -pF, 207 Mylar or ceramic 

capacitor 
ICI -4013 CMOS dual -D flip -flop 
IC2,IC8 -IC10 -4011 CMOS quad 2 -input 

NAND 
IC3,IC I I -4001 CMOS quad 2 -input NOR 
IC4 -4055 CMOS 7- segment decoder/ 

driver 
IC5 -4016 CMOS quad bilateral switch 
1C6-MC 14520CP CMOS dual binary up- 

counter 
IC7 -4012 CMOS dual 4 -input NAND 
LEDI -LED4- Light- emitting diode 

(Monsanto MV -5024 or similar) 
QI- 2N2905 transistor 
R I,R2,R4,R6,R8,R 10,R I I -560 -ohm, 

'/ -watt, 10% resistor 
R3- 3300 -ohm, '/4 -watt, 107 resistor 
R5,R7,R9,R14- R17 -I- megohm, '/4 -watt, 

107 resistor 
R12.12 I8,R19,R21- 68,000 -ohm, '/ -watt, 

107 resistor 
R13,R20- 100,000 -ohm, '/ -watt, 107 re- 

sistor 
R01-7-segment LED readout (Litronix 

DL -707 or similar) 
S1 -Spst momentary pushbutton switch 

(red) (Oak 415- 399592 -LP or similar) 
S2 -S5 -Spst momentary pushbutton 

switch (white) (Oak 415- 399596 -LP or 
similar) 

S6 -Spst alternate -action rocker switch 
(Arcolectric C -400 or similar) 

Misc. -Case (H.H. Smith 2255), cover 
(H.H. Smith 2256), plastic for target 
partition, battery holders (2), battery 
connectors (2). mounting hardware, 
etc. 

Note I -The following are available from 
Paratronics, 150 Tait Ave., Los Gatos. 
CA 95030: etched and drilled pc board 
(ESP -IPC) at $13.50; finished and 
labeled panel, case, and target partition 
(ESP -IPP) at $10.50; complete kit of 
parts (less batteries) (ESP -IKN) at 
$59.50: assembled and tested unit 
(ESP -IAT) at $69.50. California resi- 
dents please add 67 sales tax. Add 57 
for air shipping inside U.S.; 107 outside 
U.S. 
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ESP TESTING PROCEDURES 

General Principles. It is desirable to ex- 
periment in a quiet, comfortable room with 
subdued lighting. Take the test slowly, al- 
lowing enough time during each trial to 
develop a "feel" for the correct target. Use 
the DISPLAY pushbutton for immediate 
feedback when you think you are perform- 
ing well. 

Try to correlate any psychological fac- 
tors (mood, approach, etc.) or physiologi- 
cal factors (tiredness, physical comfort, 
etc.) with test scores to see if patterns 
emerge. Use the figures in the Perfor- 
mance Chart to evaluate your scores. 

Always keep the target partition in place 
during tests and always press the target 
select button for at least 1/2 second to en- 
sure the registering of your trial and to pro- 
vide extensive randomizing of the various 
targets. 

Testing for Telepathy. Mental telepathy 
is the transferring of information from one 
individual to another without the use of the 
five senses. The procedure for conducting 
a telepathy test is as follows: 

1. Place the ESP Testing Machine on a 
table between the subject (receiver) and 
the sender. Make sure that the machine is 
oriented so that the targets are visible only 
to the sender. 

2. When the power is turned on and the 
initial target is illuminated, the sender con- 
centrates on the number on the target par- 
tition that corresponds to the target 
selected by the machine. 

3. The subject should then try to get a 
mental image of the correct number and 
press the corresponding target select 
pushbutton. The subject should never look 
at the sender during the test to avoid "sen- 
sory leakage.'" 

4. Repeat this procedure until ten trials 
are complete and the score is displayed. 

Note: You may want to substitute other 
target material for the numbers on the par- 
tition to see how scores are affected. Use 

letters, colors, pictures- anything that you 
fell will enhance the visualization process. 

Testing for Clairvoyance. Clairvoyance 
is the perception of objects without the use 
of the five senses. The procedure is as fol- 
lows: 

1. Position the ESP Testing Machine so 
that the targets are not visible to anyone. 
This precaution avoids the possibility of 
"telepathic leakage." 

2. Turn on the power and try to visualize 
which target is illuminated. Then press the 
appropriate pushbutton. 

3. Continue this procedure until the run 
is complete and the score is displayed. 

Testing for Precognition. Precognition 
is the prediction of future events that can- 
not be inferred from present knowledge. 
The procedure is: 

1. Write down a list of future events that 
cannot be inferred from present know- 
ledge. The procedure is: 

1. Write down a list of ten numbers from 
among the target integers 1, 2, 3, and 4. Use 
any sequence which you "feel" will be 
selected by the machine when you actually 
perform the test. 

2. Turn on the power and press the target 
select pushbuttons in accordance with the 
chosen sequence. When the last number is 
entered, you score will automatically be 
displayed. 

Other Tests. The use of the ESP Testing 
Machine with other electronic equipment 
will permit a more detailed investigation of 
the nature of ESP. For example, if ham 
radio equipment is available, telepathy - 
over- distance tests can be performed 
either to verify or challenge previous re- 
sults indicating that telepathy performance 
is unaffected by distance. If high scores are 
achieved, it would be an indication that the 
telepathy signal was not appreciably af- 
fected by distance. 

PERFORMANCE CHART 

No. of Chance 
Runs' Score 

Good 
Score 
(Odds 

Excellent 
Score 
(Odds 

20:1) 100:1) 

10 25 34 36 
20 50 62 66 
30 75 90 94 

'10 trials in each run. 
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Photo .shows the pc board and 
the enclosine for ESP Machine. 

board, along with the seven -segment 
readout. Mount the four LED's so that 
their bases are about 1/8" above the 
board. Use short lengths of bare wire, 
soldered on both sides of the board, 
for the test points. 

Mark the cover of the plastic box so 
that it can be drilled and cut to allow 
the six switches, RO1, and LED's to 
protrude. The pc board is mounted on 
the front panel using 3/16 inch spac- 
ers. The power switch (S6) is mounted 
directly to the front panel and fits into 
the cutout on the board. 

The chassis cover should also have 
two slots, one on each side, between 
the LED's and the readout. A piece of 
opaque plastic should be cut so that it 

will fit into the slots on each side. This 
forms a vision barrier so that the per- 
son operating the pushbuttons cannot 
see the LED's. Mark the barrier with 
the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 on each 
side, keeping in mind that on one side 
the numbers must read from left to 
right, and right to left on the other. 

Complete the wiring in accordance 
with Fig. 2. 

Checkout. Turn on the power and 
observe that only one of the four LED 
targets is illuminated. Press the DIS- 

PLAY button and note that the numeral 
"0" appears on the readout. Then 
press the target select pushbutton 
opposite the illuminated LED and 
notice an immediate mixing of the 
targets. Upon release of the pushbut- 
ton, one of the four LED's will be 
lighted for the next target. Press the 
DISPLAY button again and note that the 
numeral "1" appears on the readout. 
Continue this procedure until numer- 
als "1" through -9" have been 
checked out. On the tenth hit, the let- 
ter "11" should automatically appear 
and further trials should be inhibited. 

If trouble occurs, first be sure that 
the batteries are fresh. Further trou- 
bleshooting will be aided by the use of 
the test points labeled on the pc board 
and shown in Fig. 2. 

One Final Note. In the event that 
some readers view the subject of ESP 
incredulously, consider the following. 
The prestig ous IEEE (Institute of Elec- 
trical and Electronics Engineers) at 
one of its annual conventions held a 

seminar at which researchers pre- 
sented professional papers outlining 
their work in ESP and related subjects. 
The session was attended by several 
hundred enthusiastic electronics en- 
gineers. 
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SN7400N° 
5N7401N 
SN7402N 
91574039 
SN7404N° 
SN7405N 
5N7406N 
SN7407N 
SN7408N 
5N7/09N 
SN7410N° 
5N7411N 
5974129 
SN7413N 
SN7414N 

SN7416N 

SN741/N 
91742091 
$574219 
SN7422N° 
9474239 
SN7425N 
514742614 

SN7427N 
SN7429N 
SN7430N 
SN1432N 
58474379 
SN1438N 
SN743911 

SN7440N 

SN/441N 
SN7442N 

91744314 

SN7444N 
SN7445N 
SN7446N 

SN7447N° 

59744139 
SN7450N 

SN1451N 

SN745374 

SN7454N 

7400N TTLfii!fff, 
16 5N N24. 25 

16 5674605 22 5974154N° 1 00 

21 57474709 45 SN74155N 99 
16 S974729 39 9474156N 99 

18 9747315° 37 54474157N 95 

24 97474N° 32 SN74160N 1 25 

20 91747544° 50 9174161N 99 

29 5147416N° 32 SN74163N* 99 

25 SN747914° 5 00 544741644 1 10 

25 SN14009 50 S9741659 1 10 

18 94148274 98 9474166N I 25 

30 SN7483N 70 5974167N 5.50 
33 S974859 89 SN74170N 2 10 

45 5N7486N 39 5474172N 8 95 
70 57414828 3 50 5974173N 1 50 

35 591718984 2 25 SN74174N 125 
35 947490N- 45 5474175N 99 

21 5N7491N 75 5974176N 90 

33 S974929 49 5N74177N 90 

49 59749311* 49 597418074 99 

37 SN149484 79 59741819 2 49 

29 55174956 79 SN74182N 95 

29 597496N 89 974184N 1 95 

37 9474979° 4.00 59141859 2 20 
42 94741009° 1.00 9414186N° 5 00 
26 90410)N 39 SN141879 6 00 
31 94741219° .29 SN74188N 3 95 
27 997412281 39 9174190N 119 
27 SN7412344° 70 59741919 I 25 
25 874741259 60 5974192N° 89 
15 5974126N 60 SN74193N° 89 
89 94741329 7 09 SN74194N 1 25 
59 59141369 95 5N74195N 75 
75 5447414174 115 59141969 1 25 
75 9474142N° 4 00 9474197N 75 

75 5974143N° 4.50 597419874 I 75 
81 5974144N° 4 50 94741994 1 75 

69 97414574 115 947420074 5 59 
79 5974147N 2 35 SN74279N* 90 

26 541741489 2 00 sN7425181 1 79 

27 567415084 100 $9742949 6 00 
27 SN74151N 79 9474285N 6 00 
20 54174153N 89 SN74367N 75 

MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

20% Discount for 100 Combined 7400's 

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 

PONG 

SUPER PONG 

SINGLE $59.95 GAME 

4 GAMES $89.95 PONG IN ONE ÿ 
GAMES INCLUDED IN SUPER PONG ARE: 

PONG CATCH 
SUPER PONG HANDBALL 

FEATURES OF PONG AND SUPER PONG 
Incremental speed on volleys increases excitabenI 

Playing field adiwts to any sue semen 
Ganse appears m Solo, Or in black A white depending on televomn sel 

Urcnelakable PON G sound accompanies 04011 volley 
0191141 scoring flashes on the screen bolweel each point 

2 player challenge Or 50m4í10 

Hooks up sooty to any model television sel 6e screen actually becomes the playing, F15 

Engl.h and other Iedlnquel can be 556010 make any member of [ne. 1.110 a Pone chOmpon 

Banrry Operated by 4 see D' 11091991 84001m 11410999 *111 1110 Und 

AC Adaptor (Eliminates Batteries) $9.95 

MNAB TV 

ATARI 

121 

MINIATURE 

TOGGLE 

6401 SE 3668 461 PUSH BUTTON 

.1d"..r..,d, .... PB-123 $1.75 

PB-126$1.75 
4.41 

CD4000 
C04001 

004002 
004006 
004007 
C04009 
C04010 
004011 
004012 
C04013 
CD4016 
0714017 
C04519 
C04020 
004022 
CD4023 
004024 
504025 
004027 
C04028 
CD4029 
C04030 

25 

25 

1 50 

25 

59 

59 

25 

CMOS 
CD4035 1 85 

004040 1 45 

004011 1 90 

004044 150 
004046 1 51 

C04047 2 75 

C04049 19 

Ì CD4050 19 

C.04051 2 95 

C04053 2 95 

C04060 3 25 

C04066 I 15 

004069 45 
013407i 5 

C040B1 45 

004511 2 50 

C04518 2 50 
740009 39 

74CO2N 55 

.56 
1 3S 

55 

1 49 

I 75 

'5 
I 50 

25 

69 
1 65 

290 
65 

74004N 

74C ION 

74C20N 

74C3ON 

74C42N 

74C73N 
74074 
11C9074 

14C95N 

74C107N 
740157 
140154 
740157 
74460 

140161 
740163 
740164 
140113 

740193 
140195 

MC4044 
MC14016( 

2 15 

0 

1 15 

3 01 

7 DO 

5 

2 90 

400 
2 I- 
3 25 

3 25 

300 
3 25 

2 60 
2 15 

2 75 

4 50 

56 

1030014 80 
LM301H 35 
51.1304041 35 

LM00211 75 

LM304H I 00 
LM305H 95 

55430709 35 

LM308H 100 
LM3080N 100 
LM309H 110 
1.513096 99 

L51310CN 115 
LM311H 90 

LM311N 90 

LM318CN 50 

LM319N 30 

5513205-5 35 
1.03205-5 2 35 
LM320K.12 35 
LM320K,15 35 

LM3201 -5° 75 

5513201.5 2 75 

5M320T-8° 75 

L143207.12° 75 

L513207.15 75 

0013201 IB° 75 

LM320124 75 

LM3235 -5° 95 

5032444 80 

15433914 70 

551340K/5 95 
1.543406 -6 95 

1.151540K-8 .95 

L56340612 95 

L513400-15 95 
503405T9 95 

LM34O524 95 
LM3407-5 15 

L5134076 75 

1_553407.9° 75 

003401 12 75 
` M340115 75 

315401 18° 75 

LM340724 T5 

M350N 00 

LINEAR 
LM370N 
LM313N 
LM377N 
LM3B0N 
LM39oCN 
LM381N 
LM382N 
NE501K 
NESIOA 
NE531H 
NE536T 
NE540L 
NE550N 
NE555V° 
NE560B° 
NE5618° 
NE562B° 
NE565H° 
NE565N° 
NE566CN° 
NE557H° 
NE561V° 
1M103CN 
LM109M 
11147099 

LM710N 
2M71IN 
LM723H 
LM123H 
LM733N 
LM139N 
LM741CH 
LMI4ICN 
LM74114N 
LM747H 
LM147N 
LM748H 
LM748N 
LM1303N 
2M1304N 
1M1305N 

65 LM1307N 

115 
7 25 
4 00 

39 

05 
79 

79 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
19 

45 

5 00 

5 00 
5 00 
12S 75454CN 39 

1 75 15491CN 79 

1 25 15492CN .89 

195 75494CN 89 

1.50 RCA LINEA 

45 CA3011 15 

29 CA3032 5fi 

29 CA3035 48 

79 CA3039 35 

39 CA3046 30 

55 CA3059 25 

55 CÁ1060 25 
100 CA3080 .85 
100 CA3081 00 

35 CA3082 00 

35 CA3083 60 

39 C43086 85 

19 C63089 15 

79 CA3091 I 20 
39 CA3123 15 

39 CA3130 39 
00 CA3140 25 

1 19 CA7600 75 

I 40 404194 95 

05 11C4795 25 

LM1310N 
LM1351N 
55114149 
LM145BC 
LM1496N 
LM1556V 
LM211IN 
LM2901N 
LM3065N 
LA/13900N 

LM3905N 
LM3909d 
LM5556N 
460555135 

LM7525N 
LM7535N 
80388° 
LM75456 
75451CN 
7545209 

2 95 

1.65 

1 75 

65 

95 
; 85 

95 

2 95 

69 

55 

60 

1 25 

1 85 
90 

1 25 

4 95 

49 

39 

39 

.125" dia. DISCRETE LEDS 
X0209Red lo/ ' SPECIAL SALE ! XC209Y4II0 4/ 1 

AC20901on9e 4/ 1 

x C2090ran ge 4/$1 

XC111Red 8/ 1 

XC111Green 4/ 1 

XC111 Yellow 4/ 1 

XC111Orange 4/01 4 
.200" dia. .185" dia. .200" dia. .085" dia. 

xC22Red 5/ 1 

XC22Green 4/ 1 

XC22Vallow 4/ 1 

XC22Oran9e 4/ 1 

SSL 22RT 8/ 1 

XC526Red 10/ 1 

XC526Green 7/ 1 

XC526Yellow 4/ 1 

XC526Orange 4/ 1 

XC526CIear 7/ i 

XC556Red 10/ 
XC556Green 7/ 
XC556Yellow 

enge 7% 
XC556CIear 7/ 

MV50 
.086" dia. Micro 
red LED 
6/$1 

MAN 7 DISPLAY LEDS DL33B 

$99 SUPER SAVINGS! $ 99 

MAN 3 

TYPE POLARITY HT 
armnon'id .270 2.49 

Ñ 3 5 e ] Dot Matrix .325 4.95 
4 3 Common Cathode .125 311. 

MAN 4 Common Cathode .IB] 1.95 
N Common Anode .300 .99 

IG Common Anoda prsen .300 5.95 
00 

64A N 

MAN 72 Common .Anode 
yeuaw .300 .99 A -reden 

MAN 64 Common Anode -red .400 99 

MAN 74 Comm 
Anode 
Cathode .300 1.15 

nAN 82 Common node yeriow .300 99 
r.I AN 84 Common Cathode.vemow 300 .99 

IC SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE JUN) SOCKETS 

MAN 4 MAN 7 

01747 

05330 

RNA 
TYPE POLARITY HT 
MAN 3620 
MAN 3640 

0i7Ó4]10 
D L707 
D L 726 
DL 747 
DL 750 
OL 339 
E 070 
F No507 

Common Cathoda.arsn9a :350 
Common An05e -Rod .400 

Commas 
00e1=. ed 

:3ÓS 
Common Cerdode .500 1 Coon 

ommon Cathode .600 2.99 
Common Cathode 110 99 
Common Cathode .250 .50 

Common Anode 
.500 1.29 

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES 

Pos159 52 
120 

Iv 2 52 

d PO 

4a 

warn 
cE950655 ACCFSNN55 

Pd No wnÓam 
550 674° EMaa1i1 SrESAa 

sn on m.e1,Pm.mad, 4 

65 AN Bone Bmr .ea. ni .e 
XB 

CLIPLITE !I 
NEW LED 

MOUNTING SYSTEM 

CLIPLITE mounts from the 
front of the Panel in a .250 
hole on 3/8" centers. Panel 
thickness from 1/16" to 1/8". 
CLIPLITE equalizes and increases the bright- 
ness of commonly used wide beam LEDS. 
CLIPLITE is to be used with XC556 LEDS only. 

Specify red, green, amber or yellow CLIP - 
LITES when ordering. 

4/ 
$1.00 

__;.- 

1 -24 

ïf 

9 50.100 
mn E I] 
pm 20 

5 pin 22 

8 pm 29 27 40 pin 
22 pm 37 36 ¿1 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) 

14 pm 5 21 25 74 

16 pm 30 27 25 
18 pin 35 32 30 

24 pin 49 45 42 

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD) 

Spin 530 
14 pin 35 
I6 pm 38 
IH pm 52 

27 

52 

35 

41 

'Oran $45 41 

14 pm 39 38 

16 pin 43 4? 

18 pm 75 68 

IMO MN 
25 pm 
36 pin 
40 pin 

24 

2t4 

Mn 

29 6 pin 
32 30 pin 
43 40 pin 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL *3 

im" 
24 pin 
28 pm 
36 pn 
40 Mn 

1.24 

$ 38 

45 

60 

63 

5 99 

1 39 
159 

$ 70 

110 
175 

1 75 

$1 05 

40 
159 

1 15 

25 -49 

37 
44 

59 

62 

90 

1 26 
1 45 

63 
100 
140 

1 59 

95 

1 25 
145 
155 

50 -100 
36 
43 

58 
61 

81 

115 
1 30 

57 

90 
1 26 

1 45 

85 
1 17 

30 

ZENERS -DIODES -RECTIFIERS 
TYPE VOLTS W PRICE TYPE VOWS W PRICE 

19746 33 400m 411.00 194005° 600 PO/ 1 AMP 10,100 
197514 5I 400m 4 100 144006° 800 PIV t AMP 1051.00 
13752 5.6 40Úm 4.1 00 1N4007° 1000 PIV I AMP 10/1.00 
114753 62 400m 4100 1843650 50 200m 6100 
19754 6 8 400m 41 00 164148 75 tom 15 100 
1N959 62 400m Sí100 1514154 35 10m 12100 
1N9658 15 400m 4.100 194734 56 Iw 28 

195232 5 6 500m 28 1014135 6 2 lw 28 

195234 8 2 500m 2B 194736 6 8 1w 28 

1N5235 6.8 50011 28 1N4738 8 2 Iw 28 

195236 7 5 5001 28 1144742 12 I 28 

19456 25 40m 611 00 194744 15 1ve 28 

19458 150 7111 6 /100 191183 50 Plu 35 AMP 160 
1914854 180 10m 5.1 00 1411184 100 PP 35 AMP 170 
194001 50 PIV 1 AMP 121 90 xr 185 150 Ply 35 AMP 1 70 
164002 100 PIS I AMP 121 00 1 1x1186 200 PIA 35 AMP 1 80 
1N4003 200 PIV 1 AMP 121 00 161168 400 PIV 35 AMP 300 
1N4004 400 PG/ I AMP 121 CO 

SCR AND F BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
C360 150 @ 4005 SCR 

C38M 35A @ 2005 SCR 

2742328 1.66 59 2005 SCR 

MOO 980 -1 25A @ 50V FW BRIDGE ROC 

MOA 990 -3 25459 2000 Ew 98105E 8E6 

$1 95 

1 95 

50 

1 

:4LS00 
74L502 
745503 

741504 
745505 

41.508 
742510 

'4LS13 
4L514 

520 

74LS00 TTL 
39 741555 .39 7455151 

39 145571 55 7425153 

39 741574 65 )415157 
45 741575 79 1455162 
45 741566 65 7415163 

39 741585 219 742954 
39 741586 65 7415181 

79 745590 125 ]'15t9L' 

2 19 -41592 1 25 745519' 
39 741593 , 25 741319? 
49 741595 2 19 7415193 

741596 1 B9 7455194 
741507 65 7415195 

l9 741912 65 7455257 
745932 I 55 74LS260 

49 7413116 65 1415279 
39 7455130 I 89 7455670 

1 55 

1 89 
1 55 

2 25 

2 25 

2 25 

3 69 

28- 

2 85 

2 85 

2 25 

2 25 

1 89 
55 
79 

5 95 

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1.75 PER ASST. 
10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM 

ASST. 1 5 ea. 27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 56 OHM 144 WATT 5% - 50 PC5. 

68 OHM 82 OHM 100 OHM 120 OHM 150 OHM 

ASST 2 5 ea. 180 OHM 220 OHM 270 01-M 330 OHM 390 OHM 1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS 

470 OHM 560 OHM 680 OHM 820 OHM 16 

ASST. 3 5 ea. 125 1 55 185 2 215 2 7K 1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS 

33K 391 47K 568 605 
ASST. 4 5 ea. B 21( 10K 129 15K 18K 1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS. 

22K 270 33K 39K 47K 

ASST. 5 5 ea. 568 685 82K 100E 1208 1/4 WATT 9% 50 PCS. 

1505 180E 2205 2756 330K 

ASST. 0 5 ea. 3906 4700 56014 600K 8201( 1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS. 

1M 12M 15M 18M 22M 
ASST. 7 5 ea. 2 1M 3 3M 3 9M 4 7M 5 6M 1/4 WATT 5% = 50PCS. 

5 EACH MINIMUM PER VALUE ON ANY RESISTORS PROM 2.2 OHM TO 5.6M 
1 PCti 0` ,.e l0 9S PCS 04 is 100 495 PCS 03 ,, 5Ií0 995 0275 ea 

MPS 405 

MPs 006 
902194 
762221 
792722A 
262389 
7673694 
5X2115 
2x21& 
2479064 
2429014 
347925 

3053 
7X3055 
6Lá1015 
6.152955 

311 00 

541 00 

34150 
111OD 
SSI 00 

551W 
4310D 
691 Da 

e¡1 00 
43100 
5,11m 

231 00 
S 119 

SI 00 

SI 75 

55''31 

TRANSISTORS 
PN35c 
633566 
P13569 
21371 
240705 
343700 
761707 
7M3711 
233774 

243775 
363903 
iN3904 
353905 
131905 

.I,S, 00 
441 00 

14100 
541 CO 

541 00 
531 00 

541 SO 

31100 
S 65 

SI 00 

!11 00 

14100 
14100 
411 00 

311 ro 

1051 00 

F12a9 411.00 
644250 411 SO 

264400 45100 
264401 411 00 

244407 45100 
264903 c5.1 00 

2144409 541 00 

245066 ,11 DO 

24511 4151 00 

245086 4.11 00 

135089 4.51 00 

765179 53100 
7145114 51100 
285189 511 00 

245509 5411 
245051 3311157 

050601. 251 W 
2,17 5: 

SINGLE TURN 1 /e" CERMET POTENTIOMETER 
Resistance Tolerance 20°5 
High Power -0.5 Watt at 70°C 
Wide Operating Temp. Range -55°C to A- 125°C 

STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES 

5001 10011 6005E 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K 50K 100K 200K 500K 1 MEG 

$ .89 

DATA HANDBOOKS 
7400 P,n.out & Description of 5400/7400 ICS $2.95 
CMOS Pin -out & Description of 4000 Series ICS $2.95 
Linear Pin out & Functional Description $2.95 

ALL THREE HANDBOOKS $6.95 

100 PER STRIP MOLEX PINS 
Intended for use as an Inemen5lue sub511tute for II. 

sockets Also perfect for use as board Connectors 

and in subassembIles 

SPECIAL - 1001.49 - 1000/12.00 

°AStrisk Denotes Items On Special For This Month' 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. $5.00 Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax - Data Sheets 250 each 

Send a 13c Stamp )postage) for a FREE 1976 Catalog 

,497/tES 
1021 HOWARD AVE., SAN CARLOS, CA. 94070 

PHONE ORDERS - (415) 592 -8097 

CAPACITOR 50 VOLT CERAMIC CORNER 
0160 CAPACITORS 

1.9 10 -49 50.100 1.9 ' 1049 50 -100 
10 pl 05 04 03 0015F 05 04 035 

22 pt 05 04 03 .0047µL 05 04 035 
47 pl OS 04 03 .014.E 05 04 .035 

100 pl 05 04 03 0220F OR 05 04 

220 pl 65 54 03 .0470F 06 05 04 
470 pl 05 04 035 IAF 12 09 .075 

IN VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS 
001mí 12 10 07 .02281 13 11 08 
0022 12 10 07 .04711 21 17 13 

004711 12 10 07 Ifni 21 23 17 

01101 12 10 07 .2211 33 27 22 
620% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLN1 CAPACITORS 

1/35V 28 23 17 1.5/355 30 26 21 

15/35V 28 .23 17 2.2125V 31 27 22 

.221355 28 23 17 3.3255 31 27 22 

33/35V 28 23 17 4.7/255 32 28 .23 
47/355 28 23 17 6.8/25V 36 .31 25 

68 /35V 28 23 17 10/250 40 35 29 

1.0/350 28 23 17 15/255 63 50 40 

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
Aalel Lead Radial Lead 

47/505 15 13 10 47/255 15 13 10 

1.0 /506 16 14 11 47150V 16 14 11 

3.3/505 15 13 10 1 0/16V 15 13 10 

4.7/25V .16 14 12 1.0/250 16 14 11 

10/25V 15 13 10 1.0ß0V 16 14 it 
10/505 16 14 12 4.7/165 IS .13 .10 

22/255 17 .15 12 4.7/25V 15 13 10 

22 /506 24 20 18 4.7/50V 16 14 11 

47/250 19 17 15 l0 /165 14 12 09 
47/50V 25 21 19 10255 15 13 10 

100125V 24 20 18 10 /508 16 14 12 

100/5084 35 30 28 47/505 .24 21 19 

220/255 32 28 25 190/155 19 15 14 

220/506 45 Al 38 100/255 24 20 18 

470/255 33 29 27 100ß014 35 30 28 
1900/166 .55 50 45 220 /16V 23 17 16 

2200/160 70 62 55 470255 31 28 26 

CIRCLE NO 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 



IN THESE DAYS of portable 
devices powered by nickel - 

cadmium batteries, recharging de- 
vices are becoming increasingly im- 
portant. Unfortunately, most chargers 
are designed for a specific applica- 
tion. For example, a charger for a cal- 
culator may not satisfactorily charge 
the batteries in a portable tape recor- 

SI 

BY MARSHALL LINCOLN 

uild a 
Versatile 

Joel- Cadmium 
-Battery 

Charger 
Provides variety of charging rates 

and operates from ac line or 12 -V dc source 

der. Similarly, you can't expect to 
charge the batteries in a walkie- talkie 
with a charger designed for a photo- 
graphic speedlight. Here's a general - 
purpose battery charger you can build 
for under $15 that will accommodate 
popular AA -, C -, and D -size nickel - 
cadmium cells. With this unit, you 
won't need a separate charger for 

wM% * 
3911 b+ 

each piece of equipment containing 
batteries. 

The battery charger, shown 
schematically in Fig. 1, overcomes the 
single -application design by provid- 
ing a variety of charging rates. To 
make it as versatile as possible, the 
power source for the charger can be 
the ac line through PL1 or any 12 -volt 
dc source (including a car battery) 
through PL2. It can charge from 1 to 4 

R5 C cells at once with the cells either 
5.411 B4 installed in battery clips on the 

charger or connected to the charger 
through an external cord. 

MI. Values of current -limiting resistors 
0 -5m4 ' R1 through R4 were selected to keep 

R2 the charging current through the cells 

B2 t 
low enough so that damaging over- 
charging would not occur. Switch se- 
lection, viaS2, automatically switches 

ban .+ in the proper series resistance to 
match the number of cells connected 
to the charger circuit. Meter M1 pro- 
vides a means of monitoring the 
charging current so that you always 
know the charge current is within cell 
ratings. 

A 12 -volt filament transformer, Ti, 
and diode, D1, permit the charger to 
operate from a 117 -volt ac line source. 
To operate the charger from a 12 -volt 
dc source, S1 must be in its alternate 
position, placing the R6 /PL2 circuit in 
the system and removing the 
PL1 /T1 /D1 circuit. ResistorR6 is in the 
circuit to insure that the same charg- 
ing current is delivered in the dc mode 
as in the ac mode. 

1977 EDITION 27 

s2A 

R3 
471 0+ 

63 

S2B 

561 .+ 

RI 

Fig. 1. Charger can be used for one to four C cells 
with cells in clips or connected to binding posts. 

PARTS LIST 
B 1 -B4 -D -cell battery holders 
BPI, BP2- Five -way binding post (one 

black, one red) 
DI- 200 -PIV, 200 mA silicon diode 
M l- 0 -5 -mA meter movement 
PLI -Ac plug with line cord, or use 

chassis -mounting plug 
PL2 -Polarized dc plug (automotive or 

other), or use chassis- mounting plug 
RI--68-ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
R2 -56 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 

R3-47-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R4 -39 -ohm, / -watt resistor 
R5 -5.4 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R6-82 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
S1 -Dpst switch 
S2-2 -pole, 4- position rotary switch 
Tl -12 -volt, 1- ampere filament transformer 
Misc. -Chassis box; hookup wire; hardware; 

rubber grommet or plastic strain reliefs (2) 
for line and dc power cords; solder; etc. 



Fig. 2. Photo shoots inner assembly of the prototype. 
All parts are installed by point -to -point wiring 
so it is not necessary to ose circuit board. 

The values of R1 through R4 were 
selected to yield slightly less than 100 
mA of charging current. When S2 puts 
R1 in the circuit, charging current is 

delivered to only the 81 battery con- 

tacts. Switching through R2, R3, and 
R4 successively adds the remaining 
battery contacts so that up to four bat- 
teries can be recharged simultane- 
ously Note, however, that the circuit is 

"live" only if the proper number of bat- 
teries are installed for any given 
switch position. For example, if S2 
were in the R4 position, four batteries 
must be in the charger; any lesser 
number would leave an open circuit. 

If you examine the schematic, you 
will note binding posts BP1 and BP2. 
These connectors are a convenience 
feature that allows batteries of differ- 
ent physical configurations to be re- 
charged with the aid of test leads. 
Select black and red binding posts for 
BP1 and BP2, respectively. 

The only other component in the 
circuit is R5. This resistor serves as a 

current shunt for M1. It permits the 
meter, a 0 -5 -mA movement, to ac- 
commodate a 0- 120 -mA current 
range. 

Building the battery charger is a 

simple and straightforward project. As 
shown in Fig. 2 and the lead photo, no 
printed circuit or perforated phenolic 
board is required during assembly. All 
parts are installed by point -to -point 
wiring. 

In use, the battery charger, operat- 
ing at a 1/10 C charging rate, will fully 
charge a depleted nickel- cadmium 
battery in about 14 to 16 hours. For 
only partially discharged cells, the re- 
charging time will be shorter. O 

Build your own 
TTL-5 

Power Supply 

1 

28 

The fast, easy way to build 
a TTL -5 Power Supply that 
provides the rigid power 
requirements of the TTL 
(Transistor- Transistor Logic) 
and C -MOS digital circuits. 
Comes complete with all 
necessary parts for assembly 
and illustrated, step -by -step 
instruction booklet. See the 
TTL -5 Power Supply, Motor 
Speed Control, Ditigal Clock, 
DC Regulated Power Supply 
and Burglar Alarm kits at 
Calectro dealers everywhere. 

ONI 
F HYD 

OCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A. 
Rd 

MI5 V lamp output 

Excellent voltage regulation and 
transient suppression 

UInternal short circuit, thermal 
shutdown and safe operating 
area protection ' Low output impedance and 
ripple rejection 

ea &etto K& -i e44y to 441ene4* 
Feat- Pj t1Cae- Edettato/ae 
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BY FRANK P. KARKOTA, JR. 

SCA ADAPTER 
REVEALS HIDDEN MUSIC 

AND NEWS ON 
YOUR FM RECEIVERS 

IN AN EFFORT to utilize more fully 
the radio spectrum, the Federal 

Communications Commission some 
time ago authorized FM radio stations 
to use special subcarriers to broad- 
cast additional program material. This 
was covered in the FCC's Subsidiary 
Communications Authorization- 

hence the letters SCA, applied to the 
process in general. The most common 
use of SCA is in the transmission of 
background music; but other broad- 
casts may include detailed weather 
forecasting, special time signals, and 
other material designed and intended 
for special- interest groups, such as re- 

ligious and ethnic groups and hand- 
icapped listeners, doctor's offices, 
stores, factories, and other public 
places. 

Broadcasters who use SCA gener- 
ally make their profits by leasing the 
special receivers required to detect 
the subcarriers. However, the SCA 

7 

Z 60 
0 

MAIN 
CHAN RN 

!L +R) 

o 
3 40 

20 

10 

STEREO 
CHANNEL 

(L -R) 

STEREO 
SUBCARRIER 

38kHz 

i 
40 41 

FREQUENCY IN kHz 

SCA 
SUB CAR RIER 

67kHz 

I ( 

70 75 

q. 1. M f the f 
spectrum of an FM transmitter 
carrying both stereo and 
SCA signals. Main channel is 
at left, stereo at center. 
and SCA subcarrier at right. 
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adapter described here will enable the 
owner of almost any conventional FM 
receiver to listen to these broadcasts. 
(A word of caution: it is illegal to use 
SCA broadcasts for commercial pur- 
poses without written permission 
from the broadcaster.) Using a single 
IC, this low -cost SCA adapter can de- 
rive its operating power from the re- 
ceiver with which it is used. In many 
cases, the adapter can be built directly 
into the cabinet with the receiver. A 
small pc board and simple alignment 
procedures make the project easy to 
construct and use with most home FM 
receivers. 

How SCA Is Handled. In mono FM 
broadcasting, the main channel 
transmits only audio frequencies up to 
15 kHz, and the transmitter /modulator 
is designed for this range only. For all 
stereo FM broadcasting, the 
transmitter /modulator is designed to 

OINPUT 

RI I( 500K 

430pF 

u 
1000pH 

pass not only the 15 -kHz main (L + R) 
channel, but also a 19 -kHz stereo pilot 
carrier and an amplitude -modulated 
38 -kHz subcarrier that contains the 
stereo (L R) information. For an FM 
station to transmit also the SCA infor- 
mation, it must be able to accommo- 
date the SCA channel as a narrow - 
band (7 -kHz deviation) subcarrier cen- 
tered at 67 kHz. The audio -modulation 
frequency spectrum for an FM trans- 
mitter carrying both stereo and SCA is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

To extract the SCA material from 
this composite signal requires the 
equivalent of two receivers -one to 
demodulate the composite from the 
FM transmission and the other to re- 
cover only the SCA from the detected 
composite signal. A conventional FM 
receiver performs the first operation, 
and the output of its detector forms 
the input signal for the second "re- 
ceiver." Essentially, the latter is in the 

Z C6i+. 
R5 390pF 

10,000 _04 L2 
33K ..C9 PH 

I6-150 
pF 

R6 
2.2 K 

5100 
pF 

12opF 

91 10 

ICI 
CA3089E 

/ C3 

4 14 

.IyF 

C4 

PT 

5 7 

TP 

01 

CII 
6 .IPF 

R4 
I5K 

Fig. 2. Single IC contains a complete i -f system, a 
quadrature FM detector and an audio amplifier. 

PARTS LIST 

C1- 430 -pF, 5 %, silver -mica capacitor 
C2- 5100 -pF, .5% silver -mica capacitor 
C3, C4, C11- 0.1 -pF, 10 -volt disc 

capacitor 
C5,C6 -10-1.1F electrolytic capacitor 
C7- 120 -pF, 5% silver -mica capacitor 
C8-390 pF, 5% silver -mica capacitor 
C9- 16- 150-pF trimmer capacitor (Arco 

424 or similar) 
C10- 0.01 44F disc capacitor 
IC 1- CA3089E 
L1- 1000 -pH, 5e4 inductor (Nytronic 

WEE 1000 or similar) 
L2- 10,000 4tH, 10% inductor (Nytronic 

WEE - 10,000 or similar) 
Q1-2N2222 

30 

+v 

/OUTPUT 

CIO 
.0IPF 

RI- 500,000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer 
(CTS X -201 or similar) 

R2- 1000 -ohm, 1/ -watt resistor 
R3- 100,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
R4- 15,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R5- 33,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R6- 2200 -ohm, / -watt resistor 
Misc. -Power supply, interconnecting 

shielded cables, pc board, optional 
mounting hardware, etc. 

Note -The following are available from 
Communications Poly Services, 46 Gro- 
ton Rd., Westford, MA 01886: etched and 
drilled pc board at $2.25; complete kit of 
parts including pc board at $13.50, both 
postpaid. Massachusetts residents, 
please add 5% state sales tax. 

form of a narrow -band FM receiver 
tuned to 67 kHz. The audio output of 
this SCA adapter is used to drive an 
external amplifier and speaker. 

How It Works. The schematic of the 
adapter is shown in Fig. 2. The IC is a 
new unit which contains a complete 
FM strip on a single chip. Although 
designed to work at the conventional 
10.7 -MHz i -f, this IC works well at 67 
kHz for SCA. 

The demodulated composite signal 
is applied to control potentiometer Rl, 
which acts as a squelch (to be 
explained later). The relatively low 
value of Cl provides a high -pass filter 
to reject the main channel and most of 
the stereo subcarrier. Capacitor C2 
and inductor Li form a tuned circuit 
that helps to reject noise above and 
below 67 kHz and R6 determines the 
bandwidth. Capacitors C3 and C4 are 
used as bypasses to allow one side of 
the tuned circuit (C2 L1) to remain at 
signal ground while current from pin 3 
biases the i -f amplifiers connected to 
pin 1. 

The internal i -f amplifiers also pro- 
vide the limiting that eliminates any 
amplitude variations that might be 
present on the input signal. This also 
improves the rejection of the stereo 
subcarrier since the stereo informa- 
tion appears as amplitude noise. 

The limited and amplified signal 
then enters the internal quadrature 
detector where capacitor C7 and the 
tuned circuit formed by L2, C8, and C9 
form the required phase -shift network 
for tuning the detector. Resistor R5 
connected across the tuned circuit de- 
termines the bandwidth of the detec- 
tor. The detected signal then drives a 

squelch -controlled audio preamplifier 
(also on the chip). A set of level detec- 
tors in each i -f amplifier provides a dc 
output proportional to the log of the 
input signal. This dc voltage is applied 
through R2 to the base of Q1, while C5 
removes any 67 -kHz component that 
might be included. When a predeter- 
mined signal level appears at the input 
to the i -f amplifiers, the base current of 
Q1 causes it to saturate. Resistor R3 
forms the load for Q1. When Q1 satu- 
rates, the low emitter -to- collector vol- 
tage cannot squelch the internal audio 
system. When the signal level drops 
below the predetermined level, Q1 is 
cut off; and its output signal (at pin 5) 

is sufficient to operate the internal 
audio squelch. 

The recovered audio output (pin 6) 
is de- emphasized by R4 and C10 while 
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9 -16V 

C5 

L- 
+ 

AF OUT 

CI 

R4 

-R5- 
Cll 

- -CIO- -C6 

ICI 

CI 

L2 

C6 

1 rRl 

67kHz IN 

Cil blocks the dc component from 
the audio output. 

Construction. Although there are no 
r -f signals present, the high gain of the 
IC makes parts placement in the cir- 
cuit somewhat critical. A pc board is 
therefore recommended (Fig. 3). 
When tuning the capacitor, C9, is in- 
stalled, the side of the capacitor hav- 
ing the top plate should be closest to 
capacitor C6. Observe the notch code 
on ICI and the polarities of the two 
electrolytic capacitors. 

The test point is simply a small loop 
of bare wire, soldered into the board at 
the point (TP) shown in Fig. 3. 

The demultiplexer requires between 
9 and 16 volts dc at 20 to 30 mA. If it is 
not available from the conventional 
receiver, a small supply can be built 
using the circuit shown in Fig. 4. 

Alignment. Use a shielded cable to 
connect the adapter input to the FM 
receiver. If you are lucky, the FM re- 
ceiver will have a phono jack marked 
"detector out," "composite out," 
"output to MPX adapter," "output to 
stereo adapter," or some variation of 
these, If the receiver does not have this 
jack, a connection must be made to 
the FM detector before the de -em- 
phasis network. Make the connection 
as shown in Fig. 5. Connect the output 

117 
VAC 

Fig. 1. This power supply can be 
built if net available else when,. 

+V 

of the SCA adapter to the external 
audio amplifier and speaker. 

Before applying power, temporarily 
connect a short circuit between the 
emitter and collector of Q1. Adjust var- 
iable capacitor C9 for half mesh, and 
set potentiometer R1 fully coun- 
terclockwise (rotor at input end). 

Connect a dc voltmeter from the test 
point to the side of C9 closest to C6. 
Turn on the FM receiver and apply 
power to the SCA adapter. When the 
FM receiver is tuned across the band, 
noise and distorted main -channel 
programming will be heard on those 
stations not carrying SCA. When a sta- 
tion carrying SCA is tuned, this mate- 
rial will be heard. Adjust C9 for zero 
volts on the dc voltmeter. If a dc volt- 
meter is not available, adjust C9 for 
best results. 

Remove the temporary short across 
Q1. If the audio output drops away 
when this is done, the SCA adapter is 
receiving too little signal. Check the 
connection to the FM receiver to make 
sure it is properly made. 

The internal squelch circuit is used 
to quiet the SCA adapter between 
music selections in the event that the 
station making the SCA broadcasts 
turns off the subcarrier between selec- 
tions. In this case, adjust potentiome- 
ter R1 to silence the noise between 
selections. 

The ultimate quality of the demulti- 
plexed SCA signal is largely a function 
of the FM receiver. It is important to 
have a strong signal, as free of mul- 
tipath as possible. It should be noted 
that the signal level required for noise 
quieting increases as the bandwidth 
of the received signal increases. It is 
for this reason that a stronger signal 
(compared to a mono transmission) is 
required for adequate reception of 
stereo broadcasts; and an even 

Fig. 3. Actual -size foil pattern 
and (far left) conrponertt installation. 
Obscure polarities on electrolvties. 

TYPICAL FM DETECTOR r -I 

DE- EMPHASIS 
NETWORK 

T 

J 

COMPOSITE 
OUTPUT 

MONO 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 5. Typical FM detector 
showing where the composite 
output can be taken out. 

stronger signal is required when an 
SCA subcarrier is added. Note, also, 
that any distortion (such as phase) 
present in the FM receiver will appear 
in the demultiplexed signal as 
crosstalk. 

Modifications. There have been 
rumors of a proposal to reallocate the 
FM subcarriers to accommodate 
four -channel sound. If this comes ab- 
out, or if you hear of any frequency 
other than 67 kHz being used for the 
SCA subcarrier, the SCA adapter de- 
scribed here can easily be modified for 
the new frequency by changing the 
value of two capacitors. For C2, the 
value is 109(4n2f2); and for C8, use 108 - 

/(4n2f2)-70; where C is in picofarads 
and f is in kilohertz. 0 
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CONSTRUCTION 

R-F 
TRANSISTOR TESTER 

Checks upper frequency limit of bipolar transistors 

CNECKING out an r -f transistor on 
a "standard" tester is as tricky 

as testing a high -voltage TV tube on 
the corner -drugstore machine. When 
the indicator reads "good," the device 
can still be bad. 

Unfortunately, most transistor test- 
ers perform dc checks only. They in- 
dicate the device's beta (amplification) 
and, in some cases, leakage current. 
Few check performance at radio fre- 
quencies, however, which is an essen- 
tial parameter if you're troubleshoot- 
ing a transistorized front end. 

The important characteristic here is 
the transistor's cutoff frequency, fT. As 
the frequency increases, a transistor's 
amplifying capability drops rapidly. 
Above fT, there is no gain at all, and 
the transistor just doesn't work. You 
can check your transistors' fT to de- 
termine if they will operate satisfactor- 
ily at r -f by building the circuit shown 

in Fig. 1. (For more about the impor- 
tance of f.1., see the box on page 59.) 

How It Works. The circuit is essen- 
tially an emitter -follower amplifier 
whose input impedance varies with 
the fr of the transistor. The input im- 
pedance is then used as one leg of a 

voltage divider, and the output volt- 
age, as indicated on the meter, is a 
function of f,. 

The Q1 circuit is a conventional 
Colpitts oscillator running at 1 MHz on 
the Low range and 10 MHz on the HIGH 
range of S1. A signal of approximately 
6 volts p -p is applied to the left end of 
resistor R6. Resistors R4 and R5 pro- 
vide base bias for Q2, the transistor 
being tested. Either L3 or L4 forms a 

tuned circuit with C6 and the input 
capacitance of the transistor being 
tested. With C6 tuned to resonance, 
the reactance of the transistor's C;,,, 

BY DANIEL METZGER 

which would otherwise load the 
signal, is cancelled. 

The input impedance of the base of 
Q2 is essentially beta times the emitter 
resistance. This emitter resistance is 
R7 in parallel with the effective resis- 
tance of the metering circuit. Emitter 
resistance varies with the setting of 
the calibrate control, but should be 
near 400 ohms. If a transistor having 
an f., of 17 MHz is checked on the 
1 -MHz range, it will have a beta of f /f 
= 17/1 = 17. The base input resistance 
of the transistor will then be: 

r,, = ß r,, = 17(400) = 6800 ohms 
The 6 -volt p -p input signal is the 

voltage divided by R6 and r,, to pro- 
duce a 3 -volt p -p signal at the base 
(and also at the emitter) of Q2. Diodes 
Dl and D2 rectify this signal, but since 
each diode requires about 0.6 volt be- 
fore it begins to conduct, only about 
1.8 volts dc appears across C10. 
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R7 

RI 
22011 

d RFCI 
ImH 

R3 
22011 

C3 
330pF 

c 
100P F 

C2 
150pr 

B 1 -9 -volt battery 
C1- 100 -pF disc capacitor 
C2- 150 -pF disc capacitor 
C3- 330 -pF disc capacitor 
C4,C5,C7- C10- 0.01 -µF disc capacitor 
C6- 100 -pF variable capacitor 
D1,D2- Silicon signal diode (IN914 or 

lar) 

SIA 

C4 
CIyF 

PARTS LIST 
L I, L3- 400 -µH inductor 
L2,L4 -25 turns No. 26 enamel wire, close - 

wound on 1/4-in. slug -tuned form 
M1- 0 -1 -mA dc meter movement 
QI- Transistor (2N4I24 or similar) 
Q2- Transistor under test 

simi- RI, R3, R8 -220 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R2- 100,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 

R4- 10,000 -ohm, 'h -watt resistor 
R5- 15,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
R6- 6800 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
R7-470 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R9- 10,000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer 
RQ- 3300 -to- 33,000 -ohm resistor (see text) 
SOI- Transistor socket 
SI,S2 -Dpdt toggle switch 
S3 -Spst normally open pushbutton switch 

Fig. 1. The transistor being tested (Q2) is connected to socket SOI. Transistor Q1 is an 
r-f oscillator which supplies a signal to Q2. Frequency is changed by switching reactances. 

Construction. Almost any type of 
construction can be used. The pro- 
totype was built up on a small piece of 
perforated board. However, keep in 
mind that the tester operates in the r -f 
range, so all leads must be as short as 
possible. 

The test socket (SO1) and all con- 
trols and switches (except for R9) are 
mounted on the front panel. The bat- 

tery is supported by a mounting clip. 
Coils L2' and L4 are mounted on a 
small metal bracket so that their 
screwdriver adjustments can be easily 
reached. 

On the prototype, three five -way 
binding posts were connected to SO/ 
and mounted on the front panel to 
facilitate testing using clip leads to 
connect to the transistor. 

Calibration. Calculations such as 
those given above and in the box can 
be extended to apply to a range of f.r 

values and a calibration chart for the 
low range of the meter can be con- 
structed as shown in Fig. 2. Other val- 
ues of R6, R7, and signal frequency 
can be used to alter the range of the 
instrument, but care should be taken 
to ensure that betas higher than 50 will 

1000 

100 

* 
10- 

0 

T 

0.1 0 

f 
100MHz 

WHAT IS fT? 

The cutoff frequency (sometimes also called gain- bandwidth 
product) is the frequency at which the current gain (hie) drops 
to unity. For frequencies lower than fT, hr,, increases linearly at 
a rate of 6 dB per octave. (The beta doubles as the frequency is 
halved.) The rise in beta continues until the low- frequency beta 
(ßo) is reached at the beta cutoff frequency (fp) as shown in the 
diagram. Notice that, for any frequency above fp, the product 
of current gain and operating frequency is constant and equal 
to fT. Hence, the name gain- bandwidth product for fT. 

Calculating h1,, at any frequency when fr is known is a simple 
matter if this relationship is kept in mind. For example, if a 
transistor having an f, of 200 MHz is to be used in a 27 -MHz 
amplifier, its effective beta is fT divided by f or 200/27 = 7.4. 

To find the frequency at which beta will begin to drop below 
its full low- frequency value, the procedure is reversed. Thus, in 
the example above, if the transistor has a low- frequency beta 
of 150, it will begin to drop at 200/150 = 1.33 MHz. 



always drive the meter above full 
scale. This is because many transis- 
tors have a low- frequency beta not 
much higher than 50 and they would 
otherwise read low on the f,. scale. 

To calibrate the instrument, a high - 
beta transistor with an f., specification 
above 250 MHz is inserted in test soc- 
ket SO/ with range switch Si on Low. 
The author used a 2N4124 with a 

measured low- frequency beta of 200. 
The beta of the transistor is known to 
be 200 at 1 MHz, giving an of 1.3 mA 
as shown in the last line of Fig. 2. A 

3 -mA meter is then inserted in series 
with the instrument's meter, and R9 is 
adjusted for 1.3 mA. The low range of 
Si is now calibrated. Use C6 to set the 
meter pointer at maximum. 

To calibrate the high range, it is 

FIG. 2. SAMPLE CALIBRATION CHART 

fi 
MHz 

R r,, 

Ohms 
v,. 

Volts (p -p) 
V( III 

Volts 
I,,, 

mA 

4.2 4.2 1.67 K 1.2 o 0 

7.0 7 2.8 K 1.7 0.5 0.15 
10 10 4.0 K 2.2 1.0 0.30 
17 17 6.8 K 3.0 1.8 0.55 
30 30 12 K 3.8 2.6 0.79 
50 50 20 K 4.5 3.3 1.00 

>250 200 80 K 5.5 4.3 1.30 

This photograph 
shows how prototype 
was assembled. Be 
sure to use short 
lead lengths to avoid 
r-f i n ferferenee. 

necessary to insure that Q1 is really 
oscillating at 10 times the low fre- 
quency (10 MHz in this case). This can 
be determined by using a grid -dip 
meter, a high- frequency oscilloscope, 
or a frequency counter. 

Finally, the output of the oscillator 
(junction of R4 and R6) must be 
checked with an r -f voltmeter and 
trimmed if necessary to keep the r -f 
output constant in both the high and 
low ranges. The trimming is accom- 
plished by placing a resistor (RQ) ac- 
ross L1 or L2 and choosing its value so 
that the r -f voltmeter reads the same 
on both ranges. The resistor effec- 
tively lowers the O of the coil and re- 
duces the oscillator output on the 
range for which it is inserted. The 
value of RO may be from 3300 to 
33,000 ohms, depending on the differ- 
ence in Q between the two coils. The 
calibration for the high range is simply 
10 times the low range. 
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READERS' 
BONANZA! 

CAR:DRIVER 

Getupto 
50% 
on your choice of these 
outstanding publications. 
Take a good look at these popular 

F magazines. Then take a look at the prices 
below. Bonanza! You may select as 
many as four of these titles at our special 
introductory rates -up to 50% off! Use the 
attached card to order or write to: 
Magazines at Discount, P.O. Box 2703, 
Boulder, Colorado 80302. 

HERE'S WHAT YOU SAVE: 

BOATING - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $4.50 
(Regular rate: $9.00) 

CAR & DRIVER - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $3.99 
(Regular rate: $7.98)1 

CYCLE - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $3.99 -- \ 
(Regular rate: $7.98) r -. 

FAMILY HANDYMAN -1 YR. (9 ISS.) YOU PAY ONLY $6.98 ' 

(Regular rate: $8.55) 
FLYING - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $6.99 ie' t L101r-.a 

(Regular rate: $9.98) 
MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED - 15 ISSUES. YOU PAY ONLY $4.97 

(Regular rate: $7.44) 
MONEYSWORTH - 1 YEAR (26 ISS .) YOU PAY ONLY $3.88 

(Regular rate: $5.00) 
PLAYBOY - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $12.00 

(Newsstand rate: $19.00) 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $6.99 

(Regular rate: $9.98) 
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $4.49 

(Regular rate: $8.98) 
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $7.00 

(Regular rate: $12.00) 
SKIING - 1 YEAR (7 ISSUES). YOU PAY ONLY $3.49 

(Regular rate: $6.98) 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED - 26 ISSUES. YOU PAY ONLY $7.97 

(Newsstand rate: $26.00) 
STEREO REVIEW - 1 YEAR. YOU PAY ONLY $3.99 

(Regular rate: $7.98) 
TIME - 25 ISSUES. YOU PAY ONLY $12.50 

(Newsstand rate: $25.00) 
TV GUIDE - 32 ISSUES. YOU PAY ONLY $7.39 

(Lowest available rate) 
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BUILD A BY A.A. MANGIER! 

Shirt -Pocket 
METRONOME 
Provides precision audible count of 
40 to 220 beats per minute. 

THE ubiquitous 555 IC is proving to 
be the answer to many timing 

problems. Here, for example, it is used 
as the heart of a precision shirt -pocket 
electronic metronome having an ad- 
justable range from 40 to 220 beats per 
minute. It costs less than $5 to build. 

About the Circuit. The timer (IC1) is 

operated as an astable oscillator 
whose period is determined by 
capacitor Cl and timing resistors R1 

through R3. When the voltage across 
Cl reaches 2/3 of V,,,, Cl discharges 
rapidly through R1 and the internal 
circuit of the IC to 1/3 of V, , , and then 
the cycle repeats. With the IC trigger 
terminal (pin 2) connected as shown, 
the IC re- triggers itself to initiate the 
next cycle. 

The output of ¡Cl (pin 3) is a pulse 
which drives a small speaker voice coil 
through coupling capacitor C2. Using 
small resistance values for R1 and 
large values for R2 and R3 produces 
brief pulses at moderate time inter- 
vals, with potentiometer R3 determin- 
ing the repetition rate. 

Since the trigger levels of the IC de- 
pend on the ratio of some "on -the- 

chip" resistors, timing is not affected 
by changes in the supply voltage. Also, 
because the 555 delivers sufficient 
current, a much higher audio volume 
will result than in the conventional 
UJT approach. 

Construction. Using a socket for 
¡Cl, the complete circuit can be as- 
sembled on a small piece of perf board 
and installed in almost any type of 
chassis. The prototype, as shown in 
the photos, was built in a plastic tran- 
sistor radio case. 

The metronome should deliver 40 to 
200 beats per minute, so set R3 at 
maximum resistance and pick a 
capacitance for Cl that will provide 
slightly less than 40 beats per minute. 
This is done by using five 0.22 -µF disc 
capacitors and padding them until the 
desired 40 beats are obtained. Then 
set R3 to minimum resistance and pick 
a resistance for R2 that will provide 
slightly more than 220 beats. You can 
count the beats over a 5- or 10- second 
interval. 

The impedance of the speaker limits 
the peak current surges through the 
output stage transistors. The pro- 

SPKR 

C2 
50jF 

1.2yF 

R2 
50K 

R3 
IM 

C3 
25yF 

BI 
9V+ 

PARTS LIST 

131 -9 -volt transistor battery 
CI- I.2 -µF, 12 -volt disc capacitor (see 

text) 
C2- 50 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C3- 25 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
ICI -555 IC timer 
R1-680-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 

The cluck rote, generated 
by ICI, is determined 
by C1 and the associated 
resistors. A small speaker 
concerts current pulsez 
to audible clicks. 

R2- 150,000 -ohm. 'h -watt resistor (see 
text) 

R3- I- megohm miniature linear -taper 
potentiometer 

SI -Spst slide switch 
SPKR- Miniature speaker 
Misc. -Case, perf board, IC socket. 

push -in terminals, battery clip, knob, 
etc. 
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totype has been used with six -inch 
speakers having only several ohms of 
resistance and also with a 16 -ohm 
speaker. So pick a speaker that will fit 
the selected enclosure. 

Use a dial scale on R3, and calibrate 
it at the most frequently used rates. 
For photographic work, make the 
one -per- second beat calibration the 
most accurate. 

The author's prototype, using heat' 
boa i i, fits in honsistor radin case. 

Application -Turn on the metronome 
and adjust R3 forthedesired beat rate. 
After S1 is first turned on, a few mo- 
ments will elapse before the first click 
is heard while the dc voltage levels 
become established. Replace the bat- 
tery when the audio output drops 
below a satisfactory level. The average 
current drain is about four milliam- 
peres, so battery life should be long. 
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ARE YOU confused by CMOS IC's? 
For instance -what do they do? 

How do they do it? How are they dif- 
ferent from other types? And, how 
are they the same (if at all)? Well, 
chances are we've all wondered at 
one time or another about some 
aspect of the CMOS puzzle. Maybe 
now is the time to sort out the pieces, 
one at a time. 

The CMOS is not like any other form 
of IC, even if we were to restrict the 
discussion to the digital form of 
CMOS. Don't try to make comparisons 
or analogies to DTL, TTL, or, for that 
matter, any other logic. Not only is 

CMOS a unique type of IC logic; it is 

also usable in linear applications. 

The Basic CMOS Structure. Any 
kind of IC, no matter whether it is digi- 
tal or linear, must contain some type of 
amplifier because it is the amplifica- 
tion that does the useful work. When 
you get right down to it, the type of 
amplifier used in CMOS really pro- 
vides its uniqueness. 

There are a few things that most cir- 
cuit designers want in an ideal 
amplifier: high input impedance (so as 
not to load down the input signal); low 
output impedance (to drive many 
other stages); and high voltage swings 
(about 100% of the power supply for 
CMOS). Then, why should we waste 
voltage drops in biasing? In fact, why 
not eliminate biasing? Also, why not 
have an amplifier that does not con- 
sume any standby power? The only 
power used should be in the load. Fi- 
nally, the amplifier should be as sim- 
ple as possible (with only one or two 
components, for instance). 

By now, you are probably saying all 
this sounds ridiculous; but hang on 
for a moment, and see how closely we 
can come to this ideal amplifier. 

Most of us know that a MOSFET 
(metal oxide semiconductor field ef- 
fect transistor) has an extremely high 
input resistance, usually a million 
megohms or more. MOSFET's are 
voltage- operated devices, responding 
to an input voltage rather than current. 
The voltage applied to the gate con- 
trols the drain -to- source resistance. 
Therefore, a MOSFET can be looked 
upon as a voltage -controlled resistor. 
The range of control varies from a few 
hundred ohms when on, to several 
thousand megohms when off. MOS- 
FET's come in two types: p channel 
and n channel. A p- channel MOSFET 
conducts when its gate goes negative 
and an n- channel unit conducts when 

UN tlnA t, R( I I 

Complementary- Symmetry Metal -Oxide 
Semiconductor IC's are revolutionizing circuit 

design concepts. Here's how and why 
they are fast replacing TTL in applications from 
electronic timepieces to frequency synthesizers. 

BY WALTER G. JUNG 

its gate is positive. Thus it can be seen 
that p- and n- channel MOSFET's 
complement one another; and, in fact, 
using matched p- and n- channel 
MOSFET's gives complementary MOS 
or CMOS. 

A CMOS amplifier stage is shown in 
Fig. 1. This is the most basic form of 
CMOS circuit and is functional as 
shown. Using just two transistors as 
an amplifier seems unusual; but, in 
fact, this circuit will serve in a variety 
of digital and linear applications, as 
we shall see later. 

In Fig. 1, P1 is the p- channel device, 
and All is the n- channel part. This is an 
inverting amplifier with both units 
operating in the common -source 
mode so Pl's source goes to the sup- 
ply, while N1's source goes to ground. 
In MOS language, V, , is the positive 
supply and V the negative supply 
voltage. These are simply new 
terms -one for what we have previ- 

ously known as V+ and the other for 
the normal ground. 

In spite of all its simplicity, there is a 

key to what enables the circuit to 
work, and this is the matched and 
complementary characteristics of the 
p and n units. If, for instance, a voltage 
of exactly half of VI , is applied to the 
input, both the p and n units will have 
an equal amount of voltage from gate 
to source; and both will conduct 
equally. If both are conducting equal- 
ly, they may be likened to a matched 
pair of equal -value resistors, so that 
the output is 1 /2V, precisely bal- 
anced. Surely, a stage couldn't be 
biased more simply than this. 

The stage also has an appreciable 
voltage gain, since a common -source 
amplifier is, in this regard, similar to a 

common -emitter stage, noted for its 
high gain. Gain will vary with supply 
voltage, but we will have more to say 
on that later, also. 
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Fig. 1. Basic CAZOS stage con- 
sits of H- channel and p- channel 
MOSFFT. lrrprrt impedance is 
high, u/Itput inrp('darrce is lir. 
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Fig. '. RC.a's COSIMOS CI)a00L-1F' aml C.-í.3600F, three-section arrays. 

Suppose there is an increase in the 
input voltage- approaching V I,. This 
produces less bias on P1 and more on 
N1. Consequently, N1 is turned on 
more (lower resistance) and P1 less 
(more resistance). More resistance in 
P1 and less in N1 changes the balance 
of this "voltage divider' and the out- 
put goes lower, approaching ground. 
As you can see, a negative -going input 
reverses the order, sending the output 
to a higher level. The complementary 
units, P1 and N1, act as an electronic 
"see saw adjusting their respective 
resistances in response to the change 
in relative input voltage. They can, in 
fact, be viewed as an electronic volt- 
age divider whose common point can 
be moved from ground to V I con- 
trolled by the input voltage. 

Typical CMOS stages achieve input 
resistances of 1012 ohms and an input 
current of only 10 pA, and that is high 
Z. Output impedance is a few hundred 
ohms, varying slightly from one type to 
another; but the point is that one of 
these stages can certainly drive a 

great number of similar ones. In addi- 
tion. they can be operated over a wide 
power -supply range since the p and n 

units are designed to match over a 

GATE I 

VIN 

range of 3 to 15 volts. Since either the 
p or n transistor can be turned on 
while its mate is completely off, the 
output swing is high in either direc- 
tion. 

Moving from generalities to 
hardware, consider some representa- 
tive CMOS units. The CD4007AE and 
CA3600E (Fig. 2) are both made by 
RCA, which first introduced CMOS in 
its COS /MOS series. These two units 
are chosen as examples because they 
can be used to set up a wide variety of 
different experiments and are readily 
available. They also illustrate both the 
digital and linear aspects of CMOS. 

The CD4007AE and CA3600E are 
identical with regard to pin arrange- 
ment and they are interchangeable in 
many circuits. The main difference be- 
tween the two is that the CA3600E has 
characteristics controlled for linear 
service. which (in general) is tighter. 

CMOS in Digital Applications. Dig- 
ital use of an amplifier implies opera- 
tion in a switching mode, an ideal ap- 
plication for CMOS. In the inverter of 
Fig. 1 for example, if the input is low or 
near ground, N1 will be completely off 
and P1 completely on. So P1 's 

G 

resist- 

ance is at its lowest point of about 500 
ohms, and N1 is effectively an open 
circuit. Under these conditions, the 
output pulls up to V1,,,, since it simply 
looks like a 500 -ohm resistor to V I,. So 
the high logic level of CMOS is essen- 
tially equal to V,,,,. By essentially, we 
mean within a few millivolts. If the 
state of the input is reversed and a 

high level is applied, the output state 
reverses, and N1's low resistance 
pulls the output to ground. Since, in 
this state, the output looks like 500 
ohms to ground, a CMOS logic low 
looks essentially like ground (also 
within a few millivolts). If no current is 
flowing from the output, which is usu- 
ally the case when driving other CMOS 
stages, there will really be no measur- 
able difference between the high and 
low output levels compared to V I, and 
ground, respectively. This is logical, 
because if no current flows through 
the 500 -ohm resistance, there is no 
voltage drop. 

This brings up another interesting 
point -in either the digital high or low 
state, one of the two transistors is al- 
ways off. This means that there is no 
static power drain in a CMOS digital 
stage because one of the two switched 
devices is always in a high- resistance 
state. The only current that flows is 
due to leakage and is far down in the 
sub -microampere range -about 5 

nanoamperes for the CD4007AE. That 
is why CMOS provides low -power 
logic: one of the two series switches is 
always off. 

Logic Threshold. So far, we have 
discussed the effects of a high- or 
low -level digital input voltage. But this 
is hardly the whole story. There are the 
"in- betweens but they present no 
problem. A CMOS stage's output is 
balanced when the input is 1/2V,,1, and 
for digital use, this means that above 
or below the balance point, the output 
will go toward its low or high state. 

Fi 
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Since the stage has a fairly high gain, it 
is not necessary to go very far from the 
input voltage's center point to flip the 
output completely high or low. To 
simplify matters even more, this 1/2V1,1, 

switching threshold very nicely stays 
constant over wide temperature 
ranges -even over the operating 
range of supply voltage. 

A graph of this effect is called a 

"transfer characteristic" and a family 
of these is shown in Fig. 3. What these 
curves show is how the output re- 
sponds as the input changes. The im- 
portant thing to note is that, for any 
supply voltage (5, 10, or 15 V), the out- 
put changes (dropping in this case) at 
a point where the input equals 1/2V1,1) 

(2.5, 5 or 7.5 V). A more subtle point is 
that each set of curves also shows var- 
iations of the thresholds for tempera- 
tures from -55° to 125 °C. This means 
that temperature effects at room 
temperature operations are negligi- 
ble. 

The important thing to remember 
about CMOS logic is that its input 
switching threshold is 1/2 the supply 
voltage for any value of supply (within 
rating of course). This is not true of 
any other form of logic. 

Input Impedance: 1012 ohms, 
5 pF 

Input Current: 10 pA 

Logic Thresholds: VIH S 0.7 Voo 
VIL > 0.3 Voo 

Safe Input Voltage: Vss S VINS VO0 

Fig. .1. Transfer character- 
istics of typical COSIMOS 
stage show input threshold 
stability /ór variations in 
supply or temperature. 

Fig. 4. Curves show how dis- 
sipation of RCA COSIMOS logic 

stage increases according to 
frequency, supply, and load 
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Power Dissipation and Fre- 
quency Effects. As long as one of 
the series n or p units of a CMOS 
amplifier is off, there is no great power 
drain (with dc operation). However, 
because of the duration of time that 
they are both on, they look like a pair 
of resistors in series across the power 
supply. And, they draw a pulse of cur- 
rent for the time they are on. The level 
of this current pulse increases with the 
supply voltage, reaching about 10 mA 
at V111, = 15 V. What this means is that 
CMOS power drain increases with fre- 
quency since every time the stage 
switches, it draws current. 

This effect is summarized in Fig. 4, a 
graph of power versus speed. Al- 
though this curve is from a CD4007A 
data sheet, there is similar information 
for other CMOS units. The curves 
show the power dissipated in a single 
gate as the operating frequency is in- 
creased. 

As an example, note that, at V1,1, = 15 
V and with a frequency of 1 MHz, the 
dissipation of an individual gate is 104 
microwatts or 10 mW, which is not re- 
ally very low. On the other hand, at 
frequencies of 100 Hz or lower, the 
power drops to 10 microwatts or less 

Output Impedance: = 500 ohms for 
high or low state 

Output Levels: VON - Voo 
VOL'0 

Fanout: 50 CMOS inputs 

General CMOS Characteristics: 

Wide Supply Range: 3 to 15 V 
Low Power: 10 nW per gate 
"Y2 Voo" Logic Threshold, high noise immunity 
Speed Capability: Increases with Voo 

Fig. 5. Capsule summary of CMOS logic stage. 

102 103 104 los 106 

INPUT FREOUENCY (10H. 
IOT 

per gate, depending on supply volt- 
age. In practical terms, this means 
that, if a CMOS system has a timing 
cycle of seconds, the ac power dissi- 
pation effects can be disregarded. For 
a CD4007A, the dissipation is typically 
0.05 microwatt per gate with a 10 -volt 
supply. This means that, for battery 
operation, the power drain will hardly 
affect the battery more than if it were 
sitting on the shelf. 

Load capacitance also affects 
power dissipation since it takes higher 
average current to charge a high 
capacitance. This effect is shown in 
Fig. 4 (dashed line). To summarize, 
lowest power results from lowest sup- 
ply voltage, lowest load capacitance, 
and lowest clock frequency. 

Speed Capability. While it is true 
that the biggest advantage of CMOS is 
at low -speed operation, the devices 
can be used at speeds up to several 
MHz and propagation times in the 50- 
to- 100 -ns range. Of course, that is not 
"super" fast, so if speed is a main con- 
sideration, other devices should be 
used. There are, however, some gen- 
eral rules that can be used to improve 
the speed obtainable in CMOS cir- 
cuits. 

First, speed capability increases 
with supply voltage. This is because, 
as supply voltage increases, the 
resistances of the n and p units drop 
during the conducting state. This al- 
lows shorter RC time constants. The 
time constant is determined essen- 
tially by the output impedance of the 
CMOS and the load capacitance. If 
either is lowered, the speed is in- 
creased. The CD4007AE propagation 
time at 5 volts (for instance) is about 35 
ns; but at 10 volts, it is 20 ns. Looking 
at it from the capacitance angle, in- 
creasing the load capacitance to 80 pF 
from 15 pF, while operating at 10 volts 
will increase the propagation time 
from 20 to 50 ns. 

Gates, inverters, buffers, and simple 
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logic elements are measured in terms 
of propagation delay. Flip -flops and 
registers are rated in terms of toggle 
speed; and the lower the propagation 
delay, the faster the toggle speed. 
Some typical numbers for CMOS flip - 
flops are 4 MHz at 5 V, 10 MHz at 10 V, 

and 13 MHz at 15 V. 
The important thing to remember is 

that CMOS is not really fast, and oper- 
ation at even a few MHz means a sac- 
rifice in power. However, if appreci- 
ably higher speeds are necessary, 
CMOS units can be mixed with a faster 
type of logic (such as TTL) which can 
handle higher speeds. Interfacing the 
two types will be discussed later. 
Higher speeds can of course be ob- 
tained by reducing the load capaci- 
tance and using additional drive. This 
can be accomplished by using a 

high -power CMOS buffer stage, and 
paralleling stages. 

CMOS Fanout. Problems of limited 
current drive in a CMOS system are 
not likely to be encountered since a 

single output can drive virtually any 
number of inputs. Remember the gate 
input current is only 10 picoamperes. 
However, it must also be remembered 
that each gate represents about 5 pF 

and enough 5 -pF capacitances in 

parallel (with some stray capacitance) 
increase the propagation time as we 
mentioned before. So the ac effects 
are the real limiting factor in CMOS 

VSS (7, 4.9) 

Fig. (i. Internal cal- 
lar/e cla Hying (litles 
protect Icrnniuuls 

('I)ti.11Oti 

fanout. To be conservative and 
minimize speed degradation, most 
CMOS manufacturers say the fanout is 

50 CMOS inputs for one CMOS output. 

Summary of Characteristics. Be- 
fore getting into other logic functions 
and the CMOS family, it is a good idea 
to note again the characteristic high- 
lights. This is done in Fig. 5. 

CMOS Handling -The Facts of 
Life. Like many MOS devices, CMOS 
transistors are subject to damage 
when abused. This means they can be 

easily destroyed if not properly han- 
dled. This should not prevent them 
from being used, however, if some 
simple do's and don't's are observed: 

(1) Keep unused devices in conduc- 
tive foam (in which most of them are 
packed) or somehow short the leads 
until ready for use to prevent static 
build -up. Never put them in styrofoam 
or "snow." 

(2) Use grounded soldering tips 
and grounded test fixtures. 

(3) Never insert or remove a CMOS 
device with the power on. In bread- 
boarding, use sockets; and make cir- 
cuit changes with the chip out. 

(4) Observe the input voltage limits 
faithfully. This means that the input 
voltage must be less than or equal to 
VIII, and greater than or equal to V. 
(normally ground). If either limit is ex- 
ceeded, internal diodes will conduct 

and, if the current is not limited, the 
chip will be destroyed. These diodes 
are shown in Fig. 6. They are used at 

each gate terminal of CMOS IC's. 
There are also diodes between the 
output pins and each supply line. 
These should never be forward biased 
unless the current is limited to about 
100 microamperes or less. All of this 
means that an input signal can be 

applied only with the power on, unless 
some series input resistance is used to 
limit current flow. 

(5) Don't allow unused inputs to 
float. Tie them high and low according 
to their function (AND high, OR low), or 
tie them in parallel with a like input 
from the same gate. Input leads which 
go off the board should not be left 
hanging since, when the board is re- 
moved, they will be floating. A simple 
1- megohm resistor to ground will 
solve this problem. In the CD4007AE 
and CA3600E units, connect unused p 

and n sources to V1,1, and V,;, respec- 
tively (for example, 2 and 11 to 14 or 4 

and 9 to 7). 

CMOS MANUFACTURERS 

RCA Solid State Division 4000A, 4000B 
Box 3200 
Somerville, NJ 08876 

Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Box 20912 14500. 14000 (A &B) 
Phoenix, AZ 85036 

National Semiconductor 4000, 54/74C 
2900 Semiconductor Dr. 
Santa Clara, CA 9.5051 

Harris Semiconductor 4000, 54/74C 
Box 883 
Melbourne, FL 32901 

Fairchild Semiconductor 4000B 
313 Fairchild Dr. 
Mountainview, CA 94040 

Solid State Scientific Inc. 4000A, 4000B 
Montgomeryville, PA 18936 

Teledyne Semiconductor 54/74C 
1300 Terra Bella Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 

Applications for CMOS. Now that 
we have considered the basics, we can 
move on to the use of CMOS in circuits 
that provide the various logic func- 

VDD 
tions. These run the gamut from sim- 
ple gates and flip -flops to registers, 
arithmetic units, and even memories. 
Space does not permit our going into 
detail on all of the circuits, but we will 
be able to get an idea of how the low - 
order functions operate. Most of them 
can actually be assembled using 

6 - either the CD4007AE or CA3600E for 
experimentation. 
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Inverters and Buffers. The basic 
inverting function is a natural for 
CMOS. In fact, the CD4007AE and 
CA3600E contain three inverters in 
one package with pin connections as 
shown in Fig. 7A. Note that there are 
three pins for V,,,, and three for the 
ground. 

A noninverting buffer can be made 
by cascading two inverters as shown 
in Fig. 7B. However, note that in the 
second stage of this circuit, sections B 

and C are connected in parallel. This 
allows them to function as a single 
stage with twice the output drive -a 
neat trick to remember. This parallel- 
ing of like stages can be done with as 
many CMOS sections as necessary, as 
long as they are in the same package. 
With the CD4007AE or CA3600E, up to 
3 sections can be connected in paral- 
lel as shown in Fig. 7C. 

Paralleling can be used in digital or 
linear applications. A single 
CD4007AE section can handle up to 
2.5 mA of output current with a 10 -volt 
supply; 3 sections boost the output to 
7.5 mA. This is valuable in driving TTL 
with CMOS; for example, three 
CD4007AE sections with a 5 -volt sup- 
ply will drive four low -power TTL 
stages. When driving into CMOS from 
TTL, however, be sure to add a pull -up 
resistor (about 4700 ohms) to the 
5 -volt supply. 

NOR and OR Functions. The gate 
structure of CMOS logic is as interest- 
ing as the basic amplifier and is almost 
as uniquely simple. It involves inter- 
connections of p and n transistors to 
perform the required logic. Figure 8A 
shows how simple it is to construct a 

NOR (or OR) gate. In the NOR gate, if 
either input is high, the output will be 
low. If both inputs are low, the output 
is high. The NOR logic is performed by 
P1, P2, N1, N2. If either the A or B input 
is high, N1 or N2 is held low by the low 
resistance of N1 (or N2). Also, during a 

high input, either P1 or P2 is off, so 
there is no series path to V,,,,. But sup- 
pose both inputs are low. Then, both 
Pl and P2 are on and N1 and N2 are 
off. The output is pulled high to VI,,, by 
the low on resistances of P1 and P2 in 
series. With only 4 transistors, this cir- 
cuit performs the NOR function; and it 
can be wired up easily using the pin 
connections shown. 

By adding a third stage as shown in 
Fig. 8A, a 2 -input OR /NOR gate is ob- 
tained. The logic symbol for the com- 
plete gate is shown in Fig. 8B. 

Two -input gates are by no means 

A 

8 

(B) 

VDD:.11,14. 
6ND:4,7,9 
JUMPER: 2 -13 

6 

Fig. s'. .4 CD4007AE or 
CA3000E can be inter- 
conno-,cted as shown to 
create NOR or OR 
logic (A). Symbol is at (B). 

1206 OUTPUT 

NOR OUTPUT 

f =A +8 

B 

A 

(A) 

3 

6 

Fig. 9. The intercon- 
dcet ions for a NAND and 

AND circuit are similar 
to those in Fig. S. with 

(nnits upside down. Sym- 
bol is at (B). 

NAND OUTPUT 

f =A8 

1,5,10,.13 

VDD: 2,11,14 
END: 7,9 
JUMPER:4-8 12 

(13) 

the limit. NOR gates with three, four, or 
more inputs, can be built by stacking 
more p units in series and adding 
more complementary n units in paral- 
lel. In fact, the CD4007A data sheet 
shows an example of a 3 -input NOR. 

However, beyond 3 inputs, or for a 

number of gates, it is better to use 
units already manufactured -of which 
there are several. The CD4001AE, for 
example, is a quad, two -input NOR; the 
CD4002AE is a dual, four -input NOR; 

and the CD4025AE is a triple, three - 
input plus inverter. By examining the 
schematics of these devices, it can be 
seen that more inputs are added by 
building on the basic gate of Fig. 8A. 

NAND and AND Functions. NAND 

( A ) 

I2 AND OUTPUT 
f.AB 

logic is also very simply created by 
interconnectng p- and n- channel 
transistors. The NAND function means 
that, if both inputs are high, the gate 
output is low. If either input is low, the 
output is high. This is shown in Fig. 9A. 

Note that this circuit is somewhat 
similar to the NOR gate with the series 
and parallel devices "turned upside 
down." The series -connected units, 
N1 and N2, are both on when A and B 

are high. Consequently, the output is 

low only when this is true. If either A or 
B is low, the series N1 -N2 path is bro- 
ken. Also, a Icw on either A or B means 
that P1 or P2 is on, so the output is 
high. With the pin numbers shown, 
either a CD4007AE or CA3600E can be 
used for this gate. To get an AND func- 
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Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923324 ACE 236 $79.95 

923325 ACE 227 59.95 
923326 ACE 218 46.95 

923331 ACE 212 34.95 

923332 ACE 208 28.95 

923333 ACE 200 -K 18.95 

923334 ACE 201 -K 24.95 

Ask for the 
better solderless breadboards. 

Ask for ACE. 
There's nothing faster, easier or better than ACE sol- 

derless breadboards from A P Products. No other solder - 
less breadboarding system features our gold- anodized 
aluminum backplane to help defend your circuit against 
glitches. No one else has mastered our trick of building 
tie -point spring clips that not only accept component and 
wire leads gently, but still grip them firmly. No one else 
offers a dielectric that performs as well and looks as 
good as our acetal copolymer. And maybe that's because 
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Building smaller than ACE? We still set the pace. 

Tie Point Blocks Super- Strips 

Tie Point Blocks are four -tie- 
point terminal groups that include 
solder tails and press -fit mounting 
legs for no- hardware installation. 
20 to a package. Also available is 
a special, LED mounting block 
(less LED) with an integral tie 
point. 

Tie Point Blocks (20 /pk) 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923297 TB1 $ 3.60 

923299 TB2 6.20 
923301 TB3 8.80 
923303 TB4 10.40 

923305 LB1 6.00 

Terminal and 
Distribution Strips 

Terminal Strips offer groups of 
four -tie -point or five -tie -point ter- 
minals in smaller solderless 
breadboard packages. Distribu- 
tion Strips carry buses in groups 
of connected 4- tie -point terminals. 

Terminal Strips 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923261 264L $12.50 
923265 248L 10.00 

923269 234L 8.50 
923273 217L 4.75 
923289 264R 10.00 

923291 154R 6.00 

Distribution Strips 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923277 f 212R $ 2.50 

923281 209R 2.25 

923285 206R 2.00 

923293 606R 3.50 

Super- Strips are solderless 
breadboards with both five -tie- 
point terminals and 25- tie -point 
distribution buses. They can hold 
9 14 -pin DIP ICs and accept al- 
most any component. 

Super-StripsTM 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923252 SS2 $17.00 
923748 SS1 18.90 

I.C. Test Clips 
I.C. Test Clips grip DIPs without 

slips for easy on -board testing. 
Each IC pin is brought up to a 
convenient contact post for hang- 
ing test leads or probing connec- 
tions. Also excellent as a DIP pull- 
er. Available in 11 models to fit 
any DIP. 

IC Test Clips 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. 

923698 TC -14 $ 4.50 

923700 TC -16 4.75 

923714 TC -24 13.85 

Order from your nearest A P dealer. Or if none in your area, 
order direct. 

Credit Card Number 

4 Numbers Above Name (MC) Good Thru 

Signature 
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City State Zip 

Check or M.O. 
enclosed 
Charge BAC 

Charge MC 

Send catalog 

Shipping/Handling 
Up to $10.00 $1.00 
10.01 to 25.00 1.50 
25.01 to 50.00 2.00 
50.01 to 100.00 2.50 
100.01 to 200.00 3.00 

Orders subject to acceptance at factory. 

Company PO's FOB Painesville 
No COD orders 

Part No. Model No. Price Ea. Quantity Total 

Total for merchandise 

Sales Tax (OH and CA) 

Shipping (see table) 
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Fig. II). .4 CMOS transmission gate (TG) has 
both pass transistors on or q 11' together when 
dwren hi) clock signals (A). Logic diagram is at (B). 

tion, add the P3 /N3 inverter. The logic 
is in Fig. 9B. 

As with the NOR gate, more inputs 
can be added by stacking more series 
n units and more shunt p units. For 
example, the CD4007A data sheet also 
shows a 3 -input NAND. For multiple 
circuits, however, there are devices 
that will serve the purpose without 
stacking. The CD4011AE is a quad, 
two -input NAND; CD4012AE is a dual 
four; and CD4023AE has triple, three - 
input capability. 

While these basic multiple gates 
offer either NAND or NoR logic as they 
stand, AND /OR functions can be ob- 
tained by using inverters. Having both 
NAND and NOR logic readily available 
greatly simplifies logic designs since it 
isn't necessary to invert to use only 
one type of gating (often necessary 
with TTL or DTL, which use NAND 

logic). 

Transmission Gates. The logic 
functions we have discussed so far are 
really just variations on the basic in- 
verter. For counting and storage ele- 
ments, a new type of CMOS is used - 
one which has no counterpart in other 
types of logic. This is the transmission 
gate, a basic building block which is 
used in flip -flops, counters, shift regis- 
ters, and memories. 

As its name implies, a transmission 
gate is used to transmit or block a sig- 
nal. Its circuit is quite simple, as 
shown in Fig. 10A. 

To form a transmission gate p- and 
n- channel transistors are connected 
in parallel and placed in series with the 
signal to be controlled. Since a CMOS 
transistor is really a voltage -controlled 
resistor, a transmission gate uses this 
property to switch both devices to a 

low- resistance state when on and a 

high- resistance state when off. This is 

effectively an electronic switch whose 
state is controlled by the drive to the 
gates of the transistors. Transmission 

gates are bilateral switches, which 
means they can pass signals in either 
direction, so either signal terminal can 
be used for an input or output. 

Since p and n units require opposite 
polarities on the gates to be on or off 
simultaneously, a transmission gate 
requires a two -phase (push -pull) gate 
drive. This is usually obtained from a 

single clock (control) line with an in- 
verter. In both the actual circuit (Fig. 
10A) and the symbolic equivalent 
(10B), the gate is on when the clock is 
high and off when the clock is low. 
Examples are the CD4016AE and 
CD4066AE. 

Latching (RS) Flip -Flop. The 
simplest form of flip -flop is the latch or 
RS (set /reset) device; and it can be 
made by cross -connecting a pair of 
gates- either NOR or NAND depending 
on the input triggering requirements. 
The general function of a latching 

flip -flop is to store the information 
commanded by the last active input 
pulse. NOR gates respond to positive 
input pulses. Thus, the circuit shown 
in Fig. 11A changes state when the set 
and reset lines alternately go high. 
This flip -flop can be made by cross - 
coupling any two CMOS NOR gates. 
Since there are two gates, the outputs 
are complementary. 

Sometimes, negative -going inputs 
are available to store input timing in- 
formation with a latch flip -flop. Rather 
than invert these negative inputs to 
drive a NOR latch, it is simpler to use a 
NAND latch as shown in Fig. 11B. The 
function of this circuit is exactly the 
same except that its inputs are sensi- 
tive to negative -going transitions. This 
latch can be made up of any two 
CMOS NAND gates, and it also has 
complementary outputs. For both the 
NOR and NAND latch -input flip -flop 
functions, there are also standard de- 
vices which offer multiple circuits. The 
CD4043AE is a quad NOR latch, and the 
CD4044AE is a quad NAND latch. Both 
of these units have built -in transmis- 
sion gates which can be used to en- 
able the output. 

Type D Flip- Flops. Using latching 
flip -flops and transmission gates in a 

master /slave arrangement, the type D 

flip -flop is clocked, meaning that its 
outputs do not respond to input data 
until the clock line goes from low to 
high. A typical CMOS type D flip -flop is 
the CD4013AE as shown in Fig. 12. 

CMOS NOISE 
IMMUNITY 

At the beginning of this article we men- 
tioned the fact that CMOS stages switch at 
approximately half of the supply voltage. 
This transfer characteristic and the fact 
that the high and low logic levels approach 
the values of the supplies provide the very 
high noise immunity that is typical of 
CMOS. Typically the noise immunity is 
specified as 45% of VI,,,. 

Noise immunity is basically the differ- 
ence between the high and low states of 
the output voltages and the high and low 
states of the input thresholds. This is 
shown graphically in the accompanying 
sketch. In general, an output voltage 
(V,,,,) greater than the next stage's high 
input threshold (V111) guarantees that the 
driven stage will recognize the input level 
as a valid high level and switch properly. 
Similarly. an output low voltage (V ,) 
lower than the stage's low input threshold 
(VII I guarantees recognition of a valid low 
level. The difference between the actual 
V, , and necessary VII, is the high -state 
noise margin (V.,) since a noise pulse of 
this amplitude can exist without disturb- 
ing the validity of a one logic state. In like 

CMOS 
STAGE 

OUTPUT 
LEVELS 
OF 
DRIVING 
S TAGE ILE FTI 

V, 

CMOS 
STAGE 

VDD 

o 

VNH 

- -- VIHITO %VDD MAX 

- - -- VTHl50 °eVpp TYP) 

VIL (30 %VDD MIN 

VNL INPUT THRESHOLDS 
I OF DRIVEN STAGE 

(RIGHT) 

manner, the difference between V I and 
V1I is the low -state noise margin (V ). 

The highest noise margins (VI and V 
maximum) occur when V I, approaches 
V I V,,, approaches 0, and VII, and VII 
are nearly centered between V and O. 

These factors are all characteristic of 
CMOS stages. V I, and V I are typically 
within 10 mV of VI,I, and 0, and the input 
thresholds are centered around IhV ,,. 
CMOS noise margins at room tempera- 
ture are typically 45% of V - -at a 
minimum, 30 %. This makes the worst - 
case upper and lower input thresholds 
30% and 70% of the supply. 
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The key to the operation of this flip - 
flop is the transmission gates, which 
are controlled by the clock input. 
There are two sets of gates, driven in 
opposition. In the master section, data 
is entered and held, then transferred 
into the slave section when the clock 
line goes from low to high. The slave 
(output) section has separate set and 
reset inputs which can be used to 
latch it upon application of a high in- 
put, regardless of the state of the 
clock. 

JR Flip -Flop. The standard CMOS JK 
flip -flop is the CD4027AE, a dual de- 
vice with set and reset capability. This 
flip -flop circuit is similar to the type D, 
with additional gating for the J and K 

inputs. Like the CD4013, the CD4027 
changes states synchronously with 
the positive transition of the clock 
pulse. It also has set and reset inputs, 
which override the clock and respond 
to high -level inputs. The CD4027AE is 
useful in counters, registers, and con- 
trol circuits and will typically clock at 8 

MHz with a 10 -volt supply. 

Counters and Registers. There are 
many CMOS high -order devices. They 
are multiple stages of the basic CMOS 
functions and many of them are MSI or 
LSI. Circuits with large component 
density are ideally suited to CMOS be- 
cause its all- transistor circuit allows 
high packing densities. 

There are a number of multiple - 
stage counters available. The 
CD4024AE is a 7 -stage unit, allowing 
counts up to 128, with buffered taps at 
each of the seven stages. A common 
line resets all stages together. The 
CD4040AE is similar, but has twelve 
stages (counts up to 4096). Fourteen 
stages are available in the CD4020AE, 
which counts up to 16,384. 

A watch can be made with the 
CD4045AE, a 21 -stage counter, which 
can count to 2,097,152. It also has out- 
put pulse shaping for motor drive and 
a stage for an oscillator. With this one 
device, it is possible to have a crystal - 
controlled source with 1- second out- 
puts. 

There are a number of CMOS regis- 
ters with various input /output formats. 
The CD4015AE is a 4 -stage device; 
CD4014AE has 8 stages; and 
CD4006AE 18 stages. The versatile 
CD4034AD is an 8 -stage register 
which can be used serial in and paral- 
lel out, parallel in and out, bidirection- 
ally, and either synchronously or 
asynchronously. 
1977 EDITION 47 
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Fig. 11. Cross -coupled NOR gates respond to 
positive -going input signals (A) while cross - 
coupled NAND gates respond to negative signals. 

Display Decoders and Drivers. To 
use with the counters and registers, a 

number of display drivers and de- 
coders are available. The most basic 
are the CD4026A and CD4033A, de- 
cade counters with seven -segment 
decoders. Outputs can be interfaced 
to LED and other popular 7- segment 
displays with a high- current buffer. 

The low -power display to go with 
low -power CMOS is the liquid -crystal 
type, and there are several decoder/ 
driver combinations which can drive 
liquid -crystal displays directly. The 
CD4054AE is the basic unit, a 4 -line 
input (with latches) and display driv- 
ers. The CD4055AE is a BCD input unit 
with 7- segment decoder and drivers. 
The CD4056AE is basically the same, 
but it has a latch with strobe on each 
input line. 

Other CMOS Variations. What has 
been described so far are the basic 
elements of the RCA 4000A COS /MOS 
line. RCA was a pioneer in the field and 
the 4000A series is now manufactured 
by many other companies. However, 
in addition to the 4000A devices, sev- 
eral manufacturers offer their own 
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D 
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*CMOS NAND GATE 
SUCH AS CD4OIIAE 
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highly useful versions of CMOS logic 
elements. 

Motorola Semiconductor has a very 
broad line of CMOS devices. -both 
4000B types and its own variety. 
Motorola's CMOS line (which it calls 
McMOS) is similar in concept to those 
we have discussed but they have a 

greater power supply range. Military 
devices (denoted by an AL suffix) op- 
erate from 3 to 18 V and the CL or CP 
types operate from 3 to 16 V at 40 to 
+85 °C. The numbering of the 4000A 
devices is slightly different -the 
4007A, for instance, is Motorola's type 
M C 14007A P. 

In addition to the MC14000 series, 
Motorola has an MC14500 series, with 
many special features. The most in- 
teresting devices are in the MSI cate- 
gory. For instance the MC14517CP is a 

dual, 64 -stage shift register, with taps 
at 16, 32, 48, and 64 bits. The 
Mc14511CP is a BCD -to -7- segment 
latch /decoder /driver which can supply 
up to 25 mA or output current. The 
MC14514CL and MC14515CL are 
combination 4 -bit latches and 4 -line to 
16 -line decoders. 

An interesting counter set is the 
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MC14522CP and MC14526CP, BCD 
and binary (respectively) programma- 
ble "divide -by -N" counters. The BCD 
unit can divide by 1 to 999 at up to 5 

MHz. 
The standard monostable is also 

available in the MC14528CP, a dual 
one -shot. Its two sections can be 
triggered with either pulse edge, and 
pulse width is set by external resist- 
ance and capacitance. 

National Semiconductor has two 
CMOS lines -one a 4000A series and 
the other a series with "74- type" pin 
configurations. The latter, the much 
broader of the two lines, are pin -for- 

pin functional equivalents of 7400 
TTL. In this, a 74C00 is a quad 2 -input 
NAND gate just as is a 7400. The rest of 
the series is the same, including gates, 
inverters, flip -flops, counters, regis- 
ters, decoders, and so on. The line is 

still being expanded. All 74C outputs 
are designed to drive two 74L loads, 
making interfacing easy. 

National's CD4000 series is equiva- 
lent to the 4000A CMOS lines. The Na- 
tional part number for a CD4007AE is 
CD4007C. 

Harris Semiconductor has made a 

unique contribution to CMOS 
technology with its process of "dielec- 

tric isolation" which yields both 
higher speed and even lower power 
than regular CMOS. Harris has 4000A 
types as well as 54/74C devices. The 
4000A devices are designated simply 
as HD -4000 types. For instance, an 
HD- 4007 -9 is a 4007A in a ceramic 
package. 54/74C numbering follows 
similarly; i.e., HD- 74C00, for instance. 

Summary. We have covered the im- 
portant aspects of the operation and 
application of CMOS IC's. The impor- 
tant thing now is for the reader to try 
them in his own circuits and come up 
with new ideas. 

N 

BY L. GEORGE LAWRENCE 

Probe magnetic fields with this 

home -built instrument. 

ALL EFFECT 
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ELECTROMAGNET 

HALL GENERATOR 

1 

GALVANOMETER 

VH =HALL VOLTAGE 

Ic= CONTROL CURRENT 

+B =FLUX DENSITY 

If = FIELD CURRENT 

RL LOAD RESISTOR 

I N 1879, E.H. Hall published a paper 
I in which he described how a 

magnetic field, when passing through 
a current flowing in a thin piece of 
metal, produced a voltage between 
the edges of the metal. The same ef- 
fect was also observed to greater de- 
gree in semiconductor materials such 
as germanium, silicon, and various in- 
dium compounds. 

Hall- effect devices can sense 

A6 

Fig. 1. Hall genera- 
tor is a thin strip of 
conductor with cur- 
rent flowing through 
it. With magnetic 
.field applied at right 
angles to the cur- 
rent, a potential 
difference occurs. 

blades, satellites, and large tractor 
tires. 

In this article, we will tell how to 
construct a versatile Hall- effect mag- 
netometer. It will not only demonstrate 
the principles of the Hall- effect opera- 
tion, but will also make an educational 
Science Fair project. A commonly 
available IC, a transistor and conven- 
tional components are used in the 
project. 

N 
magnetic forces without making phys- 
ical contact. Such devices made from 
semiconductors are used to measure 
magnetic forces in almost every phase 
of applied electronics and power gen- 
eration, including such diverse appli- 
cations as the manufacture of razor 

I CURRENT 
CONDUCTOR 

illpF,-. 

HALL 
GENERATOR 

1111 
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tween the points will be the same, and 
the galvanometer will not register a 

deflection. However, Hall discovered 
that if a very strong magnetic field 
( +B) is then applied at right angles to 
the strip's plane, the state of electrical 
balance is disturbed. The meter then 
indicates a potential difference bet- 
ween points a and b. 

By holding control current l,_ con- 
stant, Hall voltage V depends directly 
on +B (the magnetic flux density). If 

both I, and + B are variable, the output 
(VI,) is proportional to the product of 
the two terms. Also, with the magnetic 
flux and control current held constant, 
V becomes a function of the angle 
between +B and the Hall generator's 
active area. 

Today, Hall- effect devices are 
widely used in measuring current, 
usually by magnetic -field induction. 
Since the magnitude of a magnetic 
field at a given point is proportional to 
the current creating the field, the Hall 
voltage is proportional to the current 
level. Amplification is needed to make 
the small Hall voltage readable on a 

meter. 
In Fig. 2 are shown various types of 

Hall- effect sensor applications. The 
simplest configuration (Fig. 2A) in- 

METER 
How a Magnetometer Works. The 
Hall generator can be a very thin strip 
of conductor through which a current 
is passed from A to B as shown in Fig. 
1. If a galvanometer is connected to 
directly opposite points at the sides of 
the strip (a and b), the potential be- 

FLUX 
CONCENTRATOR 

GAP 

HALL 
GENERATOR 

I 

volves nothing more than a Hall 
generator mounted near a current - 
carrying conductor. This application 
works exceptionally well where very 
high direct currents -such as those 
required by automobile starters - 
must be measured without making 

HALL GENERATOR 

FLUX CONCENTRATOR 

FLUX 
CONCENTRATOR 

Fig. '.:l simple rrur(tti sensor 
is show,/ at (.1). Iii (B) the Hall 
generator hos (I .171t.e rottreu - 
troho ring. :I .110/1/ permalloy 
strip cottretthnotr is at (C). 
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contact. The magnetometer of which 
the Hall generator is a part is cali- 
brated against a high- current source 
of known value. 

Hall generators with flux -ring con- 
centrators (Fig. 2B) provide increased 
sensitivity. The smaller the width of 
the gap in the concentrator (such as in 
an Arnold Engineering "Silectron" 
core), the higher the system's sensitiv- 
ity. 

Another flux -field concentrator ar- 
rangement is shown in Fig. 2C. Here a 

1 /4 -in. diameter rod of ferrite or high - 
permeability steel, such as molyperm- 

28 

Fig. 3. Graph at left 
shows how length of 
concentrator improves 
magnetic sensitivity. 

alloy, makes a good concentrator. 
About 500 ampere -turns of field 
strength is the bottom measurable 
limit with this arrangement. 

In Fig. 3 is shown another concen- 
trator. Note how concentrator length L 

improves the magnetic sensitivity of 
the Hall generator (such as the F.W. 
Bell Type BH -702). Molypermalloy 
strip concentrators measuring 0.014 
in. by 0.25 in. are simply bonded to the 
Hall generator's main body and suit- 
ably secured in epoxy to avoid 
mechanical damage to the Hall device 
due to accidental bending. 

A Home -Built Magnetometer. The 
magnetometer shown schematically 
in Fig. 4 can be built in a home work- 
shop. Its highly flexible design can ac- 
commodate different types of Hall 
generators and their excitation cur- 
rents. It has special provisions for use 
with the 741 IC amplifier, and the 
meter is easily calibrated. 

The Hall generator specified is a Bell 
Type BH -702 that requires a control 
current of 200 mA so that, when sus- 
pended in a 100 -gauss magnetic field, 
the open- circuit Hall voltage is about 
10 mV. The generator has an operat- 
ing temperature range of -40 °C to 
+100 °C (boiling point of water), which 
is typical of many similar Hall- effect 
devices. 

The generator's control current is 
regulated by Q/, whose operating bias 
is set by B1 and R8. A simple adjust- 
ment of R8 will permit the system to 
accommodate other Hall generators 
that require different control currents. 
(You simply connect a dc ammeter in 
the collector circuit of Ql and adjust 
R8 to set the required current.) 

The Hall generator's output is fed 
into a high -gain operational amplifier 
(ICI) whose gain is set by R3. Null ad- 
justment R5 is vital for zeroing the 
amplifier under quiescent conditions 
(Hall generator energized but without 
a magnetic field applied). Calibration 
control R7 permits proper full -scale 
settings of the meter. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic of magnetometer. Transistor Q1 
supplies plate current, and op amp IC1 is amplifier. 

S3 
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MI 
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PARTS LIST 

B I,B2- I .5-volt D cell 
B3,B4 -9 -volt battery 
Hall Generator -BH -702 (F.W. Bell) 
ICI -741C op amp 
M1 -1 -mA meter (Calectro DI -912 or 

similar) 
PI -4 -pin plug with attached color -coded 

leads (see text) 
QI- HEP -51 transistor 
R I .122-2700-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R3- 850,000 -ohm linear potentiometer 
R4 -1500 -ohm. I -watt resistor 
R5,R7- 10,000 -ohm linear potentiometer 
R6 -3300 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R8-150 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor (adjusted for 

recommended Hall- element current) 
R9- 10,000 -ohm, 'h -watt resistor 
SI,S2 -Dpst switch 
S3 Dpdt switch 
S01-4-pin socket to match PI 
Misc. -D -cell holder (2), pipe clamps (2) 

for 9 -volt battery, battery connectors 
(2), suitable chassis, calibrated dial for 
R3, probe holder, cement, wire, mount- 
ing hardware, etc. 

*Hall generators of different sensitivity 
ranges and prices are available from 
(among others) F.W. Bell, Inc., 4949 
Freeway Drive East, Columbus, Ohio 
43229: and Ohio Semitronics, Inc., 1205 
Chesapeake Ave., Columbus, Ohio, 
43212. 
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Construction. The electronic com- 
ponents can be easily mounted on 
perforated phenolic board as shown 
in Fig. 5. The four batteries should be 
held in place with pipe clamps and 
holders for 1.5 -volt D -size cells. 

The three switches, meter, connec- 
tor, and potentiometer R3 mount on 
the front panel of the chassis case. 
Use a 0 -to -10 dial scale for R3, and 
make up a "Calibration Reference" 
card. Affix the latter to the case's front 
panel. 

Constructing the main unit is not 
critical. However, special considera- 
tion must be taken when assembling 
the probe for the Hall generator (see 
Fig. 6). First, remember that Hall 
generators are very fragile and cannot 
be handled like most miniature elec- 
tronic components. Their aluminum - 
oxide substrates are brittle. So, use 
only the leads to move and locate the 
generator. Avoid putting tension on 
the leads and bending them close to 
the substrate. Bends must be at least 
1/8 in. away from the substrate. 

The Hall generator can be housed in 
a small plastic tube containing a paper 
filler to provide mechanical support. 
The Hall plate, being small, can be 
bonded to a glass or non -magnetic 
mount with epoxy cement to form a 

fillet and protect the leads from break- 
age. Position the Hall plate inside the 
tube so that the "active" ( +B) side 
faces the tube's wall. Mark this posi- 
tion with red paint or some other 
means of identification; it is the Hall 
generator's most sensitive area. Typi- 
cally, the ceramic substrate -onto 
which the actual Hall plate is 
bonded -will face away from the 
probe's wall. Watch for special mark - 
1977 EDITION 51 

Fig. 5. Photo shows the 
interior of the author's 
prototype Hall -Effect 
generator. 

ings, since different manufacturers 
use different indicators. 

Final assembly of the probe involves 
cutting the generator's four leads to a 

suitable length and connecting them 
to the magnetometer's 4- conductor, 
color -coded feeder cable. In the pro- 
totype, a 4- contact Amphenol No. 
91 -MC4M -385 plug and No. 91 -PC4F- 
385 receptacle were used to make the 
connection. A 5- or 4 -ft -long cable will 
suffice for most applications. Be sure 
to insulate the solder connections. 

Calibration. Prior to calibrating the 
magnetometer, remember that most 
Hall generators are high- current de- 
vices that heat up very rapidly unless 
some form of heat sinking is provided. 
Therefore, activate the probe for only 
a few seconds at a time, turning it off 
immediately after measurements are 
completed. 

Precise calibration depends on 
whether the Hall generator is of the 
high- or low- sensitivity type. Calibra- 
tions can be made by using either 
magnets of known field strength or a 

conductor through which a known 
magnitude of current is passed. 

HALL GENERATOR 
BLKrEL 

TUBE 

l 

BLU 
RED 

HALL GENERATOR 
POSITION MARK 
PAINTED ON 
PROBE TUBE 

With the Hall probe connected to 
the input, start the nulling procedure 
by turning on Si and S2. Set R3 for 
maximum gain. If the meter's pointer 
deflects with no external field present, 
adjust the setting of R5 until the 
pointer drops to zero. 

To calibrate the magnetometer in 
given values of direct current, use a 

high- current battery charger or a fully 
charged battery as the current source. 
Connect the current source, with a 

rheostat, switch, and ammeter, in 
series with a length of cable. With the 
magnetometer activated, hold the Hall 
probe adjacent to the energized cable 
and set the R3 gain control for a given 
indication on the meter (say a scalar 
value of 0.5 for a current of 10 am- 
peres). Touch up calibration control 
R7 to assure pointer deflection above 
and below that range. 

The value on the dial of R3, together 
with the meter indication, provide 
your calibration reference. Enter this 
on the card on the front of the mag- 
netometer. Calibration with reference 
magnets is accomplished in a similar 
manner, but the meter indications are 
referred to magnetic field strength 
(gauss) instead of current. 

Applications for the Hall- effect 
magnetometer are limited only by your 
imagination. It is very useful, for 
example, in servicing automotive or 
marine electrical systems. The electri- 
cal system of the vehicle can be 
"mapped" (while energized); and then 
when trouble occurs, you can use the 
map to locate areas where abnormal 
conditions indicate the trouble. 

Excellent frequency response and 
high speed make Hall- effect 
generators most valuable for physics 
experiments. If, for example, an oscil- 
loscope is connected across the meter 
in the magnetometer, high- energy 
discharge of capacitors can be ob- 
served. It. is also possible to duplicate 
Hall's original discovery by using strip 
conductors. 

4- CONDUCTOR 
PROBE CABLE 

HALL GENERATOR 

FILLER 

TUBE 

FILLER 

Fig. 6. Construction of probe. Position Hall 
generator near tube walt.for best sensitivity. 

NOTE: USE SMALL O.D. PLASTIC 
TUBE FOR MAXIMUM 
SENSITIVITY 



BOOSTS SW SELECTIVITY & GAIN 

IF YOU are using a typical medium - 
priced shortwave receiver, chances 

are you need more gain and better 
selectivity to separate the stations on 
the crowded SW bands. Before you 
make the decision to trade in your re- 
ceiver for a newer, "hotter" one, con- 
sider adding a Q multiplier, it is rela- 
tively inexpensive and just might save 
you a lot of money. 

The reason most medium -priced SW 
receivers are far from ideal for serious 
SW listening is that they are designed 
with i -f bandwidths of between 5 kHz 
and 10 kHz. This is okay for good per- 
formance on the relatively uncluttered 
AM broadcast band, but on shortwave, 
where stations operate almost on top 
of each other, such a broad i -f 
bandwidth is often less than satisfac- 
tory. So, for a receiver that lacks a nar- 
row i -f bandwidth, the Q multiplier can 
prove a valuable accessory for 
shortwave tuning. 

The Q multiplier described here is 

designed around a single field- effect 
52 

transistor to provide the equivalent 
gain of an extra i -f stage. Additionally, 
it doubles as a bfo. Best of all, it can be 
built for less than $20. 

Theory of Operation. The schemat- 
ic diagram of the Q multiplier is shown 
in Fig. 1. The circuit consists of a sim- 
ple 455 -kHz Colpitts oscillator that can 
be adjusted in and out of oscillation by 
R3 and R4. A field- effect transistor is 

used for 01 to provide a high impe- 
dance to the tuned circuit consisting 
of L1 and C3 through C6. 

When the circuit oscillates, the Q 
(selectivity) of the tuned circuit is de- 
termined primarily by the components 
used. However, when the oscillator is 
adjusted to a regenerative point just 
below oscillation, component losses 
are offset by feedback, and the selec- 
tivity rises to many times the normal 
value. If the oscillator (Q multiplier) 
were connected in parallel with a 

455 -kHz i -f transformer in a receiver, 
the selectivity of the transformer 

Add this 

low -cost accessory 

to your shortwave 

receiver 

and enjoy more stations 

with greater clarity. 

BY JOE A. ROLF 

would also be greatly increased. 
In Fig. 2 is shown a typical i -f re- 

sponse curve for a medium -priced SW 
receiver and the effect a Q multiplier 
has on selectivity. The i -f bandpass of 
the receiver is reduced to a fraction of 
the original by the Q multiplier. Since 
the multiplier is tunable, it can be used 
to peak any signal in the original 
bandwidth. 

By connecting the Q multiplier in a 

slightly different manner, the i -f re- 
sponse can be left unaltered except 
for a very sharp adjustable notch. 
Used in this manner, the circuit can 
tune out or null unwanted signals. 

Since both the peak and the null 
functions are desirable, the Q multi- 
plier has been designed to operate in 
either mode, simply by flipping selec- 
tor switch Si. A small 365 -pF tuning 
capacitor (C4), trimmed by C3, tunes 
the circuit across the receiver's i -f 
bandpass. When neither the peaking 
nor nulling function is needed, the Q 
multiplier can also be switched out of 
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Fig. 1. The circuit is 
essentially a Colpitts 
oscillator which is 
adjusted by R.3, R4. 

PARTS LIST 

BI-9-volt battery 
CI,C7- 220 -pF polystyrene capacitor 
C2 -33 -pF polystyrene capacitor 
C3- 150 -pF polystyrene capacitor 
C4-10- 365 -pF tuning capacitor (Archer 

No. 272 -1341, or equivalent) 
C5,C6- 1000 -pF polystyrene capacitor 
C8- 1000 -pF ceramic disc capacitor 
J I -Phono jack 
L I -190- 330 -pH miniature adjustable 

choke (J.W. Miller No. 4565. or equiva- 
lent) 

Q 1 -H EP80I (Motorola) field- effect trans- 
istor 

RI-47,000-ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
R2,R5- 10,000 -ohm, I/ -watt resistor 
R3,R4- 10,000 -ohm miniature poten- 

tiometer (Mallory No. MLC 14L or simi- 
lar) 

S 1-Three-pole, three -position, non - 
shorting rotary switch (Calectro No. 
E2 -168 or similar) 

Misc. -Metal chassis box: printed circuit 
or perf board with solder clips; battery 
connector: phono jack (for receiver): 
phono plugs (2): shielded cable: etc. 

the circuit and the receiver is on its 
own. 

Construction. The Q multiplier can 
be assembled in any metal chassis box 
large enough to accommodate it. A 

box with a front -panel area measuring 
roughly 21/4" high by 31/4" wide and a 

depth of about 4 ", such as the Archer 
No. 270 -251 from Radio Shack, will be 
suitable. 

Since the circuit of the Q multiplier 
is very simple, perforated phenolic 
board and solder clips can be used for 
mounting most of the parts. Alterna- 
tively, you can design and make your 
own printed circuit board. 

TYCAL IF 
REPISPONSE 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1\ 
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Mount B1 on the bottom of the 
chassis, close to the rear wall. On the 
rear wall itself goesJl . The front panel 
should have mounted on it NULL and 
PEAK controls R3 and R4, MODE switch 
S1 (with appropriate position leg- 
ends), and TUNE capacitor C4. Coil L1 

should be mounted on the board as- 
sembly in such a manner that its slug 
adjustment is readily accessible. 

To simplify hookup to your receiver, 
it is a good idea to mount a phono jack 
on its rear apron and use a length of 
shielded cable to interconnect the 
jack and first i -f transformer as shown 
in Fig. 3. (Note: ground this cable only 
at the jack.) 

Fig. ?. Waretbrms show 
effect of Q rn rltiplier On 
i -f response of medium- 
priced receiver. 

Fig. 3. How to connect the 
Q multiplier into youre 

receiver using coax. 

Finally, solder phono plug to the 
ends of a length of Belden No. 8421, or 
equivalent, low- capacitance shielded 
cable. This cable should be as short as 

possible, preferably less than 24 in- 
ches. 

In Use. To put the Q multiplier into 
operation, connect it to the receiver 
with the shielded cable. Turn on your 
receiver and tune to a quiet spot on the 
AM broadcast dial. Set the Q multiplier 
to PEAK. With C4 (TUNE) set to mid - 
position and PEAK control R4 fully 
clockwise, tune L1 until you hear a 

signal. If the Q multiplier is tuned to 
the receiver's i -f, the signal will be 
heard continuously across the AM 
band, with a beat note when you tune 
across a broadcast station. In this 
mode, the Q multiplier can be used as 
a bfo. 

Switch to NULL and rotate the TUNE 

knob until a signal is again heard with 
the NULL control fully clockwise. (The 
setting of C4 in the NULL and PEAK pos- 
itions of the MODE switch will be 
slightly different, in which case it may 
be necessary to make a compromise 
adjustment of L1 to get both to fall as 
near the center of the TUNE capacitor's 
setting as possible.) Finally, set the Q 

multiplier to a point below oscillation 
and peak the i -f transformer to which it 
is connected as needed. 

It takes a little practice to learn how 
to use a Q multiplier efficiently if this is 
the first time you have used one. Ad- 
justing the PEAK control clockwise in- 
creases selectivity and decreases i -f 
bandwidth. Greatest selectivity occurs 
just before oscillation, indicated by a 

ringing sound when the receiver is 
tuned across a signal. 

When in NULL, the notch is made 
sharper as the NULL control is turned 
clockwise, and a very noticeable drop 
in'signal will be heard when the Q mul- 
tiplier is tuned to an unwanted signal. 
A little practice at the controls will en- 
able you to peak or null any signal you 
hear for best reception. 

FIRST I -F 
xFORMER 

MIXER STAGE 
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR 

TRIGGERED SWEEP SCOPE 

A brief explanation of those 
puzzling trigger controls. 

BY VIRGIL A. THOMASON 

MOST technicians and electronics 
enthusiasts are familiar with the 

theory behind a triggered sweep 
scope. Others, however, still seem to 
be troubled by the special triggering 
controls used in this type of scope. 
Let's see if we can't clarify the uses of 
these sometimes baffling controls. 

First, just what is a "trigger "? Re- 
member that there are two different 
types of scope sweeps: recurrent and 
triggered. The recurrent sweep is al- 
ways present on the CRT face and can 
be synchronized by a front -panel con- 
trol appropriately marked. A triggered 
sweep is not recurring and usually is 

invisible until a trigger pulse comes 
along to start the sweep. In normal 
operation (before triggering), the in- 
visible spot is at the left side of the 
CRT. The incoming trigger not only 
starts the trace, but also triggers an 
internal circuit that "unblanks" the 
beam for the duration of that sweep. 
Once the sweep has been initiated, a 

special "lockout" circuit keeps any 
other trigger from affecting the sweep 
until that particular sweep is com- 
pleted and the beam has returned to 
the left side of the CRT and is ready to 
accept another trigger. Therefore, any 
signal applied to the trigger circuit 
(usually from the vertical amplifier) 
will have no effect during the sweep 
time. This is what contributes so much 
to triggered sweep stability. 

The controls for a typical scope 
triggering section are shown in Fig. 1. 

Your particular scope may have 
different names for these controls, but 
the principles are the same. Follow the 
signal flow shown in Fig. 2. 

When the scope is to be used to view 
a signal, the first step is to estimate the 
input signal level and set the vertical 

Fig. 1. Basic trigger controls 
for typical scope. Particular 

markings may differ from 
one scope to another but 

the principle is the same. 
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amplifier attenuator controls accord- 
ingly. Although a scope, unlike a VOM, 
cannot normally be damaged by ex- 
cessive off -scale operation, it is good 
practice to make this signal level 
estimate -keeping in mind that the ac 
signal may have a do component. If the 
latter is the case, set the vertical 
amplifier input selector to AC to begin 
with. If the scope is left in the DC mode, 
the desired ac signal may be riding on 
enough dc to cause the display to be 
so far off scale that it can't be seen. If 
you know that only an ac signal will be 
present, then you can use the Dc mode 
of the vertical input selector. 

The first trigger control encoun- 
tered is the SOURCE selector. If you 
want to trigger the sweep at some 
point on the displayed waveform, use 
the INT (internal) position. This au- 
tomatically picks up the signal from 
the vertical amplifier. The Exî (exter- 
nal) position allows the use of a trigger 
signal from outside the scope. If the 
displayed signal is related to the 
commercial power line frequency, 
then the LINE position will pick up a 

trigger signal from the power supply 
within the scope. 

The next control is the trigger cou- 
PLING selector. If you want to trigger at 
a particular dc level on the applied 
signal, use the Dc position. To trigger 
from an ac signal use either AC posi- 
tion. If your scope has two AC posi- 
tions, the one marked AC FAST uses a 
network that passes only the higher 
frequencies and is usually used to 
block any 60 -Hz component that 
might be present on the triggering 
signal. 

The SLOPE switch is used to pick a 

triggering point on either the positive 
or negative portion of the triggering 
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i O 

COUPLING 
DC 

AC 

AC FAST 

SLOPE 
POS 

NEG 

waveform. The TRIGGERING LEVEL con- 
trol is used to pick the actual point on 
either the positive- or negative -going 
portions at which you want the trigger 
to occur. 

The TRIGGERING MODE Switch USU- 

ally has three positions. In FREE RUN, 

the sweep oscillator is made f ree- 
running, thus starting another sweep 
directly after the first is completed. 
This is similar to a conventional recur- 
rent sweep scope. If your triggered 
sweep scope does not have this posi- 
tion, then the AUTO position may pro- 
vide this feature, usually at some low 
frequency (in many cases, about 50 
Hz). The selected trigger signal will 
override the 50 Hz to synchronize the 
sweep properly. In other words, the 
AUTO mode is the same as ac coupling, 
your choice of slope, and the exact 
center of the triggering level - 
provided the applied trigger is faster 
than 50 Hz. The NORMAL mode is used 
with the triggered sweep. 

As a further aid to understanding 
these controls, try this little experi- 
ment. Use a filament transformer as 
the vertical input source to the scope. 
As a triggering source, you can use 
either the LINE position of the SOURCE 

switch or you can feed the secondary 
of the transformer to the horizontal 
input also and use the external input 
as the trigger source. Use AC coupling 
and place the SLOPE switch on the 
positive position. The level poten- 
tiometer can now be adjusted to start 
the sweep on any portion of the 
positive -going sine wave being dis- 
played. Changing the SLOPE switch to 
the negative position will now enable 
you to pick almost any point on the 
negative half cycle as the starting 
point. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram shows usual signal 
flou through triggered oscilloscope. 
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NINE- CHANNEL 
STEREO EQUALIZER 

Active op -amp filters produce very low distortion, 
no ringing. Eighteen independent control 
positions offer full flexibility. 

AN INCREASING number of au- 
diophiles are adding equalizers 

to their hi -fi /stereo equipment. These 
auxiliary devices permit adjusting the 
response of the system in relatively 
small frequency increments to 
achieve a desired effect -whether it 
be to compensate for room acoustics 
or speaker deficiencies, or just to 
please their own personal tastes. 

If you are contemplating adding an 
equalizer to your system, but are con- 
cerned about the cost of a commercial 
unit with enough flexibility, you will 
want to consider building the unit de- 
scribed here. Designed for a stereo 
system, it has nine 1- octave adjust- 
ments in each channel. Using inte- 
grated circuit (op amp) active filters, 
the equalizer has an internal ac power 
supply. Boost and cut limits are ±12 
dB; voltage handling limit is 2 V rms; 
and the total harmonic distortion is a 

low 0.05 percent. 
The frequency response of the 

equalizer is from 20 to 20,000 Hz (3 

dB), hum and noise is 65 dB below 1 

volt rms, input impedance is 100,000 

ohms, and output impedance is less 
than 10,000 ohms. Connection to an 
operating audio system can be made 
between the preamp- out /power -amp- 
input jacks or between the tape -out! 
tape- monitor input jacks. 

The nine gain controls are centered 
at 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 
6400 and 12,800 Hz. Although the low- 
est and highest frequency filters are 
bandpass types, their use in a feed- 
back loop gives them a low -pass/ 
high -pass response. The enclosure of 
the entire array of active bandpass fil- 
ters in a feedback loop also provides 
low noise and distortion. 

The arrangement of the potentiome- 
ter knobs for both channels on the 
front of the equalizer provides a true 
graphic representation of the tonal 
compensation. The equalizer can also 
be used in an electronic musical in- 
strument system by connecting it be- 
tween the preamp and the power 
amplifier. 

How It Works. The schematics for 
one channel and the power supply are 

BY GARY KAY 

shown in Fig. 1. The input to the chan- 
nel is coupled through capacitor C1 to 
voltage divider R1 -R2. One of the two 
op amps in IC1 buffers the input from 
the voltage divider and provides a 

low- impedance source for the nine ac- 
tive filters. Each of the latter is corn - 
posed of an operational amplifier (1/2 

of IC1 and both halves of /C2-/C5) with 
the related resistors and capacitors. 
The outputs of the bandpass networks 
are then summed in one half of IC6, 
whose output is fed back through 
R3 -R11. Slide potentiometers R12 
through R20 vary the overall gain of 
the feedback loop at the operating 
frequency of each filter. 

Since the filter circuit has unity gain 
at 0 -dB equalization settings, it is 
necessary to follow the summer with 
an amplifier made up of the second 
half of IC6. The amplifier also provides 
the signal inversion that is necessary 
to keep the input and output signals in 
phase. 

An EQUALIZER IN -OUT switch (S1) is 

provided so that the unit can be 
bypassed if desired. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic.fbr left pc board and power- supply section. 

PARTS LIST 

For equalizer boards (1 of each for each 
board): 

CI,C21 -1 -MF, 50 -volt electrolytic 
capacitor 

C2.0 I 1- 0.22 -µF capacitor 
C3,C 12 -0. l2 -µF capacitor 
C4,C 13- 0.056 -µF capacitor 
C5,C 14- 27,000 -pF capacitor 
C6,C15- 15,000 -pF capacitor 
C7,C 16- 8200 -pF capacitor 
C8,C 17- 3900 -pF capacitor 
C9,C 18- 1800-pF capacitor 
C 10,C I9- 1000 -pF capacitor 
C20- 4700 -pF capacitor 
C22- 10 -µF, 60 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
ICI -106 -5558 op amp IC 
J I .J 2 -Audio connector 
Unless otherwise noted, resistors are 

1/4-watt. 
R I , R78- 100,000 -ohm 
R2,R76,R77- 10,000 -ohm 
R3,R 11, R2 I -829- -470 -ohm 
RI2- R20- 10,000 -ohm slide potentiometer 
R30 -R38 -3900 -ohm 
1239 -R47- 47,000 -ohm 

R48-R56-6800-ohm 
R57-R65-680-ohm 
R66 -R74- 22,000 -ohm 
R75 -100 -ohm 
Following components on right board 

only: 
C23- 0.047 -µF capacitor 

I -Neon lamp (NE -2H) and holder 
R79- 75,000 -ohm resistor 
S2 -Dpdt switch 
Following component on left board only: 
S I -Dpdt switch 
Following on power supply: 
C24,C25- 1000 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic 

capacitor 
Dl- D4- IN5060 rectifier diode 
F I -0.5 -A fuse and holder TI- Transformer; secondary: 24 VCT, 80 

mA 
Misc.- Suitable enclosure, knobs for slide 

potentiometers (18), rubber feet (4), line 
cord, mounting hardware, etc. 

Note -The following are available from 
Southwest Technical Products. 219 W. 
Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 78216: Cir- 
cuit boards ( #216 -3B) at $11.75; com- 
plete kit with case ( #216) at $99.50: ppd 
in U.S. 
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PROJECT EVALUATION 
(A Hirsch -Houck Labs Report) 

The equalizer lives up to its specifica- 
tions very easily -usually with a good 
margin of safety. All of the octave con- 
trols have ranges of at least 12 dB and 
most are about 14 dB. The frequency 
response is "dead flat" with the 
equalizer switched out ( 0.5 dB. 20 Hz 
to 20.000 Hz) and has a few bumps when 
it is switched in with the controls set to 
indicated center points. Even so. it is 
within 0.75 dB, which is not bad at all. 

The center points of the equalizer 
controls are a little off, usually by 10 to 
20 which, of course, is of no practical 
importance. Needless to say, almost 
any sort of curve can be generated, de- 
pending only on the user's talent and 
patience. The frequency response with 
controls centered rises outside the 
audio band at both ends, but is within 3 

dB of the 1000 -Hz level (unity gain) from 
20 Hz to 190 kHz. 

The 2 -volt signal limit is evidently 
based on the input level, allowing for all 
or many of the octave controls to be at 
full boost. This is ultra- conservative, 
but it seems to be the only explanation 
for a 2 -volt rating on a unit which has 
virtually no distortion up to the 10 -volt 
maximum of our audio signal 
generator. Up to an output of about 4 
volts (1000 Hz. all controls centered), 
the THD is entirely noise and hum, as 
indicated by the 6 -dB /octave negative 
slope of the distortion -vs -level curve. 
At an output of about 7 volts, we begin 
to have distortion overcoming noise, 
with a reading of 0.0075 At the 
maximum test limit of 10 volts, the total 
harmonic distortion was all of 0.0095 °ó! 

The unweighted noise level in the 
output was 66 dB below 1 volt (just a 
little below the specified rating). When 
the measurement bandwidth was re- 
stricted to 250 to 20,000 Hz, to exclude 
hum and ultrasonic random noise, the 
measurement was 74 dB below 1 volt. 

The physical packaging of the 
equalizer is unconventional, since it is 
too wide to sit on top of a receiver or any 
other component. The controls operate 
very smoothly, and have a nice "feel." 
On the assumption that it will be con- 
nected into a tape monitoring circuit, it 
would have been nice to have included 
tape input and output jacks and a 
monitor switch, to replace those used 
on the amplifier or receiver (standard 
practice on most such accessories). On 
the other hand, the equalizer can just 
as well be placed between preamp and 
power amplifier, since it can handle any 
signal levels there and will not add to 
audible noise. 

Square -wave tests showed virtually 
no distortion other than that introduced 
by the frequency shaping. No ringing 
was visible with the controls centered. 

In quality of performance, this 
equalizer is comparable to commercial 
units costing twice as much. This one 
boasts separate adjustments for the 
two channels and nine bands per chan- 
nel instead of five. 
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Fig. 2. Foil patterns anti component layouts lui left and right channels 
shown half-size. Fail pattern for porter supply is not shown, but call be 77uule easily. 

Construction. Three printed circuit 
boards are used: one each for left 
channel, right channel, and power 
supply (see Fig. 2). By mounting all the 
switches and controls on the circuit 
boards, wiring is kept to a minimum. 

When mounting the components on 
the boards, be sure to orient the 
diodes. integrated circuits, and elec- 
trolytic capacitors properly. See the 
component layout diagrams in Fig. 2. 

Several jumpers are used on the two 
equalizer boards, as indicated by the 
solid lines on the component layout 
diagrams. The jumpers can be made 
by stripping the insulation from the 
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ends of short lengths of #24 hook -up 
wire. 

The pc boards with the slider poten- 
tiometers attached can be mounted in 
the chassis in one of a number of 
ways. They can be mounted one above 
the other, or, as shown in the photo of 
the prototype, they can be side -by- 
side. In either case, be sure that suffi- 
cient room is left in the slots for the 
potentiometer arms so that they slide 
smoothly without binding. 

The slides should be identified on 
the front panel as to center frequency 
and the amount of boost ( +12 at the 
top) and attenuation( -12 at bottom). 

Phot() of. left-channel board iwelndiag J1. 
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The power supply can be mounted 
in any convenient spot in the chassis, 
but be careful to keep leads carrying 
audio signals far from the supply. 

Operation. If the stereo system has 
separate components, attach the 
equalizer between the preamp and the 
power amplifier. Alternatively, it can 
be connected to the tape -out and the 
tape- monitor input jacks. If neither of 
these is possible, it will be necessary 
to find the spot in the equipment 
where the preamp feeds the power 
amplifier. In any case, the input level to 
the equalizer should not exceed 2 
volts rms. 

After installation, set the audio sys- 
tem tone control for flat response. 
Using just the equalizer's controls for 
tone compensation will provide a bet- 
ter graphic representation of the 
equalization preferred. 

Compensating for room acoustics is 
a bit tricky, but it can be accomplished 
by using a sound pressure level meter 
and test record. 
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SOLID STATE 

V U METER 

11 

SOLID STATE 

V U METER 

A VU METER 
WITH NO MOVING PARTS 

New bar -graph device provides signal -strength 
readouts, accurate peak signals 

VU METERS cannot accurately 
read out momentary peaks due 

to meter -movement inertia. For exam- 
ple, the ballistics of a professional VU 

meter is standardized so that about 
0.30 second is required before a 

steady -state reading is reached. Obvi- 
ously, this is too slow to register the 
fast peaks that occur in music. A 

peak- responding LED is sometimes 
used to indicate the presence of such 
transients. 

Here is a "VU" meter that combines 
the features of a standard VU and the 
peak indicator. It is a meter with no 
moving elements. The all- solid -state 
circuit is designed around a new in- 
candescent bar indicator that instan- 
taneously shows relative signal 
strength, including sharp peaks, over 
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a wide dynamic range. 
The readout element resembles a 

conventional DIP IC (in shape) and 
displays up to ten discrete signal 
levels on parallel filaments. In this 
case, it has a dynamic range of 30 dB, 
with each sequential filament il- 
luminating fully at 3 dB over the pre- 
ceding one. The tenth filament (the 
final 3 dB) is the peak signal indicator. 

Circuit Operation. As shown in Fig. 
1, potentiometer R1 sets the level of 
the audio input to a precision full - 
wave rectifier that uses both halves of 
ICI. The rectified output is coupled to 
10 parallel voltage comparators in IC2, 
/C3, and /C4. 

Each of the 10 filaments in the dis- 
play operates at 5 volts and 10 mA. The 

first nine are driven directly by the 
comparators. The tenth is controlled 
by a one -shot multivibrator ( /C5) to in- 
dicate the peaks. 

Two other comparators in /C2 are 
used as voltage regulators to supply a 
reference voltage. A third regulator 
made up of D3 and Q1 supplies the 
higher current required for the display 
filaments. 

The resistor network made up of 
R24 through R42 is arranged as an 
R -2R ladder that allows a precision 
voltage divider to be constructed 
using only two different values of pre- 
cision resistors. The consecutive ref- 
erence voltages for the noninverting 
inputs of the comparators are selected 
to increase in 3 -dB steps from the low 
end to the high end of the range. As 
the rectified audio voltage to each 
comparator's inverting ( -) input 
reaches that of the associated nonin- 
verting ( +) input, the comparator 
switches to turn on its associated dis- 
play filament. Thus, the number of fil- 
aments turned on (illuminated) at any 
instant is determined by the level of 
the audio input. 

Construction. The circuit can be as- 
sembled on a pc board or a perforated 
board. All of the components except 
for the power supply and the display 
can be on the board. Sockets should 
be used for the IC's. 

When laying out the board, be sure 
that wires carrying the comparator 
outputs and inputs are not too close to 
each other to avoid oscillation. Since 
the output pins of the comparators are 
at one end of the package, there 
should be no problem in getting a 

satisfactory layout. The +V,.,. pin of 
each IC should be bypassed to ground 
by a 0.1 -U.F disc capacitor mounted as 
close to the pin as possible. 

Output indicatorD /S1 and its socket 
are cemented in a suitable rectangular 
cutout on the front panel. Since the 
incandescent filaments emit a white 
light, a filter of almost any color can be 
used in front of the display. In the pro- 
totype, a green filter was used. 

Any power supply delivering 12 volts 
at 200 mA can be used. 

Diode D3 must be selected by trial 
and error. First, tack -solder a standard 
1N914 into the circuit. Apply an input 
audio signal of about 1 or 2 volts rms 
to J1 and adjust R1 until all 10 seg- 
ments are lit. All 10 segments should 
be bright, but there is a possibility that 
the first nine may not have equal 
brightness due to different current - 
sinking capabilities of the corn- 
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Fig. 1. The audio signal is rectified and applied to 
sequential comparators, which turn on filaments in display. 

PARTS LIST 
(Two of each needed for stereo) 
C I -47 -µF tantalum capacitor 
C2- 6.8 -pF tantalum capacitor 
C3,C4 -22 -µF tantalum capacitor 
C5-- 0.05 -. F ceramic capacitor 
C6- 0.1-µF ceramic capacitor 
C7 -1 -µF tantalum capacitor 
Dl,D2 -1N9I4 diode 
D3 -See text 
DISI -Bar indicator light (see note) 
ICI -558 dual op amp 
1C2,IC3,1C4 -LM339 quadruple com- 

parator (National) 
IC5 -555 timer 
11 -Phono connector 
Q1- 2N2222 transistor (or similar) 
RI- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R2,R4,R5,R9,R 12,R26,R28,R30,R32, 

R35,R37,R39,R41,R42 -1000 -ohm, 
1% resistor 

R3,R7,R8,RI I,R25,R27,R29,R3I,R34, 
R36,R38,R40 -2000 -ohm. 1% resistor 

R6- 20,000 -ohm, 5% resistor 
R10- 1000- ohm,5% resistor 
R13 -470 -ohm, 5% resistor 
R14 to R23 -100 -ohm. 5% resistor 
R33-420-ohm. I% resistor 
R43- 510 -ohm, 5% resistor 
R44- 4700 -ohm. 5% resistor 
R45 -150,000 -ohm, 5% resistor 
Misc. -IC sockets (6), transparent filter, 

cement, mounting hardware, power 
supply. 

Note Bar indicator (30150 is available 
from Readouts, Inc., Box 149, Del 
Mar, CA 92014, for $4.25, plus postage. 
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parators. If there is a noticeable differ- 
ence in segment brightness, use two 
diodes in series for D3. Recheck the 
brightness. At least one diode must be 
used for D3; but as many as three 
(connected in series) may be used to 
get the desired brightness. 

Use. Since the meter has a relatively 
high input impedance, it can be con- 
nected directly across the speaker 
terminals of any audio amplifier. In 
fact, two meters can be used for stereo 
balance tests. 

Adjust potentiometer R1 so that the 
last segment flickers on the required 
audio peaks. 
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FLIP 

RES 

HERE IS a fascinating new elec- 
tronic game based on digital 

logic. Called "Flip," it will introduce 
you to some basic computer con- 
cepts, pose a number of interesting 
mathematical questions, and provide 
a set of challenging puzzles. The puz- 
zles are easily solved, however, when 
the proper logic sequence is under- 
stood.* Using low -cost CMOS logic 
and LED readouts, construction of 
Flip is simplified. 

Circuit Operation. There are 8 flip - 
flops (A through H) connected as 
shown in Fig. 1. Eight LED indicators 
on the front panel show the state of 
each flip -flop (Fig. 2). A trigger pulse 
applied to a flip -flop reverses its state. 
Momentary- contact switches Si, S2, 
and S3 provide trigger pulses for flip - 
flops A, B, and C. For example, press- 
ing switch S1 will trigger flip -flop A so 
that, if LED1 was on, it will go off, and 
vice versa. The transition from off to 
on also supplies a pulse to trigger flip - 
flop D. The reversal of D then supplies 
a trigger pulse to F or G. 

The circuits in Fig. 1 actually form a 

number of 2- and 3 -bit interacting 

'Flip is an electronic version of a plastic computer 
game called "Think -A -Dot" made by Edu -Cards Corp. An 
article entitled "Mathematical Theory of Think -A -Dot" in 
the Sept. -Oct. 1967, issue of Mathematics Magazine pro- 
vided a detailed analysis of the game. The original 
Think -A -Dot instruction book also provided an extensive 
discussion of the device, with methods for demonstrating 
counting, adding, and subtracting of 8 -bit binary num- 
bers. 
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A CMOS 
GAME COMPUTER 
Do you dare challenge a 
handful of CMOS chips to a 
game of logic? 

counters. For example, flip -flops C, E, 

and G form a 3 -bit binary counter that 
is triggered each time S3 is pressed. 
Fig. 3 shows how this counter works. 
Pressing the reset switch, S4, sets the 
C, E, and G lights as shown in the top 
row. Now, repeated pressing of S3 
causes the lights to go on and off in 
the 3 -bit binary sequence shown in 
Fig. 3. The combinations of flip -flops 
BEH, BDF, ADF, etc. also form 3 -bit 
binary counters. 

The circuit in Fig. 1 also contains 8 

"memory" cells which remember an 
8 -bit pattern. This pattern (or state) 
can be modified by the input switches 
and is displayed by the LED's. A 
wired -in "program" controls the 
change -in -state of the device as a 

function of the previous state and an 
input switch. Pressing a single input 
switch 8 times always returns the de- 
vice to its initial state, thereby dem- 
onstrating its ability to count input 
switch depressions. 

In Fig. 1, /C5 and /C6 are quad 
2 -input NAND gates connected to form 
three set /reset flip -flops for debounce 
of the switches. Eight D -type flip -flops 
are provided by IC1 through /C4, 
which are triggered by a positive - 
going edge. Flip -flops A, B, and C are 
triggered directly by the three de- 
bounce flip -flops. Flip -flops D, E, F, G, 
and H are each triggered by transi- 
tions of other flip -flops. The 

BY JOSEPH A. WEISBECKER 

capacitance- resistance combinations 
differentiate the outputs of these flip - 
flops to form positive pulses. For 
example, C1 -R1 and C7 -R7 differen- 
tiate the positive -going not -Q outputs 
of A and D to feed an OR gate formed 
by D1 and D7 and trigger flip -flop F. 

Trigger pulses for D, E, G, and H are 
derived in a similar manner. 

Integrated circuits IC7 and IC8 are 
hex -inverting buffers used to drive the 
displays. Resistors R22 through R29 
were chosen to limit the LED current 
to about 7 mA. Any LED that provides 
reasonable brightness for this current 
can be substituted - possibly reduc- 
ing the cost. Resistors R22 -R29 can 
also be reduced in value to increase 
the brightness of the LED's; but this 
loads /C7 and IC8 above rated values 
and will also decrease battery life. 

Construction. The Flip circuit uses 
CMOS logic circuits since they require 
low power, have good noise immunity 
and can be operated with unregulated 
voltage between 3 and 15 V. However, 
in using CMOS, some precautions 
must be kept in mind. All unused gates 
must have their inputs tied to the plus 
or minus supply voltage to prevent po- 
tential chip burn -out. Care must also 
be taken in installing the devices. 
Avoid any possibility of static charges 
on the inputs. Keep them in the insula- 
tion in which they are shipped until 
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F'ig. 1. tielil Iy "Flip." D1 hails u)a making the two-sided PC board 
.tor this computer game are given elserehee, in this Handbook. 

PARTS LIST 

B1-9-volt alkaline mercury battery 
Cl -C10- 0.033 4tF disc capacitor (Iov, 

voltage) 
DI -DIO- Silicon diode (1N914 or similar) 
ICI -IC4-- CD4013 integrated circuit 
1C5,IC6-- -CD40I I integrated circuit 
1C7,IC8--- CD4049 integrated circuit 
LEDI -LED8 -Any light- emitting diode 

RI-R21-10,000-ohm, 'h -watt resistor 
R22 -R29- 1000 -ohm,' -watt resistor 
S I -S4 --Spdt switch, momentary closed 

(Alco MSP -I05F or similar) 
S5 -Spst switch 
Misc.- Battery connector, suitable 

cabinet, "dry- transfer" type, adhesive 
tape, etc. 

ready to solder and use a grounded 
soldering iron. Low- temperature sol- 
der and a low -power iron should be 
used. 

Diodes D1 through D10 are not crit- 
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ical; low- current switching types (sili- 
con) were used in the prototype. 

The circuit can be assembled on a 
perf board or on a pc board as shown 
in Fig. 4. To avoid complexity on the pc 

LEDI 
A 

LED2 
B 

LED3 
C 

NA, 
LEDO LED5 

D E 

LED6 

F 

LED8 

H 

Fig. 2. Arrangement of LED's 
on the.fron.t panel of Flip. 

board, some short cuts have been tak- 
en. Note that Cl through C10, D1 
through 010, and R1 through R10 are 
attached together as shown in the in- 
sert in Fig. 4 before inserting the loose 
ends in the pc board. Note that the 
capacitor end is called out as A, the 
diode end as B and the resistor end as 
C on the overall component layout. 

There are 19 jumpers that must be 
made of thin insulated wire and con- 
nected between similarly numbered 
points in Fig. 4 (point 1 to point 1, etc. 
up to point 16 to point 16). The last 
three jumpers are from point 17 on 
IC1, IC2 and /C3 to point X, the reset 
circuit. 

The eight LED's and the three 
switches are mounted on the front 
panel as shown in Fig. 2 and the photo. 
Also mount the reset and on /off 
switches on the front panel. The lines 
connecting the lights on the front 
panel can be added in any way de- 
sired. 

Testing. Turning on the power 
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Fig. 3. It takes eight opera- 
tions o /'a pushbutton to make 
the cycle. This shows which 
LED's come Osa in sequence. 
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Fig. 4. Either a peri board ar printed 
circuit board can be used the cir- 
cuit. Note how the C -D -R assembly is 
made. Be sane to install the junipers. 

switch should cause a random pattern 
to appear on the LED display. Pressing 
the reset switch should result in the P1 

pattern of Fig. 5. If it doesn't, check the 
reset wiring and voltage connections. 
After obtaining the P1 pattern, press 
switches A, B, and C one at a time to 
verify that all flip -flops are being 
triggered properly as indicated in Fig. 
3. Check signals and wiring for any 
that fail to operate peroperly. If the 
signals to a flip -flop are correct but it 
still fails to trigger, replace the chip. 

Use. Fig. 5 shows how Flip is used to 
solve puzzles. Pressing reset switch 
S4 provides the pattern of lights 
shown at Pl. As a sample problem, try 
to get from pattern P1 to pattern P2 by 
pressing one or the other of the input 
switches just 7 times. The other pat- 
terns in Fig. 5 can be obtained with the 
indicated number of switch opera- 
tions. 

An interesting game that can be 
played is to try to generate specific 
patterns, with players taking turns 
pressing just one switch at a time. 
Starting with the reset switch oper- 
ated to set the original pattern, the 
goal is to obtain a pattern consisting 
of a triangle of lights (either ACDEG, 
or BDEFH). It doesn't matter if addi- 
tional lights are on as long as one of 
the two winning triangles appears. Of 

course, other patterns, easier or hard- 
er, can be chosen as the winning pat- 
tern. Since it is possible to predict 
what pattern is going to appear next, 
considerable skill can be developed. 

Flip provides some insight into why 
bugs occur in large computers after 
months or even years of use. These 
machines have thousands of possible 
states, many of which remain untested 
until someone happens to write a 

program that causes one of these 
states to occur. Flip, with only 8 flip - 
flops, has relatively few possible 
states, but it is still nontrivial in a 

mathematical sense. For example, 
how many of the potential 256 states 
(or patterns) can be obtained starting 
from the reset state? Can you develop 

an algorithm (set of rules) for finding 
the shortest sequence of switch de- 
pressions to transform one pattern to 
another? 

Here is another interesting property 
of Flip. If the sum of the lights that are 
on in the top and bottom rows is even, 
then pressing A, B, and C any number 
of times will leave this sum even. In 

other words, the parity of these 6 bits 
(lights) can't be changed by the input 
switches. This concept of parity is 
used for error checking in computers. 
For example, a switch input can only 
change the parity of the 6 bits of the 
top and bottom rows if a circuit mal- 
function occurs. This condition could 
easily be detected and used to turn on 
an error light. 
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Fig..,. Pattern after t 
1'1. To get P2, press switches 
as shown. Other patterns 
take indicated number 
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HOW TO MAKE 
DOUBLE -SIDED 
PC BOARDS 

Easy procedure lets you make 
professional -quality boards at home. 

BY ALEXANDER W. BURAWA 
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ELECTRONICS experimenting is 
becoming increasingly more 

sophisticated - and complex - with 
each passing year. The widespread 
proliferation of IC's has precipitated 
an urgent need for serious experimen- 
ters to master printed circuit 
techniques - including the design 
and fabrication of double -sided pc 
boards. With the MOS era upon us, 
that need is growing to the point 
where you will either have to know 
how to make your own boards or get 
out of serious experimenting. 

The double -sided pc board offers us 
many advantages over the single - 
sided board. For example, the routing 
of conductors is much more flexible 
when both sides of the board are used. 
You can also expect greater packag- 
ing densities. Wire jumpers will be 
only a memory. In the long run, the 
double -sided board is the most 
economical and least time-consuming 
means of assembling complex proj- 
ects. 

No special training is needed to de- 
sign double -sided pc boards. If you 
can trace a circuit, you can design just 
about any type of pc board. 

While the emphasis in this article is 
on double -sided pc techniques, the 
following step -by -step procedure is 
equally applicable to single -sided 
boards. The procedure can be per- 
formed in a home workshop. It is 
geared to making professional -quality 
exposure masks to be used with pre - 
sensitized pc blanks. (The so- called 
"photo" process is the only practical 
way of making complicated pc 
boards.) 
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The Preliminaries. First, indicate 
on the project's schematic the com- 
ponents that are to be mounted off the 
board. We will use the "Flip" game 
computer to illustrate an actual 
double -sided pc -board design proce- 
dure. Its schematic, converted to an 
"IC- package" format with all the off - 
the -board components circled, is 
shown in Fig. 1. (Note: The IC- package 
diagram gives a better idea of the con- 
ductor pattern as it applies to the IC 
lead configurations. Hence, it is worth 
your while to convert all logic dia- 
grams to the IC- package format.) 

Tape a separate sheet of tracing 
paper over the schematic and over 
graph paper that has 10 divisions/ 
inch. (Graph paper eliminates the 
need for a drafting setup. The 10- 

division /inch variety fits in well with 
electronics work since the common 
dual in -line package (DIP) IC leads are 
separated in 0.1 -inch increments.) 

Working on the graph- paper- 
backed tracing paper, redraw only the 
conductor pattern of the schematic. 
Start with a black pencil and draw a 
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small circle for each component lead 
connection into the pattern. If three 
components share a common tie point 
(see Cl /D1 /R1 in Fig. 1), there must be 
a circle for each connection at this 
point. Interconnect as many of these 
circles as you can without crossing 
lines. If necessary, reroute lines to ob- 
tain the maximum number of inter- 
connects, but pay careful attention to 
the schematic when you do this. 

Use a red pencil to interconnect the 
remaining circles. You can cross the 
black but not the red lines in this step. 
And do not forget to use the two -color 
scheme while plotting your progress 
on the schematic's tracing paper. 

You will find that, in a circuit as 
complex as the Flip's, no amount of 
rerouting will permit all circles to be 
interconnected without breaking the 
line- crossing rule. However, the inter- 
connections can be made by alternat- 
ing between the red and black pat- 
terns, as shown in Fig. 2. Wherever the 
lines alternate between the patterns, 
indicate these points with small cir- 
cles. 

l'iq. I. ('unrert lnl/ic 
diagranr to I('-package 
fnrnnat. Indicate utt=lnuaurl 
(urn:luruerrts. 

When you are finished, check your 
drawing against the schematic. Then 
count the red lines. If there are very 
few, you can opt for a single -sided 
board, wiring in jumpers for the red 
lines. On the other hand, many red 
lines indicate the need for a double - 
sized board. 

If size is of little importance in your 
project, you can proceed directly to 
the pencil layout phase of the design 
procedure. But if you want the board 
to be as small as possible, you must 
rearrange your drawing to satisfy this 
objective. You might have to try sev- 
eral arrangements before settling on 
the most compact one. This will prove 
the most time -consuming part of the 
design procedure, especially with 
your first few projects. But with a little 
practice, you will soon acquire an in- 
stinct for arrangements. 

The Flip's conductor pattern that 
yields the most compact layout is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Pencil Layout. You are now going to 
make a pencil layout of the etching 
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guides, scaling it to the sizes of the 
components you will be using in the 
project. Since, from Fig. 2, you already 
have a rough idea of component ar- 
rangement, choose a point at which to 
start with an IC or transistor pad. 

As good a place as any to start in our 
example is the IC1 -1C4 group of pads. 
Count the vertical red lines, black 
lines, and alternating -pattern circles 
between each IC. Then count the hori- 
zontal lines and circles between the 
IC1 1IC4 and IC5 /IC8 groups of pads. 
Make a list of your counts. Such a list 
for Fig. 2 might look like: 
IC1-1C2: 1R 3B OC IC5 -106: OR 3BC 
IC2 -1C3: 3R 2B OC 106-1C7: 2R 2B OC 
IC3 -1C4: 1R 3B OC 1C7-1C8: 1R 2B OC 

IC1/1C4-1C5/1C8; 6R 6B 5C 
The R, B, and C mean red, black, and 
circle. Close examination reveals that 
the circle in the 105-/C6 entry does not 
interfere with the lines between the 
IC's and can be disregarded. Similarly, 
the two red lines in the /C6-/C7 entry 
do not interfere with each other; they 
can be counted as one line. 

Armed with your list, draw on 
graph -paper- backed tracing paper the 
IC -pad circles. It is a good idea to work 
in a 2:1 scale to avoid possible confu- 
sion. Pay strict attention to 
component -lead spacing. 

Once the IC -pad circles are properly 
located and spaced, write X2 BOTTOM 
in black pencil on the bottom of the 
66 

Fig. 2. Rearrange 
conductor pattern, 
using two colors, to 
obtain ininimum- 
size layout. 

tracing paper. Next to this, in red pen- 
cil, write TOP. These references tell 
you that the scale is 2:1 and that the 
black and red lines in the pattern you 
are about to draw refer to the bottom 
and top etching guides, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Indicate the 
exact location and orien- 
tation of each component 
on the layout diagram. 

Working very carefully, transfer all 
of the pattern information contained 
in your rearranged composite drawing 
to the tracing paper on which you 
drew the IC -pad circles. Use the two - 
color scheme. You do not have to be 
very neat, but you must be accurate. 
Our drawing in Fig. 2 shows the 
minimum -size arrangement of the 
schematic in Fig. 1 and is accurately 
sized to the components used in the 
Flip, although it is shown reduced to 
conserve space. 

As you become expert in laying out 
double -sided pc etching guides, you 
will also learn to combine the rough 
and finished pencil layouts into one 
accurately sealed drawing operation. 
But until you gain familiarity, it is best 
to perform the two steps separately. 

Place another sheet of tracing paper 
over your pencil layout. On this, indi- 
cate all component locations and 
orientations and all points where feed - 
throughs are to be used. The compo- 
nent placement guide for the Flip, in- 
dicated on the top etching guide, is 
shown in Fig. 3. The J's indicate the 
feedthrough points. 

Again, carefully check your work 
against the schematic. It is essential 
that you catch errors before proceed- 
ing to the finished etching guide 
steps. Experience has revealed that 
you will be more alert if you allow sev- 
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eral hours, preferably overnight, of 
rest between finishing the layout and 
checking it out. 

Exposure Masks. To compose the 
actual -size etching guides that will be 
used as exposure masks with presen- 
sitized pc blanks, use drafting aids 
and tapes obtained only from pc mate- 
rials suppliers. You will need clear My- 
lar" film (designed for pc work) on 
which to compose the guides. Also, 
have handy an X -acto knife and 
graph and tracing paper, and work in a 

well -lighted area. 
Measure the length and width of 

your pencil layout, and divide these 
figures in half. You now know the sizes 
of your etching guides and the size of 
your working area. Add one inch all 
around; then cut two pieces of Mylar 
film and one piece of tracing paper to 
the latter dimensions. 

Tape down a piece of Mylar film on a 

sheet of 10- division /inch graph paper. 
Very carefully lay out on it the bottom 
etching guide's pattern (black lines in 
your pencil layout) with the appro- 
priate drafting aids and tape. To do 
this, you must first turn over your pen- 
cil layout to properly view and lay out 
the bottom etching guide. When you 
turn over the layout, carefully realign it 
on its graph -paper backing and put 
aside the components -placement 
guide. Divide all spacings in half, and 
transfer the circles and black lines to 
the film. 

When the bottom guide pattern has 
been transferred, flip over the film and 
pencil layout. Carefully realign them 
on their respective sheets of graph 
paper. When you tape down the bot- 
tom etching guide, do so along only 
one edge to allow it to swing open to 
the left or right and write BorroM on 
the tape. Follow this with the blank 
Mylar film, taping it along the opposite 

Fig. 4. Set up raw* area on 
graph paper. Tape down and 
identify Mylar film so 
that sheets open alternately 
to left and right. 

edge and writing TOP on the tape. 
Finish up with the tracing paper taped 
to permit it to swing toward the top. 
(See Fig. 4 for details.) 

Set the bottom etching guide in 
place. Burnish down the bottom etch- 
ing guide pattern with a blunt instru- 
ment. (A Popsicle stick or tongue de- 
pressor will do nicely.) Burnishing is 

necessary to seat the drafting aids and 
tapes cn the film. Apply firm strokes, 
but not so firm that they shift the aids 
or tapes. 

Swing the blank Mylar film into 
place on the bottom etching guide, 
but not the tracing paper. Very care- 
fully repeat all pads from the bottom 
etching guide on the blank film. Pay 
special attention to alignment. Then 
slip the tracing paper between the two 
sheets of film. It will prevent any 
black -on -black confusion from crop- 
ping up, while allowing a clear view of 
the bottom etching guide. Now, com- 
plete the top etching guide by inter- 
connecting the appropriate circles in- 
dicated in the red pencil layout. Burn- 
ish down the drafting aids and tapes. 

Remove both guides from the graph 
paper and place them artwork -side -up 
in front of you. Apply to the bottom of 
each a strip of Scotch s Magic 
transparent tape. Follow by using a 

ball -point pen to write the project's 
name, FOIL SIDE, and TOP and BOTTOM 

on the respective guides. 
Set aside the top etching guide. 

Then use a crow -quill pen and India 
ink to fill in all transparent 
component -lead holes in the pads of 
the bottom etching guide. The filled -in 
holes will provide for a small registra- 
tion error between the top and bottom 
pattern when the board is etched and 
drilled. If these holes are not filled in, it 
is possible that drilling might remove 
too much copper from misregistered 
copper pads. 

PC MATERIALS 
SUPPLIERS 

Following is a partial list of manufac- 
turers and suppliers of materials for use 
in making double -sided pc boards. In- 
cluded are summaries of items available 
from each. 

Bishop Graphics, Inc. (7300 Radford 
Ave., North Hollywood, CA 91605): 
Quantity sales of drafting aids and tapes, 
precision graphed glass and film, polyes- 
ter drafting film, etc. (Send 50c for 
Technical Manual & Catalog No. 105.) 
Also available are no -etch "Circuit 
Zaps." 

GC Electronics (400 S. Wyman St., 
Rockford, IL 61101): Small- quantity 
sales of drafting aids and tapes, layout 
film, developing and etching trays, 
photoresist chemicals, etchant, pc 
blanks, exposure frame, kits. (Send 50e 
for Printed Circuit Handbook No. 
FR -16l for complete instructions on how 
to make single -sided pc boards. Hand- 
book includes listing of complete line of 
pc materials available.) 

Kepro Circuit Systems Inc. (3630 Scar- 
let Oak Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63122): Pc 
blanks, photo-resist chemicals, etchant, 
photo layout kit (includes tapes and 
drafting aids), all -in -one kits, photo - 
reversing (film) kit. 

Techniques Inc. (235 Jackson St., En- 
glewood, NJ 07631): All types of drafting 
and fabrication kits, etchant, photoresist 
chemicals, pc blanks, tools, reversing 
film kit, etc. 

Vector Electronic Co., Inc. (12460 
Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, CA 91342): Di- 
rect positive photoresist kits, double - 
clad pc blanks, drafting aids, chemicals. 
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Fig. 5. Double- sided etching guides tor "Flip" ure .shoneu from the fail aides. 

You now have etching guides that 
can be used just as they are to expose 
positive- resist pc blanks. But if you are 
using negative- resist blanks, the 
guides must be reversed. This is a 

simple process that is easily ac- 
complished with a reversing -film kit 
available from some pc materials 
suppliers. 

The etching guides for the Flip are 
shown in Fig. 5. For component 
placement and orientation, refer back 
to Fig. 3. 

Exposing the Blank. To expose a 

presensitized pc blank with double - 
sided board masks, start by carefully 
aligning the two masks, back -to -back, 
and taping them together so that they 
cannot shift. Working in a safe -lighted 
area, tape the mask pair down on a 

presensitized pc blank. Then drill two 
or more small holes through both 
masks and the blank. Use holes in the 
pattern. Remove the masks and re- 
place the blank in its light -tight ship- 
ping container. 

Cut off the heads of as many small 
wire brads as you have holes drilled. 
Select brads that are just large enough 
to fit into the drilled holes with the 
absolute minimum of play without 
binding. File flat the cut ends of the 
brads. 

Place a sheet of flat black art paper 

on a block of rigid polystyrene foam 
(available from florists and plastics 
specialty shops). Go back to safe light- 
ing after separating the exposure 
masks. Place the presensitized blank 
through which the holes were drilled 
over the paper- covered foam block 
and fill each hole with a brad. Press 
down on the brads until only about 1/8 

inch protrudes above the surface of 
the blank. 

Align the holes in the appropriate 
exposure mask with the protruding 
brads and force the mask flat against 
the blank. Place a sheet of glass over 
the whole assembly, pressing down 
only until the exposure mask is in in- 
timate contact with the blank. Expose 
the blank according to the manufac- 
turer's directions. 

Switch back to safe lighting and re- 
move the glass and mask. Remove the 
blank, handling it only by its edges, 
and immediately flip it over. Remove 
the brads from the foam block. Then 
place the flipped -over blank on the 
paper- topped block and replace the 
brads in the holes. Follow the proce- 
dure outlined above to set up and ex- 
pose the second side of the blank. 
Make absolutely certain that the sec- 
ond exposure mask is properly 
oriented. 

When both sides of the blank have 
been exposed, develop the blank ac- 

cording to the manufacturer's instruc- 
tions. Then, after inspecting the de- 
veloped blank to check that the expo- 
sure has taken, etch away the un- 
wanted copper. 

Final Steps. The etched board (it is a 

board once etching has taken place) 
can now be trimmed to size and all 
holes can be drilled. Drill from the top 
of the board, keeping the tool perpen- 
dicular to the board's surface. Check 
frequently for proper hole alignment 
in the top and bottom copper pads. 

After drilling all holes, refer to your 
component placement guide and im- 
mediately solder into place the feed - 
throughs. Solder both sides of the 
board; then clip away the excess wire 
as close as passible to the board. 
Mount the components in their re- 
spective locations, soldering their 
leads to the foil pattern on both sides 
of the board. (Note: Because the holes 
in homemade boards are not plated - 
through, you must solder to the pat- 
terns on both sides of the board. This 
means that you cannot use IC and 
transistor sockets that do not provide 
top -of- the -board access to their leads. 
If you wish to use sockets, substitute 
Molex Soldercons'.) 

You have now designed and fabri- 
cated your own double -sided pc 
board. Good luck on your project. 
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A HIGH -VALUE 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR 
METERChecks w ance from 10 to 

100,000 microfarads and indicates leakage. 

C=2 
1977 EDITION 

THE ACTUAL values of many elec- 
trolytic capacitors are sometimes 

different from those marked on the 
cases. More often, the values are illeg- 
ible due to ink blurring, obliteration, 
etc. These are only two of the prob- 
lems the experimenter faces in using 
electrolytics. 

Among others, how do you apply a 

polarizing voltage to make sure the 
electrolyte in the capacitor is "formed" 
and that the unit is really operating 

BY JOHN D. RICHARD 

properly? How do you tell whether or 
not an electrolytic capacitor is leak- 
ing? There are, of course, costly test 
instruments that can be used to solve 
these problems. But the expense of 
precise measurements is not always 
warranted because electrolytics have 
relatively broad tolerances. 

At a low cost, you can build the elec- 
trolytic capacitor meter described 
here and get the information you 
need. It measures capacitance values 
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PARTS LIST 

B1-9-volt battery 
BPI. BP2 -Five -way binding post (one 

red. one black) 
CI,C2- 0.01 -pF capacitor 
DI- D4- IN4002 diode 
M1-0-100-pA meter (see text) 
QI- HEP735 transistor 
Q2.Q3-Any general -purpose silicon pnp 

transistor 
R I -470 -ohm. 1/4 -watt resistor 
R2 -250 -ohm miniature potentiometer 
R3- 100 ,000 -ohm miniature potentiometer 
R4 -6200 -ohm, 2' ; , 1-/4 -watt resistor 
R5 -620 -ohm, 2' Lí-watt resistor 
R6-62 -ohm, 2' '2 -watt resistor 
R7 -4.7 -ohm, 10'i. 1/4 -watt resistor 
R8- 4700 -ohm, 10' 1/4-watt resistor 
R9-See text 
S I- One -pole. four- position rotary switch 
S2- Two -pole. three -position rotary 

switch 
S3 -Spst switch 
Misc.- Suitable metal chassis, perforated 

hoard, knobs, battery holder and con- 
nector. mounting hardware, etc. 

Fig. 1. The rOn.staat-cinteiit .solrcr' 
charges rurhuOlccr capacitor and the 
meter circa it reads rnitage lerel. 

from 10 to 100,000 microfarads in four 
ranges with an accuracy of 10 %. It will 
form the capacitor, and it will indicate 
if there is too much leakage. 

About the Circuit. As shown in Fig. 
1, the meter circuit is in two sections: a 

constant -current source consisting of 
01 and a high- resistance voltmeter 
circuit consisting of Q2, Q3 and M1. 

When the unknown capacitor is 
connected between BP1 and BP2 
(positive side to BP2), switch S2 is first 
placed in position 1 to discharge the 
capacitor through R7. Then S2 is 
moved to position 2, and the 
constant -current source starts to put a 

charge on the unknown capacitor. 
The voltage across it increases 
linearly with time and is measured by 
the meter circuit. The voltage increase 
(in volts per second) is equal to the 
current (in amperes) from Q1 divided 
by the capacitance in farads. Thus, 
with 1 ampere and 1 farad, the voltage 
increases at a rate of 1 volt per second. 
The ratio remains constant so that the 

voltage increases 1 volt per second for 
currents of 1 pA, 10 pA, 100 pA and 
capacitances of 1 tF, 10 iF, 100 uF, 
respectively. 

In this capacitance meter, a charge 
is applied to the unknown capacitor 
for 5 seconds and then the voltage on 
the meter is read. (Full -scale deflec- 
tion is 5 V.) Thus, if the constant cur- 
rent is 100 pA and the meter indicates 
full scale after 5 seconds, the value of 
the capacitor is 100 uF. Larger values 
of capacitance will produce lower 
voltage indications. 

The amount of current supplied by 
Q1 is determined by the setting of Si. 
In position 4, the current is 10 mA; in 
position 3, 1000 IA; in position 2, 100 
pA; and in position 1, 10 pA. Resistor 
R3 is a preset potentiometer because 
the leakage current in Q1 may cause 
the required current to be slightly dif- 
ferent from the calculated value. (Also 
because the low forward current re- 
sults in a small voltage drop across the 
base -emitter junction.) Tests have 
shown that, once R3 is set, the collec- 
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tor current will remain constant at 10 
uA. 

Transistors Q2 and Q3 form a Dar- 
lington pair having a very high input 
resistance. The emitter load, R8, car- 
ries about 1 mA when the potential 
across it is 5 volts. Meter M1 uses a 

series resistor (R9) of a value (50 
kilohms minus the meter resistance) 
such that the meter will indicate full 
scale when 5 V is applied to the com- 
bination. 

Because there is a voltage drop be- 
tween the base of Q2 and the emitter 
of Q3, binding post BP2 is raised 
above ground by diodes D3 and D4. 
However, in practice it was found that 
the voltage across the two diodes was 
slightly higher than that across R8, so 
the positive side of the meter is con- 
nected to potentiometer R2 so that the 
meter can be zeroed. 

Capacitors Cl and C2 remove any 
tendency of the circuit to oscillate on 
range 4 when long test leads are used 
on the binding posts. 

Construction. The circuit can be as- 
sembled on perforated board and en- 
closed in a suitable metallic case. Put 
the three switches, meter, and binding 
posts on the front panel. Be sure to 
identify the switches and their posi- 
tions properly. The power supply is a 
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conventional 9 -volt battery mounted 
in its own holder. 

Adjustment. To set R3, place S1 in 
position 1 and S2 in position 3. Con- 
nect a 10 -pA dc meter between the 
collector of Q1 and the positive side of 
the battery. Set R3 for maximum 
resistance and then turn on the power. 

Carefully reduce the value of R3 
until the test meter indicates 10 pA. Do 
not allow too much current to flow or 
the transistor or meter may be dam- 
aged. 

Fixed resistors R4, R5, and R6 
should provide the correct currents. 
However, for greater accuracy, small 
trimmer potentiometers may be 
substituted -10,000, 1000, and 100 
ohms respectively. Then adjust the 
potentiometers to get 100 pA, 1 mA, 
and 10 mA respectively. 

With the circuit adjusted, and with 
no test capacitor attached to the bind- 
ing posts, set S2 to position 1, and 
adjust R2 for a zero indication on Mi. 

If desired, M1 and R9 can be re- 
placed with an external dc voltmeter 
having a 5 -volt scale and at least a 
10,000- ohm /volt input resistance. In 
this case, connect the positive lead of 
the external meter to the rotor of R2 
and the negative lead to the junction 
of R8 and the emitter of Q3. 

Operation. With an unknown elec- 
trolytic capacitor connected to BP1 

(minus) and BP2 (positive), place S1 
for the desired range position and set 
S2 to position 1. Wait a couple of sec- 
onds for the unknown to be fully dis- 
charged. Then turn on the power(S3). 

Observing the sweep- second hand 
of a clock or watch, place S2 in posi- 
tion 2 for five seconds and note that 
M1 indicates upscale. At the end of the 
5- second interval, place S2 in position 
3 and read the meter. The capacitance 
can be found by using the conversion 
scale shown in Fig. 2 and the setting of 
Si. If you are using the external 5 -volt 
dc voltmeter, use the conversion scale 
shown in Fig. 3. 

If the capacitor being tested has not 
been used for some time, it is advisa- 
ble to give it several charging runs on 
the capacitance meter before making 
the actual measurements. This per- 
mits the electrolyte to form so that the 
capacitor settles down at its final val- 
ue. 

Some readers may feel that the test 
capacitor will start to discharge 
through its own leakage resistance or 
because of the base current through 
(12 when S2 is in position 3. In prac- 
tice, it has been found that modern 
electrolytic capacitors will provide a 

meter reading that is steady enough to 
get a good indication. If the capacitor 
being tested has excessively low leak- 
age resistance, the meter indication 
will start to fall rapidly; but it will still 
be possible to get initial indication. 

Fig. !. I'.tie the eUNi'er.,inli 
segle riY le/1 Cru leutliiiy.ti 
oi :111 os .,hoir,/ io F'ig. I. 
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FOR NOVEL STOP -ACTION EFFECTS 

SOME exciting and different pho- 
tographic effects can be obtained 

with a strobe flash rigged to trigger 
from stimuli independent of the nor- 
mal shutter switch. The photoflash 
tripper described here can initiate and 
delay the flash cycle with a sound or 
light stimulus or by completing an 
electrical circuit. For example, after 
the tripper receives a sound stimulus, 
a delay starts. After a preset time, the 
flash fires and exposes the picture. 

About The Circuit. The common 
part of the flash timer is the delay cir- 
cuit consisting ofSCR1, SCR2, and Q4 
(see schematic). The cycle is begun by 
firing SCR1 via a sound input at SPKR, 
light at LDR1, or mechanical trip wires 
connected to terminal strip TS1. 

When SCR1 fires, it applies voltage 
from battery B1 to the R10!C5 circuit, 
and C5 begins to charge through R10 
at a rate determined by the value of the 
resistor. (The lower the value of R10, 
the shorter the charging time.) When 
C5 has charged sufficiently to forward 

BY JOHN F. HOLLABAUGH 

bias the emitter junction of Q4, a rapid 
rise in the current between the 81 and 
82 terminals of Q4 generates a posi- 
tive pulse across R11. 

This positive pulse is applied to the 
gate of SCR2, causing it to conduct 
current (from inside the flash unit 
connected to the tripper via SOI) and 
fire the electronic flash. After the cycle 
is complete, the circuit is reset to its 
initial conditions by momentarily de- 
pressing and releasing pushbutton 
switch S3. 

Placing S1 in position L (light) pow- 
ers the Q5 circuit and sets the system 
up for light tripping. Light falling on 
the light- dependent resistor LDR1 
causes the circuit to trip. Potentiome- 
ter R12 serves as a sensitivity control. 

When S1 is placed in position S 
(sound), power is applied to the audio 
amplifier circuit consisting of Q1 
through Q3. The speaker (SPKR) at the 
input of Q1 is used here as a mi- 
crophone. When a popping or other 
sharp sound is picked up by this mi- 
crophone, a pulse is produced which 

is amplified sufficiently to trigger 
SCR1 into conduction and start the 
timing cycle which, ultimately, fires 
the flash unit. 

The final position of S1 is marked M 
for mechanical contact. In this posi- 
tion, neither the light nor the sound 
circuits is powered. A pair of wires, 
terminated in a switch or left bare, is 
connected to terminal strip TS1. To 
start the timing cycle, the switch at the 
end of the wires need only be momen- 
tarily closed or the bare wires momen- 
tarily touched together. 

The time lag between the firing of 
SCR1 and the completion of the cycle 
with the firing of SCR2 can be varied 
by adjusting potentiometer R10. 

Construction. The circuit of the 
photoflash tripper is very simple, lend- 
ing itself nicely to almost any type of 
chassis assembly. Just be sure that 
you observe proper polarity and bas- 
ing connections. 

When you mount LDR1 in the chas- 
sis box you have chosen for your proj- 
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SPKR 
1311 

1+ 
CI 

5yF 

RI 
150 
K 

R2 

I R4 02 R7 03 
150K 

C2 C3+ 
5yF 5yF 

R3 R5 
10K 5.8K 10K 

R6 R8 R9 
5.8K IOK 5.8K DI 

} RI2 R13 R15 
5K IK IOK 

05 C7 
.0047 

yF 

LDRI 

SIA 

SIB 

C4 
.0047yF 

TS! 

T 

S3 

2 - BI - 9V 

SI: L : SOUND 
M MECHANICAL CONTACT 

01 -03= 2N3638 
04, 05 2N4949 

R14 
10K 

The delay circuit, composed of'two SCR's and Q4, is triggered by signals from either 
the audible input through speaker, light striking LDRI, or a switch action at TB1. 

BI -Six 1.5 -volt AA cells in series 
CI- C3 -5 -µF, I5 -volt electrolytic 

capacitor 
C4,C6- 0.0047 -µF ceramic capacitor 
C5- 100 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
DI- IN4001 silicon diode 
11,12- Miniature 10 -volt panel lamp 
J 1- Camera shutter jack (includes length 

of cable) 
LDR1- Light -dependent resistor (Clairex 

No. CL704 or similar) 

PARTS LIST 

QI -Q3 -2N 3638 transistor 
Q4,Q5- 2N4949 unijunction transistor 
Rl,R4,R7- 150,000- ohm,1/2-watt resistor 
R2,R5,R8,R 14,R 15- 10,000 -ohm, V2-watt 

resistor 
R3,R6,R9 -5800 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R I0,R 12 -5000 -ohm linear -taper poten- 

tiometer 
RI I,R13- 1000- ohm,'h -watt resistor 
S l- Double- pole /3 -throw non -shorting 

rotary switch 

S2 -Spst switch (part of RIO) 
S3- Normally- closed pushbutton switch 
SCR I,SCR2- Silicon controlled rectifier 

(I ampere. 200 volts) 
SPKR -8 -ohm, 23/4 -in., diameter speaker 
TSI -Two -lug, screw -type terminal strip 
Misc. -Bakelite or metal utility box; per- 

forated board and solder clips; battery 
holder; pointer knobs (2); rubber grom- 
met (for J I cable exit hole); hookup 
wire; solder; hardware; etc. 

ect, make certain that there is an ac- 
cess hole for the light to fall on the 
active element of this component. A 
good mounting method is to use an 
ordinary plastic pill container, its in- 
side surfaces painted flat black, to 
hold the LDR. 

When you wire the shutter cord into 
the tripper (this cord is terminated in 
11), make certain that it is properly 
polarized. If it is improperly wired, the 
photoflash will not trigger because 
current flow through SCR2 is uni- 
directional. 

How To Use. Photography with the 
tripper requires the use of "red blind" 
ortho film. This permits the setup to be 
made in an area illuminated by only a 

dark red safe light. 
Immediately before action begins, 

open the camera's shutter and leave it 
open until aftertheflash has fired. Set- 
ting the amount of delay required for 
any given filming sequence will have 
to be determined by trial and error. 
You can estimate how much delay is 
required by observing the event in 
total darkness. O 

"I do hope you're not one of those Hien who object 
to women entering the electronics. field." 
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DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS / MICROCOMPUTERS 

HE emergence of experimen- 
tal digital IC projects has been so 

rapid that many people tend to get lost 
amid strange- sounding names like 
"quad 2 -input positive NAND gate" and 
"BCD to 7- segment decoder /driver." 
Such terms describe the building 
blocks of digital electronics. To pro- 
vide an introduction to logic for begin- 
ners and refresher information for 
more advanced experimenters, here is 

a brief "Digital Logic Course." 

Number Systems. Early man was 
forced to count with small pebbles or 
knots on a string when he wanted to 
inventory his possessions. As time 
went on, and perhaps because he 
found it convenient to count with his 
fingers, man eventually devised a 

number system with ten digits. This 
provided a far more convenient and 
versatile counting system since, for 
example, the number 16 could be rep- 
resented with merely two digits rather 
than 16 pebbles or knots. 

The comparatively recent develop- 
ment of electronic digital computers 

EFIEJC 
UdLdTRL 

¡Inc 
1!ILJFÌSE 

has revived interest in number systems 
based on numbers other than ten. 

A system based on two digits is of 
particular importance in electronic dig- 
ital computers. The reason for this is 

that an electronic circuit can be made 
to occupy only one of two states: on or 
off (saturated or cut off). Of equal sig- 
nificance is that any form of logic 
statement can be reduced to contain 
only true and false assertions. 

Since electronic circuits required to 
implement true and false logic state- 
ments are very simple, a computer can 
be designed based on a two -digit 
number system, in which one digit cor- 
responds to "true" and the other to 
"false" The two -digit, or base -two, 
number system is called the binary sys- 
tem and its digits, called bits (forbinary 
digits), are 1 and O. 

BY FORREST M. MIMS 

The Binary System. The easiest way 
to understand the binary system is to 
learn to count in binary fashion. One 
basic rule governs counting in any 
number system: record successive dig- 
its for each count until the count ex- 
ceeds the total number of available dig- 
its; then start a second column to the 
left of the first and resume counting. 

Since the binary system has only two 
digits, counting is very easy. You can 
prove this to yourself by counting to 
the equivalent of the decimal number 
10 in binary. The binary of decimal 0 is 

O. The binary of 1 is 1. Here the similar- 
ity ends. To express 2 in binary, you 
must start a new column since both 
binary, bits have been used in the first 
column. Hence, the binary of 2 is 10 

(read one -zero ---not ten). Three is ex- 
pressed as 11 (one -one) in binary, 
which uses up both binary bits for the 
first two columns. So, a new column 
must be started for binary 4, which be- 
comes 100, while 5, 6, and 7 become 
101, 110, and 111. With 8, represented 
by the binary 1000, we must once again 
start a new column. 
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Binary Arithmetic. By learning how 
to count in binary, we have also derived 
three basic rules for addition: (1) 0 + 0 

= 0;(2)0 +1 = 1;and(3)1 +1 =10(1 + 

1 = 0, carry 1). These rules can be used 
to add any two binary numbers. For 
example, let us add 12 and 9 in binary: 

1100 
+ 1001 

Start with the right -hand column and 
add the least significant digit. Then 
continue adding each successive col- 
umn, working from right to left, finish 
ing up with the most significant bit: 

1100 
+1001 

10101 
Note in the above example that the 

addition of the two most significant 
bits yielded a 0 with a 1 carry. A carry 
can also occur within the addition as 
in: 1011 + 1101 = 11000. 

Converting Binary to Decimal. 
Binary numbers are fundamentally 
easy to work with. But how do you con- 
vert a string of 1's and 0's to easily 
recognized decimal numbers? The 
process is simple, using a technique 
known as "expansion." Each digit col- 
umn of a decimal number corresponds 
to a power of the base -10 to which it 

must be raised. Let us use the number 
846 as an example: 

102 101 100 

8 4 

' 

6 6 
4 

X 
X 
X 

10 
10 

102 

° 

= 

6 
40 

800 
(add) 

8 

846 

A binary number can be expanded in 
the same way and converted into a dec- 
imal number. For example, let us ex- 
pand (10111)2. The subscript denotes 
the base of the number system -in this 
case, 2 or "binary" -and helps in pre- 
venting confusion. The expansion is as 
follows: 

24 23 22 21 20 

1 

L+ 1 X 20 = 1 

1 X 21 2 
1 X 22 = 4 (add) 
0 X 24 0 
1 X 2 4 = 16 

(23)10 
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Since the position of each digit in a 

binary number determines the power 
of 2 invoked, it is easy to convert binary 
to decimal simply by assigning the dec- 
imal equivalent to each column. A 0 in a 

column means that the column's 
power -of -2 decimal equivalent is not 
invoked. Therefore, the decimal equiv- 
alents of all columns containing a 1 are 
added to find the total decimal equiva- 
lent. Let us convert 10011 to decimal: 

16 8 4 2 1 

+ 2 + 1 = (19)10 

1 

16 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

1 

+ 

1 

0 

Manual binary arithmetic involving 
numbers containing more than three 
or four bits is both tedious and cum- 
bersome when you are accustomed to 
counting in a decimal system. But an 
electronic computer can perform 
thousands of lengthy binary additions 
in fractions of a second. This ability is 
vital to the success of digital compu- 
ters and calculators, since all arithme- 
tic operations can be performed by ad- 
dition or its variations. Subtraction is 

the inverse of addition, while multipli- 
cation is simply repeated additions and 
division is the inverse of multiplication. 

These facts about addition are im- 
portant because they mean that even 
the most complicated arithmetic oper- 
ations can be solved by addition. In 

practice, manual arithmetic rarely in- 
vokes this process. After all, you would 
find it inconvenient to multiply 641 by 
197 if you had to write 197 times the 
number 641 and add the columns. But 
an electronic computer does the 
equivalent of this in only a few mil- 
liseconds. 

The Octal System. Sometimes bi- 
nary numbers are condensed into 
other number systems to further sim- 
plify computer processing. Since the 
binary system has only two digits, it 

does not take long to accumulate a 

string of seemingly endless 1's and 0's. 
A decimal number with only two digits, 
for example, requires five binary bits. A 

six -digit decimal number requires 19 

bits. 
Complicated binary numbers can be 

simplified by dividing them into groups 
of three or four bits and encoding the 
results in other number systems. Since 
the binary numbers for the decimal dig- 

its 0 through 7 form groups of no more 
than three binary digits each, a long 
binary number can be reduced to a 

third of its length by converting it to a 

base -8, or octal, number system. 
You can use a table of octal numbers 

and their binary equivalents to con- 
vert a long binary number such as 

11101100001101 into octal. First, di- 
vide the number into groups of three 
bits each, beginning with the least sig- 
nificant bit: 

11 101 100 001 101. 

Then assign the octal equivalent to 
each three -bit group, using the octal- 

Decimal Binary Octal 

0 0 0 

1 1 1 

2 10 2 

3 11 3 

4 100 4 

5 101 5 

6 110 6 

7 111 7 

8 1000 10 

9 1001 11 

10 1010 12 

11 1011 13 
12 1100 14 

13 1101 15 

14 1110 16 

15 1111 17 

16 10000 20 
17 10001 21 

18 10010 22 
19 10011 23 
20 10100 24 

to- binary equivalents given in the 
table: 

11 101 100 001 101 

3 5 4 1 5 

Hence, (11101100001101)2 equals 
(35,415)8. It is obvious that the latter 
number is easier to process than the 
former. 

Sometimes the base -16 (hexa- 
decimal) number system is used to 
further simplify long binary numbers. 
The hexadecimal technique requires 
that the binary number be subdivided 
into groups of four bits each, again 
starting with the least significant digit. 
The result is a hexadecimal number 
that is only a fourth the length of the 
original binary number. 

Boolean Logic. In 1847- George 
Boole, a British mathematician, pub- 
lished his Mathematical Analysis of 
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Fig. 1. Switches are 
arranged to illustrate 
three basic digital 
electronic functions. 

Logic. This booklet did not equate 
mathematics with logic, but it did dem- 
onstrate how any logic statement can 
be analyzed with basic mathematical 
relationships. Boole published a much 
longer and refined version of his theory 
of logic in 1854. To this day, all practi- 
cal digital computers and countless 
other electronic digital circuits are 
based on the concepts pioneered by 
Boole. 

Boolean logic (or algebra) makes the 
important assumption that a logic 
statement is either true or false. Since 
electronic circuits can easily be made 
to operate in either of two states, on or 
off, it is convenient to equate "true" 
with "on" and "false" with "off." Simi- 
larly, we can equate the binary 1 with 
on and the binary 0 with off. With the 
foregoing in mind, let us review 
Boole's basic logic concepts. 

The mathematical explanation of 
logic put forth by Boole can be sim- 
plified into three basic logic functions: 
AND, OR, and NOT. The AND function re- 
quires that one logic state or condition 
and at least one other be true before 
the entire statement is true. The OR 

function requires that one logic state 
or at least one other be true before the 
entire statement is true. The NOT func- 
tion simply reverses a statement from 
true to false, or vice versa. Electronic 
NOT circuits are commonly referred to 
as "inverters" because their function is 
to invert the polarity of the signal. 

e 
A 

0 
0 

/ 

our 

B OUT 
O 0 

o 
O 0 
/ / 

our A r our 

A UuT. 
0 / 
/ 0 

Fig. 2. AND, OR, and NOT symbols are 
shown with truth tables. 
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The above definitions can be tabu- 
lated into a table such as shown in Fig. 
1. Such a table is useful in showing the 
relationships among Boole's three 
logic functions and their electronic 
and arithmetic counterparts. This type 
of table is sometimes called a "truth 
table" since it sets forth the various 
logic conditions for which each state- 
ment is true. Generally, truth tables are 
arranged in a more compact form simi- 
lar to those shown for the three basic 
logic functions in Fig. 2. 

Truth tables can be created for any 
logic function. Specification sheets for 
digital logic circuits almost always in- 
clude a truth table. 

A B our 

OUT NORP -0U7: 

A B OUT. 

0 0 1 0 0 / 
0 / / 0 / O 

/ 0 / i o 0 
/ / 0 / l 0 

Fig. 3. NAND and NOR symbols with 
associated truth tables. 

Logic Symbols. Boolean logic 
statements can be implemented by 
simply writing them on paper, using 
alphabetic symbols to correspond to 
"true" and "false" conditions. Elec- 
tronic logic diagrams, however, are 
much easier to design and interpret if a 
sort of block diagram of the circuit is 
presented. For this reason, standard- 
ized logic -block symbols have been 
devised for the three basic logic func- 
tions, They are shown in Fig. 2. 

Compound Logic Circuits. Two cir- 
cuit combinations (the NOT -AND and the 
NOT -OR) are used so frequently that 
they are treated as basic logic elements 
and given their own logic symbols and 
truth tables. 

When the AND function is followed by 
a NOT statement, the meaning of the 
AND function is reversed to NOT -AND, 

commonly called a NAND function. 
Similarly, when the OR function is fol- 
lowed by a NOT statement, the meaning 
of the OR statement is reversed to 
NOT -OR, commonly referred to as a NOR 

function. The logic symbols and truth 
tables for the NAND and NOR functions 
are shown in Fig. 3. 

DeMorgan's Theorem. About the 
same time Boole developed his logic 
theories, Augustus DeMorgan was also 
developing some fundamental 
theories of logic. His most important 
contribution, known as DeMorgan's 
Theorem, relates the AND, OR, and NOT 

functions as follows: 
AA+B =Axe. 
AxB =A +B. 

The arithmetic symbols + and x mean 
OR and AND, respectively. The bar, or 
vinculum, over a letter indicates the 
NOT function. Thus Á means NOT A. 

The importance of DeMorgan's 
Theorem is that an AND circuit contain- 
ing a NOT at each input corresponds to 
an OR circuit followed by a NOT. Simi- 
larly, an OR circuit with a NOT at each 
input corresponds to an AND circuit fol- 
lowed by a NOT. This does not equate 
the NAND and NOR functions, but it does 
mean that NAND circuits can be used to 
implement NOR functions, and vice 
versa. 

Complex Logic Systems. Logic 
systems that contain three or more 
basic logic elements are termed "corn - 
plex." One of the simplest of the com- 
plex logic systems is the EXCLUSIVE OR 

(sometimes written xoR) function 
shown diagramatically in Fig. 4. From 
the truth table, note that this function is 

identical to the OR function with one 
important exception: A true condition 
exists only when one or the other con- 
dition, but not both, is true. 

The EXCLUSIVE OR function com- 
pletes the connection between 
Boolean logic, the binary number sys- 
tem, and electronic switching circuits, 
for it can be used to add two binary bits. 

A 

B 
AND CARRY 

Fig. 4. Logic array for XOR circuit. 
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-0 a-- 

To see how this is accomplished, as- 
sume a logic 1 at input A and a logic Oat 

input B in the EXCLUSIVE OR circuit 
shown in Fig. 4. Since only one input is 

enabled (input A), AND circuit 1 does 
not turn on. Hence, a 0 is present at the 
CARRY output. OR circuit, 1 does turn on, 
since only one input need be present. 
Since the NOT circuit inverts the 0 from 
AND circuit 1 into a logic 1, AND circuit 1 

has two input signals and is therefore 
turned on. The result is a logic 1 at the 
sum output. (The circuit has added 0 + 
1 to obtain 1.) 

The EXCLUSIVE OR circuit is often 
called a "half- adder." Try verifying its 
operation yourself by adding 1 + 1 in 
binary. 

Practical Logic Circuits. Figure 1 

demonstrated how simple switching 
circuits can be used to implement each 
basic logic function. However, it is 

usually not practical to employ 
switches in real systems. Instead, 
transistors, SCR's, tunnel diodes, or 
other solid -state switches are em- 
ployed. 

The most commonly used switch in 

digital electronics is the transistor. 
Relatively simple circuits that combine 
diodes, resistors, and transistors can 
be used to implement the AND, OR, and 
NOT functions. Thanks to integrated 
circuit (IC) technology, several or even 
dozens of individual logic circuits can 
be placed on a single compact silicon 
chip. Resistor- transistor logic (RTL) 
was once the most popular type of digi- 
tal IC, but it has been largely replaced 
by the more noise -immune transistor - 
transistor logic (TTL) type. 

In recent years, field- effect transistor 
(FET) technology has been adapted to 
integrated logic circuits of amazing 
complexity. By insulating the gate of a 

FET with a layer of silicon dioxide, ex- 
tremely high impedances are made 
possible. The result is a logic circuit 
that requires microamperes or 
nanoamperes of operating current at 
relatively low voltages. 

Insulated -gate fabrication techni- 
ques are collectively known as MOS 
(for metal oxide semiconductor) tech- 
nology. Since MOS transistors are uni- 
polar (p- or n -type) and do not require 
separate p and n sections like conven- 
tional bipolar pnp and npn transistors, 
MOS IC's can have a much higher 
component density than most conven- 
tional IC's. The result is large -scale in- 
tegration (LSI). So, the next time you 
read or hear the phrase "MOS LSI," 
you will know that it refers to a large- 

scale integrated circuit employing 
metal oxide semiconductors. 

Once you understand the material 
presented here, you should find that 
designing digital circuits -even com- 
plex ones -is mostly a matter of com- 
mon sense and familiarity with what 
each element does. 

Flip -Flops. The flip -flop is the basic 
memory circuit used in digital elec- 
tronics. It has two stable states that 
can be simulated by the two -switch 
analogy shown in Fig. 5A. The 
switches are arranged in such a way 
that, if one is closed, the other must be 
open, with control circuits determin- 
ing the states. 

The logic diagram of a toggle flip - 
flop is shown in Fig. 5B. When a pulse 
appears at the toggle, or T, input, the Q 

and .5 (said "not -Q ") outputs will 
change state. The small circle at the T 

ó 0 

(CLEAR) (PRESET) 

(TOGGLE) 

I 

(B) 

Fig. 5. Switch analogy (A) and 
logic (B) of a flip-flop. 

input indicates that, to toggle the flip - 
flop, the input must go from "high" 
(logic 1) to "low" (logic 0). The other 
two inputs are labelled P for preset 
and C for clear. These allow the flip - 
flop to be set to a specified condition 
no matter what was the previous con- 
dition. For example, if a 0 is applied to 
the P input, the Q output would be O. 

Bear in mind that the two outputs are 
complementary; that is, if Q is at 0, Q 
will be at 1. 

Semiconductor manufacturers 
make at least 50 different types of 
flip -flops. Do not be intimidated by this 
number. The flip -flops are still flip - 
flops, and all you need to understand 
any specific one is its data sheet, 
which you can obtain from the man- 
ufacturer. 

Designing a Computer Terminal. 
Combining what you now know about 
flip -flops with what you learned ear- 
lier, you have the knowledge 
needed for designing a VLCT. In the 
following pages, we will design a 
VLCT that will allow you to convert 
from octal to binary and back to octal, 
decimal, or hexadecimal logic. Not 
only will the VLCT prove instructive in 
terms of digital logic, it will also be 
invaluable for interfacing with other 
digital devices. (In particular, it can be 
used with the Altair computer intro- 
duced in the January 1975 issue of 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS.) 

The VLCT performs seven func- 
tions: (1) converts the operator's octal 
input to binary format; (2) eliminates 
any bounce that might be present in 
the key switches; (3) loads the binary 
data into and retrieves it from a regis- 

KEYBOARD 

ACTIVITY 

ENCODER 

BINARY 
DATA 

OUTPUT 
REGISTER 

SELECT 

TO 
M EXTERNAL 

DEVICE 

TRANS. 
DISPLAY I 

CLEAR - I 
I 

DATA- 
IN 

INPUT 
LATCH 

TRANSMITTER 

DECODER DISPLAY 

RECEIVER 

Fig. 6. Logic flow diagrams of transmitter and receiver. 

DATA 
READY 
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ter and stores it until transmission; (4) 
determines where each piece of data 
goes in the output register; (5) trans- 
mits a "ready" signal after the third 
octal number is entered; (6) receives 
and stores binary data from the com- 
puter; and (7) decodes this computer 
data in either octal, decimal, or hex- 
adecimal display format. The overall 
block diagram of the terminal shown 
in Fig. 6 should be consulted when- 
ever any question concerning func- 
tions arises. 

The complete logic diagram for the 
transmitter portion of the terminal is 
shown in Fig. 7. The terminal employs 
transistor -transistor -logic, or TTL, de- 
vices-by far the most widely used 
logic family. It has the following basic 
characteristics: a logic 1 is any poten- 
tial level between 2.4 and 5 volts, and a 

logic 0 is any potential between 0 and 
0.4 volt. A detailed discussion of TTL 
can be found in a number of books 
devoted to the subject, but a brief ex- 
planation of how a typical TTL NAND 

works is given in the box. 

Keyboard Encoder. In Fig. 7 the key 
switches labelled 1 through 7 are 
grouped together at the upper left, 
while the 0 key is located in the center 
of the diagram. NAND gates NG1, NG2, 
and NG3 provide the encoding for key 
switches 1 through 7, while NG4 de- 
tects the activation of any key. 

Before any key switch is depressed, 
note that NG1, NG2, and NG3 have a 0 
output due to the 1 being applied to 
each of the four inputs. Note also that 
NG4 has a 0 output as a result of the 
1 -level signals applied to its four in- 
puts. 

Now, to understand the logic used, 
assume that key switch 3 has been de- 
pressed. When this happens, one of 
the inputs of NG1 and NG2 is placed at 
logic 0 by grounding. This forces both 
of these gates to have a logic 1 at their 
outputs. (A 0 output of a NAND gate can 
occur only when all its inputs are a 

logic 1.) Keyboard output lines BO, Bi, 
and B2 then have the following condi- 
tions: 

BO B1 B2 
0 1 1 =38=310. 

As you can see, the octal input has 
been converted to a binary code. Note 
also that the output of NG4 has gone 
to a 1, signalling that keyboard activity 
has occurred. 

Depressing key switch 0 causes the 
output of NG4 to go to 1, indicating 

1977 EDITION 

IC POWER CONNECTIONS 

IC No. Type V Gnd Function 

1,2 7420 14 7 Dual 4 -input NAND gate 
3.4,5,6 7474 1,4,10,13,14 7 Dual D flip -flop 
7 7410 14 7 Triple 3 -input NAND gate 
8 7404 14 7 Hex inverter 
9,10,18 7400 14 7 Quadrature 2 -input Nand 

gate 
11 74123 3,11,16 8 Dual retriggerable 

multivibrator 
12 7473 14,3,4,7,10 11 Dual JK flip -flop 
13,14 7475 5 12 Bistable latch 
15,16,17 7447 3,4,5,16 11 BCD -7- segment decoder 
19 1M309 3 5 -volt regulator 

that keyboard activity has occurred. 
However, this signal will have no effect 
on NG1, NG2, or NG3, all of whose 
outputs remain at 0. If you were to read 
the binary number at BO, B1, and B2, it 
would still be 000 (binary zero). But 
there would be a signal from activity 
gate NG4 to indicate that a switch 
closure has occurred. 

Debounce Circuit. The problem 
with many keyboard switches is that 
they have a mechanical "bounce." 
This bounce must be allowed enough 
time to damp out before attempting to 
load data into the output- register flip - 
flops (FF3 through FF10). This delay is 
accomplished in the debounce circuit 
in which NG5 and NG6 form an RS 
flip -flop -the simplest form of flip - 
flops.To understand its operation, you 
need to realize that only one input at a 
time can be activated by a O. If a 0 is 

Front view of the computer terminal. 

applied to both inputs at the same 
time, the device will not operate as a 

flip -flop. 
The activity line (output from NG4) 

goes to a logic 1 if any key switch is 
depressed. This signal is fed through 
inverter /4 to one of NG5's inputs. A 0 

into NG5 generates a 1 at the gate's 
output, which is then fed to one of 
NG6's inputs. Assuming that the other 
input (pin 5) is also at 1, a 0 will appear 
at the output of NG6. If both inputs 
were allowed to go to 1, the RS flip - 
flop would remain as set by the previ- 
ous O. If a 0 is applied to NG6-while a 1 

is applied to NG5, the device will flip, 
causing a 0 output to be generated at 
NG5 and a 1 output at NG6. 

The mechanical- bounce switch 
problem occurs whenever a mechani- 
cal device is interfaced with digital 
electronics. The bounce time of the 
mechanical switch is very fast (say, 10 
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PARTS LIST 
CI- 3.3 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2- 330-pF disc capacitor 
C3, C5-- 0.0I -pF, 1 -kV disc capacitor 
C4- 1500 -I.F, 16 -volt electrolytic capac- 

itor 
Dl thru D4- 1N4004 silicon rectifier 
DISI thru DIS3 -7- segment numeric 

LED display 
F1 -1- ampere fuse 
ICI, 1C2 -7420 dual 4 -input NAND gate 

integrated circuit 
1C3 thru IC6 -7474 dual D flip -flop inte- 

grated circuit 
1C7 -7410 triple 3 -input NAND gate in- 

tegrated circuit 
IC8 -7404 hexinverter integrated circuit 
IC9, IC I0, 1C 18 -7400 quadrature 2 -input 

NAND gate integrated circuit 
IC11 -74123 dual retriggerable monosta- 

ble multivibrator integrated circuit 
IC12 -7473 dual JK flip -flop integrated 

circuit 
IC13, IC14 -7475 dual bistable latch inte- 

grated circuit 
1C15. 1C16, 1C17 -7447 BCD to 7 -seg- 

ment decoder /driver integrated circuit 
IC19 -LM309 5 -volt regulator integrated 

circuit (Signetics) 
LEDI thru LED8- Light -emitting diode 

(Monsanto RL -S0 or similar) 
RI thru R14 -2000 -ohm. 1/4 -watt resistor 
R15 thru R22- 360 -ohm, 1/4 -watt resistor 
R23, R24, R27- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt re- 

sistor 
R25 -15 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
R26-47 -ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 
R28- 100 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
TI -8 -volt, I -ampere transformer 
Misc.- Suitable enclosure; key- switch 

pad with 0 -7, clear, and ready 
switches; red display filter; filter bezel; 
fuse holder; line cord; printed circuit 
boards; IC sockets (optional); insu- 
lated hookup wire; machine hardware; 
solder; etc. 

Note: The following are available from 
MITS, Inc., 2450 Alamo S.E., Al- 
buquerque, New Mexico, 87106: Com- 
plete kit, including power supply reg- 
ulator and transformer, key -switch pad. 
hardware, case, and filter bezel for 
$140.00. Completely assembled unit 
$185.00. 

Fig. 7. Complete logic 
diagram of the terminal 
is on opposite page. 

pulses during a 10 -ms interval), but it 
is exceedingly slow from an elec- 
tronics viewpoint, since each indi- 
vidual pulse can be detected. A de- 
bounce circuit, therefore, should be 
included to remove any extraneous 
pulses. 

The debounce circuit employed in 
the VLCT consists of an RS flip -flop 
made up of NG5 and NG6 and a re- 
triggerable monostable multivibrator 
(sometimes called a single -shot mul- 
tivibrator), SS1. The SS1 circuit is ba- 
sically a form of unstable flip -flop. 
When a trigger pulse is applied to it, 

the multivibrator changes states only 
fora period determined by an external - 
time -delay network, which in this case 
consists of C1 and R23 to yield a 10 -ms 
delay. After the delay, SS1 switches 
back to its initial state. 

Let us trace a signal through the de- 
bounce circuit. With a 1 coming from 
the output of NG4, the output of 14 is O. 

This causes the RS flip -flop to change 
states, with the S output going to 1. 

The logic -1 activity signal from NG4 is 
also fed to the B (trigger) input of SS1, 
causing the multivibrator to go into its 
unstable state for 10 ms and apply a 0 
to the other input of the RS flip - 
flop -which is a violation of the rules 
for this circuit. But the violation can be 
disregarded because SS1 applies this 
signal for only 10 ms before control 
reverts back to the activity input, 
which sets the S output of the flip -flop 
to 1. This signal is then applied to one 
of the inputs of NG7, while the other 
input comes from SS1 which, after 10 
ms will apply a 1 to completely enable 
this gate and generating a 0 at its out- 
put. 

The 0 output is inverted by /5 to pro- 
duce the "load" signal for the output 
register. It is important to note that the 
load command did not occur until 10 
ms after the keyswitch was originally 
closed. This assumes that the 
switches will not be bouncing for 
more than 10 ms. If there were any 
bouncing after the 10 -ms delay, a 
longer time constant would be needed 
at SS1 by selecting appropriate Cl 
and /or C2 values. 

When the key switch is released, 
SS1 is reset and a "step" pulse is gen- 
erated by NG8 for use by the sequence 
generator. 

Sequence Generator. To load eight 
bits of data into the output register 
with an octal keyboard, three switches 
must be operated because each key 
depression generates only two or 

three bits. For example, assume you 
want to load the octal number 365 into 
the output register. The first step is to 
load the 3 into the first two bits, the 6 

into the next three bits, and the 5 into 
the bottom (least- significant) three 
bits. Note that the first key depressed 
can use only two bits. This means that 
a 3 is the largest digit allowable on the 
first key depression. The next two key 
positions can be any octal number. 

The sequence generator consists of 
FF1, FF2, NG9 through NG14, and 
SS2. Let us assume that at the begin- 
ning of the cycle FF1 and FF2 are both 
cleared so that the Q output of each is 
0 and the ZS output is 1. Under these 
conditions, NG11 has a 1 at two of its 
three inputs. Now, when a load pulse 
occurs, caused by a key switch 
depression, the third input goes to 1 

and the output of NG11 goes to O. 

After inversion by NG15, a clock pulse 
is applied to FF9 and FF10 to cause the 
data on BO and B1 to be loaded into 
FF9 and FF10. 

When the key switch is released, a 
"step" pulse is generated at NG8 and 
is fed to the C (clock) input of FF1, 
causing this flip -flop's Q output to go 
from 0 to 1; FF2 will be unaffected 
because the change is positive -going. 
When the next key switch is de- 
pressed, NG10 will be the gate 
selected. This will load FF6, FF7, and 
FF8 with data from the keyboard. 
When the switch is released, the step 
pulse will again cause FF1 to change 
states. But this time, the change will 
be from 1 to 0 at the Q output. 

The Q output of FF1 is now 0 and the 
Q output of FF2 is 1. This selects NG9, 
which will load FF3, FF4, and FF5 on 
the next key switch depression. 

When the 3 key is released, the step 
pulse will again cause the FF1 /FF2 
counter to step, resulting in a 1 on 
both Q outputs. This is detected by 
NG12 and causes SS2 to be triggered 
for 1 µs. Then SS2 clears FF1 and FF2 
and transmits a "data- ready" signal to 
the computer or other digital devices 
connected to the output. The CLEAR 

button can be used to reset the counter 
in the event an error was made during 
entry. 

Output Register. The output regis- 
ter consists of FF3 through FF10. 
These eight flip -flops store data until 
the three key entry sequences are 
completed. They are called data flip - 
flops, or D flip -flops. Their function is 
to load the bit present at the D input 
whenever the C (clock) line goes to 1. 
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HOW TTL WORKS 
Transistor -transistor logic (TTL) is a 

positive -logic system. The circuit of a 
typical gate, in this case one gate in a 
7400 quadrature NAND IC, is shown 
below. 

If neither input of the gate is 
grounded, or both are connected to a 

positive -voltage source, the base - 
collector junction of Q1 is forward 
biased so that current can flow through 
R1 and the B -C junction of QI into the 
base of Q2. Transistor Q2 goes into sat- 
uration, producing a voltage drop 
across R3. This provides a bias to turn 
on Q3 and at the same time the voltage 
at the collector of Q2 drops. 

For Q4 to conduct, its base must be at 

+5v 

INPUTS 

4K 

about 1.8 volts. The values of R2 and R3 
are selected so that, when Q2 is con- 
ducting, the voltage drop across R3 is 
high enough to turn on 03. But the volt- 
age at the collector of Q2 is not high 
enough to cause Q4 to conduct. The 
"0" output is then only a junction away 
from ground (through Q3). Note that in 
this state, the output (via Q3 to ground) 
can sink a reasonable amount of 
current -approximately 16 mA. This is 
why TTL is sometimes referred to as 
"current- sinking logic." 

If one or both inputs of the gate is 
grounded, Q1 conducts and its collec- 
tor voltage drops to near ground poten- 
tial, cutting off Q2. Almost no current 
flows through Q2's C-E junction, and 
the base voltage of Q3 (voltage drop 
across R3) is close to zero. Transistor 
Q3 then forms an open circuit. The col- 
lector of Q2 approaches +5 volts, which 
causes 04 to conduct. The output (1) is 
then a function of R4, the C -B resis- 
tance of Q4, and the forward resistance 
of D1. The output voltage is then about 
3.5 volts. 

OUTPUT In the regular TTL family, about 1.6 
mA flows through any input grounding 
circuit. In the event grounding is 
through a resistor, there will be a volt- 
age drop across the resistor. Because 
the maximum permissible low -state 
input voltage is about 0.8 volt, the ex- 

ternal resistor cannot have a value in 
excess of 500 ohms, and any low input 
connection must hold the input below 
0.8 volt. 

In some TTL devices, a protective 
diode is connected from each input to 
ground. If a negative voltage (with re- 
spect to ground) greater than 0.6 volt is 
accidentally applied to either input, the 
diodes conduct to protect the gate. The 
protective diodes also prevent high - 
frequency ringing when long connec- 
tion leads or sharp risetime pulses are 
used. 

The truth table for a two -input NAND 
gate is as follows: 

INPUT OUTPUT 
1 2 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

The 0's and 1's represent "low" or logic 
0 and "high" or logic 1 conditions, re- 
spectively. Note that the only time the 
output of the gate changes state from 
its normal 1 output condition to 0 is 
when both inputs are "enabled" (have a 
1 applied to them simultaneously). If 
neither input, or only one input, is ena- 
bled, the output of the gate remains at 1. 

This data then appears at the Q out- 
puts. The flip -flops ignore anything on 
the D inputs unless the clock pulse is 

present. 
The output display consists of 

light- emitting diodes LED1 through 
LED8. The LED's glow whenever their 

respective data lines are at logic -1. 
This provides a binary readout. It is 
these data lines that are coupled to the 
external computer or other digital de- 
vice. 

Receiver. Shown in Fig. 8 is the re- 
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Fig. 8. Complete logic 
of the receiver with 
7- segment readouts. 
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ceiver portion of the system, consist- 
ing of latches IC13 and IC14 (each 
with four D flip -flops for a total of eight 
flip -flops); IC15, IC16, and 1C17 4 -bit 
binary to 7- segment decoders; and 
DIS1, DIS2, and DIS3 7- segment dis- 
play readouts. 

Assume that the transmitter drives 
the receiver directly (receiver inputs 
directly connected to transmitter out- 
puts). Each time the transmitter re- 
ceives three key switch operations 
during number entry, it transmits a 
"data- ready" signal to the receiver. 
This signal is coupled to the LOAD in- 
puts of quadrature latches 1C13 and 
IC14 and causes the eight input sig- 
nals to be read into the two latches 
and stored. The outputs of the latches 
are connected to the 7- segment de- 
coders, each of which consists of ap- 
proximately 80 gates arranged to con- 
vert a 4 -line binary signal into a 
7- segment drive signal for a numeric 
readout on the displays. 

Since the system under discussion 
is octal- based, one of the inputs of 
each decoder is not used. Therefore, 
each readout displays only the digits 0 
through 7. If desired, the fourth input 
can be used, resulting in a full decimal 
and hexadecimal format. 
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Fig. 9. Schematic of power supply (A) and "ready" 
circuits to be used when terminal feeds a computer (B). 
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Power Supply. Shown in Fig. 9 is the 
power supply for the VLCT. The dc 
voltage from T1 and the bridge rec- 
tifier consisting of D1 through D4 is 
applied to 5 -volt regulator IC19. (The 
+5 -volt and ground lines go to the IC's 
as shown in the table.) The regulator is 
current and temperature protected. 
Capacitor C4 filters the output of the 
bridge. 

The VLCT requires about 500 mA of 
regulated current for the logic ele- 
ments and about 150 mA of unregu- 

lated current for the LED displays, 
both at 5 volts dc. 

Checkout. The checkout procedure 
consists of making certain that the 
transmitter is connected to the re- 
ceiver and that power is delivered to 
both circuits. Once it is verified that 
power is properly delivered to the cir- 
cuits, depress three keys on the 
transmitter and note that the displays 
indicate the proper sequence. This 
procedure checks all transmitter and 
receiver logic. 

EXPAND! 

Now that you are 'FAMILIAR' EBKA 
offers a powerful, low cost way to expand 
your'FAMILIARIZOR' or other 6502 or 6800 
based microcomputers. 

The following features are available in 
individual kits that are built on a single PC 
board as your requirements dictate - use 
lust one function or all without the expense 
of card racks and interconnects. 

Expander Board Kit (2K Prom) 65.00 
1702A Prom Programmer Kit 105.00 
4K Ram Kit . 18.00 
Parallel Interface Kit 36.00 
Baud Rate Clock Kit 24.00 
Serial Interface Kit 38.00 
Dual Cassette Interface Kit 24.00 
Connecting Cabe 8 00 
Expanding Cable 15.00 
Complete Expander Kit 495.00 
Complete Assembled Expander 575.00 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

EBKA 
INDUSTRIES INC. 

6920 MELROSE LANE (405) 787 -3671 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73127 

CIRCLE NO 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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VARIABLE POWER 
Continuously Variable from 
Short Circuit Proof 

O Typical Regulation of 0.1 /G 

Electronic Current Limiting 
Very Low Output Ripple 
Fiberglass PC Board Mounts 
Assemble in about One Hour 
Makes a Great Bench or Lab 
Includes All Components except 
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RC41950N '15V @ 50mA VOLTAGE REGULATOR IC. Very easy to 

use. Makes a "Mat Highly Regulated I15V Supply for OP AMPS, etc. 
Requires only unregulated DC 118 -30V) and 2 bypass capacitors. 
With Data Sheet and Schematics. 8 -pin mDIP $1.25 

LM741 FRED COMPENSATED OP AMP. íA741, MC1741, etc. mDIP 5/$1 
MC1468 DUAL 741 OP AMP rnDIP 3/$1 
RC4558 DUAL 741 OP AMP inDIP 3/51 
2N3904 NPN TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER /SWITCH to 50 mA 0100 6 /$1 
ZENERS- Specify Voltage 3.3, 3.8, 4.3, 5.1, 6.8, 8.2 400,xW 4/51.00 

9.1, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20. 22, 24, 27, or 33V 1110%) 1 Watt 3/51.00 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
ALL TESTED AND GUARANTEED 

V A ELECTRONICS 
BOX 4181 EC WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
Tel. (4151 851 -0455 

*SUPER SPECIALS: 

1N9Á4100V /10mA Diode 20/51 
1N4001 100V/1A Rect. 15/51 
1X4154 30V 1N914 25/51 
BRI 50V SA Bridge Roc 4/51 
2N2222A NPN Transistor 6/51 
2N2907 PNP Transistor 6/51 
203055 Power Xirtor 10A .69 
íN3904 NPN Amp /Sw Q700 /Sl 
2N3906 PNP A Q7 W 6/55 
CPB50 POW" FET ',Amp á5 

RF391 RF Power Amp Transistor 10.25W 
555X Timer 10s-thr Different pinout 
RC4194TK Dual Tracking Regulator 
RC4195TK Dual Tracking Regulator -15V 
8038 Waveform Generator ti n A Wave 

MPF102 200MHz RF Amp 3/51 
40673 MOSFET RF Amp 51.75 
LM324 Goad 741 Op Amp .94 
LM376 Pos Volt Reg inDIP b6 
NE555 Timer rnDIP 2/$1 
LM723 2 -37V Reg DIP 331 
LM741 Comp Op Amp mDIP 431 

Dual 741 mDIP 3/51 
5 Array DIP .55 

RC4195DN ! 16V/50mA mDIP 1.25 

@ 3 -30MHz TO.3 55.00 
row 555 )w /datal 331 
0.2 to 30V 8 200mA TO -66 52.50 

@ 100mA ITO -661 52.25 
With Circuits N Oats 53.75 
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A MICROCOMPUTER 
PRIMER 
COMPUTER BASICS 
FOR 
BEGINNERS 

BY LESLIE SOLOMON 

The first commercial digital compute) 
"Univac I," installed in 1951, is compared to 

today's microprocessor chip (small square on white card.) 

ROM a miniscule beginning 
a few years ago, hobby computers 

have blossomed into a full -fledged in- 
dustry. Here are some ground rules 
concerning home computers that 
electronics enthusiasts can use as a 
foundation for getting into this new 
hobby. 

A computer is a collection of elec- 
tronic hardware that performs calcu- 
lations, manipulates data, and makes 
decisions based on that data. The dif- 
ference between those room -size 
computers and present -day mi- 
crocomputers used by hobbyists lies 
in that one word -hardware. 

Hardware means all the electronic 
and mechanical devices that make the 
computer "look" like a computer. 
What can this collection of parts do? 
By itself, absolutely nothing except 
rust! This, of course, leads us to 
software, the "intelligence" behind 
the hardware. These are usually called 
programs because they program the 
hardware to perform a desired task. 
Since most programs exist on paper 
(books, magazines, or tapes), they are 
for obvious reasons called software. 
There is one other expression you may 
bump into- firmware. Being neither 
hard nor soft, they are actually pro- 
grams that have been written into an 
electronic memory where they can be 
used as desired, or erased. Since this 
material is actually software, yet re- 
sides in hardware, we split the differ- 
ence and call it firmware. 

How did this whole thing start? 

Computers are not new. The abacus 
(beads on wires within a wooden 
frame) has been around for at least 
2000 years. A good abacus ma- 
nipulator can handle some pretty hairy 
numbers as fast as your favorite cal- 
culator. To be an abacus authority, 
remember that a Chinese abacus has 
two beads above the bar and five 
beads below it, while the Japanese 
abacus has one bead above and four 
below. 

In the 17th Century, Blaise Pascal 
devised his arithmetic machine (at age 
19, if you are curious) that used a sys- 
tem of eight wheels bearing the num- 
bers 0 to 9 around each circumfer- 
ence. Each wheel had a "carry" arm so 
that when you cranked in a digit great- 
er than 9, the carry arm would activate 
the next wheel. This machine was 
closely followed by the Leibnitz 
machine that used the same 
technique as Pascal, but was also 
capable of multiplication and division. 
In the early part of the 19th Century, 
Charles Babbage devised his "analyt- 
ic engine" that, surprisingly, could be 
programmed with punched cards! It 
also had a primitive "memory" and an 
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output device for printing results. 
Although Babbage did consider the 

use of punched cards, it wasn't until 
the late 19th Century that Herman Hol- 
lerith assembled his punched -card 
reader. In fact, the 80- column Hollerith 
code is still in use for punched cards. 
In 1911, the company started by Hol- 
lerith merged with another small 
company and the combination even- 
tually became IBM. 

By the end of World War ll, the com- 
puter revolution was in full swing. At 
that time, computers were built using 
large numbers of electromechanical 
relays and then large numbers of vac- 
uum tubes. In one computer, over 
18,000 vacuum tubes were used with a 
tube -failure expected every 71/2 min- 
utes! The designers (Mauchly and Ec- 
kert) had to hand -test each tube until 
their computer could work for days at 
a time without failure. The designers 
later formed the Univac division of 
Sperry -Rand. 

It was in 1946 that John Von 
Neumann first proposed that operat- 
ing instructions could be stored in the 
computer along with the data. This 
approach is the one used by hobbyists 
today. 

The next question would probably 
be -what is a microcomputer (or is it a 
minicomputer)? According to one 
source, a microcomputer is a general 
term referring to a complete comput- 
ing system, consisting of hardware 
and software, which usually sells for 
less than $500, whose main process- 
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ing blocks are made up of integrated 
circuits (IC's). In function and struc- 
ture, a micro is similar to a minicom- 
puter. The main difference is consid- 
ered to be price, size, speed of execu- 
tion and computing power. A 
minicomputer ranges from $1000 to 
$25,000, can have 8, 12, 16, 18, 24, or 
36 -bit word lengths and can have 
semiconductor or magnetic core 
memory, and ultra -fast cycle times. 

Here's a very brief and basic de- 
scription of what a computer is. 

Basic Computer. A computer sys- 
tem is like two people communicating 
by mail. One person (the computer 
operator) sits down and writes some 
instructions (program) for the other 
person to follow. The program (in let- 
ter form) is then placed in his mailbox 
(output port ... actually the input port 
of the system). A mail truck which al- 
ways follows the same pickup route 
(read -only memory) picks up the pro- 
gram and deposits it in the post office 
(memory). Here, the address is 
checked and the program placed in 

one particular slot in the mail bin 
(random- access memory). A postal de- 
livery man who also uses a fixed rout- 
ing looks into that particular memory 
location and sees that there is a mes- 
sage to be delivered. He then takes the 
message, checks the address to which 
it is to be delivered, and carries it to its 
destination. Once there, he inserts the 
message into the second person's 
mail box (his input port). The second 
party looks at his input port, sees that 
there is a message for him, and picks it 
up. He then performs the operation 
written within. 

The post office mail bin (memory) 
does not keep the message perma- 
nently; just on a temporary basis until 
called for. This simulates the 
random -access memory or RAM. The 
mail bin can, at any time, be empty or 
contain a message, depending on the 
mail to that address. 

Number Systems. We live in a deci- 
mal world because we have ten fingers 
(the original computer). Because of 
our familiarity with this number sys- 
tem, we will not discuss it any further. 

Digital systems have no fingers and 
the best they can do is to be either on 
or off. In the case of a light switch, the 
lamp being controlled is either on or 
off. This approach is called "binary" 
because there are only two states. We 
call these states "1" or "0," high or 
low, or simply on or off. Simply stated, 
the binary-number - or base -2 - sys- 
tem consists of a collection of l's and 
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0's that can identify any number or 
letter you can think of. 

Each of these 1's and 0's is called a 

bit. How many bits does the hobby 
computer need? Most hobby comput- 
ers use the 8 -bit system for data entry 
simply because most available mi- 
croprocessors are designed around 8 

bits. The use of 8 bits allows 256 differ- 
ent combinations to be entered. (Pres- 
ent microprocessors do not have 256 
instructions that can be used.) 

Many hobby microcomputers use 
eight front -panel switches for data en- 
try. There are two switch positions - 
up and down (there is that base -2 
again!) usually up for a "1" and down 
for a "O." You can operate these 
switches in various combinations to 
enter the series of instructions you 
wish to give the microprocessor. This 
leads us to another number system. 

Since the processor instructions in- 
volve all of the 8 bits, someone has to 
remember this combination of eight 
1's and 0's in the correct order and 
then, hopefully, switch them in cor- 
rectly. 

If we take a look at the eight 
switches, all in a row, we can divide 
them up into groups of three starting 
from the right. This gives us three 
switches, three switches, and on the 
extreme left, only two switches. Each 
trio is then identified, starting on the 
right, as 1, 2, 4 (note that this is binary). 
The two switches at the left then be- 
come just 1, 2. This is called the octal 
system. The switches then form 2 -1 

space 4 -2 -1 space 4 -2 -1. As an exam- 
ple of use, let us assume that you wish 
to input the instruction "313" (this 
comes from the processor instruction 
set). It is unimportant what 313 means 
here, but it's an example of octal use. 

In binary code, this is 11001011, a 

formidable array of digits! To convert 
this array to octal, simply start at the 
right and divide the digits up into two 
groups of three and the last of only 
two. The array now becomes 11 001 

011. Using the 4 -2 -1 approach (see 
diagram), adding up the numbers in 
each group, this now becomes 313. Of 
course, the process is easily reversed 
if you switch up 313 it comes out 
11001011 in binary. Now you can see 
the advantages in using octal. In some 
cases, the octal number is identified 
by a small subscript "8" after the 313. 

Then there is "hex" for hexidecimal. 
This word simply means using base -16 
as the number system. Why such a 

strange approach? If you take another 
look at the switches, you will note that 

you can readily divide the 8 switches 
into two groups of 4. These can now 
be broken down into 8 -4 -2 -1 space 
8 -4 -2 -1 (which forms a base 16). If you 
add up each set, it should total 15. 

There is one catch, though. If you start 
counting up from zero, what do you do 
after you reach 9? There aren't any 
more digits. Why not use letters? We 
then use capital letter A for 10, B for 
11, C for 12, D for 13, E for 14, and F for 
15. Now let us return to the 11001011 
instruction again. If you set this up on 
the switches, and count each set, you 
will arrive at the hex equivalent of 
"CB" (no, not Citizens Band radio!). 
These two letters can then express a 

rather large binary array and are very 
easy to remember. The diagram shows 
how simple this all is. 

Thus far, we have been calling the 
binary code "a bunch of l's and 0's." 
In computereze, this group of 8 bits is 
called a byte or sometimes a word. 

Programming. Essentially, this 
means making the computer do what 
you want it to do. Programming is log- 
ical because computers are logical 
and must receive full instructions or 
they will output "garbage." 

As an example of programming, we 
assume that most readers have used a 

calculator - even a simple "four 
banger." Let us go through the pro- 
gram to add two digits (2 + 2). The 
program starts with turning on the 
calculator (power up). Next we can 
operate the CLEAR key to cause the 
internal logic to reset to zero. The cal- 
culator is now "empty." We then op- 
erate the "2" key to insert this step into 
the calculator. The internal logic does 
not actually receive a digit 2, but rather 
the digital logic version of that 
number. We follow this by pressing 
the " +" key. This tells the internal 
logic to set up the particular algorithm 
(program) to add two digits. Next we 
key another 2. The two digits are now 
programmed (temporarily) in the 
logic. When we operate the " =" key, 
the digital logic starts to run through 
the algorithm, works it out, and dis- 
plays the result on the readouts. The 
system then goes into a "wait" mode, 
waiting for further instructions. 

Note that the " =" key did several 
things. First it started the little "com- 
puter" within the calculator (run), 
caused it to run through the fixed al- 
gorithm (program), stored the result in 
a volatile memory, and displayed the 
results on the digital readouts (output 
port). Keep in mind, that there was a 

fixed series of steps that had to be 
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taken, each in logical order, before the 
calculator was able to produce the de- 
sired results. If you jumble up the 
steps, the system won't work. 

The bulk of programming you most 
likely will do will be in a "language." 
For hobbyists, it is usually BASIC. This 
language, developed at Dartmouth 
College many years ago, is one of the 
easiest computer languages to learn 
because the computer appears to 
"speak" to you in English. Most of the 
hobby games are in this language. 
There are several, slightly different 

st. st 
Thew keyboards were manufactured for use on Taon 

Instrument's line of Silent 700 seras data terminals. They are 
fully encoded with TTL large scale integrated circuits IT 

m4.O pm socket). Additional IC's provide a per - 
rellel 7 bit. without parity, coda plus a strobe signal indict. 
rng "valid" data and six other independent outputs for those 
spacial keys which are not encoded . Internal circuitry pro- 
vides for two key rollover and de- bounce. Output non sta 
dard 10 pin double readout connector for data and power in 
put. And 8 pin double readout connector for six special 
switch functions. 

KB-6 . Clare /Pander 7206271 New . tested $39.96 
T.I. Pert number 959327-1 Used - tested $29.95 
A 58 key ASCii encoded Alphanumeric keyboard 
with slot extra switch closures to ground marked HERE 
IS, PAPER ADV., BREAK, REPEAT, TAPE! TAPE,. 

SLIDE SWITCH ASSORTMENT 
Standard and miniature 
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2N5449 50v 800mA 
MAO 100 for 9.95 

NEAT SHRINKABLE 
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ed by Novation, Inc. Tarzana. Cali. 
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fornia for use in Texas Instrument's 
model 725 Electronic Data Terminal. 
It is compatible with Bell 103 and 
113 data sets or equivalent. The 
coupler operates asynchronously to a 

maximum speed of 450 baud in the 
full -or- half -duplex mode coupled to 
a standard telephone handset. Trans- 
mit freq. is 1270hz for mark and 
1070hz for space. Receive frequency 
is 2225hz for mark and 2025hz for 
space. Unit required ± 12 VOLTS 
and + 5 VOLTS for operation. Corn - 

plete with schematic & all pertinent 
information, fully reconditioned, cal- 
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KEYBOARD ASSORTMENT 
CALCULATOR i COMPUTER 

5 for $9.95 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD G -10- 
1í16'thick. unetched copper 
clad 1 oz. 2 sides 

Size 1 10 
3x6" .50 2.50 
4x12" 1.00 5.00 
8x8" 1.50 9.95 

100 
19.95 
39.95 
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PITTMAN 12 VDC MOTOR 
runs on as low as 2 volts 
rated 12 volts 250' ma, 2.8 
inch of torque at 5000 RPM. 
Size 1' /e" DIA X 2" long 
with 0.118 inch shaft. New 
Guaranteed. 51.95 each. 
10 for $15.00 

TMS 4030 Jl, 4096 -BIT DYNAMIC 
RAM Low Power 400 mW $9.95 with data and 22 Pin SOCKET 
removed from sockets 8 FOR $64.95 
Tested and guaranteed 
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versions of BASIC, but it is easy to con- 
vert from one to the other. It's analo- 
gous to a New Englander, a New 
Yorker, and a Texan who all speak the 
same language, but with regional dif- 
ferences. There are many other com- 
puter languages, each with its own 
purpose, and own advocates. When 
the BASIC language is in the computer, 
a "partnership" is set up between the 
computer and a human. Since there 
are many excellent and easy -to- 
understand publications on BASIC, the 
reader is advised to purchase one of 
these for further study. 

Hardware. There are many terms 
you will hear in this area, so we will 
make a short pass at some. The first, 
and most important, is MPU (micro 
processing unit), sometimes called 
CPU (central processing unit). This IC 
is the "brains" of the system. You'll 
hear them called "names" such as 
8080, 6800, etc. These numbers usu- 
ally identify a particular manufactur- 
er's (and sometimes a second man- 
ufacturing source) entry in the micro- 
processor race. Each chip has its own 
instruction set, its own loyal following, 
and each is somewhat different than 
the others. However, all are "8- 
bitters." 

You can visualize an MPU as a large 
number of digital logic arrays that can 
be hard wired to form circuits that add, 
subtract, etc. Within an MPU, how- 
ever, there is no major hard wiring. It's 
actually a large -scale IC, with connec- 
tion points that interconnect the vari- 
ous logic blocks in the correct order to 
perform required functions as deter- 
mined by the CPU instructions. All 
MPU's have eight data input /output 
lines, up to 16 memory address lines, 
and the various "handshaking" sig- 
nals. These multiple lines are used to 
form the computer "bus" by which all 
the external elements can be "talked 
to" and, in turn, "talk to" the MPU. 
There is no "best MPU," as each has 
its own ballpark to play in. Each man- 
ufacturer makes available consider- 
able material (some at a price) that 
explains how his MPU works. 

ROM. This is an abbreviation of 
read -only memory. It is, essentially, a 

semiconductor device that produces a 
fixed, repeatable output when fed a 
particular input code. This is like the 
printed page of a book. No matter 
when you look at it, the material is 
always the same. You can erase it with 
some effort and re -print other data, 
but this is not usually the case. One 
example of a ROM is the 7- segment 

decoder that drives a readout display. 
When the input code is applied, the 
decoder turns on the seven segments 
to form a particular digit (depending 
on the code). You can't make it form 
the letter K, for example, because this 
is not in its memory (nor on the read- 
out). It is dedicated to numeric output. 

However, there are some ROM's 
whose contents can be changed. 
These are called programmable 
ROM's (PROM's) and their contents 
can be erased electrically or by ul- 
traviolet methods. They are used for 
long -term, temporary data storage. 
ROM's do not change their internal bit 
structure when power is turned off. 

On the other hand, the random - 
access memory (RAM) has a volatile 
memory, which means that it is easy to 
both store and read out a bit pattern. 
But, the RAM "forgets" everything 
when the power is turned off. This ver- 
satile memory chip contains a number 
of "memory cells," each of which can 
store a 1 or a O. RAM's are usually 
organized into words. They come in all 
sizes, identified as "x- number of bits" 
by "x- number of bits." For example, 
the popular 2102 RAM is organized as 
1024 x 1, which means you would 
need eight of these to form 1024 8 -bit 
words (commonly known as a 1K 
memory). 

There are two kinds of RAM's: 
dynamic and static. In dynamic RAM's, 
a tiny built -in capacitance stores the 
data charge. Unfortunately, this volt- 
age has to be "refreshed" often so that 
the charge does not leak away. This 
means that some computer time has 
to be taken to do this. Because 
dynamic RAM's are "faster" than stat- 
ic types, some hobbyists argue that 
the refresh time removes this speed 
advantage. 

The other type of RAM - static - 
consists of a number of flip -flops. 
Once a flip -flop is set or reset, it does 
not have to be refreshed and remains 
in that state until it is deliberately 
changed, or the RAM loses its d.c. 
power. This is the most common RAM 
used by hobbyists. The two types of 
RAM's are organized in the same 
numerical way. 

Ports. There are two types of 
"ports" - input and output (com- 
monly called I/O ports). They enable 
one to "talk" to a computer and for the 
computer to "talk" to you. The classic 
example of something to connect to 
an I/O port is the Teletype. This 
ubiquitous machine consists of two 
discrete sections - a transmitter 
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(keyboard or associated tape reader) 
and the receiver (printer or tape per- 
forator). The transmitter loop consists 
of the keyboard, the computer input 
port, and a common 20 -mA current 
source (the Teletype is designed to 
work this way). Operation is similar to 
a flashlight. Push the button and the 
lamp goes on. In the case of the TTY 
(the common abbreviation for Tele- 
type), the computer is the lamp, the 
keyboard is the switch, and the cur- 
rent loop is the power source. The only 
difference is that, when a Teletype key 
is activated, the series current loop is 

broken up to form the ASCII code 
equivalent of the key identification. 
Before going on, a word about ASCII. 
This is an acronym for American Stan- 
dard Code for Information Inter- 
change. The full ASCII code uses 
combinations of seven 1's and 0's to 
identify every character in the al- 
phabet (upper and lower case), all 
punctuation marks, special symbols, 
and machine commands (carriage re- 
turn, for example). 

The computer input port recognizes 
each unique ASCII code and passes 
that data along to the computer. When 
the computer "answers," its output 
port keys the current loop and the 
printer becomes the lamp. In this case, 
the answer is in ASCII, and the printer 
responds accordingly. 

The RS -232 approach you hear 
about uses the ASCII coding, but in- 
stead of working with a current loop, it 
works with different voltage levels 
(one side is positive and the other 
negative). This approach is usually 
used with full electronic keyboards 
and CRT displays. 

There are two ways into and out of 
computers. These are called "serial" 
and "parallel" I /O. In the serial ap- 
proach, each bit moves along "Indian 
file" - one behind the other. The 
speed of bit transmission is called 
"baud rate" or bits -per- second. Baud 
rates vary with the terminal, ranging 
from 110 for the TTY to several 
thousand for high -speed work with an 
electronic (CRT) terminal. Control of 
speed is via a UART (see definitions at 
end). 

The other approach, called "paral- 
lel," is similar to the big -bang theory. 
Everything gets dumped in and out of 
the computer at once. The parallel ap- 
proach is much faster than the serial 
method and is preferred by many hob- 
byists, although many use both. 

Definitions. Here are brief descrip- 

1977 EDITION 

THE POLY 88 
MICROCOMPUTER 

A Complete Microcomputer System 
with Keyboard Input and Video Output 

The Hardware: The heart of the 
POLY 88 microcomputer, the CPU 
circuit card, features an 8080A central 
processor, 512 -byte RAM, space for 3K of 
PROM, vectored interrupt and real time 
clock, a dual serial port with software - 
selectable baud rate, and single -step logic 

that allows the processor to execute one 
instruction at a time. 

The POLY 88 also includes our video 
terminal interface circuit card, which is 
both a video display device and an input 
port for a keyboard. Sixteen lines of up to 
64 characters may be displayed on a 
standard TV monitor or modified receiv- 
er. In addition to the 128 ASCII characters 

which are displayed in an easy -to -read 7 x 
9 font, there are 64 graphics characters 
available for plotting on a 48 x 128 
contiguous grid. 

These two circuit cards fit into a 
compact "Altair- compatible" chassis with 
room for up to five cards. A 6 amp power 
supply is built right on the mother board. 
The front panel consists of just two 
switches, on /off and reset; the monitor 
software with video screen and keyboard 
eliminates the need for a hardware front 
panel. As your system grows, you can 
plug chassis together for easy expansion. 
(The expansion connector also eliminates 
the need for an extender card.) Cassette, 
RS-232, and current loop interfaces are 
available which connect via ribbon cable 
to CPU board and mount on backpanel. 

The Software: Supplied with the 
POLY 88 microcomputer is a 1024 -byte 
monitor on ROM. The program is there 
when the power is turned on, so you don't 
need to key in a loader. The monitor is 

designed to use a keyboard entry and TV 
display, with a casstte or paper tape as the 
storage medium. 

With the monitor you can: load data 
into memory in hex, display memory in 
hex, dump or read data from a storage 
device, and execute program one step at 
a time, displaying the contents of each of 
the 8080 registers as well as the values in 
memory at the address of each of the 
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registers. All of these functions are 
available the instant you turn on the power. 

Future software available with this 
system will include BASIC, an assembler, 
and games. 

Prices: Basic kit including chassis, 
CPU and video cards - $595, $795 
assembled. Cassette option - $90 kit and 
$125 assembled- 8K of RAM - $300 in kit 
form or $375 assembled. We also sell the 
video and other "Altair- compatible" 
circuit cards separately. 

Dealers: This system sells itself. 
All prices and specifications subject to 

change without notice. Prices are USA 
only. California residents add 6% sales 
tax. Prepaid orders shipped postpaid. 
BankAmericard and Master Charge 

Please send more information 
Order and check enclosed 

Name 

Address 

' BankAmericard 
LMaster Charge 

PolyMorphic 
Systems 

737 S. Kellogg, Goleta, CA 93017 (805) 967 -2351 
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SOLID STATE SPECIALS (ALL PRIME MERCHANDISE) 
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Send for free catalog - satisfaction guaranteed 
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111. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 
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tions of computer expressions: 
Bootstrap. A brief set of instructions 

to the MPU that allows the computer 
to accept input data and directs how 
to handle it. Putting in BASIC via a tape 
is a good example. This brings up the 
question of why the bootstrap can't be 
put on the tape. It can't because it has 
to "tell" the computer to look at a par- 
ticular input port and do something 
with the data about to come in. 

Bus. A set of communications lines 
that makes electrical contact with all 
the devices plugged into the bus 
(memory, I/O ports, etc.) The bus in- 
cludes all data lines, address lines, 
power and ground, and the various 
"handshaking" signals. 

Character Generator. A ROM that 
produces alphanumeric characters 
when it receives the appropriate input 
signals. 

Cursor. A means of identifying 
where the next character is to appear 
in a CRT display. It can look like a 

block, an under or over dash line, and 
it can be fixed or blinking. 

DMA. Direct -memory access. This is 
a technique for getting directly to the 
memory, using some special control 
signals and circuitry. 

Dot Matrix. A method of creating al- 
phanumeric characters by using a 

matrix of dots (usually 5 x 7, or 7 x 9) 

and illuminating certain dots (via the 
character generator) to form the 
character on the CRT screen. 

Handshaking. The interface be- 
tween two circuits in which one side 
"asks" for data, accepts it from the 
other circuit, and then acknowledges 
It. 

Hard Copy. Printed material such as 
received on a Teletype or typewriter. 

K. Abbreviation for thousand. Usu- 
ally used in expressions such as 4K or 
8K memory. This really means 4096 or 
8192 bytes. 

Modem. Acronym for modulator - 
demodulator. A means of interfacing 
between a data system and a com- 
munications channel (such as the 
phone line) and into another data sys- 
tem. 

Parity. This is an error -testing 
technique (all data systems are not in- 
fallible) in which one special bit is 
used to make the total of 1's in a word 
an even or odd number. If a transmis- 
sion error occurs, and there is an odd 
(or even) number of 115, then an error 
is signaled. 

Programming. This defines the 
sequence of events that a computer 
must follow. 

Rollover. Because most of us are 
not very good typists, keyboards come 
equipped with rollover so that if we 
operate two keys at once, the 
keyboard doesn't transmit the one 
that was struck last, although the time 
difference is miniscule. 

Screen Read. Once you think you 
have the program properly written on 
the terminal screen, this technique al- 
lows you to "dump" the program into 
the computer. 

TVT. Abbreviation for TV- typewriter, 
a low -cost CRT terminal. 

UART. Acronym for Universal Asyn- 
chronous Receiver Transmitter. This 
mouthful describes a specialized IC 
that converts data from parallel to se- 
rial form and vice versa. Usually used 
as the I/O port. 

Update. Changing part or all of the 
data displayed on the terminal. 

Video. ATV -like signal consisting of 
horizontal and vertical sync pulses 
and the video to be displayed. This is 
in a voltage form, not r -f. 

Video Bandwidth. This determines 
the quality of the CRT picture. In most 
cases, the higher the bandwidth, the 
more clearly defined the alphanu- 
meric characters. Most TV sets can get 
to about 4 MHz, color sets somewhat 
less. Dedicated CRT monitors can run 
out to 10 MHz or more. 

Word. A group of six to eight (the 
usual) bits that define a command or 
character. 

Write. To place information in mem- 
ory, or to change the memory con- 
tents. 

How Much Memory Do You Need? 
This is one of the most commonly 
asked questions and the answer is 
simple. More than you presently have! 
It depends on what you want to do with 
your computer, of course. If you want 
a language such as BASIC, you will 
need a minimum of 4K, 8K, or 12K, 
depending on which BASIC you get. 
This means that the BASIC will fit into 
that amount of memory, with a little 
left over to play with. Once you get a 

language up and running (another 
nice buzzword), you will invariably 
find that the really good games always 
need 1K more memory than you have, 
except in the case of the umpteenth 
version of "Star Trek," which needs 
12K more! Memory expansion is at the 
heart of the computer hobby. It will 
undoubtedly continue to be as more 
and more interesting programs are 
made available by computer club 
members and manufacturers. 
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COMPUTER HOBBYIST CLUBS /FAIRS %CONVENTIONS 

Computer hobbyists around the 
country have formed local 
amateur computer clubs to share 
knowledge and experience in this 
new, booming avocation. So it's 
not surprising to discover that 
there are also computer fairs (the 
latest held August 28 -29 in Atlantic 
City, New Jersey), and manufac- 
turers who hold computer conven- 
tions and sponsor mobile compu- 
ter caravans to display their 
equipment to the public. Pictured 
here are, some views of MITS' 
computer convention held in New 

Mexico, where exhibits and semi- 
nars were featured. (A list of com- 
puter clubs is available free of 
charge to readers who accompany 
this request with a stamped. self - 
addressed envelope to: ELEC- 
TRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK, One Park Ave., New 

York, NY 10016.) 
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0 AC /DC - ALARM Clock Kit - 12/24 Hr. 

57.50 quantities 
$6.50 

quantities 
up 

of 

Your choice of Display Colors - Red, Green, Blue, Amber 

Displays; Hrs. & Min. - Switch to Min. & Secs. on Command. 

The kit ircludes a 5316 Nat. Clock Chip 4 Flourescent Display tubes and all other 

components except as follows: 

P.C. Board Drilled & Silk Screened for Basic Clock & all options $3.00 

Transformer for AC operation $1.00 

02 The BIGGEST "BRIGHTEST" BESTEST 

6 Digit LED Alarm Clock & Elapsed Timer Kit 
available at this value anywhere 

$17.95 Complete 

Features: 5375AB Nat. Clock Chip 6- Fairchild .50" Displays, AC or DC, Freeze 

Feature, Timer, 12 Hr. w/24 Hr. Alarm. 

The kit contains P.C. Boards, Xformer, and EVERY Part required for Clock and all 

options except Cabinet or Crystal Time Base for DC operation. 

Clock Cases Crystal Time Base Kit 

Woodgrain Walnut Finish & Filter $4.00 $2.95 

Plexiglass (Choice BI., Whi., Blue, Smoke $3.00 P.C. Board for above $1.50 

0 6 Digit LED Stop -Watch Kit 

Split Time $29.95 complete Taylor Time 

The kit contains: The latest Technology MOS Chip #7205, a 3.2768 Mhz Crystal 

and all components required except 3 -AA cells C power requirement. 
Hand Held Case & Bezel for above $3.95 

4 Dual Range DIGITAL Voltmeter Kit 

DO to ±.2 Volts DC $39.95 Complete 0 to ±2 Volts DC 

This kit features the latest Technology DVM Chip Set and 4 large Fairchild .50 

Displays. It includes P.C. Board and all electronic Components required. 
Option available - 0 -200V range extender $4.95 

HOBB-Y-TRONIX, INC. 
Box 511, Edison, N.J. 08817 

Orders must include Check - No COD's. Add $1.00 handing 
for orders under $15.00. N.J. residents - add 500 tax. 
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Put more 
punch in your work. 
With a Greenlee Chassis Punch you can punch 
clean, true holes in seconds. Round, square, 
key or D. In 16 -ga. metal, hard rubber, plastic 
or epoxy. Available at radio and electronics 
parts dealers. Write for catalog E -730. 
Greenlee Tool Co, Rockford, III. 61101. 

GREENLEE TOOL CO 
IIXLC) -ri 

Ex-Cell-O 
Corporation 
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Counts and displays for 
ten seconds - 
followed by an audible "blow- your -top" signal 

CONSTRUCTION 

THE 
EXECUTIVE 

DIGITAL 

TEMPER 
COUNTDOWNER 

OUNT to ten before you blow 
your top" is familiar advice 

to help avoid losing one's temper. 
Here's a novel temper controller -a 
perfect gift for the executive who 
has everything -that does the count- 
ing for you. 

- BI - 9v 

CI 
10009F 

1511 
R2 
I00K 

Activating the temper timer starts 
the visual display of ten numerals (0 to 
9), followed by an audible sound that 
means "now you can blow your top." 

About the Circuit. The temper timer 
is a clock. whose pulse rate is 1 Hz; 

C2 
10sF 

R3 
22011 

C3 
.IyF 

R4 
2211. 

ICI 
7490 
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CLOCK INPUT 

6 

E3 12 

2 13 

It 
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BY ROBERT D. PASCOE 

a decade counter and seven -segment 
display; and a Sonalert beeper. The 
schematic is shown below. 

When switch S1 is closed, power is 
supplied to the temper timer. Resistor 
R4 and capacitor C3 form a differen- 
tiator which is connected to the reset 

IC2 
7447 

8 
A 

5 
^ 3 2 

10 

e I 

d I I 

c 1 I I b 

DIS I 

LiiD2 
IN914 

R5 
2.7K 

D3 
"1N914 

D4 D5 
IN914 IN9I4 

C 

SCR I 

2N1596 

Q2 
2N2222 

R6 
IK 

PARTS LIST 
BI -Six C or D cells in series (see text) 
C1- 1000 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic 

capacitor 
C2- 10 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C3- 0.1 -pF, 50 -volt disc capacitor 
C4- 100 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
DI- 5.1 -V, I -W zener diode (Motorola 

HEP Z0406) 
D2, D3, D4, D5 -1N914 diode 
DISI- Numitron (2000 series) or other 

7447- compatible seven -segment display 
ICI -7490 integrated circuit 
IC2 -7447 integrated circuit 
Ql- 2N2646 unijunction transistor 

(Motorola HEP 310) 
Q2- 2N2222 transistor (Motorola HEP 

736) 
RI -15 -ohm, I -watt resistor 
R2- 100,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R3- 220 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R4-22 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 

+ 

SONALERT 
SC628P R7 

IK 

R8 
10K 

C 
]o4oPF 

R5 -2700 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R6, R7- 1000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
R8-10,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
S I -Spst switch 
SCRI -2N 1596 silicon controlled rectifier 

(Motorola HEP RI102) 
I- Mallory No. SC628P Sonalert' 
Misc- Suitable plastic enclosure, battery 

holder, machine hardware, hookup 
wire, pc board or perforated board. sol- 
der, etc. 
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terminal of the decade counter. This 
arrangement insures that the counter 
starts at zero every time the sequence 
is initiated. 

The UJT timing oscillator, Q1, gen- 
erates one pulse per second which is 
fed to the clock input of the counter 
(IC1). The outputs of the 7490 up- 
counter are introduced into the inputs 
of the BCD -to- seven -segment de- 
coder, IC2. A 7447 chip is used for this 
function. The outputs of IC2 are con- 
nected to the display. A Numitron 
(2000 series) was used in this project, 
but any seven -segment display com- 
patible with the 7447 decoder can be 
substituted. 

A diode AND gate, composed of D2, 
D3, and R5, controls the beeper and 
display -off sequence. When a 9 ap- 
pears at the output of the 7447, the 
ouput of the AND gate goes high, and 
SCR1 is triggered. Once SCR1 is on, 
the Sonalert is activated, and audible 
beeps are emitted until the power 
switch is opened. The output of the 
gate also is connected to an inverter 
(Q2). When the output of the inverter 
goes low, the display is turned off. This 
is done to reduce power consumption. 
A small delay is introduced by C4 to 
allow the last digit (9) of the count to 
appear on the display. 

Any 5 -volt supply capable of deliver- 
ing 250 mA to the temper timer is suit- 
able. For portability, six C or D cells 
can be used in the zener -regulated 
supply shown in the schematic.-If 
longer battery life is desired, alkaline 
cells should be used. 

Construction. The placement of 
components is not critical. Parts may 
be mounted on perforated board or a 

pc board. Leads should be run from 
the board to the display, rather than 
soldering the display directly to the 
board. This will afford a large degree 
of flexibility in mounting the board 
and display in an enclosure. The au- 
thor used a plastic box (61/4" x 3" x 2 ") 

with an aluminum cover panel. A 3/4" 

square hole was cut out of the panel 
for the display, and a bracket made 
from scrap aluminum was used to 
hold the Numitron securely. 

Operation. The device may be used 
any place and any time that your 
temper flares up. It is a good conversa- 
tion piece for the home or office, and 
correct use of the temper timer, in con- 
junction with self- restraint, may well 
keep some conversations going that 
otherwise would have led to blows.Q 
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This is easy- 
anyone can solder 

WITH 

KESTER SOLDER 

KESTER 
SOLDER 

Handymen! Hobbyists! 
DO- IT- YOURSELFERS! 
Let Kester Solder aid you in your home repairs or hobbies. For that household 
item that needs repairing -a radio, TV, model train, jewelry, appliances, minor 
electrical repairs, plumbing, etc. -Save money - repair it yourself. Soldering 
with Kester is a simple, inexpensive way to permanently join two metals. 

When you Solder go "First Class" - use Kester Solder. 

For valuable soldering information write Kester for your Free copy of "Soldering 
Simplified ". 

KESTER SOLDER 
Litton 4201 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE /CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 

CIRCLE NO IR ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

Surplus 

ELECTRONIC TEST 

EQUIPMENT 
SALE! 
We have surplus electronic test 
equipment that we're offering at 

BARGAIN PRICES 
An excellent selection of scopes, 
generators, meters, counters, ana- 
lyzers, bridges, amplifiers, etc. Con- 
dition varies from new...to recondi- 
tioned. . to ? ? ?. Each instrument 
will be sold as -is, no guarantees, no 
returns. 

TEKTRONIX HP FLUKE 
SINGER GR MILITARY 

and many others 

CALL 
(214) 348 -8800 

FOR THE BEST PRICES 
OF THE YEAR 

, TUCKER 
ELECTRONICS COMPANY 

P.O. Box 401060 
Garland, Texas 75040 

CIRCLE NO 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

&almar j. 
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A Completely Portable, 
Polytonic Synthesizer System 

For Under $140.0- 
CONJURE IT UP FROM: 

THE GNOME MICRO - SYNTHESIZER kit 
no.3740...$4895 44 lbs. shipping 

-AND - 
OZ- MINI -ORGAN & POLYTONIC PITCH SOURCE 

kit no.3760. $84.95 12 lbs. shipping 
Hear them on our 24 hr. Demo -Line (405)843.7396 

and get our FREE CATALOG with more 

Magical Musical kits 
FROM 

ELECTRONICS DEPT. E 

1020 WEST WILSHIRE BLVD. 

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116 

CIRCLE NO 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 
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Build a 

VERBAT /LE 
DIGITAL LED 

THERMOMETER 
Low -cost, accurate device can be used as 

indoor /outdoor thermometer 
heater /cooler thermostat 
temperature alarm 
fishing thermometer 

THE digital thermometer described 
here was designed for low cost 

and simplicity, as well as accuracy. If 

you use a conventional thermistor and 
check well- known, semiconductor 
mail -order firms, you can build the 
thermometer for about $15. If you de- 
cide to use a precision thermistor, the 
cost will be about $20. Since the ther- 
mometer operates from a +5 -volt line, 
it can be used equally well in a car, 
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boat, or camper. With a line- powered 
5 -volt supply, it can be used in the 
home. 

It is possible to use two switchable 
thermistors to check temperature 
differentials -such as between the 
outside and inside, or between two 
rooms. If a long lead is used between 
the thermistor and the electronic cir- 
cuit, the project can be used as a fish- 
ing thermometer. 

BY THOMAS R. FOX 

How It Works. The frequency of the 
CMOS multivibrator (Fig. 1) depends 
on the resistance of thermistor TDR1, 
which is determined by the ambient 
temperature. Thus, if the temperature 
goes up, the frequency of the multivi- 
brator goes up, and vice versa. Trim- 
mer potentiometer R23 is used to ad- 
just the linearity. 

The two -transistor multivibrator (Q1 
and Q2) automatically resets the two 
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7490 
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+5V 
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02 
25388 
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PARTS LIST 
C I- 0.039 -pF silver mica capacitor 
C2- I5-pF. 10 -V tantalum capacitor 
C3- 3220 -pF. 10 -V electrolytic capacitor 
C4- 15 -µl-, 10 -V electrolytic capacitor 
DISC, DIS2 -LED display (Monsanto 

MAN -1 or similar) 
ICI. IC2- 7490 "1 UL decade counter 
IC 3, 1(_'4 --7447 TIT decoderr7- segment 

driver 
IC5 -74121 7TL monostable multivibrator 

+5V 

DIS I DIS 2 

Fig. 1. Two yates in IC6 forra+, ntultinibrator 
rcltosé frequency is determined by resistance 

TDR I. Pulses (controlled by ICS, Q1, and 
Q2) are counted h21 two- decade system IC7, 1C2. 

IC6 -Quad CMOS NAND gate (RCA 
CD401 I or similar) 

J I.J2- Banana jacks 
Q1,Q2- 2N388, HEP64I or similar 
Q3,Q4- 2N404. HEP739 or similar 
R1- 22000-ohm, 5'4, I/ -watt resistor 
R2.R23 -5000 -ohm miniature trimmer 

potentiometer 
R3- 50,0(5) -ohm miniature trimmer poten- 

tiomer 
R4,R7- 1500 -ahm. 1/4-watt resistor 
R5- 50,000 -ohm. t'4 -watt resistor 

R6- 20,0(0-ohm. '/4 -watt resistor 
R8 -R221 -100 -ohm. 1/4-watt resistor 
R22- 22.000 -ohm. 5c; 1 -watt resistor 
TDR I -1000 -ohm, negative coefficient 

thermistor (US! 44003, available from 
Yellow Springs Instruments. Box 279. 

Yellow Springs, OH 43587 or equivalent) 
Misc.- Suitable enclosure, flexible wire 

for thermistor leads, rubber glue, op- 
tional 9 -o7 plastic jar and cover, optional 
switch for two thermistors, mounting 
hardware and sockets. 

decade counters (IC1 and IC2) and 
IC5, which triggers the monostable 
multivibrator. When IC5 operates, it 
closes the CMOS AND gate and allows 
the output of the temperature -de- 
pendent multivibrator to pass to the 
counters. The length of time that /C5 is 
on is determined by the value of C2 
and the setting of R3. 

Construction. The circuit can be as- 
sembled on perforated board, using 
sockets for the IC's and transistors. 
Everything is on one board except the 
power supply and thermistor. 

Choose an enclosure that will ac- 
commodate the board, the power 
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supply, and the two readouts. Be sure 
you have access to the three trimmer 
potentiometers (R2, R3, and R23) 
through suitable holes. If you use the 
thermistor called for in the Parts List, 
you can use an 1800 -ohm fixed resis- 
tor for R23. Other 1000 -ohm thermis- 
tors will require some adjustment of 
R23. For stability, Cl should be silver 
mica and C2 should be tantalum. 

The on and off times of the display 
are determined by the values of R5 /C3 
and R6 /C4, respectively. These can be 
varied to suit individual choice of 
times. 

If the temperature of more than one 
area is to be measured, a simple 

switching scheme can be arranged 
between J1 and J2. 

Carefully solder the flexible two - 
wire cable to the thermistor and insu- 
late the joints. If the thermistor is to be 
used only indoors, coat it with some 
rubber glue. If it is to be used outside, 
it must be protected from the direct 
rays of the sun and other weather 
conditions. In this case, mount the 
thermistor in a plastic jar (about 9 -oz 
capacity), being sure to drill many 
ventilation holes. The thermistor 
(mounted through the cover) should 
not come in contact with the jar. The 
jar must be positioned so that it does 
not get the direct rays of the sun. 
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II7V 
AC 

Power Supplies. Three possible 
power supplies are shown in Fig. 2. 
Select the one that suits your needs. 
Any 5 -volt supply that can deliver at 
least 300 mA can be used. If the digital 
thermometer is for fishing, use the 
ac- powered circuit. In this case, omit 
the transformer and diodes and use a 
battery holder to mount four 1.35 -volt 
mercury cells, with an spst switch to 
control power. 

Calibration. Connect the thermistor 
to J1 and J2 and apply power to the 
circuit. Allow it to warm up for at least 
30 minutes. You will see a numerical 
display that will "blink" as the mul- 
tivibrator operates every few seconds. 

Fill a glass with ice cubes and top it 
off with cold water. Fill another glass 
with water that is as close to 90 de- 
grees as possible. (Use an accurate 
mercury thermometer.) Set R23 to its 
midpoint; and place the thermistor in 
the ice water adjacent to an ice cube. 
Without disturbing the glass or ther- 
mistor, adjust R3 until the display in- 
dicates 33. Place the thermistor in the 
90° water. If the display shows greater 
than 90, increase the value of R2 until 
a reading of 90 is obtained. If the dis- 
play indicates below 90, decrease the 
value of R2. 

Insert the thermistor back in the ice 
water and touch up R3 if the reading is 
less than 33. These adjustments will 
have to be repeated several times to 

+5V 

48R 
+12V +5V 

2W 
.IyF 

IOYF 5IV 
20V 

T 
1W 

T 

Fig. 2. Three typical power 
sources. for thermometer. Top 
is for line power, other 
two are for mobile operation. 
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THERMOSTAT CONTROL 
MODIFICATION 

You can convert the digital thermome- 
ter described in this article into a multi- 
purpose heating /cooling thermostatic 
control with a 0° to 99° F temperature 
range by adding to it the circuit shown 
below. Relay Kl and any alarm or circuit 
connected to it can be made to trip at any 
temperature selected by switches Si 
through S8. 

The reference temperature selected 
by the switches is the sum of the closed - 
switch designations. For example, to set 
the system up for 34° F, you would close 
S3, S5, and S6 (4° + 10° + 20° = 34 °). If 
the sensed temperature falls below 34 °, 

FROM 

ICI -12 0 

-9 12 

I3 

_L 

15 

ee 16 

IC7 
7485 

8 7 

9 

+ 5V 

117 VAC 

TO 
IC5-1 

114 
I- 

IC8 
7485 

©11 

TI 

10 
S5 

II 20 
s6 

14 y0 

16 

S7 

-O' 80 N 
S8 

Kl will sound an alarm or turn on the 
heat. Conversely, if the reference tem- 
perature is 99° and the sensed temper- 
ature rises to 101 °, Kl can sound a differ- 
ent type of alarm or turn on the cooling 
system. 

The use of a 5 -volt relay for K1 and 
suitable connections for its contacts to 
the heating /cooling controls produces a 
state -of- the -art environmental control 
system that eliminates troublesome 
mechanical thermostats. For the most 
reliable thermostatic operation, in- 
crease the value of C3 to at least 2000 -pF 
and change the value of R5 to 100,000 
ohms. Also surround thermistor TDR1 
with 1 /4 -in. (6.35 mm) of insulating mate- 
rial and protect it from drafts. 

IC9 12 

7410 

7 

IC107400 

14 

ICIO 

+5V 

+5V 

CO NEATER/ 
COOLER 
CONTROLS 

t OR ALARM 

L 
TO IC5-6 CS 

SyF S 

ICI 

KI 
5V 

+ 
C6 

ADD -ON PARTS LIST 
C5- 0.5 -pF disc capacitor 
C6- 1000 -pF, 10 -volt electrolytic capac- 

itor 
C7- 3000 -pF, 20 -volt electrolytic capac- 

itor 
C8- 10 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
D1,D2 -1- ampere silicon diode (1N4001 

or similar) 
IC7,1C8 -7485 magnitude comparator in- 

tegrated circuit 

get the readings as accurate as possi- 
ble. If you encounter difficulty in at- 
taining a linear display, adjust R23. In 
general, a decrease of resistance in 
R23 results in an increase in sensitivity 
near the high end and a decrease in 
sensitivity at the low end. 

Once calibration is complete, the 
digital thermometer should be within 
1 degree between 0° and 90° F and 

YF 

R24 
100 
.n 

1C9 -7410 triple 3 -input NAND inte- 
grated circuit 

IC10 -7400 quad 2 -input NAN D inte- 
grated circuit 

ICI1 -7805 5 -volt regulator integrated cir- 
cuit 

K1 -5 -volt relay with spdt contacts 
Q5 -2N388 (or similar) transistor 
R24 -100 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor 
Sl -S8 -Spst switch 
T1- 12.6 -volt, 1- ampere filament trans- 

former 

usable between -50° and 130° F. Al- 
though this project was designed for 
the 0 -90 range, it could be used to take 
readings of temperatures below zero 
and above 100° F. A reading of 90 on a 

bitter -cold winter day would mean that 
the true temperature is -(100 -90) or 
-10 °F. A display of 5 on a hot summer 
day means the temperature is 100 + 5 

or 105° F. Q 
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BY 
MARTIN 
MEYER 

Build An Under-$30 Scientific Cakulator 

THE inexpensive four -func- 
tion calculator is an emi- 

nently practical tool for everyday 
home and primary -school use; how- 
ever, high- school students, engineer- 
ing and science majors in college, and 
practicing engineers and scientists 
require more sophisticated equip- 
ment. Fortunately, there is a new 
breed of calculators that is rapidly 
gaining ;popularity in professional and 
advanced- student circles. Going by 

such names as "scientific" and 
"slide- rule" calculators, they expand 
by several magnitudes the number of 
functions and the information - 
handling capacities of "ordinary " cal- 

Ten digits of mantissa with 2 -digit exponent and a full range of 
scientific operations, including double- nested parentheses. 

culators for limited uses. 
Scientific calculators may be capa- 

ble of obtaining nth roots and nth 
powers; trigonometric functions 
(sine, cosine, tangent, etc.); natural 
and common logarithms; degrees -to- 
radians conversions; and many other 
functions. As a general rule, these cal- 
culators also feature at least one level 
of store /retrieve memory, a 10 -digit 
mantissa with two -digit exponent, and 
separate displays to indicate negative 
quantities (in both mantissa and ex- 
ponent) and overflow and disallowed 
functions. 

This full- function 200- decade scien- 
tific calculator costs only $29.95 in kit 

form. It is 33/e" wide, 6" long, and 11/2" 

thick. 

What It Does. What can you, as an 
electronics experimenter, do with 
such a calculator? The answer is, just 
about anything you want to do in prob- 
lem solving. For example, suppose 
you wanted to know the equivalent re- 

sistance of a network of three resistors 
(560 ohms, 390 ohms, and 670 ohms) 
in parallel. By hand, this problem 
night take you 10 minutes or more. 
With the calculator, less than 30 sec- 
onds is needed to get the answer 
(171.16387E8.). 

Approaching a more difficult prob- 
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Fig. 1. ICI and 1C2 are special MOS 
IC's that accept the keyboard commands. 
perf3rm the required operations, 
awl deliver a signal for the 14 -digit 
LED display. The other IC's form 
the interface between the MOS and LED's. 
The two -way transistor power supply generates 
the negative voltage needed by ICi and 1C2. 
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With the IC's still in the carrier, deter- 
mine which is which and the locations 
of pins 1. Pin 1 is near the small bump 
on each IC. To be absolutely certain of 
pin 1 on each IC you can use a small 
magnifying glass to check the IC leads 
near where they enter the packages. 
Only pin 1 in each case has a tiny hole 
drilled through it. 

With the forefinger of the hand you 
have grounded pressed against the 
metal plate on top of ICI remove the IC 

from its carrier. Check to make sure its 
leads are in straight lines. Then care- 
fully install the IC in its appropriate 
connectors on the board. First engage 
the pins along one side of the IC in the 
connectors. Once this is accom- 
plished, work the leads along the 
other side into their connectors. Apply 
firm, even pressure to the IC to seat it 
in its connectors. Do not force the IC 

into the connectors or subject it to tor- 
sional forces or you might misalign or 
even break off pins. If insertion is dif- 
ficult, replace the IC in its carrier. 
Then, insert and remove an old IC in 
the connectors several times to 
"form" them. Any DIP IC will do; just 
make sure to cover all connectors. 
Now, install the IC from the carrier. 

Repeat the above procedure for /C2. 
The display comes as a completely 

wired assembly, with its 24 connector 
pins already mounted in place. Just 
make sure that the pins are in a 

straight line. Carefully fit the display - 
board pins into their respective con- 
nectors on the main board. Press the 
display board into place so that it rests 
on the five upper IC's with a slight tilt. 

The keyboard also comes as a com- 
plete assembly, including connector 
pins. Straighten any out -of -line pins 
and engage them in the connectors 
along the lower edge of the main 
board. Gently seat the keyboard as- 
sembly in place until the narrower por- 
tions of the upper two plastic posts on 
the keyboard assembly engage the 
smaller of the holes above the 
negative -terminal battery contacts on 
the main board. 

Slide the entire assembly into the 
top half of the calculator case until the 
two small plastic tabs on the bottom 
end of the keyboard engage the 
molded slots in the case top. At this 
time, two threaded plastic posts 
should appear through the holes im- 
mediately above the negative battery 
contacts on the main board, and J1 

should slightly protrude through its 
slot in the case. 

Holding the board assembly in place 
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in the case, secure the two together 
with small nuts over the threaded 
posts. (Note: Because of possible in- 
terference between nut and close -by 
foil conductor near the left post, pre- 
cede the nut here with a thin insulating 
washer.) 

Place the power switch in the OFF 

position, and tape it in place until the 
batteries have been installed. The bat- 
teries are marked with + and - signs. 
The + sides are protected by sleevings 
that extend beyond the bodies of the 
batteries. The sleevings are notched in 

such a manner that the batteries will fit 
into their respective locations in only 
one way. Slip the batteries into place. 
This completes construction. 

SAFE HANDLING OF MOS IC'S 

Prior to any construction and before re- 
moving MOS IC's from their protective 
carriers, it's imperative that certain pre- 
cautions be understood and followed: 

Aif insulated -gate MOS devices can be 
permanently damaged by excessively 
high electronic fields. Random electro- 
static charges must be kept away from 
MOS devices. Anyone who handles the 
devices should wear anti- static clothing 
(preferably cotton) and, if possible, cot- 
ton gloves. Do not wear synthetic fab- 
rics, particularly nylon; they readily build 
up static charges. 

All working surfaces where MOS de- 
vices are handled should be conductive 
and at ground potential. Before han- 
dling, you should also be grounded. And 
avoid dropping MOS devices because of 
possible contact with charged surfaces 
or objects. 

All apparatus that is to come into con- 
tact with MOS devices must be 
grounded, including your soldering 
iron's tip. Never insert or remove a MOS 
device in a powered circuit. When insert- 
ing or removing a MOS device, touch the 
grounded surface only after you have 
grounded yourself. If possible, ground 
the conductor pattern around the area 
where the device is to be installed with 
conductive tape or aluminum foil during 
installation and removal. When a good 
MOS device is removed from a circuit, 
immediately install it in a protective car- 
rier. 

You can ground the tip of your solder- 
ing iron by wrapping around its thick 
portion a copper strap and fastening the 
strap to a length of meshed cable. The 
free end of the cable then goes to a good 
ground. To ground yourself, use a simi- 
lar procedure. Wrap a length of meshed 
cable snugly around your working -hand 
wrist and connect the free end of the 
cable to a good ground. 

Checkout and Adjustment. Plug 
the recharger into J1 and let the bat- 
teries charge for a few hours. Then 
disconnect the charger. Remove the 
tape from the power switch and set it 
to ON. The right -hand mantissa digit 
and its decimal point should come on, 
displaying O. Leave the power applied 
and, after about a 30- second delay, the 
0 and decimal point will blank out, 
being replaced by a minus sign in the 
exponent display. This indicates that 
the battery -saver feature is working. 

Press the clear (C) key to restore O. 

to the display. Feed in the numbers 1 

through 0; operate the +/- and EE 

(enter exponent) keys; feed in 88; and 
press the +/- key. The display should 
now read -1234567890 -88. Press the 
degrees -to- radians key; a small 
diagonal bar segment should come on 
to the extreme left of the display. Op- 
erate this key again, and the bar 
should extinguish. Press the C key. 

Press the rt key. The display should 
now read 3.141592654. Depress C. 
Now, with O. displayed in each case, 
press log (common logarithm), '1 n 

(natural logarithm), and 1/x (recip- 
rocal). In each case, before depres- 
sing C, the disallowed function indi- 
cator, an inverted L, should show at 
the far left of the display. 

To adjust battery -low indicator 
potentiometer R3, it is necessary to 
first fully charge the batteries. Plug the 
battery charger intoJl and the ac out- 
let. With the power switch set to OFF, 

charge the batteries for about 8 hours. 
Then use the calculator for about 4 

hours. Then, with the power ON, adjust 
R3 with a thin -bladed screwdriver 
through the hole in the bottom of the 
main board, until the battery -low indi- 
cator (an L at the left of the display) 
comes on. 

Install the back of the calculator 
case by inserting the two bottom 
"hooks" into their respective slots at 
the bottom end of the calculator. The 
top end simply snaps into place. A nar- 
row slot at the top of the case is pro- 
vided to permit the case to be 
reopened as desired with a coin or 
screwdriver blade. Simply twist. 

The calculator can be operated from 
fully charged batteries for about 4 to 5 

hours. When the charge runs down, 
simply plug in the recharger. Recharg- 
ing takes 8 to 10 hours. The battery 
charger can also be used as a conve- 
nient battery eliminator. However, 
under no circumstances should the 
recharger be used if there are no bat- 
teries in the calculator. 
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mr HE popular image of computers 
includes huge display screens 

flickering with impossibly complex 
graphic designs or sarcastic com- 
ments in large block letters. These 
displays operate in dimly lit rooms 
accessible only to holders of triple - 
ultra- security clearances. 

If it ever were like that its not that 
way any more. The common, ordinary 
home -TV set, modified to have a direct 
video input, is becoming the new 
standard display device for the up- 
coming generation of amateur - 
oriented computers. 

This article is intended to fill the 
reader in on the technical limitations 
and possibilities of this kind of display. 
We'll try to define some terms and ex- 
plain why they matter. We hope that 
you will be able to use this information 
in selecting a display device if that's in 
your plans. Or perhaps reading this 
article will cause you to change your 
plans one way or another. 

Raster vs Display. Vector display is 
the name given to the oscilloscope - 
type displays on which the screen is 
dark and the computer draws lines of 
varying lengths and angles. This re- 
quires a large- screen oscilloscope on 
which the electron beam can be 
positioned at random. There are not 
too many of these available that are 
not surplus radar -scopes. 

Raster display is display based on a 
fixed network of scan lines which is 
regularly generated on the display 
tube. Images are generated by chang- 
ing the brightness of the spot at the 
right times. This is the technique used 
by standard broadcast video systems 
to transmit and display images. 

Raster rhymes with faster. It is the 
name of the pattern of horizontal scan 
lines which we can see crawling 
across the face of our TV picture 
tubes. Formally speaking, the U.S. 
standard raster consists of 525 scan 
lines which occur once each 63.5 mi- 
croseconds, or 15,750 times a second. 
The picture, or frame, is broken up 
into two fields, each having half the 
total number of raster scan lines and 
each lasting 1/60 second. One field 
consists of the odd -numbered scan 
lines, the next the even numbered 
ones. The two fields are said to be 
interlaced when this is happening. 

The reason for this interlace is to 
confine the 30 -Hz flicker, which would 
otherwise be objectionable, to the 
space between alternate scan lines. 
100 
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into video displays. 
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Thus, instead of the picture seeming 
to flicker over its entire length, alter- 
nate lines seem to flicker. This results 
in the familiar "crawling" effect of the 
scan lines on the picture tube, and 
nothing worse. 

Sync or Be Sunk. It is of vital impor- 
tance to the successful display of 
raster -type video that the raster of the 
displaying device be in exact syn- 
chronization with the raster upon 
which the transmitting device is bas- 
ing its signals. Synchronization 
pulses, (just sync pulses for short) are 
therefore included in the video signal. 
The video signal is permitted only a 
certain range for picture information. 
Zero percent modulation (TV signals 
are amplitude modulated) is pure 
white, 75% modulation is pure black. 
When the signal jumps up to 100% 
modulation (blacker- than -black), that 
causes the sync circuits in the receiver 
to trigger and return the beam to the 
left -hand margin to start the next line. 
This retrace is assumed to take about 
10 microseconds out of the 63.5 mi- 
croseconds between sync pulses. 

After 240 scan lines the raster has 
progressed to the bottom of the 
screen. Now the sync pulses get fat -in 
fact they take up almost all of the scan 

line. An integrating network in the re- 
ceiver's sync circuitry detects this and 
starts charging a capacitor. If the fat 
sync pulses continue to occur for sev- 
eral lines, this capacitor will charge 
sufficiently to trigger the vertical re- 
trace, which sends the beam back to 
the top of the screen. 221/2 scan lines 
are allowed for this process, along 
with the time for "equalizing pulses" 
which guarantee that the next inter- 
lace will occur and the next field will 
hit between the lines of the last field. 

It's pretty tricky to generate sync 
signals with interlace, but it's simple 
to generate non -interlaced sync sig- 
nals. Since you can still do a lot with 
240 scan lines, most inexpensive 
video display devices leave out the in- 
terlace. 

Bandwidth Limitations. Closely 
packed detail in a picture means that 
the video signal must change from 
dark to light and back again at a high 
rate as the beam scans across the 
screen. Broadcast standards prevent 
this rate from being greater than 4 MHz, 
and frequencies higher than that are 
filtered out inside the TV receiver. If 
the signal is going to be fed into the TV 
set through the antenna, there's no 
way you can get more than that. 

Well, how much is 4 MHz in terms of 
dots? If the visible portion of the scan 
line is 50 microseconds, that amounts 
to 200 dot pairs. Note well -a cycle of 
video is equivalent to a pair of dots, 
one white, one black. Any other pat- 
tern requires less bandwidth. There- 
fore, 4 MHz is equivalent to 8 million 
dots per second, or 400 dot positions 
across the screen. 

Alpha- numeric characters are usu- 
ally 5 or 7 dots wide, depending on the 
type of character generator. Does this 
mean (allowing for an extra dot be- 
tween characters) that you can display 
66 to 50 characters through a 4 MHz 
receiver? 

It does if you plan to shrink the pic- 
ture in so that the edges of the raster 
are visible. This means tampering with 
the width and the horizontal linearity 
controls, both of which are screw- 
driver adjustments deep inside the set. 
It also means that the set will display 
funny -looking squashed -in pictures 
with black edges if someone wants to 
watch TV on it. If the TV is to be used 
without modification, 15 to 33 percent 
of the visible portion of the scan line 
must be allowed for "overscan." This 
reduces the usable portion of the scan 
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to between 42 and 32 microseconds, 
or 56 to 42 characters (assuming 6 

dots per character and 4 MHz 
bandwidth). 

This explains why video display de- 
vices intended for use with unmod- 
ified TV sets have from 16 to 40 
characters per line. Most of these de- 
vices were designed before the FCC 
came out with very tough rules for 
adapters which convert video signals 
to modulated r -f to allow operation 
through the antenna terminals. 

After those regulations were 
brought out a lot of interest started 
cropping up in making display devices 
for TV's with added video inputs. (One 
manufacturer is still allowed to make 
r -f converters under an FCC "grand- 
father clause," but no manufacturer 
can incorporate them in other equip- 
ment.) If the 4.5 MHz "trap" circuit in a 

TV is bypassed, most solid -state TV 
video sections are good for 6 to 10 

MHz. This allows a display of from 64 
to 80 characters. 

Techniques. The basic device for 
converting a multiple -bit data word to 
dots is a shift register. You load the 
bits in and clock the shift register once 
for each dot. The output of the shift 
register is the video signal. 

At this point some budding genius 
will jump up and shout, "That's it! All I 

have to do is connect a shift register to 
a parallel data output port of my mi- 
crocomputer and feed it to the TV! I'll 
do all the pattern generation in the 
computer through software!" This 
person has yet to learn about the 
bandwidth of the computer. 

Suppose you hook up a shift regis- 
ter like that and wanted to get a full 400 
dots across the screen. That means 50 
8 -bit bytes loaded into the shift regis- 
ter in 50 microseconds, or one byte 
per microsecond. Most microproces- 
sors couldn't even finish a single in- 
struction in one microsecond, let 
alone the sequence of instructions re- 
quired to output, fetch the next byte, 
and output again. 

For such "bit mapping" displays 
you need specialized hardware which 
bypasses the processor and performs 
what is called direct memory access or 
DMA. The hardware commands the 
processor to stop and takes over con- 
trol of the memory address bus. It then 
reads out data from the memory faster 
than the processor can read data. 
After a while it has had enough, so it 
lets the processor resume control of 
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the address bus. Different processors 
have different ways of dealing with 
this situation, and most have 
maximum data transfer rates for their 
DMA channels. These rates are given 
in words or bytes -per- second, and 
multiplied by the number of bits -per- 
word or byte, yield a figure in terms of 
bits -per- second. That is the 
bandwidth of the data channel, and 
you won't get more than that through 
it no matter what you do. 

Of course, this is only a problem 
when you want to display complex 
random patterns like pictures. If the 
information to be displayed is limited 
to the ASCII alpha- numeric character 
set (64 characters, 96 including 
lower -case, 128 if control characters 
are displayed), the required data rate 
is much lower. Although a character 
takes 35 to 63 dots to make up its dis- 
play, it requires only seven bits to 
specify which character. The bit pat- 
tern for the display is contained in a 

ROM (read -only memory) of from 2240 
to 8192 bit capacity. Each line of 
characters across the display screen 
is made up of from seven to twelve 
scan lines. The character generator 
ROM is fed the seven -bit number 
specifying the character and a three - 
to- four -bit number from the sync 
generating circuitry specifying which 
scan line is occurring. The ROM then 
puts out the proper row of dots for that 
scan line of the character (See Fig. 1.) 
as a 5- or 7 -bit word. This word is 
loaded into the shift register and 
shifted out to become the video signal. 
Space between characters consists of 
extra "black" bits loaded into the shift 
register and shifted out after the dots. 

Storage. The row -scan character 
display technique implies that the data 
for an entire line of characters must be 
presented to the character generator 
once for each scan line in the charac- 
ter line. If the display device had to go 
back to the computer for the same row 

CHARACTER 
POSITION 

SCAN I 

SCAN 2 

SCAN 3 

SCAN 4 

SCAN 5 n, 
SCAN 6 

SCAN 7 

\ 00 I I' L 
DATA FROM ROM 

SCAN LINE 5, CHARACTER "N" 

Fig. 1. 

of data each time, it would require 
DMA and take up a lot of the compu- 
ter's available memory access time. 

There are several ways of avoiding 
this kind of jam -up, all of which use 
some kind of storage in the display 
device. One of the oldest and still most 
workable is the line buffer. This is a 

shift register; or more accurately a 

batch of shift registers, one for each 
bit of the data word, long enough to 
hold all of the data for a single charac- 
ter line of the display. It is arranged so 
that as the data is shifted out it can be 
"recirculated" back into the front end. 
If the line buffer is clocked once for 
each character, it will repeat the data 
line for each scan line. After all of the 
scan lines have been taken care of, the 
recirculate feature is disabled and the 
next line of data is shifted into the buf- 
fer from the computer. 

If the display device is located at a 

distance from the computer, this next 
line can come from a memory in the 
display, usually another shift register. 
This one, called the screen buffer, is 

long enough to hold all of the data for 
an entire screen's display. It is con- 
stantly recirculating and the external 
circuitry decides when to insert new 
characters. 

If the display is plugged into the 
computer's memory bus, this next line 
can come from a DMA transfer out of 
the computer's memory. This scheme 
reduces the time required for DMA 
transfers to a reasonable level so that 
the operation of the processor is not 
impaired. 

Another scheme used in some dis- 
play devices is a random access mem- 
ory shared by the processor and the 
display. The display can access this 
memory without shutting down the 
processor, and so can go whizzing 
through without need for a line buffer, 
pulling out the same data line over and 
over for each scan line. The only other 
thing the memory has to do is to be 
loaded with new characters by the 
processor every now and then. 

Display devices using this "two -port 
memory" are now made both as 
stand -alone terminals and as plug -ins 
to the computer bus. If they are plug- 
ged into the bus, the computer can 
address any character in the display's 
memory at random, allowing some 
rather interesting effects. When used 
stand -alone, its operation is more like 
a standard terminal, with new charac- 
ters being entered in sequential loca- 
tions on the screen. Of course, the 
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stand -alone versions will operate 
through very low bandwidth data 
channels, such as a telephone 
(through a modem) or RTTY 
(radioteletypewriter). 

Bless the Cursor. Every display de- 
vice has to have some means of indi- 
cating to the user one or more special 
locations on the screen. Usually this is 
the place where the next character will 
be displayed, but on more elaborate 
display schemes these special loca- 
tions can indicate "protected" data 
areas where new data may not be en- 
tered, "blocks" of data set up for 
transmission to some communica- 
tions device, or just special characters 
on the screen which the programmer 
wants to make conspicuous. 

The display must therefore have a 
"cursor," usually an underscore or a 
solid white block, sometimes an over - 
score or a "video inversion" in which 
the black turns to white and vice versa. 
In stand -alone terminal type displays 
the cursor can exist in only one loca- 
tion and marks the next point of data 
entry. It is usually moved around one 
step (left or right, up or down) at a 
time, although in some displays cer- 
tain control characters can be used to 
indicate a new location on the screen 
to which the cursor jumps. This is 
called an "addressable cursor." 

Displays which plug into the compu- 
ter bus can have "software - 
controlled" cursors. Usually this 
means that there is no counter in the 
display which holds the address of the 
screen location at which the cursor is 
to be displayed, but an extra bit on the 
data is used to flag any character with 
a cursor condition. This means that 
any number of cursors can be placed 
anywhere on the screen by software. 
This also changes the significance of 
the cursor to a general marking de- 
vice, with no necessary connection to 
the point of entry of the next data 
character. 

Very often the display will have 
some means of causing the cursor to 
flash. Many people are distracted by 
the flashing, and this feature is usually 
an option, controlled by software or by 
a switch or jumper connection. 

Paging and Scrolling. "Paging" re- 
fers to a display mode in which the 
data begins filling the screen from the 
top and progresses to the bottom. 
When the bottom is reached, the 
screen clears and a new page be- 
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gins. Paging is used in applications 
where the data will be coming in 
known bursts, usually under control 
of the viewer, so that there will be 
time to finish reading the page be- 
fore it disappears. Often the display 
can store several pages of data and 
the user can look through them as if 
they were pages in a book. 

"Scrolling" is the display mode in 
which data is entered at the bottom of 
the screen and is pushed up as each 
line is completed. It is more similar to 
the operation of teleprinters and is 
better suited for the display of infor- 
mation coming in continuously. The 
hardware required to generate scroll- 
ing is more complex than that re- 
quired to generate paging. 

Some displays which plug into the 
computer bus have no hardware for 
paging or scrolling, but just display 
whatever the computer writes into 
part of its memory. Thus, the way the 
processor re- writes what's in the 
memory area controls the way the data 
appears to move. Using that method 
the software could cause part of the 
screen to scroll and part to page. It 
takes processor time to do this, how- 
ever, but not a tremendous amount. 

Graphic Possibilities. Some dis- 
plays which plug into the computer 
bus can display both alpha- numerics 
and graphics. These devices use a 

character generator for the al- 
phanumerics but they bypass the 
character generator when the eighth 
bit of the data is set. When this hap- 
pens, the lower six bits of data are 
displayed as a tiny "checkerboard" 
with six squares in the area reserved 
for that character. 

This should not be confused with 
the "bit mapping" graphics displays 
which have no character generators, 
but which can display characters from 
patterns which the software gener- 
ates. These characters are usually 
much larger than those which come 
from character generator ROM's. 

Checklist for Video Displays. If 
you are considering getting a video 
display device, here are some ques- 
tions which you should ask - and 
answer: 

(1) What do I want my display to do: 
(a) complex graphics? (b) complex 
alpha- numeric characters? (c) simple 
terminal -type alphanumeric opera- 
tion? 

(2) If alphanumeric: (a) upper -case 

only or upper /lower case? (b) how 
many characters per line? (c) paging 
or scrolling mode? 

(3) If graphic: (a) how many picture 
elements (dots) per line? (b) what are 
the limitations of the processor im- 
posed by operation of the display: (1) 
how much memory is required to store 
th'e screen display? (2) what percent of 
the time is the processor disabled or 
slowed by DMA? (c) will the processor 
be able to change the number of pic- 
ture elements desired per frame? 

(4) If stand -alone (terminal type): 
(a) does the display have a keyboard? 
keyboard connector? (b) does the 
display have a serial transmitter/ 
receiver? What baud rates are availa- 
ble? (c) what happens when the dis- 
play fills a screen and the data keeps 
coming? (d) does the terminal have a 
current -loop and /or EIA -level connec- 
tion? (e) does the terminal have 
screen -read capability and block 
transmission capability? Do I need 
these capabilities? (f) what happens 
when the terminal receives a carriage 
return? line feed? carriage return - 
line feed combination? null? delete 
(rub -out)? 

(5) Regarding connection to the TV 
monitor: (a) what is the nominal 
bandwidth required by the display? (b) 
what kind of connector, if any, does it 
have? How long a cable? (c) will the 
monitor sweep size have to be ad- 
justed? (d) does the display have cen- 
tering adjustments? 

(6) Regarding software: (a) how 
much space is required for this 
software needed to make the device 
perform as I want it to perform? (b) are 
timing loops necessary? (c) is inter- 
rupt operation possible? 

Conclusion. By the time this article 
reaches you there will probably be 
new equipment which combines some 
of the functions which have been men- 
tioned separately. There will be new 
attachments, like light pens, joy sticks 
and "mice" for feeding information to 
the processor about where on the 
screen you are looking. There will 
eventually be chips that do what PC. 
boards now do. 

As usual, some of these will work 
better than others. Manufacturers' 
claims sometimes exceed perform- 
ance and prices will be unpredictable. 

Whatever the new wrinkles, one fact 
is certain - the display devices will 
get easier to use and program, and the 
ratio of fun to misery will increase.0 
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The Evolving Minicomputer 
Processor Technology Corp. is constantly evolving new ways to expand 

your minicomputer system. The Sol Computer is our most recent development 
(an early version is detailed in Pop'tronics, July '76). Vve support the Sol 
Computer with a full line of creative, innovative interfacing and memory 
modules. (Also compatible with the Altair 880D and tf e IMSAI 8080.) 

3P +S Input /Output Module; our simple and 
inexpensive answer to handling a variety of 
peripheral devices. It has two 8 -bit parallel 
I/O ports, and one serial I/O port- that's a 
lot of versatility! 

ALS -8 Assembly Language Operating 
System; this useful software development tool 
allows you to write, edit, assemble, de -bug, 
and run your own programs. A highly sophis- 
ticated system, yet very easy to use. Optional 
simulator and text editing firmware available. 

VDM -1 Video Display Module; our ultra -high 
speed video output device displays 16 lines, 
64 characters each, both upper and lower case. 
All cursors display black -on -white or vice - 
versa, in any combination. Includes free 
terminal mode software. 

8KRA Static Memory Module; a full 
8192 bytes of low -power memory 
on this static RAM module. On- 
board recharging circuitry and 
battery connectors allow you to 
retain memory for 4 -5 hours, 
using two "D" flashlight cells. 
Plus, our KSET switch lets you 
select address boundaries 
in increments of 1K. 
Includes c premium 
grade, low- profile 
socket for every IC. 

2KRO EPROM Module; this 
Read -Only- Memory accepts up to 8 
1702A or 5203 EPROM's (not inc.): pro- 
vides 20L8 eight -bit words of non -volatile 
storage for monitor, executive loader and 
other programs. 

4KRA Static Memory Module; a 4096 -byte 
version of low -power static memory. A premium 
grade, low- profile socket for each IC, an address- 
ing DIP switch, and recharging circuitry (with 
battery backup) that makes it possible to 
retain for 8 -10 hours during power failure. 

Our versatile WWB Wire Wrap Board accom- 
modates 62 16 DIP sockets, or various combi- 
nations of 14, 16, 24, 40. 

The EXB Extender Board allows accessibility 
in servicing any 8080 -compatible module. 

Write Us for complete specifications on all 
our 8080 -compatible products, and for the 
dealer nearest you. 

EXB 

WWB 

4KRA* 

2KRO* 

1,, '7 EDITION 

8KRA* 

VDM -1 * 

ALS -8 

3PrS* 

MB -1 

( *)Owner's Manual 
available separately for $4.95; price refund- 
able with purchase of the kit. 

h 
poration 

6200 -H Hollis Street 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
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WHY SETTLE FOR LESS - 
THAN A COMPLETE 6800 SYSTEM 

MEMORY - 
All static memory with selected 2102 IC's al- 
lows processor to run at its maximum 
speed at all times. No refresh system is 

needed and no time is lost in me- 
mory refresh cycles. Each board 
holds 4,096 words of this 
proven reliable and trouble 
free memory. Cost - 
only $125.00 for 
each full 4K 
memory. 

INTERFACE- 
Serial control interface connects to any RS -232, or 

20 Ma. TTY control terminal. Connectors pro- 
vided for expansion of up to eight interfaces. 

Unique programmable interface circuits 
allow you to match the interface to al- 

most any possible combination of 
polarity and control signal ar- 

rangements. Baud rate selec- 
tion can be made on each 

individual interface. All 
this at a sensible cost 

of only $35.00 for 
either serial, or 

parallel type 

PROCESSOR - 
"Motorola" M6800 processor 
with Mikbug® ROM operating 
system. Automatic reset and load- 
ing, plus full compatability with 
Motorola evaluation set software. Crystal 
controlled oscillator provides the clock signal 
for the processor and is divided down by the 
MC14411 to provide the various Baud rate outputs 
for the interface circuits. Full buffering on all data 
and address busses insures "glitch" free operation with 
full expansion of memory and interfaces. 

POWER 
SUPPLY - 

Heavy duty 10.0 Amp power 
supply capable of powering a 

fully expanded system of memory 
and interface boards. Note 25 Amp 

rectifier bridge and 91,000 mfd computer 
grade filter capacitor. 

DOCUMENTATION - 
Probably the most extensive and complete set of data available for any 
microprocessor system is supplied with our 6800 computer. This includes 
the Motorola programming manual, our own very complete assembly in- 
structions, plus a notebook full of information that we have compiled on 
the system hardware and programming. This includes diagnostic programs, 
sample programs and even a Tic Tac Toe listing. 

5'¡luTrY 6800 s°s EMEA 

Ì 

Mik bug® is a registered trademark of 
Motorola Inc. 

EIA 3XJ 
Computer System 

with serial interface and 2,048 words 

of memory $395.00 

Enclosed is $395 for my SwTPC Computer Kit 

or BAC 

or MC 

H Send Data 

Ex Date 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Southwest Technical Products Corp., Box 32040, San Antonio, Texas 78284 
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DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS / MICROCOMPUTERS 

PRODUCT DIRECTORY 
COMPUTERS 

APPLE 
APPLE -1 
Assembled microprocessor board using 6502 
MPU, with video -display electronics; 4k RAM (8k 
on -board capacity. 65k external max.); monitor in 
PROM: ASCII keyboard interface on- board; 
power supply. Apple BASIC supplied 
free $666.66 

APPLIED MICROTECHNOLOGY 
AMT 2650 
Self -contained card microcomputer system 
using the Signetics 2650 MPU. Directly prog- 
rammed from a switch panel mounted on the 
card, with 33 LED displays: 8 each for address 
and data; 8 each for the two fully -buffered TTL- 
compatible output data ports; one for run. Eight 
load switches for address and data entry, 
switches for address load, address increment, 
data load, step, run /wait, reset. Clock is adjust- 
able. Contains 256 bytes of RAM; additional RAM, 
PROM and ROM can be interfaced via the edge 
connector $195.00 
Power Supply $39.95 

CROMEMCO 
Z -1 
Uses Zilog Z -80 MPU in a ready -to -run system 
featuring 8k RAM, PROM programmer, monitor 
in PROM, RS -232 interface, mainframe with 22 
sockets, front panel with large paddle -handle 
switches. The Z -80 has 158 instructions, includ- 
ing the 8080's set of 78 instructions ..$2495.00 

E &L 
MMD -1 MINI -MICRO COMPUTER 
Educational microcomputer system for class- 
room instruction or home study. Features: 8080A 
MPU, clock generator, 256 words of RAM, 256 
words of PROM (preprogrammed to control 
keyboard entry), 16 -key keyboard (numerals plus 
high address, low address, go, reset, deposit, 

examine) three groups of 8 LEDs (high address, 
low address, memory contents). power supply. 
Integral solderless breadboarding and interfac- 
ing socket, connected to main bus. Kit - 
/assembled $350/$500.00 
MMD -1 /RAM. Extra 256 bytes of RAM .$15.00 

EBKA INDUSTRIES 
6502 FAMILIARIZOR 
Single PC board mounting 16 -key hex keyboard 
plus four control keys, 2 -digit hex LED display, 
6502 microprocessor. Can address 65k bytes of 
memory; on -board memory consists of 1k bytes 
of RAM and 256 bytes of PROM (monitor prog- 
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ram); can add 3 more PROMS (768 bytes) on- 
board. One 8 -bit TTL- compatible I/O port. 

Hardware and software manuals. Monitor prog- 
ram in PROM allows loading, examine, run, de- 
bug, and modify your own program. Requires +5 
volts at 1.2 amperes and -9 volts at 50 mA. Pri- 
mary use is as microprocessor and programming 
trainer. Kit / assembled $229/$285.00 
Power Supply $58.00 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ASSOC. 
MICRO68 
Based on the 6800 MPU; 16 -key hex keyboard; 
6 -digit hex LED display; 128 words of RAM; 512 
words of PROM containing all service programs 
necessary to load, inspect, and edit programs; 
sockets for 768 words of RAM; power supply, 
hardwood cabinet; 16 -bit I/O connector; RAM 
expansion to 64k. Ready to run; many options 
available $430.00 
RAM increments, 128 words $5.50 
PROM. 256 words programmed to your 
specs - $10.00 
MIK -BUG of 1k ROM for Teletype $28.50 
6800 applications manual $25.00 
6800 programming manual $10.00 
TTY /CRT RS -232C adapter $51.50 
8K static RAM memory board $320.00 
Printer, 40- column. 100 -cps $450.00 

EXPANDED -68 COMPUTER 
An expansion of the Micro88, with 8k memory, 
power supply, 16 -digit keyboard, Teletype adap- 
ter, hex LED display, expansion cabinet, applica- 
tion manual, programming manual ...$1050.00 

ELECTRONIC TOOL 
ETC -1000 
Based on 6502 MPU. Comes with 40 -key 
keyboard, including set of hex keys for data and 
address entry, function keys such as Hold, Load, 
Reset, Examine Memory, and special keys that 
may be sensed under program control by the 
user. The 8 -digit LED panel display may be oper- 
ated under program control, segment by seg- 
ment. Using optional PROMs, one or two full - 
duplex communications lines operate at speeds 
from 110 to 1200 baud: speed selection is au- 
tomatic. Standard interface is 20 -mA current - 
loop; RS -232C is optional. Basic unit consists of 
6502, Ik bytes of Ram, 256 bytes of EAROM con- 
taining system -control functions; RAM and ROM 
may be added in 4k and 8k increments to total of 
65k bytes. Additional MPUs such as 8080A, 6800, 
and F8 can be plugged in for multiprocessing. 
Size is 17.5 "W x 12.5 "D x 8 "H $645.00 

1006. Memory parity $45.00 
1001- Crystal -controlled clock $25.00 
1020. Bus expansion, 8 spaces $72.00 
1110. 4k RAM $235.00 
1304. 4k EAROM $125.00 
1406. 8080A CPU module $165.00 
1407. 8080A CPU with 1 k RAM $245.00 
1408. 6800 CPU module $165.00 
1410. F8 CPU module $165.00 

GNAT 
GNAT SYSTEM 1 

Minimum system; uses 8080 in a CPU with 
power -up reset, manual reset, all ICs on sockets, 
full DMA, status indicators, 8 levels of vectored 
priority interrupts that are software maskable, 
low -power Schottky devices; 1k RAM; 512 words 
of ROM with Gnatbug system monitor; I/O serial 
and parallel interfaces; power supply; card rack 
with motherboard; connectors $925.00 

GNAT SYSTEM 2 
Minimum system for hardware checkout; 8080 
CPU; 1k of RAM: front panel withall controls and 
status indicators: power supply: card rack with 
motherboard: connectors $985.00 

GNAT SYSTEM 3 
Minimum system for BASIC operation; 8080 CPU, 
8k of RAM, 768 words of ROM with Gnatbug, 
serial and parallel interfaces for RS- 232/20 -mA; 
power supply; card rack with motherboard. con- 
nectors $1695.00 

GNAT SYSTEM 4 
Minimum system for PROM programming; 8080 
CPU, 1k RAM; 1k ROM with Gnatbug; serial and 
parallel interfaces for RS- 232/20 -mA; PROM 
programmer for 1702A and 2708; power supply; 
card rack with motherboard; connectors . 

$1695.00 

GNAT SYSTEM 5 
Complete development system; 8080 CPU; 16k 
RAM; RAM /ROM to hold floppy -disk drivers; 4k 
ROM to hold monitor; I/O interface for TTY, CRT 
or high -speed reader and /or punch; interface for 
floppy -disk and Teletype 40 line- printer: com- 
plete front panel; 19" cage; 15 connectors; power 
supply: rack -mountable cabinet $2995.00 
Lear -Siegler ADM -3. CRT terminal $1300.00 
Teletype 40. 300 -Ipm printer $2000.00 
iCOM Dual Floppy -Disk System $3500.00 
High -Speed Paper -Tape Reader .$525.00 

HAL 
MCEM -8080 
Single -board computer, excluding power supply. 
A 1k of ROM provides system monitor including 
bootstrap loader (both ASCII and Baudot) and 
serial I/O routines. Allows loading hex -formal 
files, and dump or display of memory. Sub- 
routines in monitor include console input /output. 
reader input, punch output, list output, and other. 
LEDs indicate address, data. and control lines. 
Switches include reset. single -step, run /stop, 
manual output write, manual memory write. 
Breakpoint register for program debugging. Bus 
structure, three 8 -bit parallel I/O ports; serial I/O 
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with current -loop and RS-232 levels; baud rate 45 
to 300. Board accommodates 4k bytes of RAM; 1k 
bytes provided $375.00 
MCEM -KB/VDU. Keyboard /video /display unit, 
16 lines by 64 characters, 52 keys, ASCII /Baudot 
codes $300.00 
MCEM -7K RAM -4K. Static RAM expansion 
board with 4k of RAM $245.00 
MCEM -7K RAM -7K. Static RAM expansion 
board with 7k of RAM $350.00 
MCEM -PROM PROD. PROM programmer for 
RAM boards, programs 8704/8708 EPROMs 

$35.00 
MCEM -32K CCD -8K. CCD memory board 
holds 32k of 2416 CCD memory. Comes with 8k 
bytes $300.00 
Extra CCD memory, per 8K $140.00 
MCEM -PS. Power supply $55.00 

microcomputer 
design 

El LI 
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Thousands of copies of our in- 
novative book on microprocessors, 
published in 1974, were purchased by 
engineers and designers around the 
world. ...for $75 each. Now, MICRO- 
COMPUTER DESIGN - revised, ex- 
panded, and reprinted in paperback 
-is available for $25.00! Over 400 
pages on quality white text paper, in- 
cluding: 

8080 circuits, theory of operation 

Vectored interrupts, for all 8 -bit 
central processing units 

Efficient bus structure design 

Interfacing to timers, A/D con- 
verters, keyboards, digits, and 
other I/O devices 

Plus much more! 

Please send copies of MICROCOMPUTER 
DESIGN @ $25 ($27 outside USA). 

Enclosed is $ . (Residents of 
Illinois, add 5% sales tax.) 

CHARGE: 
BankAmericard O Master Charge 

Account # Exp. Date 

Master Charge Interbank# 
(4 numbers ove, your name) 

Signature 

Print Naine 

Address_ 

City Zip 

martin research 
3336 Commercial Avenue 

Northbrook, IL. 60062 

L (312) 498 -5060 

IMSAI 
IMSAI 8080 SYSTEM 
CPU board includes 8080A. clock, tri -state bus 
drivers, and control -signal timing. Front -panel 
control board plugs into one slot, features large 
paddle -handle address /data switches, and LED 
masks. Has 8 extra LEDs, program -controlled. 

IMSAI 8080 

Power supply delivers up to 20 amperes at 8 volts, 
and 3 amps for 2:16 volts. Heavy -guage aluminum 
cabinet has room for up to 22 cards. Memory 
expandable up to 65k bytes. Rack -mounted sys- 
tem is $20 more. Many mechanical options (fan, 
connectors, cables) available. Many hardware 
options, including memory (RAM, PROM, EP- 
ROM), multiprocessors and shared memory, I/O 
interfaces, disk drives, video display and 
keyboard terminals, printers, software including 
bootstrap louders. BASIC, floppy -disk operating 
system. 
l -8080. Basic computer system. Kit /wired 

$599/$931.00 
I-8080-1K. Basic system with 1k memory. Kit/ 
wired $659/$999.00 
EXP -22. 22 -slot motherboard $52.00 
RAM 4A -4. 4K RAM memory. Kit /wired 

$139/$279.00 
PROM 4 -4. 4K EPROM module. Kit /wired .... 

$399/$579.00 
PIO 4 -4. 4 -port parallel I/O module. Kit/ 
wired $156/$299.00 
FDC. Floppy -disk drive, power supply .$1095.00 
CRT- 2480A. CRT keyboard terminal .$1595.00 
PTR -30A. 30 -cps printer $2895.00 

INFINITE 
uc 1800 
For training or evaluation, uses RCA COSMAC 
1802 MPU; 16 -key hex keyboard; digital hex dis- 
play of address, memory contents, I'O port; 
front -panel control of interrupt, DMA: I/O flag; 
256 -byte RAM expandable to 65k bytes of RAM or 
ROM internally; crystal -controlled clock; parallel 
and serial I/O data -line capability; special circuit 
saves memory content when unit is turned 
off $495.00 
Option 001. Automatically recharged internal 
battery; allows program memory to operate up to 
four hours after power failure $25.00 

INTERSIL 
"INTERCEPT 1R." 
Tutorial microcomputer system using Intersil's 
IM6100 CMOS microprocessor and related 
CMOS devices. Recognizes DEC PDP -8 /E in- 
struction set. Multi- function alphanumeric 
keyboard, two four -digit LED displays, resident 
micro -interpreter, battery -powered. A non- 
volatile CMOS RAM permits extending memory 
up to twelve IM6518 1024 x 1024X1 CMOS RAMs. 
Optional power -strobed PROM module for up to 
2k words of user program. Optional serial I/O for 
both RS -232 and TTY. Terminals provided for ex- 
ternal 5 or 10 -volt power supply. Assembled, 
tested. with batteries $281.00 
RAM Module $145.00 
PROM Module $74.65 
VO Module $81.70 

M&R 
ASTRAL 2000 
Based on 6800 MPU. Comes with power supply, 
cabinet, front panel, motherboard ( backplane), 
CPU board, 2k monitor ROM, 8k RAM board. 
Front panel plugs into backplane. Software - 
controlled real -time display with three sets f dual 
seven -segment LED displays read out time in 

hours /minutes /seconds or will output programs 
in hex. Interfaces provided: RS -232, 20-mA cur- 
rent loop. Provisions for cycle -stealing DMA. Op- 
tions: video terminal board offers selectable line 
length of 64, 72 or 80 characters per line, provi- 
sions for optional light pen; EPROM board allows 
in- system program storage; I/O tape interface for 
audio cassette. Partially /fully assembled 

$995/$1250.00 
8k RAM Board $245.00 
VID -80. Video terminal board $189.95 
8k EPROM Board (without EPROMs) .$59.95 
LO Tape Interface $49.95 
Software Package. Includes Astral 
BASIC $35.00 

MARTIN RESEARCH 
MIKE 3 (AT813) 
Three -board system with 8080A MPU; crystal - 
controlled clock; 50 -pin bus structure. Console 
board uses calculator -type keyboard and six 

fully- decoded LED digits. Has PROM /RAM board 
with 512 bytes of RAM, monitor program in 
PROM; has capacity for 1k RAM and 2k 
PROM $395.00 

MIKE 3 DEBUG (AT814) 
Similar to AT813, but features diagnostic pack- 
age that allows user to step through programs 
one instruction at a time using keyboard. After 
each instruction, user can inspect every data - 
register status, any desired memory location, and 
8080 internal registers and flags. Can set break- 
point at any desired location, even in PROM or 
ROM. Also features 32- channel scope -display in- 
terface for external triggered -sweep scope, 16 
channels at a time $495.00 

MIKE 2 
Three -board system similar to MIKE -3, uses 8008 
MPU. Has 512 bytes of RAM monitor in 
PROM $359.00 

MICROCOMPUTER ASSOCIATES 
JOLT 
Modular system, uses 6502 MPU; internal clock; 
can address 65k of memory directly; two index 
registers; 137 instructions; 11 "true" addressing 
modes; two interrupts; both single -step and 
address -halt capabilities. A 1k ROM debug/ 
monitor self- adapts to any terminal speed from 
10 to 30 cps (110 to 300 baud); allows display and 
alteration of CPU register and memory locations; 
also allows read, write, punch of hex -format data 
with write /punch BNPF format data for PROM 
programmers. Unlimited breakpoint capability; 
separate non -maskable interrupt entry. Includes 
512 bytes of RAM: 64 -byte interrupt vector RAM; 
on -board I/O for Teletype and RS -232, both full 
duplex; high -speed reader interface lines and 24 
fully programmable bidirectional I/O lines plus 
two bit -serial I/O lines. Kit /assembled 

$159/$249.00 
RAM Card. Static 4k bytes. Kit/ 
assembled $199/$285.00 
UO Card. Two PIA ICs, 32 I/O lines, 4 interrupt 
lines, on -board decoding and standard TTL drive. 
Kit /assembled $96/$140.00 
Power Supply. Kit /assembled $99/$145.00 
Power Supply Booster. For memory expan- 
sion $25.00 
Complete JOLT 4K System Kit/ 
assembled $339.50/$509.50 
Powered JOLT 4K System. Kit/ 
assembled $429.50/$644.50 
Complete JOLT 8K System. Kit/ 
assembled $499.50/$749.50 
Powered JOLT 8K System. Kit/ 
assembled $599.50/$889.50 
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Cabinets clockwise from top: CPU, Dual- cassette drive, Keyboard, 9" Monitor, 

Meet The Digital Group 
If you are seriously considering the purchase of a microcomputer 
system for personal or business use ... or just beginning to feel 
the first twinges of interest in a fascinating hobby... the Digital 
Group is a company you should get acquainted with. 

For many months now, we've been feverishly (and rather quietly) 
at work on our unique, high -quality product -a microcomputer 
system designed from the inside out to be the most comprehen- 
sive, easy -to -use and adaptable system you'll find anywhere. And 
our reputation has been getting around fast. In fact, you may have 
already heard a little something about us from a friend. We've 
found our own best salesmen are our many satisfied customers. 

There's a good reason. Simply, the Digital Group has a lot to offer: 
state -of- the -art designs, a totally complete systems philosophy, 
unexcelled quality, reasonable software, affordable prices and the 
promise that our products will not become rapidly obsolete, even 
in this fast -moving, high- technology field. 

The Advantages 
Here are a few specific advantages of our product line: 

We offer interchangeable CPUs from different manufacturers 
(including the new "super chip" -the Z -80 from Zilog) which 
are interchangeable at the CPU card level. That way, your 
system won't become instantly obsolete with each new design 
breakthrough. The major portion of your investment in mem- 
ory and I/O is protected. 

Digital Group systems are complete and fully featured, so 
there's no need to purchase bits and pieces from different manu- 
facturers. We have everything you need, but almost any other 
equipment can be easily supported, too, thanks to the uni- 
versal nature of our systems. 

Our systems are specifically designed to be easy to use. 
With our combination of TV, keyboard, and cassette recorder, 
you have a system that is quick, quiet, and inexpensive. To get 
going merely power on, load cassette and go! 

Design shortcuts have been avoided -all CPUs run at full 
maximum rated speed. 

All system components are available with our beautiful new 
custom cabinets. And every new product will maintain the 
same unmistakable Digital Group image. 

The Features 
Digital Group Systems -CPUs currently being delivered: Z -80 by 
Zilog 8080A/9080A 6800 6500 by MOS Technology 

All are completely interchangeable at the CPU card level. Standard Address 

features with all systems: 
Video -based operating system 
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Video /Cassette Interface Card 
512 character upper & lower case video interface 
100 character /second audio cassette interface 

CPU Card 
2K RAM, Direct Memory Access (DMA) 
Vectored Interrupts (up to 128) 
256 byte 1702A bootstrap loader 
All buffering, CPU dependencies, and housekeeping 
circuitry 

Input /Output Card 
Four 8 -bit parallel input ports 
Four 8 -bit parallel output ports 

Motherboard 
Prices for standard systems including the above features start at 
$475 for Z -80, $425 for 8080 or 6800, $375 for 6500. 

More 
Many options, peripherals, expansion capabilities and accessories 
are already available. They include rapid computer -controlled cas- 
sette drives for mass storage, memory, I /O, monitors, prom boards, 
multiple power supplies, prototyping cards and others. Software 
packages include BASICs, Assemblers, games, ham radio appli- 
cations, software training cassettes, system packages and more 
(even biorhythm). 

Sounds neat -now what? 
Now that you know a little about who we are and what we're 
doing, we need to know more about you. In order for us to get 
more information to you, please take a few seconds and fill in our 
mailing list coupon. We think you'll be pleased with what you 
get back. 

---win -- taESMN=NAM Fa MI 1=11 aM 

Cng IJIY°ll1 
_ro g rou 

P.O. Box 6528 
Denver, Colorado 80206 
(303) 777 -7133 

OK, I'd like to get to know you guys better. 
Send me the whole package! 

Name 

City/State /Zip 
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The quick 
charge iron 
With 16 

different 
quick change 

tips. 

ISIS Mot, 
QUICK CHARGE 
Cordless 
Soldering Iron 
completely 
recharges in 
31/2 -4 hours. 
Low voltage, 
battery powered, 
ground free 
isolated tip 
design. 

16 snap -in tips 
to fit any job 
plus a PC 
Drill. c. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING 

Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625 -6525 

"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919" 
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FREE 

D 

with your 
business card 
or send $1.00 

Giant 

Giant 
Fact 

Filled 
iniMicr 

Computer 
Catalog 

sloo 

Catalog 
64 Pages of News about the 
Amazing Technological Break- 
throughs in the Mini -Micro 
Computer Field! 

Catalog includes: 
Reproductions of manufact- 
urers complete catalogs in- 
cluding IMSAI's- normally $1.00 
Articles and news on Mini -Micro 
Computers 
$2.00 Gift Certificate 
Includes all this and morel 

Catalog offers items like: 
$289 complete Computer System 
for home use Not a kit! 
Thorough Home Study Course on 
How to Computer Program. In- 
cludes text books and computer! 
Low cost New and Used Peripherals 
Many more items! 

Send $1.00 now (refundable on first order) 
or Free with Business Cardl 

Newman Computer Exchange 
3960 Varsity Drive, Dept. 25 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
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MIKRA -D 
BASIC -8 SYSTEM 
Consists of MTS -8 intelligent terminal plus 
BASIC software and special hardware. Fully 
Altair /MITS bus compatible, display format 80 
characters by 24 lines; 1920- character capacity. 
Terminal consists of display CRT, 55 -key 
keyboard with 64- character ASCII -compatible 
set, housing, CRT interface for 8080, power sup- 
ply. System includes 8k bytes of RAM for BASIC - 
8. 12k bytes of RAM for Extended BASIC -8; built - 
in audio -cassette interface (two cassette recor- 
ders may be used to give read /write capability); 
memory expandable to 64k bytes (32k internally, 
32k externally). BASIC -8 uses a calculator chip as 
a floating -point processor for high speed in 
calculation- oriented programs and to provide 
complete set of trig functions; uses scientific no- 
tation with 10 digits of precision and nearly 200 
orders of magnitude of the exponent. Size 22"D x 
17 "W x 14 "H, weight 35 pounds. BASIC -8, kit- 
/assembled $1695/$1995.00 
Extended BASIC -8 Option $295.00 
Numeric Keypad $19.50 

MITS 
Altair 8800b 
Second -generation Altair 8800. New version 
compatible with Altair 8800 hardware and 
software. Features include redesigned front 
panel, new CPU board, power supply, and 18 -slot 
motherboard. New CPU board includes 8224 
clock generator, 8216 bus drivers; clock -pulse 
widths /phasing /frequency are crystal -controlled. 
New front panel with multi -color graphics, longer 
and flat toggle switches. Five new functions in 
front -panel PROM: Display Accumulator (dis- 
plays contents of accumulator), Load Ac- 
cumulator (loads contents of 8 data switches into 
accumulator), Output Accumulator (outputs con- 
tents of accumulator to I/O device addressed by 

upper 8 address switches), Input Accumulator 
(inputs to the accumulator from the I/O device), 
and Slow (executes program at about 5 Hz for 
debugging). Front -panel /CPU interface via two 
34- conductor ribbon cables connected to new 
front -panel interface board. Heavy -duty power 
supply has +8 volts at 18 amperes, +18V/2A, 
- 18V/2A Kit $840.00 
Altair 8800b assembled $1100.00 
88- INMCS. 1k static memory, kit/ 
assembled $115/$160.00 
88 -4MCS. 4k static memory, kit/ 
assembled $167/$325.00 
88- 16MCS. 16k static memory, kit/ 
assembled $765/$945.00 
88 -4MCD. 4k dynamic memory, kit/ 
assembled $195/$295.00 
88 -4P1O. Parallel I/O board with one port, kit/ 
assembled $105/$130.00 
88 -PP. Extra port for 4P10-add up to 3, kit/ 
assembled $38/$55.00 
88 -2510. Serial I/O board with one port, kit/ 
assembled $148/$180.00 
88 -SP. Extra port for 2SIO, kit /assembled .... 

$38/$50.00 
88 -ACR. Audio cassette record interface, kit/ 
assembled $138/$195.00 
88 -VI. Vectored interrupt, kit /assembled 

$138/$185.00 
88 -RTC. Real -time clock, kit /assembled 

$53/$84.00 
88 -PMC. PROM memory card (holds 2k bytes), 
kit /assembled $85/$125.00 
PROM. PROM, 256 x 8 bytes, for 88 -PMC, kit/ 
assembled $30/$42.00 

Altair 680b 
Second -generation Altair 680. New version fea- 
tures a 256 -byte PROM monitor so that paper 
tape can be loaded immediately, and an Asyn- 
chronous Communication Interface Adapter 
(ACIA) that allows the machine to transmit and 
receive a character at a time rather than one bit. 

The MPU is a Motorola M6800, an 8 -bit parallel 
processor with 16 -bit address bus, can address 
65k bytes of memory, has 72 basic instructions. 
Measures 11 "wide, 11 "deep, 5" high. Comes with 
power supply. front -panel control board, CPU 
board with 1k RAM, provisions for 768 bytes of 
additional PROM or ROM, and built -in I/O that 
can be configured for RS -232 or Teletype. A f ive- 
level Baudot interface option is available, as is a 
turnkey model without the front -panel switches 
or lights. Three additional circuit boards can be 
plugged inside the case. Kit $466.00 
Altair 680b assembled $625.00 
Altair 680b with Baudot option, kit/ 
assembled $508/$667.00 
Altair 680T. Turnkey model, kit/ 
assembled $395/$550.00 
680 -BSM. 16k static memory, kit/ 
assembled $685/$865.00 

MOS TECHNOLOGY 
K IM -1 
Based on 6502 MPU (13 addressing modes); 
23 -key keyboard (hex and control keys) plus 
single -step switch; 6 -digit segmented LED dis- 
play; two 6530 arrays include 2k 8 -bit ROM bytes 
storing the monitor and operating programs, 
plus 128 RAM bytes; 1k bytes of static RAM (ex- 
pandable to 65k); interface and control for audio 
cassette and TTY; crystal -controlled clock. Re- 
quires +5 V at 1.2 A, +12 V at 0.1 A. Documenta- 
tion includes user manual, hardware manual, 
programming manual, programmers reference 
card $245.00 
KIM -2. 4k static RAM board $179.00 
KIM -3. 8k static RAM board $298.00 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
Sc MP 
Uses SC /MP MPU: 46 instructions, single -byte 
and double -byte operation, software- controlled 
interrupts, built -in serial IO ports, bidirectional 
8 -bit tri -state parallel data port, latched 12 -bit tri - 
state address port. Includes 512 -byte (8 -bit) ROM 
with Kitbug monitor and debug program: 256 - 
byte RAM; 8 -bit data buffer; timing crystal; TTY 
20 -mA current -loop interface: 72 -pin edge con- 
nector Kit $99.00 

OSI 
400 SYSTEM 
Based on 6502 MPU, CPU board comes with 
monitor in PROM, 1k RAM, 6850 ACIA, all parts to 
interface with TTY (less power supply) .$139.00 
413A- Same using 6800 MPU $159.00 
410Z. Same using Z -80 MPU, unpopulated 

$29.00 
420. Memory board, unpopulated $29.00 
430. Super I/O board, A /D, D /A, unpopulated 

$29.00 
440. Video graphics board, unpopulated $29.00 
480. Backplane board $39.00 
460. PDP -8 emulator board, unpopulated$29.00 

300 TRAINER 
Basic training package. featuring 6502 MPU; 128 
words of RAM; input port and output latch; 
laboratory manual $109.00 
B attery Eliminator $16.00 
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315 PLAN 
For $129 you get a 300 Computer Trainer (see 
above), including 20- experiment lab manual, 
spec sheets on 6502, Motorola book "Introduc- 
tion to Microprocessors." Return the 315 to OSI 
and receive a 400 Superboard, 430 Super I/O 
board, 440 Super video board, plus TV typewriter 
and audio -cassette monitor software (total value 
$110) at no extra charge $129.00 

PCM 
PCM -12 
Software -compatible with DEC PDP -8 family. The 
CPU module includes an IM6100 MPU, crystal - 
controlled baud -rate generator, line drivers, in- 
terfaces. Front panel contains one PC board with 
the electronics, control,and indicators to imple- 
ment the PDP -8 style, 27 toggle switches, 28 
LEDs. Contains built -in binary bootstrap loader; 
DECrement ADDress function added. Backplane 
bus has positions for 15 plug -in cards in 80 -pin 
connectors. Bus has 79 parallel lines, one serial 
interrupt -priority line. Basic memory element is a 

4k static module; system will accomodate eight 
modules for 32k capacity; 1k words of RAM pro- 
vided. heavy -duty regulated power supply can 
accomodate 16k memory and /or three or four 
peripheral interfaces. Cabinet is 19 "D 17 "W 
7 "1-1, has built -in card cage for 15 modules. Kit/ 
assembled $799/$1224.00 
12020. 4k static memory. Kit/assembled 

$245/$355.00 
12060. TTY /CRT interface. Kit /assembled .. . 

$97/$177.00 
12080. Audio cassette interface. Kit/ 
assembled $117/$197.00 
12210. 4k CMOS memory. Kit /assembled 

$645/$775.00 
12310. Parallel I/O interface. Kit/ 
assembled $152/$242.00 

POLYMORPHIC 
POLY -88 
CPU board includes 8080A MPU, 500 bytes of 
static RAM, 1k bytes of monitor ROM, room for 2k 
more ROM, 8 -level priority vectored interrupt. 
real -time clock, Altair /Imsai- compatible bus. 
Chassis and backplane /motherboard holds five 
cards. Video -terminal interface generates 16 

lines of 32 or 64 characters (depending on op- 
tion) on video monitor or modified TV set. Cas- 
sette and serial interfaces are mini -cards; up to 

two mini -cards plug into CPU board. Prototyping 
board includes 25 wirewrap terminals. Basic sys- 
tem includes CPU board, video -terminal inter- 
face card, power supply. backplane, cabinet. 
Kit /assembled $595/$795.00 
CPU /8. CPU board. Kit /assembled .$215/$275.00 
VT132. Video terminal interface, 32- character 

Kit $185.00 
VTI/64. Same except 64- character. Kit 
assembled $210/$280.00 
SERB. Serial interface. Kit/assembled $45 /$60.00 
CAS /2. Cassette interface. Kit /assembled 

$45/$65.00 
ADA/1. Analog interface, 1- channel, unipolar Kit 

$145.00 
ADA/2. Analog interface, 2- channel, unipolar Kit 

$185 .00 
ADA/1B. Analog interface, 1- channel, bipolar Kit 

$155.00 
ADA/2B. Analog interface, 2- channel, bipolar. 
Kit /assembled $195/$245.00 
PROTO /1. Prototyping board $55.00 
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PRONETICS 
PS -810 
Computer on a PC card uses F8 MPU: 76 instruc- 
tions, 2 -0 execution cycle time, 64 RAM 
scratchpad registers on the MPU, indirect ad- 
dressing modes, two external interrupt inputs, 
two programmable timers. Includes F8, 1k bytes 
of RAM, 1k -byte resident monitor- debug, 32 
bidirectional latched I/O ports, RS -232 and 20 -mA 
current -loop interfaces $179.00 

SOUTHWEST TECH. PRODUCTS 
6800 
Based on Motorola 6800 MPU and its family of 
support devices. Chassis; motherboard; memory 
card with 2k bytes of 8 -bit static RAM; serial 
20 -mA TTY /RS -232 interfaca card; power supply; 
crystal -controlled clock for baud rates from 110 
to 1200; 6820 peripheral interface adapter (PIA); 
ROM -stored mini -operating system features tape 

load /dump routine, memory and register 
examine and /or change function, and execute 
user's program command. Documentation pack- 
age includes Motorola 6800 Programming Man- 
ual plus SWTP 200 -page notebook, diagnostic 
and game programs, and application to join 

We're the microcomputer company with 
products that do more and cost you less. From 

fully assembled computers and kits right 
down to the books and the boards. 

You can own an OSI for as little as $29. 

0 31 
Ohio Scientific 

Instruments 
11679 Hayden Drive 

Dept. J 
Hiram. Ohio 44234 

Write for our catalog. 
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ntiTt !In PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT 
MAKES PRINTED CIRCUITS THREE WAYS! 

1 FULL SCALE ARTWORK MASTER 

DEVELOPED 

2 
PHOTO mik ETCHED 

ILLUSTRATION POSITIVE NEGATIVE 10 
COPPER CLADT imPr BOARD 
CIRCUIT BOARD 

3 DIRECT ETCH DRY TRANSFERS APPLIED TO COPPER CLAD BOARD 

The revolutionary photographic way that makes 
PERFECT printed circuits from YOUR ARTWORK 
or a PRINTED PAGE! No camera. No darkroom. No 
tracing. No film cutting. Simple and fast. 
KIT CONTAINS 5'' x 6" steal printing frame. 4 sheets 5" x 6'' 

,1 
ipy ham yellow haler chemicals lur I pint film 

developer and I pint film 6x,r 5" x 6 copper clad board 3" x 4 ,ip. r clad board spray can of photo etch resist 
I pint resist developer 2 sheets 812" x 11" layout film 1 roll 1 15' printed circuit tape I roll I :f?' printed ,ucud 
tape 8 sheets dry transfer direct etch PC patterns including pads transistors round can and flat park ICs DIP ICs 

edge card connectors lines r ei h's Jogs etc Ira Ib anhydr.an torn. I,4inde to make I fliirt ett bait mslnu buns 

ER -4 COMPLETE PHOTO ETCH SET postpaid $26.95 
N J residents adc sales tax) 

AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR DIRECT 

the DATAK corn. 65 71st Street Guttenberg, New Jersey 07093 
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catalog 

unique tools, 
handy kits, 
precision 

instruments, 
technical 
supplies. 

Motorola 6800 User Group. All boards are "plug 
in" type and contain on -board voltage regulators. 
Any combination of up to 7 serial /parallel inter- 
face boards may be plugged in. ....Kit $395.00 
MP -MX. Memory expansion, from 2k to 
4k. $45.00 
MP -L. General -purpose parallel interface $35.00 
MP -S. General -purpose serial interface .$35.00 

SPHERE 
SYSTEM 310 
Consists of CPU with 6800, 1k PROM, 4k dynamic 
RAM, 8 I/O lines, 2 interrupt lines, RS- 232/20 -mA 
serial interface, real -time clock, power -on reset. 
The CRT module displays 16 lines of 32 charac- 
ters with a 5 7 matrix; 512- character memory; 
up to 8 modules may be used in a single system. 

Our 23rd year of service to the World's 
finest craftsmen and technicians. 

A carefully selected and tested assortment 
of unique, hard -to -find tools, clever 
gadgets, precision instruments, bargain 
kits. One -stop shopping for the technician, 
craftsman, hobbyist, lab specialist, 
production supervisor. Many tools and 
measuring instruments available nowhere 
else. One of the most unusual and complete 
tool catalogs anywhere. Get your copy of 
the NC FLASHER today. 

National Camera 
2000 West Union Ave., Dept. GSA 
Englewood Colo., D.S.A. 80110 
(303) 781/-1890 
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* HAND TOOLS 
* KITS * SPECIALS 

Send for our free 
1977 catalog. 

* A vast assortment of tools 
(over 10,000 items) 

* Immediate delivery 

*Conventional and unusual tools 
* Tooling done to your specifications 

* Standard tool kit line covers a wide 
range of in -plant and field situations 

* Customizing our specialty 

TECHNI TOOL INC. 

Apollo Road, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 
(215) 825 -4990 Toll free 800 -523 -7798 
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Keyboard is 63- character ASCII with mechanical 
shift lock. Metal base, low- profile cover, power 
supply. Assembled systems come with 9" CRT 
installed: kits do not include one. Kit- 
/assembled $1019/$1590.00 

SYSTEM 320 
CPU, CRT module, keyboard, power supply. In- 
cludes SIM module for serial interface with sev- 
eral configurations: dual cassette, cassette and 
serial, cassette and modem, modem alone, serial 
alone, single cassette. Metal base includes desk- 
top chassis with card rack. Kit /assembled $11901 
$1769.00 

SYSTEM 330 
Same as System 320, with 16k more memory (to- 
tal 20k), BASIC on cassette tape. Kit- 
/assembled $1925/$2579.00 

SYSTEM 340 
Same as System 310, plus line printer with 80 
columns, 100 characters per second; dual 
floppy -disk memory (256k bytes on each disk); 
disk operating system; BASIC; 16k more memory 
(20k total), printer interface, floppy -disk inter- 
face. Kit /assembled $6100/$7995.00 

WAVE MATE 
JUPITER II 
The CPU -125 module contains the 6800 MPU plus 
support electronics; clock is 1 us, but may vary 
depending on device being addressed; seven 
vectored interrupt levels; DMA; 30 -us refresh 
clock; automatic reset on power -up. The debug- 
ger and monitor is on up to three 1024 -byte EP- 
ROMs (priced separately), includes 16 -line ad- 
dress breakpoint comparator, and logic for 
executing any single instruction at a time. Front 
panel has 3 operation switches, 4 -digit hex dis- 
play, 2 status lights. No wiring required with 
backplane motherboard. 
CPU -125. CPU module, Kit /assembled 

$179.95/$280.00 
SMC -125. System module cage. Kit! 
assembled $189.95!$260.00 
CPS -125. Power supply. KiVassembled 

$149.95/$180.00 
CFP -125. Front panel. Kit /assembled 

$89.95/$130.00 
SDM -125. Software debugger and monitor. 
Kit assembled $109.95/$205.00 
SDM Control EPROMs. 2k for serial devices 

$200.00 
DMM- 125 -4. 4k dynamic memory. Kit/ 
assembled $219.95/$325.00 
DMM- 125.8. 8k dynamic memory. Kit/ 
assembled $329.95/$435.00 
SDI -125. Serial interface. Kit /assembled 

$99.95/$145.00 

PDI.125. Parallel interface. Kit /assembled .... 
$84.954130.00 

BSM -125. Basic system, with SMC, CPS, 
CPU, CFP, SDM, EXC -125 extension card. Kit/ 
assembled $699.95/$995.00 

JUPITER IIC 
Similar to Jupiter II; includes 6800 MPU; 8k 
dynamic RAM; 3k ROM; 1k dual -port static RAM; 
keyboard with 128- character ASCII set; dual 
audio -cassette interface with start/stop motor 
control, 300, 600 or 1200 baud rate, and error 
correction. Video -terminal interface features 
upper /lower case. Greek characters, dot 
graphics; 64 characters by 16 lines (32 lines op- 
tional); 7 x 12 dot format; graphics use 128 -dot 
horizontal by 48 -dot vertical (96 -dot option). 
Monitor /debugger includes interrupt system and 
I/O monitor call instructions. Programmable 
macro editor and expanded assembled included, 
along with proposed ANSI standard BASIC. As- 
sembled unit includes two audio -cassette units 
and 12" B &W TV set. Kit /assembled 

$2200/$3200.00 

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ASSOC. 
EPA PRINTER 
Prints 100 characters per second bi- directionally; 
40 columns; dot -matrix. Complete with drive 
electronics, interface for 6800 microcomputer, 
power supply, hardwood and plastic 
cabinet $450.00 

HAL 
DS -3000 VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Keyboard sendreceive (KSR) and read -only (RO) 
versions. Choice of 5 -level Baudot or 8 -level 
ASCII data. Uses 8080A for full cursor positioning 
and editing capability (KSR), display 1152 
characters in 16 lines of 72. Has RS -232 and 
current -loop ports. Baudot from 45 baud (60 
wpm) to 100 baud (132 wpm), ASCII from 110 to 
1200 baud. Has 6.1 -MHz bandwidth, 1 -volt EIA 
video output, CRT with 11" diagonal, 5 x 7 dot 
matrix. Keyboard: 52 -key ASCII, shift, control, 

n- rollover, Quick Brown Fox test message, prog- 
rammable character string to 255 characters. Bell 
tone provided. Scrolls from top down, full cursor 
control, word wrap- around. 
DS -3000 KSR Baudot $1275.00 
DS -3000 KSR ASCII/Baudot $1475.00 
DS -3000 RO Baudot $975.00 
DS -3000 RO ASCII/Baudot $1075.00 

DS -4000 VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Serial ASCII (8- level) code. Has RS -232 and 
current -loop ports; KSR version 110 to 1200 
baud, 150 baud available on RO model. Word 
format is ASCII 10 or 11 -unit code, parity odd, 
even or mark. Video 1 -volt, neg. sync, 6.1 -MHz 
bandwidth, timing is crystal -controlled. Display is 
1280 characters in 5 x 7 dot format, 16 lines by 80 
characters per line, 11" CRT. Has 8080A proces- 
sor for full cursor control and text editing. 
Transmission modes are character by character, 
line, block, all switchable. Printer interface is 
RS -232 level. Bell tone is provided. Keyboard is 
52 -key standard ASCII with shift, control, 
n- rollover. 

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 



DS-4000 KSR (ASCII) $1275.00 
DS-4000 RO (ASCII) $975.00 

RVD -2110 MONITOR/TV 
Solid- state, 9 "- diagonal screen, BNC connector 
for 75 -ohm video input. As TV, operates on all 
channels $150.00 

RVD -910 VIDEO MONITOR 
Solid- state, 9"- diagonal screen. Front panel in- 
cludes brightness, focus, on /off, contrast, verti- 
cal hold /size, horizontal size /reduce size. Rear 
apron has horizontal size, two video inputs, int/ 
ext sync, two ext sync inputs, 75 -ohm termina- 
tion. Bandwidth to 15 MHz. Linearity better than 
2% overall. Resolution greater than 1000 lines in 
central 80% of screen $150.00 

RVD -1005 VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT 
Provides electronic display of Baudot 5 -level 
code on external video monitor. Has RS -232 and 
current -loop ports: TTL compatible, 45 baud (60 
wpm) to 74 baud (100 wpm), optional to 400 baud. 
Video output is RS -170 standard, interlaced, 
crystal -controlled, 1 -volt, neg sync, 75 -ohm out- 
put, 3.1 -MHz bandwidth. Display is 1000 charac- 
ters on 5 x 7 dot matrix, 25 lines at 40 characters 
per line: 26 alphabetic, 10 numeric, 16 punctua- 
tion characters displayed $375.00 
RVD -1005A ASCII version $375.00 
RVD -1005A current -loop option ... $25.00 
RVD -1005A with keyboard ..$475.00 

INFO -TECH 
66C TERMINAL KEYBOARD 
Keyboard with 53 keys, ASR33 format, generates 
102 ASCII characters: video display 32 characters 
on 16 lines with 5 7 dot matrix, 64- character 
repertoire, scrolling. 14 "W x 12 "D x 31/2"H$400.00 
66d. Same with 64 characters per line .$475.00 

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 
INTECOLOR 8001 COLOR TERMINAL 
Intelligent terminal, full color display on 19" diag- 
ional CRT screen: 80 characters per line, 25 lines 
per page: 64 ASCII characters, 5 x 7 dot matrix: 
white blinking overscore and underscore cursor, 
non -destructive: eight color levels (red, green, 
blue, magenta, cyan, yellow, white, black); seven 

bit -transfer rates, from 100 to 9600 baud, 
keyboard selectable. MPU is 8080: 4096 bytes of 
EPROM (not included) in 1024 -byte increments: 
4096 bytes of RAM for screen refresh; RS -232C 
I /O: keyboard has color -coded keys. Editing 
capability includes tab, erase page, erase line. 
blink, color selection, cursor up /down /right /left/ 
home, cursor XY positioning, page -mode opera- 
tion, transmit. Many options available. Basic ter- 
minal $1395.00 
Option 16. 80- character /48 -line $250.00 
Option 17. 64 special characters $66.00 
Option 01. Limited graphics mode $33.00 
Option 02. Expanded graphics mode $33.00 
Option 09. Additional 4k RAM $90.00 
Option 25. Additional 8k RAM card ...$270.00 
Option 05. Insert /delete editing $20.00 
Option 15. Page roll -up $33.00 
Option 34. 8001 OS and debug ROM .$135.00 
Option 40. Text editor and assembler .$135.00 
Option 42. BASIC ROM $338.00 
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LEAR SIEGLER 
ADM.3 VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL 
Kit version of $1280 commercial ADM -3 "Dumb 
Terminal." Displays 1920 characters at 80 per 
line, 24 lines, on a 12 -inch (diagonal) screen, with 
a standard set of 64 ASCII characters, upper case, 
5 x 7 dot matrix. The CRT section is premounted 
in the cabinet: the keyboard control and power 
supply are premounted in the display electronics 
section. Can be connected to a minicomputer or 
a microcomputer; with an acoustic coupler the 
user can time -share with a remote computer. Will 
directly replace a TTY; has a switch -selectable 
20 -mA current -loop interface and RS -232C inter- 
face. An auxiliary RS -232C port is optional for 
interface with a tape recorder, printer, etc. 
Speeds range from 75 to 19,200 baud; word for- 
mat can be chosen from 9 -, 10 -, or 11 -bit words 
with odd, even or no parity, plus one or two stop 
bits. Size 19 "D x 15.5 "W x 12.5 "H, weight 25 
pounds Kit $875.00 

M &R 
PENNYWHISTLE 103 MODEM 
May be used as acoustic coupler (with telephone 
handset) or wired directly into the telephone via a 
direct -access adapter. Operates in both half - 
duplex (unidirectional) or full -duplex (bidirec- 

tional) modes. Records data to and from audio 
tape; communicates directly with another 
modem and terminal; can record data from a 

remote source over the phone line and enter the 
data into the memory of a computer .Kit $109.95 

MICRO PERIPHERALS 
MP -40 PRINTER 
Impact printer for microsystems; 5 x 7 dot mat- 
rix; 75 lines per minute; 40 columns. Software 
control permits printing at standard width (12 
characters per inch) or extended width (6 per 
inch); 64- character ASCII set; 6 lines per inch 
vertically. Paper guides adjustable for paper 
widths from 23/4" to 4 ". A TTL 8 -bit parallel "hand- 
shake" interface is compatible with most parallel 
I/O ports, provides for optional line- termination 
resistors when long cables used. Self -test feature 
in interface design aids in system debug opera- 
tions. Requires 115 volts a.c. Size 13W x 13 "D x 
6.5 "H, weight 6 pounds $425.00 

MIKRA -D 
VT -1920 VIDEO TERMINAL 
Consists of display CRT, 55 -key keyboard with 
64- character ASCII -compatible set, housing, CRT 
interface for 8080 and power supply Display for- 
mat 80 characters by 24 lines; 1920 -character 
capacity. Can be updated to MTS -8 terminal or 
BASIC -8 system at any time. Not a free -standing 
"TV typewriter," must be used with a micro- 
processor. Size 22 "D x 17"W x 14"H, weight 35 
pounds. Kit /assembled $695/$895.00 
Numeric Keypad $20.00 
Upper /Lower -Case Option $50.00 
MTS -8A. Update to MTS -8. Kit /assembled ... 

$535/$635.00 

MTS -8 INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 
Consists of VT -1920 video terminal plus 8080 
microprocessor, 1k bytes of ROM, 4k bytes of 
RAM, cassette program loader, assembler. editor 
and debug software, built -in cassette /serial inter- 
face. Can be updated to BASIC -8 system at any 
time with add -on option. Kit /assembled 

$1195/$1495.00 
BASIC -8A. Update to BASIC -8 Kit /assembled 

$535/$635.00 

EXECUTIVE 

DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK 

KIT - ONLY $29.95 

FAMOUS MAKE 
LIMITED QUANTITY 

AVAILABLE 
ALL Parts Included 

FEATURES 
-Deluxe Ivory Case 
-24 Hr. Alarm Set 
-Easy To Read 3/4" LED's 
--AM /PM Indication 

Send Check Or Money Order To- 
(N.J. Residents Add 5°o Sales Tax) 

J.B. ELECTRONICS INC. 
P.O. BOX 104 
SHORT HILLS, N.J. 07078 

CIRCLE NO 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CITIZENS BAND HANDBOOK 
All the authoritative information you need on CB two - 

way radios to make an intelligent buying decision for 
transceivers, antennas and accessories. Here's a partial 
look at what the experts have packed into one volume. 

Over 500 CB models fully described with technical 
specs, features latest prices and photos. 

Lab test evaluations on mobile and base -station trans- 
ceivers, both AM and SSB, spell out what the rigs can 
really do. 

Latest FCC Rules and Regulations discussed in down - 

to -earth language, so you truly know what you can and 
cannot do legally. 

Manufacturers' specifications "decoded" to help you 
read a "spec sheet" with ease. 

All about CB antennas -the true key to "talk power." 
CB language translation chart. 
How emergency CB associations can save your life! 
Flow phase -lock -loop digital synthesizers work. 
The latest Flash Report on upcoming CB units pre- 

sented at the first all -CB- manufacturers show. 
This packed- with -information Handbook is the CB pub- 
lication you've been waiting for. Only $1.75! 

CITIZENS BAND HANDBOOK 
Consumer Service Division 
595 Broadway N.Y., N.Y. 10012 

Please send the 1976 CITIZENS BAND HANDBOOK. I'm 
enclosing $2 ($1.75 plus 25c for postage and handling.) 
Outside U.S.A. $3, postpaid. 

E EH-77 

Print Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
Residents of Calif., Colo., Fla., Ill., Mich., Mo., N.Y. 
State, D. C. and Texas add applicable sales tax. (Postage 
and handling charges non -taxable.) 
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MITS 
ALTAIR FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM 
Nonvolatile fast -access memory, stores over 
300,000 bytes per disk, 4k bits on each of 77 
tracks. Average read /write time 400 ms; data 
transfer rate 250k bits per second. Disc controller 
consists of two PC boards that fit the Altair/lmsai, 
connects to the disk drive via a 37 -pin connector. 
The 88 -DCDD consists of the disk controller and 
one disk drive. Kit /assembled $1480/51980.00 
88 -DISC. Additional disk drive, in cabinet .... 

$1180/$1600.00 

ALTAIR 110 LINE PRINTER 
Desktop line printer, produces 80 columns of 5 x 
7 dot -matrix characters at 100 cps (70 lines per 
minute). Control electronics are on a PC card that 
fits the Altair /Imsai bus. Kit /assembled 

$1950/52125.00 

Same with pin -feed option. Kit /assembled .... 
$2200/$2375.00 

COMTER II TERMINAL 
Displays one line of 32 dot -matrix characters, 
upper case only. Features audio cassette inter- 
face, RS -232 data interface, 256 -character mem- 
ory (not expandable) ASCII keyboard, cursor con- 
trol for moving data in and out of display from 
memory, auto transmit for on -line transmitting 
data from memory or for editing programs. No 
interface required for use with Altair 680b; 88 -SIO 
required for use with Altair 8800b. Display case is 
connected by cable to separate keyboard case. 
Display: 14 "W x 111/2 "D x 5 "H; keyboard 14 "W x 
71/2 "D x 21/2 "H. Kit /assembled ....$890/$1050.00 

MITS COMTER 256 TERMINAL 
Same as Comter II except without audio cassette 

NOW FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS... 

three machines in one. 

programmable 

slide -rule calculator 
SR -52 

10 user defined keys 
224 program storage locations 
23 preprogrammed key functions 
8 preprogrammed condition statements 
20 independent addressable memory registers 
Permanent program storage on magnetic cards 

SN S2 

It took TEXAS INSTRUMENTS to invent the SR -52 calculator. It took 
C & S MARKETING ASSOCIATES to offer it at a price you can afford, now 
only $249.95. With such versatility and such an affordable price, you cannot 
afford to be without the problem solving power of card programability. Now 
solve problems in seconds that would take hours with any ordinary calculator 
or slideruler if they could be done at all. 

For more information or the answer to any question you may have about 
the SR -52 calculator, call toll free (800- 251- 6771) *. Tenn. residents call 
(800- 262- 6706). Other TEXAS INSTRUMENT models available from $49.95. 

Each TEXAS INSTRUMENT calculator comes with a 1 -year warranty. 
Should your unit prove defective within 60 days, just return it for a new unit! 
Finally should you be dissatisfied with your calculator return it within 15 days 
for a prompt refund. 

C E S MARKETING ASSOC. 

P.O. Box 165 Algood, Tenn. 38501 
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QTY. PRICE $249.95 ea. two 
CHECK M.O. C.O.D. LITERATURE INFORMATION 
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interface but with acoustic coupler; memory 256 
characters expandable to 1024. Kit - 
/assembled $850/$1000.00 

NATIONAL MULTIPLEX 
CC -7A DIGITAL DATA RECORDER 
Digital recorder for computer or Teletype use (no 
voice capability), up to 4800 baud. Recording 
mode is NRZ tape saturation. Two channels, 

clock and data; or 2 channels providing 4 tracks 
for bi- phase. Accepts TTY, TTL or RS -232 inputs. 
Two outputs, either TTY, RS -232 or TTL. Erases 
while recording one track at a time. Interfaces 
with any UART /ACIA. Loads 8k memory in 17 sec- 
onds. Motor speed adjustable, 2000 -2500 rpm. 
Speed regulation 0.5% or better. Tape speeds 
available (by pulley changes): 2 ", 3" or 4" per sec- 
ond. Includes prerecorded 8080 software used in 
factory test $169.95 

OLIVER 
OP -80A PAPER TAPE READER 
High -speed optical tape reading, no moving 
parts, reads punch paper tape up to 5000 ops. 
Includes optical sensor array, high -speed data 
buffers, handshake logic for interfacing with any 
microprocessor parallel I/O port. Kit - 
/assembled $74.50/595.00 

OSI 
470 FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM 
Floppy -disk drive, completely assembled includ- 
ing read /write electronics; interface board, and 
simple sector -per -track operating system for 
6502 or 6800 -based system. Minimum storage 
capacity 256k bytes; average access time 84 
ms $649.00 

SOUTHWEST TECH. PRODUCTS 
CT -1024 ALPHANUMERIC VIDEO TERMINAL 
Alphanumeric terminal (also known as TV 
Typewriter II); 16 lines of 32 characters per line: 2 
pages: 64- character ASCII set (upper case only); 
static 1024- character RAM memory; 512 charac- 
ters stored, 512 displayed. Hardware and 
software carriage- return and line -feed. Cursor 
control for home, erase to end -of -line, end -of- 
frame. Power required: +5 V at 2 amperes, -5 V 

at 20 mA, -12 V at 20 mA, 6 V ac at 20 mA. 
Dimensions with plug -in boards. 12 "D x 91/2 "W x 
4'/2 "H. Cabinet. keyboard, video monitor not 
supplied Kit $175.00 
KBD -5. ASCII keyboard and encoder, 56 keys . 

Kit $49.95 
CT -P. Power supply Kit $15.50 
CT -S. Serial interface (110 baud) Kit $39.95 

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 



CT -SO. Baud -rate extension (150, 300, 600, 1200 
baud) Kit $14.75 
CT -CA. Computer -controlled cursor Kit $15.50 
CT -L. Parallel interface Kit $29.95 
CT -E. Screen -read board, transmits screen data 
to computer Kit $17.50 
Package: CT -1024, KBD -5, CT -P, CT -S, CT- 
CA Kit $275.00 

GT -6144 GRAPHICS TERMINAL 
Cell array is 64 wide by 96 high; each cell ad- 
dressable by computer; programming allows 
fixed or moving images. Data can be loaded in 
less than 2 Ns. Image reversal for white on black 
or reverse; standard 525 -line format; 6144 -bit sta- 
tic RAM. Operates with any computer whose 
parallel interface outputs an 8 -bit word and data - 
ready strobe; this includes any 8080 or 6800 
machine. Does not include chassis or video 
monitor. Programming allows display of 
graphics, CT -1024 alphanumerics, or combina- 
tion of both Kit $98.50 
CT -P. Power supply ..Kit $15.50 
MP -L. Interface for SWTP 6800 computer 

Kit $35.00 

AC -30 AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE 
Interfaces RS -232 with terminals or computer 
systems, using UART and accessible 16x 300 - 
baud clocks. In addition to manual cassette - 
recorder controls, the automatic record, play, 
and even motor controls may be picked off ad- 
joining terminal's control- character decoder. 
Provides independent control for two separate 
recorders (not included with kit). One recorder 
can be read while other is generating updated 
data. Control -panel switches select correct 
audio /motor controls for each recorder; LED in- 
dicators display record /read status and data flow. 
Local /remote switch permits using recorder from 
terminal without computer. Size 123/4'W x 121/2 "D 
x 3"H. Kansas City standard (1200/2400 Hz) at 300 
baud Kit $79.50 

PR -40 ALPHANUMERIC PRINTER 
Alphanumeric printer with 64 upper -case charac- 
ters, 40 characters per line, 75 lines per minute. 
Uses standard 37/s" adding- machine paper. Has 
internal 40- character line- buffer memory; print- 
ing takes place at carriage return or when line- 

buffer memory is filled; 5 x 7 dot -matrix impact 
printing. Accepts data up to one character per 
microsecond or slower; 7 parallel data lines are 
TTL- compatible and enabled by data -ready sig- 
nal. Used with any computer having 8 -bit parallel 
interface, including 8080 and 6800 machines. In- 
ternal power supply. Size 101 /2 "0 x 9% "W x 
83/4"H Kit $250.00 
PR -4L. Extra ribbon $5.00 
MP -L. Interface for SWTP 6800 computer .$35.00 

WINTEK 
B -R -B VIDEO TERIMINAL 
Character set is standard 64- character ASCII 
(upper case) plus CR, LF, BS and bell. Parity odd, 
even, marking or spacing; selectable. Logic 
levels: RS -232 (20 -mA optional); transmission 
rate is serial, asynchronous, half /full duplex 
selectable, standard baud rates from 110 to 9600, 
one or two stop -bits selectable. Characters are 5 
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x 7 dot matrix; screen size is 9" diagonal; 16 rows 
of 80 characters; scrolling; cursor is solid, non - 
blinking. Keyboard cabinet size is 13 "W x 10"D x 

31/2"H: monitor cabinet is 13 "H x 10 "W x 
10 "D $875.00 
B -R -B Board. Assembled $495.00 

COMPUTER MODULE BOARDS 

CROMEMCO 
BYTESAVER MEMORY BOARD 
8k PROM board uses 2704 and 2708 ultraviolet - 
erasable PROMs on an Altair- 8800 /Imsai -8080 
bus compatible board. Stores programs up to 8k, 
including 8k BASIC; provides independence 
from power turnoff; takes 500 mA from 8 -volt line; 
no keyboard needed with special 2704 PROM 
that transfers contents of RAM into Bytesaver. 
8KBS -K kit /8KBS -W assembled ...$195/$295.00 

TV DAZZLER 
Computer /TV interface to color -TV receiver: 
Altair- 8800 /Imsai -8080 bus -compatible board: 
alphanumerics and graphics; DMA; 2k memory 
produces 128 x 128 -element picture; 512 bytes 
provide a 32 x 32 picture; output is video; all 
colors can be controlled. Software: three full - 
color programs on punched paper tape, with 
documentation; Dazzle- Writer provides al- 
phanumeric displays in color. TV Dazzler, kit - 
/assembled $215/$350.00 
Life software $15.00 
Kaleidoscope software $15.00 
Dazzle- Writer software $15.00 

D ,-7A INTERFACE FOR D/A & AD 
Multichannel converter has 7 channels of 8 -bit 
analog -to- digital conversion for input to compu- 
ter; 7 channels of digital -to- analog conversion 

When You Need Parts to keep Projects 

(L Going ... Get and 

Use the New 
% 1977 Allied 

Electronics 

\ Engineering 
Manual and 
Purchasing 

Guide 

Just 
$1 

CALLING ALL ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTERS, HOBBYISTS, 
ENTHUSIASTS, TECHNICIANS, ENGINEERS . .. ALLIED'S 1977 
GUIDE IS READY FOR YOU! 
Just a dollar helps keep your building projects going - takes the hassle out of 
obtaining parts and components you need to repair or maintain all kinds of elec- 
tronic equipment. You'll find resistors, capacitors, relays, wire, cable, soldering and 
unsoldering devices, tools, transformers, transistors and IC's, tubes, pilot lights, 
switches test equipment, panel meters, microprocessors - even NEW Solar 
Energy products and a Microcomputer! There's thousands of parts complete with 
detailed illustrations, dimensions (including many metrics), and full technical 
specifications. You don't wait weeks for your parts either -most are stocked at all 
six Allied locations. Allied's top -notch reputation has been earned by more than 50 
years of experience in stocking quality components and providing our customers 
with dependable, fast service. To get your Guide quickly, send $1.00 (cash, check or 
money order) now with your name, address and Zip Code (Print or Type Clearly) to: 
Allied Electronics, Dept. EEH -76, 401 East 8th Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76102. 

ALL /ED ELECTRONICS 
"Number One Parts Place A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 
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for computer output; one 8 -bit parallel I/O port. 
Plugs into Altair/lmsai data bus. Applications in- 
clude interfacing analog controls such as poten- 
tiometers or joysticks to computers or using a 

computer as a music synthesizer $245.00 

DIGITAL GROUP 
Z -80 CPU CARD 
Based on Zilog Z -80 MPU, compatible with 8080A 
instruction set, includes 80 new instructions for 
total of 158; 16 -bit arithmetic; 3 interrupt modes; 
built -in automatic dynamic -memory refresh; 11 

addressing modes; 22 registers (16 general - 
purpose); 1, 4, 8 and 16 -bit operations. Z -80 CPU 
card includes 2k bytes static RAM, 256 bytes 
EPROM bootstrap loader, 2 DMA channels, 
hardware interrupt controller. Interchangeable 
with other CPU cards in Digital Group system. 
Kit/assembled $295/$395.00 

DUTRONICS 
8KLST 8K MEMORY 
8k memory for Altair -8800 /Imsai -8080 bus; uses 
500 -ns static n- channel RAM ICs; power re- 
quirement is less than 225 mA per 1k words, 
worst case is 250 mA per 1k words; low- profile 
sockets included $285.00 
4KLST. 4k memory, expandable to 8k with 4 

KXST $159.00 
4KXST. 4k expansion kit to 4KLST $139.00 
50/50A. 100 -pin connector $9.50 

ELECTRONIC CONTROL TECH. 
8KM STATIC MEMORY BOARD 
Has 8k 8 -bit words of static RAM memory with 
215 -ns access time. Plug- compatible with Altair 
8800 and Imsai 8080, draws 150 mA (typically) 
from the 5 -V supply. Static memory, requires no 
refresh or wait states; can be powered by standby 
batteries to retain data during power interrup- 
tions or for extended periods of time .Kit $350.00 

NOTICE TO READERS 

We consider it a valuable service to our 
readers to continue, as we have in previous 
editions of this guide, to print the price set 
by the manufacturer or distributor for each 
item described as available at presstime. 
However, almost all manufacturers and dis- 
tributors provide that prices are subject to 
change without notice. 

We would like to call our readers attention 
to the fact that during recent years the Fed- 
eral Trade Commission of the U.S. Gov- 
ernment has conducted investigations of 
the practices of certain industries, in fixing 
and advertising list prices. It is the position 
of the Federal Trade Commission that it is 
deceptive to the public, and against the 
law, for list prices of any product to be 
specified or advertised in a trade area, if 
the majority of sales of that product in that 
trade area are made at less than the list 
prices. 

It is obvious that our publication cannot 
quote the sales price applicable to each 
trading area in the United States. Accord- 
ingly, prices are listed as furnished to us by 
the manufacturer or distributor. It may be 
possible to purchase some items in your 
trading area at a price that differs from the 
price that is reported in this edition. 

The Publisher 

GODBOUT 
ECONORAM 4K MEMORY BOARD 
Altair lmsai- compatible 4k RAM board; current 
drain 0.75 A max; 0.6A typical; buffers on address 
lines, data lines, outputs; sockets for all ICs .Kit 

$99.95 

MIKRA -D 
MD- 2046.4 STATIC RAM CARD 
Altair/lmsai plug -in compatible, 4k on a 16k 
board, permits 16k total in one motherboard 
slot $175.00 
MD- 2046 -8. Same with 8k $315.00 
MD- 2046 -12. Same with 12k $455.00 
MD- 2046.16. Same with 16k $595.00 
Expansion Kit $140.00 

NATIONAL MULTIPLEX 
2S10(R) I/O BOARD WITH MONITOR 
Plug -in for AltaiNlmsai computers; compatible 
with any 8080 system. I O board contains all 
bootstraps, loads, dumps. and edits in a 512 -byte 
ROM Monitor. A UART interfaces with a terminal; 
a USART interfaces with one or two cassette re- 
corders. Accepts any of 8 commands to: load 
octal from any address, load hex from any ad- 
dress, load BASIC, examine an address and cor- 
rect the data, dump in hex, save on cassette (with 
parity check), load from cassette (with parity 
check), go to an address and run. Automatic cas- 
sette on /off. Runs at two different baud rates. 
Kit /assembled $140/$170.00 

PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 
VDM -1 VIDEO DISPLAY MODULE 
Altair -8800 /Imsai 8080 bus compatible; 16 lines of 
64 characters; upper /lower case; black on white 
or white on black; 1024 bytes of on -card RAM 
memory. Various screen -blanking modes availa- 
ble: during processor access cycle; from vertical 
sync to beginning of text; from CR to end of line; 
from VT character to bottom of display. Solid 
video inversion cursor can be blinked at 0.5- 
second intervals. Output is EIA composite video 
1 -V p /p, 75 ohms, 6.7 -MHz bandwidth. Display 
can be scrolled up or down. Any Ik page may be 
selected for memory address if two low -order bits 
are 00. Multiple programmable cursors are built 
in, and all 1024 can be displayed at one time or 
begin anywhere on screen, so video games are 
possible. Text -editing software and games pac- 
kages available. Kit /wired $199/$245.00 

8KRA 8K STATIC MEMORY MODULE 
Static RAMs; fully buffered address and data 
lines; noise -immunity circuits; dual in -line switch 
for address selection; battery back -up option; 
low- profile IC sockets; 520 -ns cycle time; fits 
Altair Imsai bus. Kit /wired $295/$359.00 
4KRA. 4k static memory module. Kit - 
/wired $139/$195.00 

3P S INPUT /OUTPUT MODULE 
Altair /Imsai -compatible board. Two 8 -bit parallel 
ports, standard TTL level; one Teletype 20 -mA 
port; four RS -232C ports; one peripheral 50 -mA 
current driver for paper- tape- reader control or 
cassette -recorder control. Baud -rate control for 
35 to 9600 baud and /or EIA control outputs. Can 
be used with 1.5 stop bits (older Teletypes). 
Low -profile IC sockets. Kit /wired ..$135/$175.00 

2KRO MEMORY MODULE 
Accepts up to 8 EPROMs (1720A or 5203) to pro- 
vide 2048 8 -bit words of non -volatile storage. Sta- 
tic operating mode; access and cycle times de- 
pend on EPROM used; will work from 30 to 2500 
ns; AltairIlmsai compatible; wait -state selection; 
low- profile sockets. Kit /wired $65/$89.00 

ALS -8 FIRMWARE MODULE 
Assembly -language operating system enables 

turn of the switch" operation. You can write, 
edit, assemble, debug and run programs. Up to 
20 custom commands. Requires 2k RAM for 
symbol tables and system global area. Six source 

programs can be stored and called, edited, as- 
sembled, or simulated; any selected input device 
can be used; files can be appended, moved, re- 
numbered, taken apart, or linked together, and 
crashed files can be restored. Assembler in- 
cludes labels, comments, expressions, relative 
symbolic addressing, and error messages. Can 
handle many different IiO configurations. Can be 
used with TXT -2 (below) $325.00 

TXT -2 TEXT EDITING FIRMWARE 
User can insert, delete, move single characters, 
entire lines, or portions of lines. Text files scan- 
ned up to 1000 lines per minute when used with 
VDM -1 $95.00 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTR. 
REAL -TIME MULTIPLEXER MODULE 
Interfaces 16 real -time sensors to computer via 
single A/D board; module comes with two chan- 
nels. Unity gain; 10 volts maximum per channel; 
50 -ps switching time; 10- megohm impedance; 
less than 50 -ohm output impedance .Kit $79.50 
Extra input channels (each) kit $14.95 
Connector $6.50 
80-Pin PC Board for Altair 8800 $21.60 
Connector for 80 -pin PC board $6.95 

REAL -TIME AID CONVERTER 
Uses tracking A/D conversion. Resolution is 10 
bits (binary); linearity 12 LSB; input resolution 
(volts) is maximum output peak- to- peaki256; 
zero -error scale is 1/10 LSB maximum; SVRR is 
0.01% maximum; maximum slew rate (sine) is 
0.14 V /Ns. Maximum tracking frequency is 4.5 
kHz; full scale output (adjustable) 1 to 10 volts; 
output is 8 -bit parallel data Kit $89.95 

REAL -TIME INPUT MODULE 
Used with A/D converter, and a wide variety of 
sensors. Includes one amplifier, can be ex- 
panded to eight. Logarithmic compression for up 
to 7 octaves. Input sensitivity greater than 10 pV; 
frequency response, dc to 30 kHz; output voltage, 
-5 volts; adjustable gain, -30 to 80 dB; dc drift, 
less than 4 mV''C; SVRR, 80 dB Kit $34.95 
Sensor amplifiers (each) $16.95 
Log compression amplifier (optional) .$5.25 

TARBELL 
CASSETTE INTERFACE 
For Altair /Imsai; speeds up to 540 bytes per sec- 
ond (220 bits per inch), 187 bps for ANSI standard 
800 bpi, 30 bps for Kansas City standard. Phase - 
encoded, self -clocking. Works with most audio 
cassette units; may be adapted to automatic digi- 
tal cassette units; will also work with reel -to -reel 
tape recorders. Tape should be low -noise type. 
Load time for 8k bytes: 15 s at 540 bps, 43 s at 187 
bps, 4 minutes at 30 bps. Device code selected 
with on -board DIP -switch. Four extra status lines 
available for input. Four extra control lines avail- 
able for output; may be used to drive relays for 
extra cassette units. Comes with I/O subroutines, 
bootstrap, Kansas City software, and low -noise 
cassette with test stream. Kit/assembled 

$120/$175.00 

VECTOR 
8800V UNIVERSAL MICROPROCESSOR BOARD 
Board permits Altair and Imsai users to add cir- 
cuits such as RAM, ROM, PROM, interfaces, A/D 
or D/A converters, multiplexers and relays. Pre - 
punched with 0.042" diarr.ster holes on 0.1" cen- 
ters, so DIPs can be placed in any location. Typi- 
cally, board holds two 40 -pin DIPs, eight 24 -pin 
DIPs and 36 14- or 16 -pin DIPs. Space for discrete 
devices and ribbon -wire connectors. Column 
and row DIP zone -coordinates, plus column and 
row -hole designators, etched into the laminate. 
Power and ground planes on opposite sides of 
board. Two copper heat -sink positions. Size is 
10" * 5.313 ", with 100 connector fingers (50 each 
side) spaced on 0.125" centers. One low- profile, 
finned heat -sink supplied with each board 

$19.95 
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DIRECTORY OF MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS 

If you have any additional questions 
about products described in this Guide, 
write direct to the company. 

APPLIED MICROTECHNOLOGY 
rOli N Winchester Blvd Santa Clara, Cal. 95050 

CROMEMCO 
nno InG Street. Los Altos. Cal 94022 

DIGITAL GROUP, THE 
Box 6528 Denver, Colo 80206 

DUTRONICS 
r 0 Box 9160. Stockton, Cal. 95208 

E & L INSTRUMENTS INC. 
61 First Street. Derby. Conn 06418 

EBKA INDUSTRIES. INC. 
6920 Melrose Lane. Oklahoma City, Okla 73127 

ELECTRONIC CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
P 0 Box 6 Umion N J 07083 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS ASSOCIATES, INC. 
1157 Vega Street. San Diego. Cal 92110 

ELECTRONIC TOOL CO. 
4736 El Segundo Blvd Hawthorne. Cal 90250 

GNAT COMPUTERS 
8869 Balboa Ave.. Unit C. San Diego. Cal 92123 

GODBOUT, BILL ELECTRONICS 
Box 2355. Oakland Airport, Cal. 94614 

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
P O, Box 365. Urbana, Ill. 61801 

IMS ASSOCIATES. INC. 
14860 W Ckv BhU_ San Leandro, Cal ,i.1 

INFINITE INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 906. Cape Canaveral. Fla. 32920 

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS CORP. 
4376 ROgegate Dr Doha" Ga 30136 

INTERSIL. INCORPORATED 
10900 N Tantau Ave.. Cupertino. Cal 95014 

LEAR SIEGLER INC. 
711 N Brnnkhiosr Street. Anaheim, Cal 92803 

M & R ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 1011. Sunnyvale. Cal 94088 

MARTIN RESEARCH 
3336 Commercial Ave . Northbrook, III 60062 

MICROCOMPUTER ASSOCIATES 
2589 Scott Blvd.. Santa Clara, Cal 95050 

MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC. 
P.O. Box 22101, Salt Lake City. Utah 84122 

MIKRA -D INCORPORATED 
30 Main Street, Ashland. Mass. 01721 

MITS 
2450 Alamo SE, Albuquerque. N.M. 87106 

MOS TECHNOLOGY. INC. 
950 Ratrvinniise Rd Norristown. Pa. 19401 

NATIONAL MULTIPLEX CORPORATION 
3474 Rand Ave., So Plainfield NJ 007080 

S. D. SALES CO. 
P.O. BOX 28810 DALLAS; TEXAS 75228 

Hard to find IC's, RAM's, LED's.... 

For ALL your construction and 

assembly needs, we're your 
headquarters for best prices 

and guaranteed parts! 
Call your BANK AMERICARD or MASTER CHARGE 

order in on our 
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES 

TOLL FREE WATTS: 
, 1 

BANKAMERICARD- 

//+iY/rd I/ a 

mOLCM 

master charge 
I..... 

1- 800 -521 -3460 
TEXAS RESIDENTS CALL COLLECT: 

214/211 -0022 
Please call between 8:30 AM and 6:00 PM C.S.T. - 
Monday through Friday. You may also call to check 
stock or just ask a question. However, only B.A.C. 
and M.C. orders will be accepted. We do not ship COD. 

1977 EDITION CIRCLE NO 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. 
2900 Semiconductor Dr.. Santa Clara. Cal. 95051 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
r' 670 liavrlen Sinner Hiram Onio 44234 

PCM COMPANY 
Box 215. San Ramos. Cal 94583 

POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS 
37 Kcllogq Crania. Cal 93017 

PRONETICS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 28582, Dallas. Tex 75228 

PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 
6200 StnE-0.t Emeryville. Cal 94608 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS COMPANY 
P.O. Drawer 2096. Ashland, Va. 23005 

SPHERE CORPORATION 
940 North 400 East. North Salt Lake. Utah 84054 

SWTP 
X219 Rhapsody. San Antonio, Tex 78216 

TARBELL ELECTRONICS 
144 Miraleste Dr, a106, Miraleste. Cal. 90732 

VECTOR ELECTRONIC CO., INC. 
12460 Gladstone Ave . Sylmar. Cal 91342 

WAVE MATE 
1015 W 190th Street. Gardena. Cal 90248 

WINTEK CORP. 
902 N 9th Street, Lafayette. Ind. 47904 

ANO WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLIND TOOLS _ ha SOLDERING + 
DESOLDERING + / RESOLDERING - 

SOLDERH ELEMENTARY TO Elll 

contact your local 
cDISTRIBUTOR ' 

inquiries invited 

MOST PRODUCTS COVERED 
BY U.S.AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
AND PENDING APPLICATIONS 

DSYZQir® 144 PAGE TRAININGSMANUAL 

1LISIMIBIBTA ST,VABBDVS, CALIF. M49. NEW/ o/C /000 
241.. PIgBES local(!1))1119 -2324 L.A. (2,3)1113-5115 

GABLE: EDS.. V. TELEII 55.1469 ILLUSTRATIONS 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD 
OF TOMORROW ... TODAY! 
And our FREE164 PAGE CATALOG is packed with 

exciting and unusual values in hobby, electronic 

and science items - plus 4,500 finds for fun, study 

or profit ... for every member of the family. 

-A BETTER LIFE 
STARTS HERE 

KNOW YOUR ALPHA 114 

FROM THETA! 
For greater relaxation, 
concentration, monitor 
your Alpha /Theta brain - 
waves w /audible or visible 
signal on Biosone 1 1. Has 3 
feedback modes, outputs 
to monitor logic signal, filter sel. feedback, broad 
sensitivity control; other professional feats, of 
$200 -up units. Easily operated 4 -Ib. portable has 
total brainwave monitoring capability! Req. 2 9v tr. 
batteries. 
No. 1668GD (91/2x 55/8x41/41 $149.95 Ppd. 
LOW COST STARTERS' UNIT (PORTABLE) 
No. 71,809GO (41/2x22/4x41/4") $55.00 Ppd. 

NASA -CHOSEN 
FOR APOLLO/ 
SOYUZ 
157 mi. out in space, the 
Astronauts used this 
super 20X60 binocular 
(modified) to view Earth! MEP' .p 
Our biggest, most powerful for 

ppdistance. 
Far -off 

ects 
objecgtiveear 

& 
lenses; a173 

to the 
-ft. fie dgoffvi w at 

1000 yds. Relative brightness, 9.0. Fully coated op- 
tics; 20X spcl design eye lenses. Coated BK -7 Porro 
prism. Extra 
rubber eyecupsg Includes case 

style fold-down 
straps. 

No. 1556GD (91/4x81/2 "; 47.5 oz.) ....$99.95 Ppd. 
No. 1559GD (41/2x61/2 "; 19 oz.) $29.95 Ppd. 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 
RECHARGEABLE 
CALCULATOR... 
$19.95! 
Does Everything Big Ones Do 

Small but mighty! 8- digit, 4- function electronic cal - 
culator even has automatic % key ... for only $19.95. 
Take it anywhere. Carry it in your pocket or purse -it's 
2/3 the size of a pack of cigarettes. This 31/2-ounce 
dynamo features floating decimal, constant key, lead 
zero depression, clear entry, more! At Edmund's low 
price, the unit comes with a Ni -Cad rechargeable bat- 
tery pack that can plug in to any AC outlet. No need for 
special recharging adapters. Calculator overall is just 
2X3x2x9 16" with plenty of room for most fingers. 
Another Edmund first with advanced technology. 
Stock No. 1945GD Only $19.95 Ppd. 

SEE MUSIC IN 
PULSATING 
COLOR 

New 3- Channel Color 
Organ adds to music lis- 
tening pleasure, lets you 
modulate 3 independent 

strings of colored lamps with intensity of your music to 
create an audio "light show ". They flash, vary in bright- 
ness related to music's rhythm, pitch, volume - 
pulsating lighting performance to music! Fully assem- 
bled & priced half that of others, the Edmund Sound To 
Light Control is a terrific value. Plug in, turn on! 

No. 42,309GD (ASSEMBLED) $17.95 Ppd. 
No. 42,336GD (UNASSEMBLED) $13.95 

SUPER POWER 
FOR ANY AM RADIO 
New antenna assist turns a 

tiny transistor into a tiger, 
has pulled in stations up to 
1000' miles away! Just set 
beside radio (no wires, clips, grounding) and fine - 
tune Select -A- Tenna's dial to same frequency - 
"gangbusters "! Great for clearing weak signals in 
radio depressed areas, off -coast islands, crowded 
frequency stations. Solid state -uses no electric- 
ity, batts., tubes. 
Stock No. 72,095GD ....$19.95 Ppd. 
ULTRA SELECT -A -TENNA 
No. 72,147G0 ('OVER 1000 MI.)- . . .$24.95 Ppd. 

PRO ELECTRONIC 
SOUND CATCHER 

Parabolic mike w /183/4" 
transparent reflecting 
shield & 2 I.C.'s in 
amplifier magnifies sig- 

nals 100x that of omni- direction mikes. Catch sounds 
never before heard! Highest signal to noise ratio poss. 
Earphones, tape recorder output, tripod socket; req. two 
9v trans, batt. (not Inca. 
No. 1649G0 (51/2 LB.) $299.00 Ppd. 
LOW COST MODEL: NO EARPHONES, ELECTR. CIRC. 
No. 1665GD $149.95 Ppd. 
LOWER SENSITIVITY ECON. MOD. W/O ELECTR. 
No. 80,242GD $89.50 Ppd. 

SAVE 50% 
8 X 20 
MONOCULAR 
Fantastic bargain! 
Top quality 

e $30 value, Scope, , 

now offered at $14.95! Our special purchase saves 
you 50 %! and you get 100% coated optics; 393 ft. 
field of view. Only 2 oz.- stores in pocket, purse, 
glove compartment. Fits in your palm -peer into 
hard -to -see places without letting subject know 
you're spying. Great for birders and race fans; Incls. 
neck strap, leatherette 31/2.11/2 x 2" case. Beautiful 
brushed metal finish. Buy two -one for a gift! 
Stock No. 1568G0 $14.95 P,d. 

LOW COST 
INFRA -RED 
VIEWER 
For Infra -red crime detec- 
tion surveillance, security 
system alignment, I.R. 
detection, laser check- 

ing, nite wildlife study, any work req. I.R. detection & 
cony. to visible spectrum. Self cont. scope w /everything 
incl I.R. light source 6v or 12v power, 6032I. R. converter 
tube, f/3.5 objective lens, adjust. triplet eyepiece. Pro- 
vides 1.6X, focuses from 10' to infinity. 
No. 1659GD (11 x141 /4x3 ") $285.00 Ppd. 
WITHOUT LIGHT SOURCE 
No. 16630 $225.00 Ppd. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 

GIANT FREE 
CATALOG! 

164 PAGES MORE THAN 

- UNUSUAL 4500 BARGAINS 
Completely n Catalog. Packed ...Or huge selection 
of telescopes. microscopes. binoculars. magnets, mag- 

stile's. prisms. photo components. melon and un,oue 
Lighting ;tams, parts. kits. accessories - many hard. 

I N'lit surplus bargains. 1001 of charts. Illustrations. 
For hobbyists, esper,mentn. schools. Industry. 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

t 

1 

L.- 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
MO [Went aWMM & WNW.. N. 1. OM01 

Please rash free Giant Catalog "ÔD" 

Nam 

Address 

City 

118 

stat. sip 

HASTINGS 
TRIPLET 
MAGNIFIER 
10X, terrific buy - 
sells elsewhere at 
twice the price. Best 

docket magnifier made. Genuine 3- element type with 
completely color- corrected, flat field cemented lens 

system. No distortion, no color fringes! No need for 
compensation. Sturdily mounted in black anodized 
aluminum cell. Swings into chrome -plated pocket 
case for protection. Clear lens dia. 1 /z "; field of view 
9/16 ". Chain loop. Used in gemology, engraving, 
photography, etc. to detect flaws. 

No. 30,344GD (CLOSES TO 2/4x11/4 ")....$11.25 Ppd. 

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH CHECK, M. O. OR CHARGE NO. 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 
300 Edecorp Balding, Barrngton, N.J. 01007 -y Stock No. Description Price lack Total 

l SEND ERE 
164 PAGE 

Charge in 

CATALOG "GD' 

Bani.me,ua 

W rumors W IAp. game war fa.a. sua 

0' I enclose check ID money order 

pees Over SS co 

for TOTAL S 

1 
my Maste, Charge 

I I I I I Inte,ank No Wl.ncu + 
Mr a 

ree 

no. I, 

1 

Signar e 

Card Emmet.. Date NAME 

30.00Y MONEY-BACE 05ORANTE[. 
you must be satst,ed o 

' 
return ADDRESS 

act purchase in 30 days Hi tart, 
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The chances are excellent that... 
You have a talent other people 

are willing to pay for! 
You're "handy" around your 
house, have the ability to fix 
things, and "make them work 
right "... that's why there 
may be a rewarding career 
for you in Electronics. 

A career in Electronics? 
Absolutely. Because you're interested 
in things. How they work. Why they 
work. How to take them apart and 
put them back together. Plus . . . 

you've got a head for detail work. 

Your chances are excellent 
With the right kind of specialized 
technical training, you can have a 
challenging, financially rewarding future waiting for 
you in Electronics. Think of the career opportunities 
... computers, aerospace, 2 -way radio communica- 
tions, radio /TV broadcasting, medical electronics, to 
name just a few. 

And, surprisingly, you don't need a college degree! 
All you need to do to qualify for one of these excit- 

ing career fields is to build upon the technical aptitude 
you already have ... just put your hands and your 
head to work with a CIE Electronics career course. 

You learn by doing 
The CIE method of instruction is the refinement of 
over 40 years of Electronics, independent home -study 
experience. It works. And you don't need any prior 
electronics experience. A CIE career course can take 
you from ground zero right up to training in Lasers, 
Microminiaturization, Radar, Analog Computers, 
and various applications in Communications. 

In some CIE courses, you'll perform "hands on" 
experiments and tests with your own CIE Experimental 
Electronics Laboratory. And, if TV technology and dig- 
ital Electronics are your main interest, you can select 
from several courses that result in constructing and 

troubleshooting a TV. (And the TV 
is yours to keep, too !) This combi- 
nation of "head and hands" learning 
locks in your understanding of the 
crucial principles you'll use on -the- 
job in your new career. But, don't 
kid yourself . . . 

Electronics is not an "easy" science 
and CIE courses are not "snaps." 
Subject matter is technical, thorough, 
and challenging. It has to be. We're 
training you for a career. So the pre- 
sentation of ideas is logical, written in 
easy -to- understand language ... you 
progress step -by -step, at your own 
pace. 

CIE Education by mail 
There is no need to "go back to the 
classroom" with CIE. Because you 

learn at home or wherever else is convenient. You 
keep your present job and income. No cross -town 
commutes. You decide when and where you study best. 

Your eventual success ... at CIE and in your elec- 
tronics career ... will be determined by your own 
motivation and self -discipline. You can do it. And CIE 
can show you how. 

Put your talent to full use 
We believe that you may be a "natural" for Electron- 
ics, and we'd like to tell you more about potential 
career fields and our school. We'll be glad to send you 
our complete package of FREE career information if 
you'll send in the card or coupon. For your conven- 
ience, we'll try to have a school representative contact 
you to review various educational programs and assist 
in course selection. As soon as we receive your request, 
we'll mail you our school catalog, complete G.I. Bill 
details, and special information on government FCC 
License preparation. 

There's no obligation. 
Let's discuss your new career in Electronics, NOW ! 

Send for your FREE school catalog and career infor- 
mation TODAY. 

CI E Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

Yes, 1 want your FREE school catalog and career information package,. 

EH -19 
Print Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Apt 

Age 

APPROVED FOR EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS UNDER G.I. BILL 
Check box for G.I. Bill information : Veteran On Active Duty 
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The small wonder 

ALTAIFI 686 
Aikv, 

of the micro -world 
Measuring just 11" wide x 11" deep x 5" high, and weighing a 

mere 7 pounds, the Altair TM 680b is a complete, general -purpose 
computer. 

The secret to this revolutionary, small computer is its CPU 

board. This double -sided board fits along the bottom of the Altair 
case and plugs directly into the front panel board. It contains 
the new 6800 microprocessor, 1,024 bytes of RAM memory, a 256 

byte PROM monitor, provisions for 768 bytes of additional PROM 
or ROM, and a single Interface port with a Motorola ACIA serial 
interface adapter which can be configured either RS -232 or TTY. 

A five level Baudot interface option is also available. 
The Altair 680b can be programmed from front panel switches, 

or it can be interfaced to a video display terminal, or teletype- 
writer. Three additional circuit boards can be plugged inside the 
Altair 680b for further memory and interface expansion. The first 
of these boards is a 16K static RAM memory board. 

Software already developed includes Altair 680 BASIC with 
all the features of the 8K BASIC previously developed for the 
Altair 8800. These include Boolean operators, the ability to read 
or write a byte from any I/O port or memory location, multiple 
statements per line, and the ability to interrupt program execution 
and then continue after the examination of variable values. This 
software takes only 6.8K bytes of memory space and a copy is 

included free with the purchase of the Altair 680 16K memory 
board. 

Other software includes a resident two pass assembler. The 
Altair 680b is also compatible with Motorola 6800 software. 

The Altair 680b is ideal for hobbyists who want a powerful 
computer system at an economic price. Altair 680b owners qualify 

for membership in the Altair Users Group, and like other Altair 
owners, they receive a complimentary subscription to Computer 
Notes and complete factory support. 

PRICES: 
Altair 680b kit with complete, easy -to- understand assembly man- 
ual, operator's manual, and programming Manual $466 
Assembled Altair 6806 $625 
Altair 680h Turnkey model kit. 395 
Expander Card 680MB (requfrrd to expand 680)..... $ 24 
Altair 680BSM 16K static RAM board kit with 680 BASIC -. $685 
Altair 680 BASIC when purchased separately . $200 
Baudot option . $ 42 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

Enclosed is a check for S 

BankAmericard # or Master Charge e 

Altair 6806 Kit Assembled Other (specify) 
enclose S8 for postage and handling 
Please send free information package. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE & ZIP 

I 2450 Alamo SE/Albuquerque, NM 87106, 505-243-7821 j 

NOTE: Altair is a trademark of MITS, Inc. Price, specifications subject to change. Please allow up to 60 days for delivery. 
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